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PART VI 

Sor’s Theory of Harmony 
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14. Sor’s New Paradigm for the Guitar 

Between 1833 and 1835 there appeared in London a magazine entitled The Giulianiad or 

Guitarist’s Magazine. Mauro Giuliani (1781–1829),1 after whom the magazine was named, 

never visited London, so his influence must have been due mainly to local teachers with links 

to him.2 They put forward the editorial position of the magazine in the introduction: 

…The tone of Giuliani was brought to the greatest possible perfection; in his hands the 
guitar became gifted with a power of expression at once pure, thrilling, and exquisite. He 
vocalized his adagios to a degree impossible to be imagined by those who never heard 
him… In a word, he made the instrument sing… It is necessary that we should dwell on 
this characteristic of Giuliani’s tone… because it is one which belongs exclusively to his 
school, and as we are persuaded it is the most effective and best, we shall take every 
means of enforcing it in our future numbers…3 

In the same issue of The Giulianiad there is a politely dissonant point of view, which was put 

forward by Correspondent N., drawing attention to the music of Fernando Sor (1778–1839): 

… I am well acquainted with the voluminous productions of Giuliani, and have learned 
duly to appreciate them; I trust it will not be considered as prejudice on my part when I 
say, that the beautiful compositions of Sor have touched and inspired my soul above all 
others. What wonder then that such became the chosen objects of my particular study; 
and if it be said of Giuliani, that “he must be considered as the inventor of a new method 
of playing”—perhaps I may be permitted to say, that we ought to consider Sor as the 
inventor of a new method of composing. …4 

Nearly two hundred years later still not enough attention is paid to Sor’s “method of 

composing”. Since the compositions of Giuliani were considered comparatively old-

fashioned by Correspondent N., what was so different about Sor’s and why did they place 

him on a collision course with a guitar establishment that was dominated by player-

composers from Italy like Mauro Giuliani and Ferdinando Carulli? The capacity of this 

correspondent to judge is much enhanced if he was John Abraham Nüske, who may well 

have studied with Sor and whose compositional style resembles Sor in the brief fragment I 

have seen by him.5 Guitar composers like Giuliani and Carulli left copious quantities of 

music, but relatively little about their lives or their philosophical approach to the guitar. In 

                                                 
1 Thomas F. Heck, ‘Mauro Giuliani—birth and death dates confirmed’, Guitar Review 37, Fall 1972, pp. 14–15. 
2 “…presumably, Ferdinand Pelzer (1801–1860), Leonard Schulz (the younger) and Felix Horetzky” in Thomas F. Heck 
‘The birth of the classic guitar and its cultivation in Vienna, reflected in the career and compositions of Mauro Giuliani (d. 
1829)’, PhD dissertation Yale University, 1970, UMI 71–16249, p. 146. 
3 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1977, p. 38. 
4 Correspondent N. [John Abraham Nüske?] in a letter headed: “Sor. To the Editor of the Giulianiad” on pp. 27–28 of The 
Giulianiad or Guitarist’s Magazine, London: [1833] British Library shelf number f.762. See also Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 
1994, p. 38. 
5 McCartney, ‘The case of …J. A. Nüske’, website article “Hudleston Music” accessed 25 October 2009. 
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comparison, Sor’s views on the guitar were made very clear in his Méthode pour la Guitare 

of 1830.6 This source offers no graded exercises of the kind we find in the methods of Carulli 

or the other Italians, but it does reveal a lot about the guitar scene at the time and Sor’s 

general technical approach to the instrument. Sor’s autobiographical manuscript of the lost 

‘Mémoires de Sor’ may have contained much more than survives in the entry ‘Sor’ in the 

Encyclopédie pittoresque, but what remains is very detailed and has proved accurate.7 Also 

lost is the manuscript of Sor’s scholarly article that was the basis for the entry ‘Le Boléro’ in 

the Encyclopédie,8 which may have contained more than was eventually published, but which 

still adds to our knowledge of him.  

In other words we are relatively well endowed with information about Sor’s approach to 

the guitar. The late Leif Christensen described Sor’s method as:  

…among other things a satirical castigation of dilettantism, [in which] Sor stated the aim 
of his work as a composer. He wanted to make the guitar and its possibilities respected in 
the established musical world by means of works that would in every respect meet the 
strictest demands of the craft… In other words, he did not intend to write musical history, 
but to repair some of the damage which he found the dilettantish guitar composers had 
caused.9 

This is not the usual business of a method. When Sor arrived in Paris and London, a middle-

aged émigré amateur guitarist from Spain, he appears to have been surprised by the state of 

the guitar music there, seeing its music and its notation as unacceptable measured by modern 

standards, which he considered self-evident. Guitars needed to be made to comply with the 

notational and compositional standards taken for granted in writing for the piano or even for 

the orchestra. Sor had begun to form this idea many years earlier in Barcelona in about 1796, 

where he found himself at odds with his contemporaries on how best to use the guitar. When 

he arrived in Paris, he must have realised that his view of the instrument differed from 

everyone there too and immediately set about refining his writing for the guitar to satisfy his 

fundamental requirements. The result was a body of works that amounted to nothing less than 

a paradigm shift in the conception of the instrument. 

                                                 
6 Sor, Méthode…, 1830; Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832. For bibliographical details see Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 
1994, p. 187. 
7 ‘Sor’, edited Ledhuy and Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, pp. 154b–167a. 
8 Sor, ‘Le Bolero’, in Ledhuy and Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, pp. 88b–97a.  
9 Cover notes for the vinyl recording by Maria Kämmerling and Leif Christensen. Fernando Sor: Duo op 38, 41, 54 and 63, 
Paula, Product number 14, 1981. 
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Two years before Sor announced his Méthode… in 1828, Aguado published his Méthode 

Complète pour la Guitare translated by François de Fossa. The edition gives as his residential 

address the hotel Sor would occupy on his return from Russia:  

 

Example 1. Bibliographie de la France Quinzième Année (29e de la Collection.) (No 77) Wedneday, 27 
September 1826, p. 8. 

Aguado’s method proceeded from the elementary to the advanced in the more didactic 

fashion that developed as the Romantic period proceeded. He learned his technique from 

Miguel García in Madrid, probably the most influential teacher and representative of the best 

Spanish guitar playing in the period between 1780 and the war in 1808, a period demarcated 

by guitar advertisements which appeared in Madrid and Barcelona periodicals. García’s 

appearance in 1788, before the King and Queen at the Escorial, which inspired Boccherini’s 

string quintet Op. 40, No. 2, G. 341,10 led to him subsequently having some influence at the 

Court. This was continued by his pupil Fernando Fernadiere, who describes himself on the 

title page of his little method as: “Profesor de Música en esta Corte”.11 It would appear that 

these two must have been the core of the guitar establishment in Spain when Sor was growing 

up. Sor was not recognised by this group as a worthy member when he arrived in Madrid. 

Sor went to Madrid in about 1800 after finishing his course at the Real Academia Militar 

de Matemáticas de Barcelona.12 His account, paraphrased by Ledhuy, is as follows: 

After having spent four years at the military school, Sor left for Madrid, where some 
elderly relatives of his father helped him gain access to the nobility. His reputation as a 
guitarist had preceded him, and he was welcomed everywhere in a flattering way. Some 
friends wanted to prepare the way for him to play at court;, but Carlos IV did not listen to 
any advice on music except that of the musicians of his household; and the latter, far 
from encouraging and applauding the talent of their compatriot, cast a critical eye on an 
amateur acquiring any positive knowledge of their art. The King had heard people speak 
of Sor, and he asked the head of his music what he thought of him. “It is something 
better than the usual frons-frons”, he said, “but Sor’s talent is that of so many amateurs, 
who play by instinct and by ear, but without knowing a note of music.” This reply 
annoyed Sor;, but anxious to obtain advancement through his services rather than 
through the guitar, he resigned himself.13 

                                                 
10 Tortella, Luigi Boccherini…, Los Angeles, 2010, p. 170. 
11 Brian Jeffery, Fernando Ferrandiere, Arte de tocar la guitarra Española por música, Madrid, Pantaleon Aznar, 1799, 
facsimile edition London: Tecla, 1977, see the Introduction, pp. 5–8. 
12 Mangado suggests that Sor may have left for Madrid in order to write his entrance examination at the Real Junta de 
Artillería o de Fortificación in Madrid in the hope of getting work. Mangado, ‘Fernando Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre 
Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 31. 
13 « Après avoir passé quatre années à l'école militaire, Sor partit pour Madrid, où les anciennes relations de son père lui 
donnèrent accès près des grands. Sa réputation de guitariste l'avait précédé, et il reçut partout un accueil flatteur. Quelques 
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Perhaps García was involved, but most likely it was Ferrandiere, who had a formal position at 

the court and who may have advised the court head of music that Sor was a musical illiterate 

undeserving of the opportunity. Sor resented being characterised as ignorant when he had 

recently developed his new revolutionary conception of the guitar based on a serious 

application of the keyboard thoroughbass he had been taught at Montserrat. Salvador Castro 

de Gistau in France would introduce Sor’s music to guitarists outside Spain by publishing the 

copistería copies he acquired in Madrid in 1806 and 1807.14 In France, paradoxically, Sor’s 

technique and approach to the guitar in the Sonata Prima and Sonata Seconda must have 

been seen as a quintessentially Spanish way of playing, notwithstanding his inability to 

convince the guitar establishment in Madrid.  

Aguado, as a member of the Madrid that establishment, had no need for the polemics that 

Sor resorted to in his Méthode. It is understandable that from early on Sor would have felt he 

was fighting a revolution on behalf of the guitar, a philosophical position that resonated with 

the spirit of the age, especially among Spanish intellectuals in the last decade of the 

eighteenth century. The ideals of the French revolution were a powerful influence on Sor that 

would be reinforced by his experiences in the Spanish War of Independence. These ideals 

remained with him throughout his life in his support of various causes and human rights 

issues.15 Jeffery sees this as related to his political views, but I suggest that it indicates rather 

that he held the views of an educated, informed and thinking man who was working as an 

artist at the culmination of the Enlightenment. It was in this spirit that Sor argued for a new 

compositional approach to the guitar.  

Sor wanted to be a composer of music for the guitar that everyone could understand and 

evaluate, not a guitarist writing music in the solipsistic vocabulary of tablature and alfabeto, 

which was only comprehended by specialist players. This traditional cifras had been used in 

the seventeenth-century publications for guitar by Luis de Briçeño in 1626, Nicolao Doizi de 

                                                                                                                                                        
amis voulaient lui préparer les voies pour qu'il jouât à la cour ; mais Charles IV n'écoutait d'autre avis sur la musique que 
celle des musiciens de sa chambre, et ceux-ci, bien loin d'encourager et d'applaudir au talent de leur compatriote, voyaient de 
mauvais oeil qu'un amateur eût acquis des connaissances positives dans leur art. Le roi avait entendu parler de Sor, il 
demanda au chef de sa musique ce qu'il en pensait. «C'est, dit celui-ci, quelque chose de mieux que les frons frons 
ordinaires, mais le talent de Sor est celui de tant d'amateurs, qui jouent par instinct et d'oreille, mais sans connaître une note 
de musique.» Cette réponse chagrina Sor ; mais plus désireux d'obtenir de l'avancement par ses services que par la guitare, il 
se résigna. » ‘Mémoires de Sor’, paraphrased Ledhuy in ‘Sor’, edited Ledhuy and Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, 
p. 164b. 
14 See my Chapter 9, ‘Sor and Publishing in Spain’, for the works listed in the Gaceta de Madrid. 
15 Sor’s songs about the situation in Spain cannot easily be separated from his personal involvement in the political situation 
there,, but his commitment to ideals of independence are apparent too from his dedication of his Six Divertimentos Op. 2 to 
Emanuel Palacio Fajardo, the South American revolutionary, and his support for Greek independence in the song ‘Le 
Dernier Cri des Grecs’. Hi support for the human rights of the slaves and the abolition of slavery in France can be seen in his 
song ‘Appel des nègres aux français’, published after 1832, see Jeffrey, Fernando Sor…, 1994, pp. 13–21; p. 36; p. 98–99. 
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Velasco in 1640, a lost collection by Francesco Corbetta of c. 1650, Gaspar Sanz in his 

Instrucción de música sobre la guitarra española… dated 1674, Lucas Ruiz de Ribayaz in 

his anthology of 1676 reworking Sanz’s music, and Francisco Guerau’s Poema harmonico 

dated 1694. Sor would rightly have considered these works archaic. The influence of South 

American guitarists in Spain can be traced back at least to 1677, when Lucas Ruiz de Ribayaz 

returned from Peru to Madrid, where he had held a position: “in the service of the viceroy”.16  

The eighteenth century offered a limited catalogue of Spanish guitar music to a guitarist 

like Sor in Spain in the 1790s, with Santiago de Murcia’s 1714 Resumen de acompañar la 

parte con la guitarra being the only major guitar book published in that century.17 None of 

the compositions and transcriptions that were in the personal collection of Murcia ever 

entered into the consciousness of Spanish guitarists, as his two fair-copy autograph 

manuscripts known as the ‘Códice Saldvar No. 4’18 and the ‘Passacalles y obras’19 of 1732, 

both ended up in Mexico with a copy of his 1714 Resumen…, which wa included as a 

theoretical key to readers of the manuscripts. The only other known Murcia manuscript is the 

fair copy autograph entitled ‘Cifras Selectas de Guitarra’, dated 1722, that Alejandro Vera 

found, with a copy of the Resumen…, in Santiago de Chile.20 There are no eighteenth-century 

copies of the music from the three manuscripts in Spain, nor are there any working copies. 

Murcia must have had them when he died in Madrid in 1739 but none of the compositions in 

these manuscripts are found in contemporary copies that one might have expected pupils to 

have made; indeed, there seems to be no sign Murcia had any pupils at all. There are a some 

works possibly by Murcia in the ‘Libro de diferentes cifras de guitarra’ manuscript dated 

1705.21 The bibliography of Spanish and New World manuscripts compiled by Tyler and 

Sparks in 2002 includes manuscripts of pieces from the 1714 Resumen…. The magnitude of 

this loss to Spain can only be weighed against the profound influence Murcia appears to have 

had on guitar playing in Mexico and Chile and indirectly, on the rest of South America. The 

tragedy for the guitar in Spain is that only the theoretical portion of Murcia’s works, the 

Resumen…, and the original compositions it contains, were known to guitarists in Spain. 

                                                 
16 Tyler and Sparks, The Guitar and its Music…, 2002, in paperback 2007, p. 154. 
17 Murcia, Resumen de acompañar…, Madrid, 1714, facsimile Chanterelle, 1980. 
18 Murcia, ‘Saldívar Codex No. 4’, [Madrid:] c. 1732, facsimile Lorimer. Santa Barbara, 1987. 
19 Murcia, ‘Passacalles y obras’, British Library, Add. 31640. 
20 Alejandro Vera, editor, Santiago de Murcia ‘Cifras Selectas de Guitarra’ Introduction, Transcription, and Critical Report, 
2 vols., with facsimile in the supplementary volume, Middleton, Wisconsin: A-R Editions, number 167 in the series ‘Recent 
Researches in the Music of the Baroque Era’, 2010. 
21 Anonymous manuscript entitled ‘Libro de diferentes cifras de guitarra’ in the Biblioteca Nacional de Madrid, M. 811. 
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After the death of Murcia in poverty in 1739, the first publication of guitar music 

appeared in the 1752 pamphlets entitled Reglas y advertencias generales by Pablo Minguet y 

Yrol, and quoting Gaspar Sanz. This edition seems to have begun a revival of the guitar in 

Spain. None of the music it contained can be said to reflect the existence of a ‘high art’ 

tradition of guitar playing in Spain. The Sanz Instrucción de música sobre la guitarra 

española was reissued as late as 1791 in Spain.22 The independent Mexican tradition 

stimulated by Murcia’s manuscripts, also gained the Vargas y Guzmán manuscript first 

written in Spain. This manuscript was an attempt in Spain to apply Murcia’s figured-bass 

theory in the Resumen… to the new six- and seven-course guitar, using some references to 

Gaspar Sanz’s Instrucción de música sobre la guitarra española. He later took this 

manuscript to Mexico where it was found in Veracruz, dated 1776. The fact that it was 

written in Spain is evidence that his influence there was as a thoroughbass theorist. It is not 

surprising that in the last quarter of the eighteenth century in Spain the guitar was mainly 

used to improvise accompaniments from a bass. In attempting to find his antecedents, Sor 

would have been left with the seventeenth-century books of Sanz and Guerau, and the early 

eighteenth-century text of the Resumen…, since no strand of Spanish guitarists had copies of 

Murcia’s music from the manuscripts that have turned up outside Spain in our time. For the 

whole of the eighteenth century all that Spanish guitarists have had to go on were the French 

dance arrangements, short minuets and other small pieces, a few difficult variations and a 

suite that Murcia included in his Resumen….  

Traces of a growing revival of ‘high art’ guitar playing can be found in advertisements 

for guitar music sold in Madrid and Barcelona copisterías between 1780 and 1808, which 

initially confirm a strong improvisatory tradition, represented most prominently by Miguel 

Garcia and his celebrated pupil Dionisio Aguado. Aguado writes in his Preface to the French 

translation of his Méthode complète pour la guitare of the Spanish guitarists of this period: 

They did not know how to write with exactitude the things that they were playing with 
such success. One can see proof of this in the compositions that remain to us by [Isidro] 
Laporta, [Fernando] Ferandiere, [Juan] Arizpacochaga, [Antonio] Abreu, my teacher 
Padre Basilio [Miguel García], and others; one scarcely recognises the great performing 
talent of these skilful teachers, although one can perceive that they divined a part of the 
character of the instrument, but one is far from recapturing on paper what one had been 
used to hearing from them.23 

                                                 
22 Balthasar Saldoni in his Diccionario biográfico-bibliográfico de efemérides de músicos españoles mentions a copy by 
Antonio Perez Dubrull in 1881 published in Madrid by the librería de Alonso on 2 June 1791. Cited in the commentary to 
the transcription with facsimile of Sanz, Instrucción de música…, Zaragoza, 1697, facsimile, de Zayas, no date. 
23 « On en voit la preuve dans les compositions qui nous restant le Laporta, Ferandiere, Arizpacochaga, Abrèu, mon maître 
le Père Basilio [footnote (b) D. Miguel García, Religieux de l’ordre de St. Basile] et quelques autres ; on y reconnaît à peine 
le grand talent d’exécution de ces habiles professeurs, quoiqu’on s’aperçoive qu’ils avaient deviné en partie le caractère de 
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In 1799 the methods of Antonio Abreu (reworked by Victor Prieto), and the pupils of 

Miguel García: Federico Moretti and Fernando Ferandiere offered only rudimentary material 

for the teaching of the guitar, giving the impression of Spain as a wasteland in this respect. It 

is hardly surprising that Sor preferred to identify with a wider musical tradition represented 

by his predecessors at Montserrat, like Joan Cererols and Antonio Soler or the great 

international composers, Boccherini, Haydn, Mozart and Pleyel. Sor was not the bearer of the 

same instrumental tradition as Aguado. Having been rejected by that group inside Spain, he 

would have felt somewhat isolated and defensive, but if we can glean anything about his 

personality, we know he was not easily put off. His majestic “una grande sonata para guitarra 

de Sor dedicada al referido Sermo. Sr. Generalísimo Almirante, 50 [rs.]:…”.24 presented to 

Manuel Godoy and advertise in Manuel Mintegui’s copistería on 5 June 1807 was also an act 

of defiance over his treatment by Royal guitarists at the Court in Madrid. When Sor was 

exiled in 1813, and found himself in Paris, he would not have felt part of the wider European 

guitar tradition either, since the French and Italian of way playing seemed technically 

illogical, grammatically faulty and generally inept (reading between the lines in his 

Méthode…). After hearing the guitarists in Paris, he must have realised he had conceived new 

parameters for the guitar and gained the confidence to agitate polemically as a performer and 

a composer for their universal adoption.  

Sor was influenced by international composers, especially piano scores. He wanted the 

guitar to present the same professional face to the world that the piano did. His conception of 

harmony applied to the guitar was a rigorous application of ordinary common-practice 

harmony and counterpoint as codified in thoroughbass theory. Sor’s compositions show that 

he considered the guitar to be capable of the expressive range of a piano or even an orchestra, 

if only it might shake off the poverty of its conception at the hands of the guitarists of his day. 

Sor’s music was a model of what Leif Christensen refers to as the “…strictest demands of the 

craft….”,25 in which he determined that it should be a precondition that the conventions of 

thoroughbass be rigorously applied to the guitar as an instrument of harmony. He set about 

composing guitar music that matched the expressive and notational standards of musicians in 

his time who were writing for the orchestra or the piano and other instruments of harmony. 

He believed that guitar music should be judged by the standards demanded by such 

                                                                                                                                                        
cet instrument: mais on est bien loin de retrouver sur la papier ce qu’on était habitué à leur entendre. » Dionisio Aguado, 
Méthode complète pour la guitare, translated into French from the second Spanish edition [Escuela de guitarra, Madrid: B. 
Wirmbs, 1825] by François de Fossa, Propriété de l’Auteur, Paris: l’Auteur, Meissonnier and others, 1826, p. IV. 
24 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 48, 5 June 1807, p. 574. 
25 Kämmerling and Christensen, vinyl recording, Fernando Sor, Product number 14, 1981. 
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conventions. He appears to have believed that this would enable the guitar to keep company 

with the piano or the violin, as they were represented in the great works of composers like 

Haydn, Mozart, Pleyel or Boccherini.  

Most importantly, Sor performed his own music on the same concert stages as some of 

the greatest musicians of his day and did so well enough to satisfy even the harshest of his 

critics like Fétis, for example. It would be a mistake to assume that he was not influenced by 

the history of the guitar, or by the contributions of his predecessors in Spain. He was the 

bearer of a centuries-old popular tradition of playing the guitar in Spain. In his youth he was a 

renowned dancer of the bolero and a singer and composer of seguidillas, who accompanied 

himself on the guitar (and the piano). His guitar technique was born of Spanish tradition first 

acquired through his father, no doubt using alfabeto (although this is not directly stated by 

Sor). The discourse of alfabeto would later become central to his theory of harmony applied 

to the guitar, because in Spain, guitars were played in chords. Despite the disapproval of the 

guitar that Sor got from Father Viola, he was convinced that it deserved a place in the 

company of solo instruments like the piano and violin. His education at Montserrat taught 

him that the guitar needed good compositions, and a grammar which satisfied the basic 

requirements of a melody supported by intermediate parts and a good bass. To achieve this 

Sor realised the guitar firstly needed a more universally accessible system of notation that 

transcended tablature and immediately set about modernising the appearance of his scores. 

He wanted his notation to make his music transparent to literate musicians who did not play 

the guitar, thus opening his music to critical evaluation of the kind that he would later receive 

in London and in Paris.  

Sor tolerated no special pleading for the difficulties of the guitar and expressly set out to 

remove all vestiges of tablature from his scores, which had consigned the eighteenth-century 

guitar and lute to the specialist world of trained instrumentalists. This is most apparent in his 

extraordinary resistance to fingering in his scores, which over many years, he made every 

effort to eradicate completely. Paradoxically, this led him to take extraordinary care voicing 

his scores, so as to make his fingering apparent and inevitable from the unadorned notes on 

the page. The absence of fingering did not mean that there was no fingering specified—in 

Sor’s music there is often only one way to play a passage. Where there was a valid alternative 

Sor left this to the discretion of the performer. His notation is always remarkably precise and 

the notes alone can be extraordinarily prescriptive. As the years went on, amid accusations 

that his music was unplayable, Sor would be compelled to add fingering, although this was a 

concession he generally applied to editions with a didactic purpose.  
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A close reading of Sor’s fingerings and especially his implied fingerings shows he had a 

sophisticated understanding of modern guitar technique. His playing without nails and his 

advocacy of thumb and index alternation for fast scales do not indicate a backward-looking, 

conservative player steeped in the ancient traditions of the lute—he had none of those links. It 

is for this reason that he did not consider fingering to be the prerogative of the composer, 

instead he welcomed personal solutions to the difficulties presented by his works, which he 

saw as the task of the performer. In his Méthode… he mentions his pupil Miss Wainwright, 

playing his Six Petites Pièces Facile… Op. 32 and his Vingt-Quatre Leçons Progressive… 

Op. 31, both editions marked “Doigtée avec Soin” or (fingered with care) on the title pages. 

Despite these fingerings being added by Sor himself, he speaks with pride of her discovering 

“the best fingering of all imaginable positions”.26 

SOR’S THEORY APPLIED TO THE GUITAR 
The first announcement of a theory applied by Sor to the writing of guitar music appeared in 

Ackermann’s Repository of Arts in February 1820, as described earlier. Sor tells the story of 

how he came to arrive at this theory, in the Introduction to his Méthode… first announced in 

his fiftieth year, on 24 May 1828.27 He had just completed his own revision of Meissonnier’s 

Collection Complète des œuvres de guitare, containing his opera 1–23, soon adding his opera 

24–33 to it. This was agreed to by Sor because he wanted to set his œuvre in order and in that 

way address his reputation in posterity. All the misapprehensions, misunderstandings and 

misreadings of his music over the years had clearly been an aggravation and his Méthode… is 

a catalogue of the injustices he felt had been done to him. His more serious purpose was to 

explain his approach to the guitar by setting out the precepts of his system of harmony in the 

simplest most direct way possible. In doing so he appears to have hoped that satisfactory 

readings of his works might result.  

Sor’s system of harmony is so simple and elegant that he was able to explain it in a two-

page introduction in his Méthode…. It consists of a synthesis of two musical discourses: first, 

the venerable system of playing the guitar by chords, sometimes called puntos in Spain and 

alfabeto in Italy; the second the equally venerable art of improvised harmony and 

counterpoint called thoroughbass, which was the main theoretical apparatus used in the 

teaching and analysis of music in Sor’s youth. His insight was to subject the alfabeto 

                                                 
26 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 6, lines 27-30, Sor Méthode…, 1830, p. 2. 
27 Bibliographie de la France, Dix-septième Année (31e de la Collection.) (No 21.) Saturday 24 May 1828, p. 385. 
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principle to the grammar of the figured bass, so creating a unified system of harmony that 

could be applied to the guitar. In support of this, he also established a system of notation for 

guitar music which showed these principles in action.  

Sor says his approach to harmony on the guitar is systematic, describing it in his 

Méthode… as a “complete system of harmony on this instrument…”. For this reason, all 

Sor’s compositions have to be seen as instances of the application of this system, the 

technical, notational and musical aspects of which he continued to refine throughout his life. 

His account of the essential principles of this system is as follows: 

By dint of playing accompaniment I found myself in possession of a stock of positions 
and as I knew what chord or what inversion I played, its contexture and derivation (c), in 
what part the fundamental base [sic] was found, and what ought to be the progression of 
every part for the resolution or transition about to be made, I found myself prepared to 
establish a complete system of harmony on this instrument: this system was, it might be 
said, telegraphic; for every position of my four fingers representing a chord, I found 
myself in a situation to see a figured base [sic], and, without taking up the guitar, to 
indicate the harmonic progression by the configurations alone. [Footnote] (c) The 
derivatives signify quite the contrary to that which I mean to say here..28 

Leaving aside footnote (c) for the moment, the basic elements of his “system” are obviously 

derived from the code of principles and conventions called thoroughbass that had evolved to 

regulate accompaniment. This practical system of shorthand is governed by the codes and 

conventions of harmony and counterpoint. As a guitarist, Sor adds to thoroughbass theory the 

principle that “every position of my four fingers” must be conceived as forming a “chord”, 

that is a “chord” in a sense of Catalan puntos or Italian alfabeto chords, which are depicted as 

pictures of a left-hand position.  

At this precise moment Sor extends the old triadic alfabeto system, with its limited 

vocabulary of twelve major and twelve minor chords in fixed inversions and its non-standard 

alfabeto dissonante chords or falsas. Sor’s vocabulary of chords now becomes open-ended, 

including any playable chord or inversion, but subject to an important rider, that these chords 

were required to comply with the grammatical conventions regulating voice leading, harmony 

and counterpoint, as summarised in thoroughbass practice. Sor describes his chords in French 

in his Méthode… as “un fonds de position”. In the English translation by Merrick this is 

rendered as: “a stock of positions”, which refers to an extended, open-ended, alfabeto chart 

                                                 
28 « A force de faire des accompagnements, je me trouvai avec un fonds de position; et comme de savais quel accord ou quel 
renversement je faisais, quelle en était la contexture et la dérivation (1), dans quelle partie se trouvait la basse fondamentale, 
et quelle devait être la marche de chaque partie pour la résolution ou transition que j'allais faire, je me trouvai à même 
d'établir un système complet d'harmonie sur cet instrument: ce système était pour ainsi dire télégraphique puisque chaque 
position de mes quatre doigts me représentant un accord, je me trouvais dans le cas de voir une basse chiffrée, et, sans 
prendre la guitare, d'en indiquer la marche harmonique par les seules configurations. » Sor, Méthode…, 1830, pp. 3–4. 
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regulated by thoroughbass grammar. Guitarists today speak of “knowing the chords” and 

“chord charts” but these chords are primitive in comparison to the sophisticated way Sor 

conceived his “a stock of positions”. 

He lists four things he requires himself to know about each chord in order to satisfy these 

conventions. Firstly, at the instant a chord is formed into a “position” he asks: “what chord” 

is this? seeking to know its name and its position in the scale. Secondly, he asks: “what 

inversion” is this? demanding the figuring of the chord—for example say a 6/3 chord—also 

including in this its description as a first-inversion chord according to the theories of Rameau. 

Thirdly he wants to know the “contexture and derivation”29 of the chord—which I take to 

mean its harmonic context for the contrapuntal preparation and resolution for each voice-part 

in the chord or “position”. Finally he wants to know which voice or part has the “fundamental 

base”—again demonstrating acceptance of a theoretical concept derived from Rameau. In 

conclusion, Sor says he uses these criteria systematically, to decide: “…what ought to be the 

progression of every part for the resolution or transition about to be made”.  

The criteria Sor describes here had long before been applied to alfabeto chords on the 

five-course guitar. As thoroughbass theory became more complex, so too did the writings on 

the subject for the guitar, culminating in the most detailed text on the subject, the 1714 

Resumen de acompañar la parte con la guitarra… by Santiago de Murcia. His thoroughbass 

grammar begins with a vocabulary of alfabeto chords in a table with a staff below it 

indicating the figured bass for the chord. A table of this kind usually accompanied alfabeto 

publications and later mixed tablature and alfabeto books. Thoroughbass conventions were 

initially limited to the basic rule of thumb that would culminate in the formula François 

Campion called the ‘règle de l’octave’ that we also see in Matteis. Murcia incorporated a 

more comprehensive collection of chords, sometimes notated only in tablature, that were all 

prepared and resolved in his numerous examples. Indeed, so comprehensive is his book that 

when the sixth and seventh courses were added to the guitar in the 1750s, it remained 

theoretically sufficient to provide the basis for Vargas y Guzmán to explain thoroughbass 

accompaniment on the six-course guitar in his manuscript ‘Explicación para tocar la guitarra 

de punteado, por música o sifra y reglas útiles para acompañar la parte del bajo divida en dos 

tratados’, of 1773 and 1776.30 The exploration of the potential of additional strings to provide 

                                                 
29 In French « la contexture et la dérivation » is apparently used in the ordinary sense of the words not in the specialised 
sense. I suspect that his footnote refers to “derivatives”.  
30 See Tyler and Sparks, The Guitar and its Music…, 2002, in paperback 2007, p. 214 and note 12. He lived in Cádiz until 
1773, went to Mexico, manuscript found in Veracruz. Vargas y Guzmán, ‘Explicación para tocar la guitarra…’, Cádiz: 1773 
and Veracruz: 1776. 
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chromatic notes in the bass for any imaginable chord began with these guitarists in the 1750s 

and culminated in the seven-string improvisations of the organist and guitarist Miguel García, 

who no doubt made full use of the harmonic resources of the guitar and its fully chromatic 

bass strings. 

It was nothing new for guitarists in Spain that Sor demanded an open-ended system of 

thoroughbass chords analogous to those he learned on the clavichord at the Escolanía. In 

abandoning the limited vocabulary of alfabeto chords on the guitar, Sor still retained the 

principle by imagining the inversions of any chord as a position of four left-hand fingers. By 

1796, the guitar Sor used had six single strings, allowing an enlightenment clarity of purpose 

to emerge, rejecting the parallel octaves inherent in courses double-strung at the octave. The 

ambiguous melodic notes on the octaves of bass strings that allowed campanelas to be played 

in an imitation of bells—a special property of the old re-entrant tunings used by Gaspar Sanz 

and Santiago de Murcia no longer used by Spanish guitarists in Sor’s time as archaic and 

illogical. His new Enlightenment guitar had single, wound, fourth, fifth and sixth strings that 

were unambiguously employed as bass notes. The fretted chromatic notes in the bass of the 

new guitar had been used as doubled courses by the improvisers and accompanists in Spain 

for the advantage they had over the diatonic theorboed strings on the theorbo, archlute and 

Baroque lute, allowing coherent bass lines to be added to a melodic line in almost any key, 

facilitating modulation to remote keys, and increasing the number and complexity of the 

chords available in any key.  

Sor’s puzzling footnote (c) in the quotation above reads: “The derivatives signify quite 

the contrary to that which I mean to say here”.31 The context is what he calls the “contexture 

and derivation” of chords. The French word “dérivation”, translated by Merrick into English 

as “derivation”, describes the contrapuntal preparation of notes in a chord as being ‘derived’ 

from notes in a previous chord. The French word “dérives”, translated by Merrick as 

“derivatives”, is used here in a more specialised sense, probably to refer to the generation or 

“derivation” of inversions from a perfect chord, as was explained by Rameau. This is 

explained by Thomas Christensen in Rameau and Musical Thought in the Enlightenment: 

[I]t is important to make a distinction …between inversional derivation and inversional 
equivalence. For virtually every seventeenth-century music pedagogue, whether a 
practical thoroughbass instructor, composition teacher, or speculative theorist, 6

3 and 6
4 

chords were not considered “equivalent” to the perfect 5
3 triad, since the very quality that 

determined the perfection of the 53 triad—the harmonic division of the octave and fifth—
would disappear as soon as the bassus was transposed into an inner voice [by inversion, 

                                                 
31 [Footnote] (1) : « Les dérives signifieraient tout le contraire de ce que je veux dire » Sor, Méthode…, 1830, pp. 3–4. 
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for example]. …In order for the concept of octave transfer to become inversional 
“equivalence,” a brand new idea born of tonality needed to be introduced: the generative 
fundamental. For only with the notion of a chord fundamental could one begin to speak 
of inversions as somehow consanguineous by virtue of having been generated by an 
identical source. This would require a change in theoretical perspective….32 

This change in “theoretical perspective” would be called the basse fondamentale.  

It is worth bearing in mind that during the years Sor was at Montserrat, the intellectual 

climate in Spain was briefly very enlightened, and it is possible that Rameau’s theories were 

part of the curriculum taught by Father Viola. Sor’s footnote was written in 1828–1830 for 

the Méthode…, but he clearly says that he conceived the use of a basse fondamentale in his 

system, describing his criteria as having been established shortly after he left the Escolanía in 

1795 and after he heard the music of Moretti being played on the guitar. It seems that Sor’s 

education at Montserrat under the tuition of Father Viola included an interesting synthesis of 

thoroughbass theory that incorporated ideas like Rameau’s “generative fundamental” into a 

modernised application of hexachordal solmisation retaining the principles of mutation to 

explain the tonal system.  

In summary then, Sor’s theory tries to concieve every chord position on the guitar as 

preceded by a chord of preparation and followed by a chord of resolution. He saw these 

chords as blocks of harmony formed by the left-hand fingers set in memorable “positions” on 

the fretboard—an extension of the alfabeto principle. He insisted that these chords were to be 

subjected to the rules of preparation and resolution of the dominant musical grammar of the 

day—thoroughbass theory—which he had learned from playing “accompaniment” on the 

guitar and keyboard. He considered all the notes in a chord to be related along a contrapuntal 

axis, usually (but not always) defined by the string on which the notes of preparation or 

resolution were to be found. His system was not limited to the vocabulary of thoroughbass 

theory; it simply required to know where a note came from and where it was going and then 

applied the rules of harmony and counterpoint to the progression. The expansion of harmonic 

vocabulary during the Romantic period in no way challenged Sor’s new system of thinking 

about the application of harmony to the guitar. While it cannot generate complete chords of 

the ninth, it can still signify them. The guitar is an instrument defined by the verticality of its 

chords, which are conceived by its players in terms of their horizontal implications. Guitar 

chords were always contrapuntally significant. Sor made this explicit in his notation.  

                                                 
32 See Thomas Christensen, Rameau and Musical Thought in the Enlightenment, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1993, Chapters 3 and 4 and this quotation at p. 70. 
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Sor describes his system as “telegraphic”.33 This metaphor does not refer to the electric 

telegraph, which had not yet come into general use in 1828, but to the optical telegraph. In 

1790, after the Revolution, Claude Chappe and his brother built an extensive telegraphic 

network in France based on a system of semaphore signals consisting of black and white 

panels that were either present or absent on two cross bars angled in seven positions. This 

created 196 discrete symbols, which could be deciphered by reference to an accompanying 

code book, which allocated letters and numbers to each pattern formed by the black and white 

panels. The visual transmission of these messages was possible over considerable distance, 

with towers built between towns 20 miles apart to receive and relay the signals. Navies today 

still use semaphore signals in a similar way by a system of hand-held flags.34  

The key to reading semaphore is its code book. Sor’s metaphor describes his alfabeto 

chord positions as discrete symbols, which he conceives as a kind of musical semaphore that 

allowed him, using the rules in the thoroughbass as his ‘code-book’, to generate grammatical 

chord progressions on the guitar. In the passage quoted at the beginning of this chapter Sor 

expressed this himself, where he says: “I found myself in a situation to see a figured base 

[sic], and, without taking up the guitar, to indicate the harmonic progression by the 

configurations alone.”35 Sor’s theory of harmony is a synthesis of alfabeto principle regulated 

by the rules of thoroughbass and applied to the six-string guitar. His system extended the 

already telegraphic ‘positions’ of alfabeto to include an almost unlimited vocabulary of 

chords that were subject to the rules of harmony and counterpoint. In so doing Sor created an 

archetypal grammar for the guitar that still forms the basis of the universal conception of the 

instrument across many styles and cultures.  

Sor’s Musical Education 
Sor’s memoirs give us an account of his first attempts at playing the guitar as a child in the 

1780s. His description appears in the third person by Ledhuy as follows:  

[H]is plaything was a violin, on which he tried out the airs that he sang; or, otherwise 
standing in front of the sofa where his father’s guitar lay, he searched for chords in three 
parts to play the accompaniments. To begin with the guitar lay lengthwise with its end on 
the table, and he placed both his hands on the neck as if it were the keyboard of a piano; 
as a consequence all the fingers of the left hand were the wrong way round. As a result of 
this he adopted the method of sitting on the left end of the sofa and with the body of the 

                                                 
33 « ce système était pour ainsi dire télégraphique » quoted above, Sor, Méthode…, 1830, pp. 3–4. 
34 See Wikipedia: <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semaphore>, and <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telegraphy>, that refer to 
the online article ‘Les Télégraphes Chappe’ <http://chappe.ec-lyon.fr/>, accessed 31 August 2007. 
35 « …je me trouvais dans le cas de voir une basse chiffrée, et, sans prendre la guitare, d'en indiquer la marche harmonique 
par les seules configurations. » Sor, Méthode…, 1830, pp. 3–4. 
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guitar to his right, resting on the seat; the neck passed in front of him, and pinned steadily 
on the arm of the sofa, this saved him the trouble of supporting it at a convenient height; 
in this way, his left hand lay naturally at the first fret, and his right hand at the twelfth. 
This cost him some effort when it came to finding the [left hand] positions the wrong 
way round, but he finally succeeded in playing a number of accompaniments which his 
father made up for the airs that he sang.36 

In this anecdote Sor refers to his upside-down left-hand chords as “positions” and says that he 

used these chords to play “accompaniments” made up by his father. He clearly made some 

progress with his guitar held like a piano, but adds that his father later: “gave him some 

advice on how better to hold the guitar”37 and taught him the basic chords. Sor’s father died 

in the year he turned twelve, but Sor said of his father that he was a good musician who did 

not read music, but who composed the songs that he and the Chevalier de Sabatea sang.38  

It is likely that Sor’s father used books like Joan Carles Amat’s Guitarra Española… first 

published in 1596, with its much later supplement in Catalan, reissued right up until when 

Sor’s father might have used it: 

[C]opies of the book which include the Tractat brev in Catalan were printed in Gerona 
by Antonio Olivia, …between 1735–1787 [or by] Gabriel Bró, dated 1745…[and] Joseph 
Bró, between 1761–1766.39  

As a young Catalan child, Sor would have been able to read the simple text and follow the 

pictured chords. It is also possible he used the 1760 handbook by Andres de Sotos that 

plagiarised Amat’s book.40. Not being a reader of music, Sor’s father probably taught his son 

the system of puntos based on the Catalan system using a circle of fifths. The series of 

pamphlets based on the works of Santiago de Murcia and Gaspar Sanz published by Pablo 

                                                 
36 « Il laissait volontiers ses études élémentaires pour se livrer exclusivement à la musique; son joujou était un violon sur 
lequel il essayait les airs qu'il chantait ; ou bien, debout devant le sofa où se trouvait la guitare de son père, il cherchait des 
accords à trois parties pour faire des accompagnements. D'abord la guitare restait étendue sur la table de fond, et il plaçait ses 
deux mains sur le manche comme si c'eût été le clavier d'un piano ; par conséquent tout le doigté de la main gauche était en 
sens contraire. Par suite il adopta le moyen de s'asseoir à l'extrémité gauche du sofa, en mettant le corps de la guitare à sa 
droite appuyé sur le siège ; le manche passait devant lui, et le cheviller soutenu par le bras du sofa lui évitait la peine de la 
maintenir à la hauteur convenable ; alors il posait naturellement sa main gauche à la première touche, et la droite à la 
douzième. Il lui en coûta pour retrouver les positions à rebours, mais enfin il parvint à jouer plusieurs accompagnements que 
son père faisait pour les airs qu'il chantait. » ‘Mémoires de Sor’, in ‘Sor’ edited Ledhuy and Bertini, Encyclopédie 
pittoresque…, 1835, p. 154b. 
37 « et lui donna quelques conseils pour mieux tenir sa guitare » ‘Mémoires de Sor’, in ‘Sor’ edited Ledhuy and Bertini, 
Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, p. 155a. 
38 ‘Mémoires de Sor’, in ‘Sor’ edited Ledhuy and Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, p. 154b. See Jeffery, Fernando 
Sor…, 1994, p. 3 Mangado names him as Mariano de Sabater y de Vilanova (Cervera, 1757–1837) later the first marqués de 
Capmany whose son and heir, Francisco Maria de Sabater y Camps, became an outstanding guitarist. Mangado, ‘Fernando 
Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 21. 
39 Hall, Joan Carles Amat, Guitarra Española, Gerona, c. 1761, facsimile Monaco, 1980, p. iii (pages not numbered). See 
Monica Hall, ‘The “Guitarra Española” of Joan Carles Amat’, Early Music, vol. 6/ 3, July 1978, pp. 362–363, 365, 367, 369, 
371, 373. 
40 Sotos, Arte para Aprender con Facilidad…, Madrid, 1760, facsimile Valencia, 1991. 
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Minguet y Yrol between 1752 and 1774 as Reglas y advertencias41 may also have been used 

by Sor’s father in his own youth perhaps, passing this on to Sor when he died.  

The Catalan system of chords used in this publication is shown below.42 The puntos or 

positions for the twelve major chords in this chart can be seen on the top two rows and the 

puntos for the twelve minor chords are on the bottom two rows. These beautifully drawn 

chord positions arranged in a circle of fifths in this system derived ultimately from Amat: 

 

Example 2. Pablo Minguet y Yrol Reglas y advertencias published 1774 in James Tyler The Early Guitar A 
History and Handbook, Early Music Series 4, London: Oxford University Press, 1980, p. 73. 

A different arrangement of the same chords used in Italy and called alfabeto first appeared in 

the book of 1606 by Girolamo Montesardo.43 This system was used in Spain by Gaspar Sanz 

and by Santiago de Murcia, but it seems unlikely Sor would have encountered this as a child 

in Barcelona. The organology of the guitar, its notation and the interaction of alfabeto and 

thoroughbass all have a bearing on Sor’s theory and will be examined below. By his own 

                                                 
41 Minguet y Yrol, Reglas y advertencias…, Madrid, 1752. 
42 Russell, ‘Santiago de Murcia, Spanish Theorist and Guitarist…’ doctoral dissertation, 1981, vol. 1, p. 35–36. He writes: 
“The majority of his information about the guitar is directly quoted from Gaspar Sanz, Juan Carlos Amat, and Santiago de 
Murcia.” 
43 Montesardo, Nuova inventione d’intavolatura…, Florence, 1606. Tyler and Sparks, The Guitar and its Music…, 2002, in 
paperback 2007, p. 40 and p. 125. For surveys of the five-course guitar see Chapter I of Russell, ‘Santiago de Murcia, 
Spanish Theorist and Guitarist…’ doctoral dissertation, 1981, vol. 1, pp. 1–37 and Pennington, The Spanish Baroque 
Guitar…, Ann Arbor, 1981. See also Tyler and Sparks, The Guitar and its Music…, 2002, in paperback 2007. 
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account, it appears Sor was recognised as something of a prodigy and had some talent as a 

singer. Ledhuy summarises what Sor had to say on this account as:  

His father did not trouble himself in the slightest to cultivate the exceptional talents of his 
son for music. Nevertheless, at five years of age, he already sang everything that he 
heard at the Italian opera, and imitated the style and the gestures of the singer. He 
willingly left his elementary studies to devote himself exclusively to music; his plaything 
was a violin, on which he tried out the airs that he sang….44 

Sor was deeply fascinated by the Italian opera companies that played in Barcelona and 

attended all the performances. While his father was alive Sor reluctantly learned the violin as 

well. After his father’s death he continued to play the violin at Montserrat.  

Sor attended the Montserrat Escolanía from 1790 to 1795.45 Descriptions of the music he 

heard and participated in there and accounts of his teachers, his education and the musical 

curriculum all appear in the Ledhuy and Bertini article ‘Sor’.46 The Benedictine monastery of 

Montserrat near Barcelona was, according to Catalan folklore, set “amidst these mountains 

studded with hermitages, [where] Parsifal and the Knights of the Holy Grail built their 

shrine”.47 The ‘Montserrat’ entry in the New Grove Dictionary of Music, describes it as: 

…a very important centre of pilgrimages and devotion to the Virgin Mary from the 11th 
century. Music has played an important role especially since the foundation of the 
Escolanía in the 12th century. …Two abbots [in the 13th and 16th centuries] …regulated 
in their constitutiones and regula puerorum the life of the escolans (boy singers) and 
their participation in the religious services. The Escolanía was at its zenith from the 
beginning of the 17th century until its destruction by Napoleon’s army (1811) 
…classified as a music school where boy singers were trained …[the] Escolanía had 
many of its best teachers during the 18th century: Josep Martí (1719–63), Benet Juliá 
(1727–87), Anselm Viola (1738–98) and Narciso Casanovas [1749–1799]…”.48 

On his arrival at Montserrat, Sor describes hearing the psalm Cum invocarem by Joan 

Cererols (1618–1676) at Complines, with a double choir and accompaniment at the organ, 

probably played by Narciso Casanovas (1747–1799). The performance he heard used pupils 

at the monastery with the monks providing the baritone voices. The work made a profound 

impression on Sor who says: “… ‘Upon hearing the first verse of Cum invocarem I was 

struck with wonder…On coming out of the church, I could only reflect on all that sacred 

                                                 
44 « Son père ne se souciait nullement de cultiver les heureuses dispositions de son fils pour la musique. Néanmoins, à l'âge 
de cinq ans, il chantait déjà tout ce qu'il entendait à l'Opéra-Italien, et il imitait le style et les gestes du chanteur. Il laissait 
volontiers ses études élémentaires pour se livrer exclusivement à la musique; son joujou était un violon sur lequel il essayait 
les airs qu'il chantait; » ‘Mémoires de Sor’, in ‘Sor’ edited Ledhuy and Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, p. 154b. 
45 Mangado, ‘Fernando Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, pp. 23–27. 
46 Mémoires de Sor’, paraphrased Ledhuy in ‘Sor’, edited Ledhuy and Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, pp. 88b–
97a. 
47 Walter Starkie, Spain: A musician’s journey through time and space, Geneva, Edisli, 1958, p. 200. 
48 Ireneu Segarra, ‘Montserrat’, Sadie, S. editor, New Grove Dictionary of Music, London, MacMillan, 1980, vol. 12, pp. 
543–544. 
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harmony so magnificent. I took a guitar, and singing the plainchant with my voice, I tried to 

find, puny me, the way to play the counterpoint of Cererols… I failed…’.”49 Biographically, 

this confirms that from his arrival at Montserrat in 1790, Sor had a guitar to play and that he 

was proficient enough to attempt to work out this complex contrapuntal psalm, even if in the 

end he failed dismally at doing so. Later in his Memoirs Sor goes on to write about his guitar 

when leaving for his holidays:50 

As we were leaving the monastery, we passed by the lodging that I had occupied with my 
mother; I remembered my guitar which I had left behind: I testified to these regrets 
which didn’t touch Father Viola, as he spoke to me of this instrument with mediocre 
esteem.51 

This appears to be a contradiction, unless Sor is referring to forgetting his guitar at the 

monastery when he left for the holidays. It seems unlikely that he stopped playing the guitar 

completely between the age of twelve and seventeen, so I suspect that the importance of this 

paragraph is the negative opinion of the guitar from Father Viola and lack of encouragement, 

which was probably significant in leaving him with something to prove. 

To his disappointment, the mass that Sor heard had no orchestral accompaniment. Other 

polyphonic repertory with orchestral accompaniment was sung in Latin52 in addition to works 

in the liturgy in the vernacular. This was apparently a long-standing tradition by the time Sor 

arrived and he describes it as follows: 

The Christmas season is full of music in the monastery of Montserrat. The solemnity of 
Matins is most remarkable: each Responsory is a composition of great beauty, and is 
accompanied by an orchestra and other obbligato instruments. At the end of every 
nocturne we sang a kind of cantata in Spanish, of which the subject was a few scenes 
among the shepherds who go to Bethlehem to worship the new-born Child. These sorts 
of composition are called villancicos.53 

                                                 
49 « A l'audition du premier verset du psaume Cum invocarem, je fus frappé d'étonnement. …En sortant de l'église, je ne 
songeais qu'à toute cette harmonie religieuse si grandiose. Je pris une guitare, et chantant le plain-chant avec la voix, je 
cherchais à trouver, moi chétif, la manière de rendre le contrepoint de Cererols [sic Céréols]. j'échouai.» ‘Mémoires de Sor’, 
in ‘Sor’ edited Ledhuy and Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, p. 155b—156a. 
50 Baltasar Saldoni (1807–1894) in Reseña histórica describes an annual 8-day holiday that began on 3 February each year. 
Saldoni studied in the same monastery from 1818 to 1822. See Josep Maria Mangado Artigas. ‘Fernando Sor: Aportaciones 
Biográficas’, in Luis Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, pp. 16, 23 and 25–26. 
51 « En sortant du monastère, nous passâmes près du logement que j'avais occupé avec ma mère ; je me rappelai ma guitare 
que j'y avais oubliée : je témoignai des regrets qui ne touchèrent point le père Viola, car il me parla de cet instrument avec 
une médiocre estime. » ‘Mémoires de Sor’, in ‘Sor’ edited Ledhuy and Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, p. 160a–b. 
52 ‘‘Mémoires de Sor’, in ‘Sor’ edited Ledhuy and Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, p. 158b. 
53 « L'époque de Noël est toute musicale dans le monastère du Montserrat. La solennité des matines est fort remarquable : 
chaque responsorio est d'une composition fort belle, et accompagnée par un orchestre et des instruments obligés. A la fin de 
chaque nocturne on chanta des espèces de cantates en espagnol, dont le sujet est quelques scènes parmi les bergers qui vont à 
Bethléem adorer le nouveau-né. Ces sortes de composition sont appelées villancicos. » ‘Mémoires de Sor’, in ‘Sor’ edited 
Ledhuy and Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, p. 156b. 
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This description is evidence that villancicos were theatrical pieces, performed in the choir 

area of the church, to an orchestral accompaniment, immediately after the polyphonic work. 

In his diary, Rafael d’Amat54 describes visiting Montserrat in 1793 to hear a small orchestra 

for a private concert, consisting of a viola, four or five violins, horns and flutes.55 Sor 

mentions “other obligato instruments” in the (probably much larger) Responsory by Josep 

Martí. However, he does not mention the guitar and harp in the continuo, as was traditionally 

used in villancicos.  

Cristina Bordas, in her article on the ‘arpa de dos órdenes’, dates the decline of the use in 

the continuo of traditional Spanish instruments “organ, harp and vihuela [guitar]” as starting 

with the influx of “Italianate musical fashions” in about 1700.56 When the controversy arose 

in Spain over which instruments could be used in the liturgy, this decline was hastened, and 

by 1739 the number of harpists in the Royal Chapel had declined to only two, who served 

under the strict stipulation that: 

This instrument serves, without excuse, for the Litanies sung outside the choir, the 
processionals of the Forty Hours devotion and the Sunday octave after Corpus, to 
accompany the villancicos at the altars.57 

The harp was used only occasionally and by 1749 no harpist remained on the Royal Chapel 

payroll.58 It is worth trying to establish whether the guitar retained a liturgical function in the 

continuo after the harp, since this would create a very real reason for the guitar to add two 

extra strings at exactly the moment that the harp fell into disuse. Soon the organ and 

harpsichord would dominate the continuo. The orchestral instruments used in the liturgy 

while Sor was there do not appear to include a harp, making it unlikely that any traditional 

instruments like the psaltery and guitar were used either. Sor does not mention the use of the 

guitar in this context, but it must be remembered that his memoirs are incomplete, having 

been edited by Ledhuy.  

It is clear that the music at Montserrat, while religiously significant, was staged in a very 

theatrical manner for the congregation, which attended services as much an audience as a 

group of worshipers. Sor describes improvising the solo of a Responsory by Father Viola in 

the style of the Italian Opera and getting himself lost in the ensemble sections:  
                                                 
54 The diary of Rafael d’Amat i de Cortada i Sentjust, the fifth Barón de Maldá entitled Calaix de Sastre kept over 47 years 
from 1769–1816 and has been studied Mangado, La Guitarra en Cataluña…, 1998; and in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando 
Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, pp. 15–61. 
55 Rafael de Amat, ‘Calaix de Sastre’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 24.  
56 Bordas, ‘The Double Harp in Spain…’, May 1987, p. 154–155. 
57 Bordas, ‘The Double Harp in Spain …’, May 1987, p. 156. 
58 Bordas, ‘The Double Harp in Spain …’, May 1987, p. 156. 
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The Abbot having entered at that moment… with the governor and other dignitaries, I 
became aware that they had all come to hear the newcomer sing, this made me very 
proud. It appears that I acquitted myself very well, for Father Viola bestowed his praises 
in a way that appeared to be something more than mere encouragements….59 

Sor must have been identified as a principal soloist, and as a celebrity, he describes receiving 

gifts from the congregation at the midnight mass at Christmas. Thomas F. Taylor points out 

that the layout of the cathedral was important in accounting for the theatricality of 

performances of religious music: 

[At] …Valladolid Cathedral and the monasteries of Montserrat and El Escorial—all 
places with strong musical traditions—where the choir is set in a broken semicircle on 
either side of the altar, facing out towards the nave. With this arrangement, the musicians 
can be seen by the worshippers.60 

The other vernacular form that is described by Sor in his ‘Mémoires…’ were the gozos 

which he describes as follows: 

After Complines we sang a kind of composition that is called ‘gozos’ (joys); I do not 
know why they are so called, because they always speak of the sufferings of the Saints to 
which they are dedicated. The gozos, which the pupils sing every evening at Montserrat, 
are in honour of the Virgin. They are made up of an introduction for one or two voices, 
which leads to a point d’orgue on the dominant; the movement becomes a little more 
animated, and the voice or voices establish a subject for the refrain which, after having 
been sung by the soloist in full, is repeated by all the voices in chorus. One then sang 
several stanzas of eight lines: the last two of which are always the refrain: the words of 
the gozos are in Spanish.61 

Sor’s description indicates that the versions he heard of these works were arranged as choral 

works and again he makes no mention of the use of the guitar in an accompaniment role. This 

is explained by Anthony M. Stevens-Arroyo: 

…the gozos (goigs in Catalan) [are] a prayer form that cannot be simply translated into 
English as "joys." The gozos were baroque outbursts of religious feeling, in styles that 
mixed poetry with prayer. They could be sung, added to prayers like the rosary, recited 
from memory, composed by the famous, or improvised by peasants. Often they were 

                                                 
59 « Le père abbé étant entré dans le moment. avec le gouverneur et d'autres dignitaires, je m'aperçus qu'ils venaient pour 
entendre chanter le nouveau venu, ce qui me rendit très fier. Il paraît que je m'en acquittai fort bien, car le père Viola me fit 
des éloges qui paraissaient autre chose que des encouragements. » ‘Mémoires de Sor’, in ‘Sor’ edited Ledhuy and Bertini, 
Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, p. 158b. 
60 Thomas F. Taylor ‘The Spanish High Baroque Motet and Villancico: Style and Performance’, Early Music, vol. 12/1, 
February 1984, pp. 64-73 at p. 70. 
61 « Après les complies, on chanta une espèce de composition que l'on appelle gozos (joies) ; je ne sais pourquoi, car il y en a 
qui parlent des souffrances des saints auxquels ils sont adressés. Les gozos que les élèves chantent tous les soirs, à 
Montserrat, sont en l'honneur de la Vierge. Ils se composent d'une introduction à solo ou à deux voix, qui mène à un point 
d'orgue à la dominante ; le mouvement devient un peu plus animé, et la voix, ou les voix, établissent un sujet de refrain qui, 
après avoir été dit par le soliste en entier, est répété par toutes les voix en choeur. On chanta ensuite plusieurs stances de huit 
vers : les deux derniers sont toujours le refrain : les paroles des gozos sont en espagnol. ‘Mémoires de Sor’, in ‘Sor’ edited 
Ledhuy and Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, pp. 157b–158a. 
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poetic paraphrases of scriptural verses, embellishing litanies. They were composed in 
honor of Christ, his holy cross, the eucharist, the saints, and of course, for Mary. 62 

The more formal versions of these vernacular works which Sor heard at Montserrat in the 

1790s, were probably a response to the papal criticism of vernacular forms in the middle of 

the eighteenth century, where exciting textures of the harps and guitars led church authorities 

to become concerned that the liturgical message was being lost in the festivities. This was 

addressed in the encyclical Annus qui, of Pope Benedict XIV in 1749, which was important, 

as José V. González Valle points out, for drawing “…a line between expressivity and the 

forms of church music…”.  

Many types of modern composition received approval in this context, although… 
stressed the obligation to respect the integrity of the text…[and] …was in no way 
conservative and prescriptive as has sometimes been said, but outgoing and conciliatory, 
with many Enlightenment touches. …Its principal aim was to arouse devotion and to 
banish the ‘purely theatrical’ from the church. Certain instruments were permitted 
provided they did not offend those attending the divine service or play anything profane, 
secular or theatrical. …The Enlightenment removed many of the boundaries between 
secular culture and the way that church services were celebrated, promoting the use of 
the vernacular in the liturgy. 63  

Sor’s account of the years 1790–1795 suggests vernacular works were transformed rather 

than suppressed, with the harp and the guitar being replaced by orchestral instruments and 

surviving only on very rare occasions if at all. The use of the archlute in the Italian opera in 

Barcelona may have been carried over into the church, providing a stimulus for guitarists to 

attempt to fulfil its continuo functions on the guitar. This only became possible when a guitar 

with additional bass strings was invented, creating a seven-course instrument that was very 

close in range to an archlute. The rationalisation of seven-courses into six-courses left the 

guitar with a strong capability in the bass. Sor was not asked to bring his guitar when he left 

for his holidays, indicating that the gozos and hymns sung by pupils at the chapel farm Viña-

Nueva must have been accompanied in some other way.64  

Solfeggi, Partimenti and Keyboard Training 
The education that Sor received at the Escolanía was centred on formal training in singing the 

repertoire of sacred choral masterpieces, handed down in a tradition spanning centuries at the 

Montserrat. This required performances of liturgical works in their original notation, using 

hexachordal solmisation and a practical application of musica ficta. The pupils were also 
                                                 
62 Anthony M. Stevens-Arroyo, ‘The Evolution of Marian Devotionalism within Christianity and the Ibero-Mediterranean 
Polity’, Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion, vol. 37/1, March 1998, pp. 50–73 at p. 60. 
63 José V. González Valle, ‘Liturgical music with orchestra, 1750–1800’ in Boyd and Carreras, Music in Spain…, 1998, pp. 
53–71, at pp. 60–61. 
64 ‘Mémoires de Sor’, paraphrased Ledhuy in ‘Sor’, edited Ledhuy and Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, pp. 160b. 
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required to study harmony and counterpoint and figured bass at the clavichord. In addition 

they had to play an orchestral instrument, for which Sor chose the violin.  

Late in the writing of this thesis I became aware of the work of Robert O. Gjerdingen on 

the way professional musicians in Europe were trained. From the start of the seventeenth 

century into the nineteenth century, starting in Naples, the conservatori for orphan boys also 

taught music as a craft using practical exercises to provide them with the requisite skills in 

solfeggi, the study of melodies and partimenti, the study of basses.65 In his introduction to 

this material Gjerdingen explains: 

Partimenti provided a bass to which the student added one or more upper voices in a 
keyboard realization. Solfeggi provided exemplary melodic material, always in the 
context of a bass (and most probably a harmonic accompaniment). Thus the melody-bass 
duo at the heart of eighteenth-century music was taught and reinforced from both the top 
and the bottom. Collections of solfeggi were thus like a lexicon of stylistically favoured 
melodic utterances. For the future improvisor, whether of whole compositions or merely 
of ornamented reprises and cadenzas, solfeggi provided a storehouse of memorized 
material from which the performer or composer could later draw.66 

There is no evidence that I have come across about the use of this method at Montserrat 

but it was so widespread that it is likely to have been the way he was taught. A set of 

Neapolitan rules from 1775 by Fedele Fenaroli, “Regole Musicali Per i Principianti Di 

Cembalo, Napoli: MDCCLXXV [1775] Per Vincenzo Mazzola-Vocola”,67 reconstructed for 

the Gjerdingen website, may have been known to Father Viola, who would have provided his 

own exercises on the basis: “Should masters find missing rules, or errors, they may 

supplement and accommodate [the text] to their liking.”68  

Gjerdingen considers Francesco Durante (1684–1755) to be “the central figure”69 in the 

devising of a method of teaching continuo, based not on the recognition of the complicated 

figures, as we have been accustomed to imagine, but by learning short exemplars (or 

schemas) using an archetypal bass, such as a rise of a fourth, fall of a third, rise of a fourth to 

                                                 
65 Robert O. Gjerdingen, 2005. Music in the Galant Style: Being a Treatise on Various Schemata Characteristic of 
Eighteenth-Century Music for Courtly Chambers, Chapels, and Theatres, Including Tasteful Passages of Music Drawn from 
Most Excellent Chapel Masters in the Employ of Noble and Noteworthy Personages, Said Music All Collected for the 
Reader’s Delectation on the World Wide Web. New York: Oxford University Press, 2007. 
66 Robert O. Gjerdingen, ‘Monuments of Solfeggi’, website, “Presenting the Great Collections of Instructional Music 
Intended for the Training of European Court Musicians…”, <http://faculty-
web.at.northwestern.edu/music/gjerdingen/partimenti/index.htm>, accessed 8 July 2010. 
67 Fedele Fenaroli, Regole Musicali Per i Principianti Di Cembalo, Napoli: Vincenzo Mazzola-Vocola, MDCCLXXV 
[1775], translated as: The Rules Of Music For Beginning Keyboard Players, Naples: Vincenzo Mazzola-Vocola, in Robert 
O. Gjerdingen, ‘Monuments of Partimenti’ and ‘Monuments of Solfeggi’, website, <http://faculty-
web.at.northwestern.edu/music/gjerdingen/partimenti/index.htm>, accessed 8 July 2010. 
68 Fenaroli, Regole Musicali Per i Principianti Di Cembalo, translated Gjerdingen, ‘Monuments of Partimenti’ and 
‘Monuments of Solfeggi’, website accessed 8 July 2010. 
69 Gjerdingen, ‘Partimento, que me veux-tu?’, Spring 2007, p. 103. 
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create a stepwise ascent, would be learned by wrote as implying particular counterpoint, 

chords and melodies. This bass could then be subjected to a variety of diminutions, which 

when harmonised become exemplars. Gjerdingen explains he way the system worked: 

The “diminution exercises” (partimenti diminuiti) lauded by Borgir were studies in the 
embellishment not of the bass but of the implicit, imagined parts of a particular schema, 
meaning what was improvised by the performer’s right hand at the keyboard. In the 
preserved manuscript collections of these exercises, verbal description is entirely absent 
save for the enumeration of options: primo modo (a first way), secondo modo (a second 
way), and so forth. Each set of modi or optional exemplars was followed by a complete 
partimento. The student needed to study the exemplars and then determine where in the 
partimento they would fit. As the student progressed through a collection of these 
lessons, he mastered the craft of more and more schemata. Each new partimento was an 
opportunity for discovery, for reinforcement of previous schemata, and for practice in 
knitting the component parts into a satisfying whole. It was a nonverbal course of study 
that combined elements of performance, analysis, improvisation, and composition.70 

This meant the performer had a stock of exemplars that could be used in the appropriate 

context. This enormous subject cannot have justice done it by my brief description. In general 

a keyboard player faces many more problems of mind than of hand in the initial stages of 

acquiring this skill and building up his stock of routines, and his ability to recognises their 

contexts. It is in this sense that we need to read what Sor referred to as a “stock of positions”. 

In examining these partimenti exemplars for their application to the guitar, the immediate 

problem is that few keyboard examples work, usually with complicated fingering, often 

requiring transposition and simplification of basses and so on. The guitar is not a keyboard. 

The Rule of the Octave is a similar example and there are many ways to make it work on the 

guitar, although using it in C major is quite different from using it in D major—different 

positions of the chords are required. What Sor did to address this problem was to take the 

basic tools of the guitar: chords, thumb on the right hand opposed to two or three fingers, and 

set about trying to devise the materials that he could substitute for exemplars in his 

compositions, initially functioning as partimenti, in this case I am referring to his minuets, 

which he appears to have used in the working out of his system of harmony. Perhaps there 

were partimenti conceived specially for the guitar in Naples about which I do not know. 

The second part of this training of musicians as artisans was the system of solfeggi used 

in Neapolitan conservatoires and later exported everywhere else. Sor was trained in this way 

at Montserrat and it appears that this was using a similar system, for Gjerdingen says: 

                                                 
70 Gjerdingen, ‘Partimento, que me veux-tu?’, Spring 2007, p. 105. 
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According to the renowned violin master Giuseppe Tartini (1692–1770), the “usual 
Italian solfeggio,” meaning the way to sol-fa a scale, was Ut-Re-Mi-Fa-Sol-Re-Mi-Fa 
ascending (in major) and “Fa-Mi-La-Sol-Fa-Mi-Re-Ut” descending. This is rather 
different from today, and reveals the heritage of hexachord systems in use in earlier 
centuries, where half steps are always pronounced “Mi-Fa”.71 

This was the basis of the system of solmisation that Father Viola was teaching at Montserrat. 

In France at this time there had been a shift to the seven-name solfege known as the fixed Do 

system, of which, as we shall see, Sor disapproved. Viola’s system was certainly much more 

sophisticated than the elementary examples given by Sor in his Mémoires…, but what he 

describes appears little different to what had been done for centuries.  

In discussing this subject I am relying on The Theory of Hexachords, Solmization, and 

the Modal System: A Practical Application by Gaston G. Allaire. The practical system he 

describes in his reconstruction of the practice is representative of the solmisation  

…which appears to have gained most general currency throughout Western Europe, and 
was, in fact, taught by Guido of Arezzo (10th–11th centuries), Johannes de Garlandia 
(12th–13th centuries), Anonymous III (14th century), Tinctoris (15th century), and—among 
late 16th century theorists—Bermudo, Guilliaud, and Yssandon.72  

What is remarkable is that sixteenth-century solmisation was still being taught in the late 

eighteenth century at Montserrat. In order to evaluate the specific examples of the practice 

given by Sor it is necessary to examine hexachordal solmisation. Gaston Allaire describes 

hexachordal theory as a system:  

…which organised the gamut with the help of two basic hexachords: the durum 
GABCDE, and the hexachord naturale CDEFGA. Since each hexachord contains only 
six notes and each has one note which the other lacks, it is only by interlocking them that 
it is possible to cover the interval of an octave as well as the whole gamut.73 

Allaire uses the six rules of solmisation in the 1554 Maximilian Guillard treatise, together 

with the table below, which shows the hexachords in the gamut. In this table the low, middle 

and high registers are organised into hexachords that are either molle (containing the ‘soft’ 

b♭); durum (containing the ‘hard’ b♮) or naturale (containing no b at all). As a general rule 

ut, re, mi are used ascending and la, sol, fa descending.74 The six rules for solmisation are:75  

                                                 
71 Introduction to Gjerdingen, ‘Monuments of Solfeggi’, website, accessed 8 July 2010. 
72 Gaston G. Allaire The Theory of Hexachords, Solmization, and the Modal System: A Practical Application, Musicological 
studies and documents volume 24, Dallas: American Institute of Musicology, 1972, p. 43. 
73 Allaire, The Theory of Hexachords…, 1972, p. 43. 
74 Derived from Guilliaud, in Allaire, The Theory of Hexachords…, 1972, pp. 44–48. 
75 Derived from Guilliaud, in Allaire, The Theory of Hexachords…, 1972, pp. 44–48. 
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1. When the notes exceed the compass of a register the neighbouring register is borrowed.  

2. Ut is the beginning and la the end of an inflection.  

3. The note above the sixth note la, is always fa (fa supra la).  

 

Example 3. Table by Gaston G. Allaire The Theory of Hexachords, Solmization, and the Modal System: A 
Practical Application, Musicological studies and documents volume 24, Dallas?: American Institute of 
Musicology, 1972, p. 44. 

There are three further rules governing the mutation from one hexachord to another:  

1. Interlocking molle and durum is not allowed, only molle and naturale or durum and 

naturale may be interlocked.  

2. Ascending from naturale to durum and from molle to naturale requires singing re after 

sol; and ascending from durum to naturale and naturale to molle requires singing re 

after fa.  

3. Descending from molle to naturale and naturale to durum requires singing la after fa; 

descending from durum to naturale and naturale to molle requires la after mi. 

In Sor’s first encounter with hexachordal solmisation, he recounts his initial confusion at 

the absence of the seventh degree si in the solmisation that Father Viola confronted him with. 
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Sor had been taught the French system by Josep Prats, the violinist at the Barcelona Cathedral 

he so loathed.76 His anecdote uses an ascending and descending major scale to illustrate:  

But as soon as the lesson ended, I demanded of a pupil how he had named the scale? “Ut, 
re, mi, fa, sol, re, mi, fa.” — “And if it continues?” — “Fa, re, mi, fa, sol, re, mi, fa.” — 
“And to go down again?” — “Fa, mi, la, sol, fa, la, sol, fa, mi, la, sol, fa, mi, re, ut.” — 
“I will never be able to learn that”, I told him. …77 

By comparing this solmisation against the gamut in the Allaire table, it is possible to see how 

Sor says these names were allocated to the major scale at Montserrat. Using Sor’s example, it 

is possible to apply the six rules given by Giulliaud in 1554 for the ascending and descending 

scale. In the written out scales we can see the interlocking is according to Rule 4 proceeding: 

naturale/durum/naturale/durum. Rule 5 requires naturale/durum to be sung sol–re, and 

durum/naturale to be sung fa–re, which is what happens too:  

 

The descending scale shows the correct interlocking is applied and satisfies Rule 6 by using 

mi–la in the durum/naturale mutation and fa–la naturale/durum mutation, as we can see here: 

 

In the modern major scale, this theorises the second tetrachord of the major scale as the 

beginning of the new scale on the dominant, mutating at sol, which becomes a new ut (on the 

dominant) with re, mi, fa for the rest of the tetrachord— without using si as a seventh degree. 

                                                 
76 Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 22. 
77 « Mais aussitôt la leçon terminée, je demandai à un écolier comment il nommait la gamme? «Ut, ré, mi, fa, sol, ré, mi, fa. 
— Si elle continue? —Fa, ré, mi, fa, sol, ré, mi, fa.— Et pour redescendre? — Fa, mi, la, sol, fa, la, sol, fa, mi, la, sol, fa, mi, 
ré, ut. — Je ne pourrai jamais apprendre cela, lui dis-je. » ‘Mémoires de Sor’, in ‘Sor’ edited Ledhuy and Bertini, 
Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, pp. 157a–157b. 
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Sor considered French solfège ignored this modulation by using fixed names do, ré, mi, fa, 

sol, la, si, do. This indicates that at Montserrat Sor was taught to think of the seventh degree 

of a major scale as the mi of sol rather than the seventh degree si of ut in an eight-note major 

scale. This kind of hexachordal solmisation was the movable doh theory of solfeggio that Sor 

continued to support in preference to French solfège, which he criticises in his Méthode…. 

In his Méthode…, in the section headed: “Fingering of the left hand in regard to melody”, 

Sor speaks of melody in terms of concepts derived from the hexachordal theories of mode, 

and mutation, which he applies to the major/minor tonal system: 

All passages of melody have not the same compass, the same direction, nor the same 
series of intervals, nor have they the same point of departure; consequently, it was 
necessary for me to account to myself for what I was about to do, before occupying 
myself about the means by which I could do it more easily.78  

Finding himself in France and writing in French, Sor finds himself compelled to use the 

solmisation of the day: ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si, ut, but he complains about the loss of 

precision in the system caused by the fixed doh. He asks: “But how can a passage of melody 

be explained, without having recourse to harmony, at a time when solfaing [solfège] is no 

longer the science of sounds?”79 Sor considered the tetrachord starting from the dominant as 

the “second re, mi, fa,” forming the second half of the major scale as in the key of the 

dominant. Descending semitones were sung as fa, mi (or when mutating as fa, la).  

Sor continues the previous quotation by explaining: “Mi, sol, ut, si, re, fa, mi, re, ut, plate 

XIX, example 62 were anciently the exclusive nomenclature of this melody…”80 Here he is 

using French fixed-doh system in a solmisation that is not what he learned at Montserrat: 

 

                                                 
78 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 40, lines 29–31. « Tous les traits de mélodie n'ont point la même étendue, la 
même direction, ni la même suite d'intervalles n'ont pas non plus le même point de départ; par conséquent il a fallu me 
rendre compte de ce que j'allais faire, avant que de m'occuper des moyens par lesquels je le ferais plus aisément. » Sor 
Méthode…, 1830, p. 50. 
79 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 30, lines 31–32. « Mais comment expliquer la nature d'un trait de mélodie sans 
avoir recours à l'harmonie, dans un temps où le solfège n'est plus la science des sons? » Sor Méthode…, 1830, p. 50.  
80 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 30 line 33. « Mi, sol, ut, si, ré, fa, mi, ut, (Pl. XXV, exemple soixante-
deuxième), étaient anciennement la nomenclature exclusive de ce chant; » Sor Méthode…, 1830, p. 50. 
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Sor says this solmisation lacks analytical precision, unfortunately without giving a competing 

solution using the solmisation he was taught by Father Viola. Sor learned that there was an 

inherent mutation from the Lydian to the Mixolydian in our major scale, which resulted in an 

ascending spiral of dominants that is masked by calling the seventh degree si. The repetition 

of re, mi, fa in the hexachordal system draws attention to changes in the “compass” as well as 

indicating the “direction” and “points of departure” of a melody that Sor considers to be 

obscured. Interlocking the Mixolydian and Lydian modes in a two-octave major scale and 

omitting the si results in the following system according to hexachordal rules:  

 

Using these materials in Sor’s example 62 (shown above) it is possible to explain the first 

three notes as Lydian mutating to Mixolydian, rising to the minor seventh f1, which can be 

seen as fa supra la above the “point of departure” on the Mixolydian ut, reaching the limit of 

its “compass” before descending fa, mi, re, ut, ending on the Lydian ut without there being 

any need to mutate:81 

 

An explanation of this kind is certainly richer than the “modern solmisation” of the French 

system, which simply identifies a passage in C-major without offering an harmonic solution. 

                                                 
81 See Allaire, The Theory of Hexachords…, 1972, p. 26.  
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Sor criticises the complexity of a solfège system that changes the solmisation names for 

each key, making it unnecessarily confusing and complex: 

…but, at the present day, the same melody has only to change its place (or pitch) [for it] 
to change its nomenclature (making seven [different] names for a single thing), and this 
nomenclature, in its turn, becoming the expression of a greater number of different 
things, modern solmisation wants precision in its musical ideas, and is exclusively the 
science of notes, so that the explanation which I might give being fettered by the 
deprivation of a great many means of rendering myself intelligible, I should be obliged to 
employ circumlocution to express ideas which, for that reason, might appear 
complicated.82  

As a demonstration of his point, Sor’s next paragraph includes an analogy in Example 63 of 

the Méthode…, which is a short four-bar phrase in C-major, transposed into the keys of D, 

E♭, F, G, A and B♭, to show that the melody: “…is the same, notwithstanding that all the 

notes composing it [making up the transpositions] be different…”.83 Sor is criticising the 

fixed doh system that treats re, mi, fa, sol, la or ti as if they were an ut in each of these keys, 

instead of solmisation names as signifiers of a note’s tonal function in the scale.  

In Example 64, Sor gives a different melody transposed into C, D, E♭, F, G and A♭, but 

harmonised in a different way, to show: “…that the same notes may express a great number 

of different things, and that the object may change place, but not form;…”84 He concludes 

with the following metaphor about solfège, in which he says it is tantamount to: “…the whole 

understanding being exclusively engaged in cutting stones composing a building, only a 

machine remains for the conception of the general architectural plan”.85 In other words, by 

substituting the notes of a scale with solfège names, “modern solmisation” loses sight of their 

broader architectural function in the major/minor tonal system, resulting in a situation (to 

further mix the metaphors) where one cannot see the wood for the trees. Sor concludes: 

                                                 
82 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 30 lines 34–39. « mais aujourd'hui ce même chant n'a qu'à changer de place 
pour changer de nomenclature (ce qui fait qu'il y en a sept pour une seule chose ), et cette nomenclature devenant à son tour 
l'expression d'un bien plus grand nombre de choses différentes, le solfège moderne manque de précision dans les idées 
musicales : il est exclusivement la science des figures; de sorte que l'explication que je pourrais donner là-dessus étant 
entravée par la privation d'un grand nombre de moyens de me rendre intelligible, je serai obligé de prendre des détours et 
d'employer des périphrases pour exprimer des idées qui, par cette raison, pourraient paraître compliquées. » Sor Méthode…, 
1830, p. 50. 
83 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 31 line 1. « … est la même, malgré que les notes qui la forment soient 
différentes… » Sor Méthode…, 1830, p. 50. 
84 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 31 lines 2–3. « … que les mêmes notes peuvent exprimer un grand nombre de 
choses différentes, et que l'objet change de place mais non pas de forme, » Sor Méthode…, 1830, p. 50. 
85 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 31 lines 3–6. « …malgré que les notistes ne fassent aucune différence dans la 
manière de les envisager, si ce n'est les obstacles dont on surcharge l'imagination pour faire une machine de l'être pensant. 
Ceci parait contradictoire ; mais que fon y réfléchisse, et l'on trouvera que toute l'intelligence étant exclusivement employée 
à la coupe des pierres qui composent un édifice, il ne reste qu'une machine pour la conception du plan général 
d'architecture. » Sor Méthode…, 1830, p. 50. 
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It will be objected, that, as the general plan belongs to the architect, and not to the stone-
cutter, so the knowledge which I require belongs to the harmonist, and not the mere 
reader of music;, but in that case he should be called a notist, and not a musician, because 
music is the science of sounds, and I shall never call him a musician whose ear is the sole 
guide in the musical part of solmisation, but him whose solmisation is the art of classing, 
and rectifying the ideas which should guide the ear.86  

Sor considered solmisation to be a system that contained an analysis of the harmonic 

function of the individual notes in a tonal strand of melody, not as a crutch for sight-singing. 

In his Mémoires he quotes Father Viola directly on the subject of solmisation: 

In good solfége, there is no such thing as absolute pitches, they are only relative, and the 
sounds by no means indicate the keys on the clavier, but the true intonations of the scale 
of the modes.87 

Father Viola’s system of tuition was sufficient to deal with the high classicism of Haydn—

whose works Sor heard and played at Montserrat—while at the same time equipping young 

singers for the performance of sixteenth-century counterpoint from the original part books. 

This apparently old-fashioned point of view would seem to place Anselmo Viola in the camp 

of figured-bass theorists like Montéclair, Castel and Louis Bollioud-Mermet, who became 

embroiled in polemical arguments against Rameau. I suggest, rather, that it is worth exploring 

the tonal system as taught by Father Viola, which offered a much more nuanced analysis of 

the major/minor scales used in the classical period, that was based on hexachordal theory. 

Sor’s acceptance of some of the theories of Rameau also suggests that Father Viola may have 

incorporated a version of this theory into his teaching of harmony at the Escolanía.88 Sor says 

that Father Viola “…knew nothing of the system of inversions”,89 so we might be justified in 

assuming he was opposed to Rameau, like the conservative French theorists. To some extent, 

Viola’s solmisation contradicts this point of view. Sor first wrote of the basse fondamentale 

in 1828, describing his system of harmony in 1795. If this concept was part of his theoretical 

framework in 1795, it can only be from his education at Montserrat. It is possible that Father 

Viola made him aware of the latest theoretical debates in France, during the enlightenment 

window that was very much open in Spain at that time. Towards the end of his time at 

                                                 
86 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 31, lines 8–11. « On me dira que, de même que le plan général appartient à 
l'architecte et non au tailleur de pierre, les connaissances que j'exige appartiennent l'harmoniste et non au simple lecteur de 
musique ; mais en ce cas us devrait s'appeler notiste et non pas musicien, puisque la musique est la science des sons, et que 
je n'appellerai jamais musicien celui dont l'oreille serait le seul guide pour la partie musicale de son solfège, mais celui dont 
le solfège serait l'art de classer, de rectifier les idées qui doivent guider l'oreille. » Sor Méthode…, 1830, p. 50–51. 
87 « Dans le bon solfège, il n'y a point de sons absolus, il n'y en a que de relatifs, et les sons n'indiquent point des touches de 
clavier, mais les vraies intonations de la gamme du mode. » Catherine Pigeron and myself, ‘Mémoires de Sor’, in ‘Sor’ 
edited Ledhuy and Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, p. 161a. 
88 Christensen, Rameau…, 1993, pp. 241–244. 
89.« …le père Viola ne connaissait point le système des renversements. » ‘Mémoires de Sor’, in ‘Sor’ edited Ledhuy and 
Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, p. 162b. translated Pigeron and Hartdegen. 
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Montserrat, we know that Sor was reading advanced Spanish theory, since he mentions the 

older Spanish theorists:  

As for the harmony, Father Viola did not let me forget it. He made me analyse the 
classical works and look for melodies in which the ensemble was pleasant and natural, 
and which, however, when sung separately did not leave a void. He taught me more 
rules, the application of which pleased me all the more as it was their purpose pleasantly 
to deceive the ear. At the same time I drew several lessons from the musical literature in 
the works of Nasarre, Kircher, Soler and Cerone.90 

Reading Christensen, it seems likely that Sor, through Father Viola, may have acquired 

what knowledge he had of Rameau, from the résumé by Jean le Rond d'Alembert entitled 

Elémens de musique théorique et pratique suivant les principes de M. Rameau of 175291 or 

from the Pietro Gianotti, Le Guide du compositeur, published from Rameau’s manuscript 

“L’Art de la basse fondamentale” in 1759.92 It is possible these works were available to Sor 

in Spain, from at least one of the important libraries to which he had access, like the library of 

Cayetano de Gispert y Seriol (the godfather of Sor’s brother Carlos), who bequeathed his 

library to the Monastery at Montserrat in 1803.93 Sor later had access to the library of the 

Duchess of Alba, where he may also have seen important documents and scores. If he only 

began to acquire knowledge of Rameau in Paris after 1813 (which I suggest is unlikely), he 

would probably have relied on the Encyclopédie,94 to which he refers in the Introduction to 

his Méthode…, when he writes with unbridled sarcasm about his contemporaries: 

As to professors [of the guitar], I do not pretend to give them lessons; and those who may 
not be able to comprehend me will never say so; for the Royal Library having its doors 
open, and the Encyclopaedia being at the command of any who wish to consult it, even if 
my work did not deserve the trouble, they would always take a step interesting to their 
self-love and from which they would derive real advantage for the future.95 

                                                 
90 « Quant à l'harmonie, le père Viola ne me la laissait point oublier. Il me faisait analyser des ouvrages classiques et 
chercher des mélodies dont l'ensemble fût agréable et naturel, et qui cependant, chantées séparément ne laissassent point 
reconnaître un vide. Il me donnait encore des règles, dont l'application me plaisait d'autant plus qu'elles avaient pour, but de 
tromper agréablement l'oreille. Je puisais en même temps quelques connaissances de la littérature musicale dans les ouvrages 
de Nasarre, Kircher, Soler et Cerone. » translated Pigeron and Hartdegen, ‘Mémoires de Sor’, in ‘Sor’ edited Ledhuy and 
Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, p. 163a–b.  
91 Christensen, Rameau…, 1993, p. 253 see chapter 9 on d’Alembert. 
92 Christensen, Rameau…, 1993, Appendix 2, pp. 309–312 manuscript shown by Christensen to be by Rameau. 
93 Mangado, ‘Fernando Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 22. 
94 Encyclopédie ou Dictionnaire Raisonne des Sciences, des Arts et des Métiers, par une Société de Gens de Lettres 
published between 1751 and 1766 edited Denis Diderot, growing to 166 volumes by 1832. Sor could have accessed this 
work from 1813 or later. 
95Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 6, lines 39–43. « Quant aux professeurs, je ne prétends point leur donner de 
leçons ; et ceux qui pourraient ne pas me comprendre ne le diraient jamais; car la Bibliothèque royale ayant ses portes 
ouvertes, et le Dictionnaire encyclopédique étant à la disposition de qui veut le consulter, quand même mon ouvrage n'en 
mériterait pas la peine ils feraient toujours une démarche qui intéresserait leur amour-propre, et dont ils retireraient un profit 
réel pour l'avenir. » Sor Méthode…, 1830, p. 5–6. 
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SOR, ALFABETO AND RASGUEADO AFTER 

MONTSERRAT 
The only first-hand descriptions we have of Sor in his Spanish period are from the diaries of 

Rafael de Amat, barón de Maldá, entitled the Calaix de Sastre, researched by Josep María 

Mangado Artigas.96 English translations by Jeffery of some of this material appear in the 

introduction to his second book of seguidillas by Sor.97 The first mention of Sor in Amat’s 

diary is the première of his opera Il Telemaco nell’ isola di Calipso on 25 August 1797, 

which reads: 

The opera of this evening, entitled Telémaco en la isla de Calipso is by Sr. Fernando Sor, 
a boy of eighteen years, great interpreter of the guitar, which he plucks with great 
dexterity, and who also plays the harpsichord and viola well, and sings boleros and 
romances. Two or three years ago he left the school at Montserrat. His opera has stirred 
the curiosity of the public of Barcelona, and especially those experts in music and of his 
profession, who had gone to listen to his skill at the Theatre. It is a great undertaking for 
a boy of eighteen years, who up to now only excelled in playing and singing boleros and 
romances plucking the guitar. At this he is considered one of those great experts who 
rush through Barcelona after dances [bailes], and good times, things of the youth, typical 
of an excessively irresponsible boy. Tomorrow it will be known if he is this prodigy in 
music who pleased those present at the Theatre, illuminated in this festive evening of 
celebration of the name-day of our Catholic Queen of Spain.98 

Sor was known by Rafael de Amat, firstly as a player of the guitar and secondly as a player of 

the viola (not violin) and the harpsichord; in addition, he was known as a singer of “boleros 

and romances”. Mangado points out that Rafael Amat’s son Josep María played the guitar as 

an amateur and his daughter, Maria Escolástica, sang songs accompanied by Sor on the guitar 

or the fortepiano.99 It was the wedding of Maria Escolástica Amat’s daughter to the Marquis 

of Castellbell, that resulted in the next important description by Amat, in his diary entry for 

17 January 1799 (translated by Jeffery100): 

                                                 
96 Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002,p. 33.  
97 Jeffery, More Seguidillas…, 1999, pp. vii–xxi. 
98 “Día 25 de agosto de 1797. La ópera de esta tarde, titulada Telémaco en la isla de Calipso es del Sr. Fernando Sor, chico 
de dieciocho años, gran intérprete de guitarra, que puntea con gran destreza, y que también toca bien el clave y la viola, y es 
cantante de boleros y romances. Hace dos o tres años que dejó la escuela de Montserrat. Su ópera ha movido la curiosidad 
del público de Barcelona, y sobre todo a los entendidos de música y de su profesión, que han ido a oír su habilidad al Teatro. 
Es mucha empresa para un chico de dieciocho años, que hasta ahora no pasaba de tocar y cantar boleros y romances 
punteando la guitarra. A éste lo considero uno de los muchos entendidos que corren por Barcelona tras bailes, y juergas, 
cosas éstas de la juventud, propias de un chico demasiado alegre. Mañana se sabrá si ha gustado este prodigio de música a 
los concurrentes al Teatro, iluminado en esta festiva tarde de celebración de los días de nuestra católica reina de España59.” 
Rafael de Amat, ‘Calaix de Sastre’, 25 August 1797, vol. III, p. 221, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 
2002, p. 33 and p. 34.  
99 Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002,p. 32. 
100 Jeffery, More Seguidillas, 1999, pp. vii–viii. 
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January 17th 1799. Confusion in the house—say no more. There was refreshment or 
supper for everybody, beginning with the ladies and gentlemen, then the musicians (up to 
fourteen of them), the servants of the houses, and a great many women, footmen and 
other below-stairs, all mixed together higgledy-piggledy such were the great numbers of 
them; with Doctor Bardolet holding the helm at the refreshments so that everything 
should be properly served, as indeed it was. 

The music made a great noise, with two double basses, one played by Agustí and the 
other by Jeroniet, and the other musicians, up to fourteen of them, with their violins and 
wind instruments. In the salon at first it was like a seething cauldron because everyone 
was moving around holding chairs in the air in order to put them into place for the ladies 
to sit down. As for their clothes and their hair, there wasn't much they could be 
reproached with—as is the usual currutaco way—and among the young military and our 
own countrymen not the least was Fernando Sors, the chief of the dance, so much so that 
in it he seemed more like a Frenchman than a Catalan and a son of Barcelona. …  

As for the dance, the salon was so full that the couples in the contredanse, and the 
musicians, overflowed into the next room. 

In the interval of the contredanses the daughter of Mme Padellàs, that is to say the young 
lady Miss Mundeta, danced a bolero with castanets and with a solo guitar, which was 
sung and played by the famous soldier and currutaco Fernando Sors, who is really the 
tops when it comes to guitar-playing and singing boleros. The whole thing ended at half 
past three in the morning.101 

This links Sor to the performance of boleros, this time with castanets and guitar and also 

confirms he was a very fine dancer, described by Amat as the “chief of the dance”. A few 

weeks later on 13 February 1799, on Sor’s 21st birthday he gave a proper recital, which is 

recorded in Amat’s entry for that day: 

13 February 1799: In the evening went to a magnificent music academy in the house of 
the notary Sr. Manuel Comellas, in the calle dels Banys, for the benefit of the tenor of the 
Theatre, Luis Paccini, who sang his Aria and a duet, and above all for Fernando Sor, 
soldier, for his guitar concert, solo and with other instruments. It delighted all to hear his 
great skill on the guitar in all its registers with so much clarity and neatness, which he 
played inside out and back to front. He is intense as if tinged by his music and 
mathematics, even though he is a scatter-brained and refined currutaco….102 

The pieces Sor played on this occasion were works for guitar solo and for guitar “with other 

instruments”. The possibility of a chamber work by Sor in Spain has not to my knowledge 

been mentioned. Perhaps there was an early version of his [Fantasia] Concertante for the 

Guitar, Violin, Viola and Violoncello played for the Third Concert of the Royal Philharmonic 

Society in London on 24 March 1817, now lost. We know that Sor was proud of his 

                                                 
101 Rafael de Amat, ‘Calaix de Sastre’, 17 January, 1799, vol. IV, pp. 148–149, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor 
Studies, 2002, p. 36–37. Translation by Jeffery, More Seguidillas…, 1999, p. viii. 
102 “Día 13 de febrero de 1799: Por la noche fue magnífica la academia de música en casa del Sr. notario Manuel Comellas, 
en la calle dels Banys, por haber asistido el tenor del Teatro, Luis Paccini, que cantó su aria y un dueto, y sobre todo por 
Fernando Sor, militar, en el concierto de guitarra, solo y con los demás instrumentos. Encantaba a todos oír su gran habilidad 
en la guitarra en todos sus registros con tanta claridad y limpieza, que la toca al derecho y al revés. Es vivo como la tiña para 
la música y las matemáticas, aunque es atolondrado y currutaco fino.” Rafael de Amat, ‘Calaix de Sastre’, 13 February 1799, 
vol. IV, pp. 158-159, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 33. 
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seguidillas boleras, about which he contributed an entry to the Ledhuy and Bertini 

Encyclopédie. His guitar accompaniments for these works are minimal, suggesting they were 

a basis for improvisation. The divide between “popular” and “classical” styles did not yet 

exist, but Sor used a “popular” style of playing for his uniquely Spanish seguidillas. Sor’s 

guitar style has interesting resemblances to music that today might be described as 

“flamenco”, which is associated with Andalucía and more specifically with Seville.103 Today, 

the sophistication of these techniques is widely known and their influence on “classical” 

guitar technique is well understood. What is not commonly recognised is that Sor had a 

technique that developed from the “folk” roots of guitar, through his father, which had more 

in common with what we today call ‘flamenco’ than with lute technique.  

The Baroque five-course guitar in Spain, strung with bourdon basses, was renowned for its 

sophisticated strumming techniques and intricate rhythms, especially used by Sanz and 

Murcia. It is not known how these techniques entered the folk vernacular, but it seems that 

this was passed down to Sor through his father in some way. Sor considered the rasgueado 

technique to be a quintessentially Spanish way of playing, which he thought it impossible to 

notate properly. We know this because he says so in his Fantaisie Pour deux Guitares 

Composée expressément pour Mlle. Houze Op. 54 bis where the last movement is an Allegro 

marked: “Dans le genre Espagnol” as can be seen in the second guitar part shown below: The 

strumming begins in the third bar of the top line, following Sor’s asterisk. The explanatory 

footnote Sor provides at the bottom of this page reads as follows: 

From this measure to the end it is impossible to properly give the effect, or even to 
simply play the notes without being initiated in the Spanish manner of using the right 
hand in the style called rasgueado.104 

                                                 
103 See Virginia de Zayas, ‘The origins of Flamenco Music and its Oldest Songs’, Part One: Guitar Review, volume 43, 
Spring 1978, pp. 11–27; and Part Two, Guitar Review, volume 45, Spring 1979, pp. 14–27. 
104 « Depuis cette mesure jusqu’à la fin il est impossible de bien rendre l'effet, ni même jouer simplement les notes sans être 
initié dans la manière espagnole de conduire la main droite dans le genre appelé rasgueado. » Fernando Sor, Fantaisie Pour 
deux Guitares Composée expressément pour Mlle. Houze Op. 54 bis., second guitar part, footnote, p. 7. 
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Figure 1. Sor Fantaisie Pour deux Guitares Composée expressément pour Mlle. Houze Op. 54 bis, Allegro 
Dans le genre Espagnol, in Jeffery, Sor Complete Works, 1982, vol. 9. 

That notwithstanding, this page has been carefully transcribed by Sor, with the intention that 

a properly initiated performer should be able to understand the notation. It seems that he 

intended full chords to be strummed, to assist with the speed when a triad or quartad is 
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indicated—the whole passage being played in a strummed style where possible. Sor is careful 

with his use of the word “genre” or “style” intending to catch the broader sense of what we 

might today refer to as the style used in the performance of “flamenco” music. His footnote 

mentioning a “style called rasgueado” widens the scope of this description beyond the 

strumming technique into aspects of rhythm, articulation and even the improvised addition of 

notes. Many features in the notation that Sor uses on this page suggest other passages in his 

compositions that probably also require the use of rasgueado strumming not necessarily in 

the Spanish style.  

Sor also used his ‘rasgueado style’ in the accompaniments for the seguidillas he 

composed with the guitar. In performances I have heard, the notation of these seguidillas has 

been interpreted largely literally, providing a rather thin accompaniment to some marvellous 

songs. Much more extensive use of rasgueado and other techniques typically associated with 

flamenco playing are obvious in these skeletal scores. It is possible to read these 

accompaniments as a kind of shorthand for the intended alfabeto chords and applying typical 

right-hand fingerings in a manner resembling an improvisational “flamenco” style to create 

far more exciting and sonorous results that are still within Sor’s period style.  

In the example below, I have provided a version of the underlying chords and a possible 

fingering for the accompaniment to the song ‘Cesa de atormentarme’, from a group of six 

songs by Sor entitled ‘Seis Voleras /Con acompañamto. de Guitarra’,105 that is to be found in 

the two volume manuscript ‘Canciones Españolas’ in the British Library.106 The instructions 

Sor gives in respect of the guitar duet (above) apply exactly here, so a guitarist today should 

consider reading this in a rasgueado style. My suggestions begin by showing the chords 

intended in modern alfabeto, and offers my interpretation of the style in a restrained manner. 

The second verse leaves room for fuller chords at other points in the piece. The restraint 

might also be relaxed: 

 

                                                 
105 Fernando Sor, ‘Seis Voleras /Con acompañamto. de Guitarra’ no. 1 ‘Cesa de atormentarme’ in ‘Diez Colecciones de 
Bolero de Varios Autores Con acompañamiento de Guitarra’, Madrid: Librería de Arribas, copistería copy in Canciones 
Españolas’, vol. 2, British Library MSS Egerton 3289. Modern version in Jeffery, Seguidillas…, London: Tecla, 1976, 
corrected 1983. This song at pp. 20–21. See bibliographical and historical notes at pp. 5–17. 
106. Possibly the “6 seguidillas de Sors para tocar:” advertised by the Librería de Arribas in the Gaceta de Madrid, no. 84, 14 
October 1806, p. 872; Gazeta de Barcelona, no. 87, 22 October 1806, p. 1248. Copy in the British Library ‘Canciones 
Españolas’, vol. 1, MSS Egerton 3288, folios 106r–112v. It is also possible that the ‘Canciones Españolas’, vol. 2, British 
Library MSS Egerton 3289, containing Sor’s ‘Seis Voleras /Con acompañamto. de Guitarra’, was obtained from the 
“[L]ibrería de Esparza, puerto del Sol…”, which advertised “…6 seguidillas con acompañamiento á la guitarra, por Sors;…” 
in the Gaceta de Madrid, no. 52, 31 May 1808, p. 522. See my Chapter 9, ‘Publishing in Spain’ listing the Sor 
advertisements for seguidillas in Madrid.  
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Figure 2. Sor’s seguidilla ‘Cesa de atormentarme’, based on No. 1 in Jeffery, Fernando Sor, Seguidillas, 1976, 
pp. 20–21, with chords and fingering added by me. 
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Cesa de atormentarme, 
Cruel Memoria,  

Acordándome un tiempo 
Que fuí dichoso. 

Y aún lo sería 
Si olvidarme pudiera  

De aquellas dichas. 

Cease tormenting me,  
Cruel Memory,  

Reminding me of a time  
When I was happy.  

Happy would I be still,  
if I could, but forget  

That happiness. (Trans. Jeffery) 
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The picture at the beginning of this chapter accompanies the song ‘Si mís ojos te dicen’ and 

is taken from Sor’s article ‘Le Bolero’,107 which illustrates a performance of seguidillas 

boleras and gives musical examples. The song has a guitar part in quavers, with a metronome 

indication of 162–164 to the crotchet, only one guitar is given music but the illustration 

shows two guitarists and two dancers, both dancers playing castanets: 

 

Neither girl appears to be singing. The detail of the guitarists is also interesting and the male 

guitarist may also be the singer. Neither guitarist is using a score: 

 
                                                 
107 Sor, ‘Le Bolero’, in Ledhuy and Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, pp. 88b–97a. 
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The male guitarist depicted her may be Sor, who can be seen wearing dancing shoes similar 

to those of the male dancer. These players were probably able to sing and dance in the way a 

flamenco troupe has specialists who can usually turn their feet to the dance. This picture may 

be intended to depict Sor in about 1795, a good singer and excellent dancer, with his female 

assistant guitarist representing Maria Escolástica, with whom he was known to have sung in 

Barcelona.108 Even if this is a reconstruction, its inclusion in Sor’s article suggests it had his 

approval and advice and he may have posed for the drawings.  

The guitarists’ hand positions are also revealing, suggesting the flying hands of 

rasgueado playing and showing the female guitarist playing chords halfway up the neck, 

while the male is depicted playing around the first position at the same time. This is typical of 

guitarists working together in an improvisation and is easily done from the accompaniment 

provided in ‘Si mís ojos te dicen’. Note the right thumb position of the male guitarist 

extended right out with the little fingers of neither being held down on the table of the guitar:  

 

The left hand thumb of the male guitarist is extended right over the bass strings, quite 

contrary to Sor’s strident opposition to this practice! Which weakens my argument. Staging, 

choreography, costume, and the accompanying history is Sor’s so the thumbs my be licence 

exercised by Adam. The article also includes the ‘Danse de Requejo’ for flute and piano with 

no voice part, and the Seguidillas boleras ‘Yo no sé lo que tiene’, for two singers and guitar, 

with a double scordatura tuning (below). Again the guitar part has the features of a chordal 

framework and a reminder to play a descending scale in the bass four bars from the end: 

                                                 
108 Mangado, ‘Fernando Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 32. 
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Figure 3. Sor ‘Bolero’ article in Le Dhuy, Bertini and Adam Encyclopédie Pittoresque de la Musique, 
reproduced in Jeffery, Fernando Sor Seguidillas…, 1976. 
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It is important that Sor be recognised as part of a Spanish folk tradition of guitar playing. 

There is much focus on the origins of flamenco in Andalucía, but the influence of the other 

provinces cannot be ignored. It is clear that Sor was using these rasgueado techniques for his 

seguidillas boleras from at least 1795, forming an important part of the Spanish song and 

dance tradition in Barcelona. Spanish strumming techniques are the obvious link between the 

old five-course guitar and the modern guitar. Strumming of this kind requires hand positions 

that do not involve the little finger resting on the body of the guitar. Sor appears to have had a 

similar approach, resting the little finger for rapid notes and fast thumb-index scales. This 

was not a novel approach to guitar playing, as it is also recommended in the introduction to 

1722 Chile manuscript written by Santiago de Murcia who says that advanced players use the 

right hand in the air most of the time.  

Also important is the oral transmission of guitar technique in Spain. The use of plucking 

techniques to construct a grammatical mainly two-part texture with a clear bass and melody 

was taken for granted by Francisco Guerau, who used bordones “…por el temple de la 

Guitarra Española” in the title of his Poema Harmónico at the end of the seventeenth century. 

This was the way that the majority of guitars were played in Spain. The puntos of Joan Carles 

Amat were the foundation of the popular approach to guitar playing which, from surviving 

literature, was the main way guitars were strung in Spain. Gaspar Sanz was an exception to 

the common practice, using fully re-entrant stringing to play campanelas under the influence 

of Roman guitarists. As I argued earlier,109 during the first third of the eighteenth century 

Murcia used bordones with octave strings on the fourth and fifth courses and in many cases 

on the third course, carefully theorising thoroughbass voice leading on the guitar applied to 

alfabeto chords in his Resumen de acompañar…. This work was the most important 

antecedent for what Sor would achieve using exactly the same raw ingredients. Murcia also 

used advanced strumming techniques and percussive effects like the golpe, for example. In 

Spain, bass strings were used on the guitar in every period creating a tradition that mixed 

rasgueado and punteado playing with careful voice leading based on alfabeto chords. This is 

an unbroken Spanish tradition that continues in the present day.  

The same cannot be said for Italy and France, where the use of re-entrant stringing meant 

that the bass voice of the five-course guitar was never developed to the same extent, and the 

technique based on scales and arpeggios dominated. The Italian equivalent of the Spanish 

rasgado style was battente playing, which also continued in isolated regions of Italy, but 

                                                 
109 See my Chapter 7, ‘Murcia and the Eighteenth Century’. 
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which did not enjoy the same unbroken connection to Italian guitar schools producing the late 

classical and early romantic period virtuosos. The negligible transmission of sophisticated 

battente strumming techniques to Giuliani might be taken as a useful example. Thomas Heck, 

writes of the “The strum” in Giuliani’s technique: 

Most of the chords in Giuliani’s music are performed by plucking using the thumb and 
the fingers of the right hand more or less simultaneously. In selected places, however, the 
strum appears to be invoked for its distinctive sfzorato effect.110  

This does not describe some kind Italian counterpart to the advanced strumming we saw in 

the Sor example. Heck offers the Giuliani Sonata Op. 15 as an example: 

 

Example 4. 3rd movement Sonata Op. 15 by Giuliani from Brian Jeffery The Complete Works in Facsimiles of 
the Original Editions: Mauro Giuliani, Vol. 3, London: Tecla, 1984. 

In comparison to battente playing in Italy during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 

this example serves to show how far the technique had sunk by the time it was used by 

Giuliani. The use of the guitar as a plucked instrument in Italy did not, I suggest, arise from 

the tradition of folk battente playing; instead it was more strongly influenced by the archlute, 

of which single-course examples survive. The influence of the archlute on the technique of 

the early romantic guitarists in Italy can be detected in the assumption that playing a proper 

bass requires extra theorboed bass strings. The Italian guitarists of Sor’s generation did not 

base their technique on alfabeto chords, instead preferring fast scales and arpeggios over the 

free bases in keys like A, D, E, G and C majors. It is in the decline of the archlute in Italy that 

we need to look for Giuliani’s heritage. 

In France, the situation was little different. The alfabeto charts, called “Alfpabeth 

Françoise” by Fransico Corbetta, who uses French lute tablature with Italian alfabeto beneath 

                                                 
110 Heck, Mauro Giuliani…, 1995, p. 151. 
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it in La Guitare Royale in 1671.111 In Nicolas Derosier Les Principes de la Guitarre c. 1690, 

alfabeto is used.112 The music of Robert de Visée makes use of strummed chords indicated by 

directional notes; the chords are notated in French lute tablature not Italian alfabeto symbols. 

The use of a bass on the fourth course and a re-entrant fifth course, probably introduced into 

France by Corbetta, became dominant by the time of Robert de Visée and François Campion 

at the beginning of the eighteenth century. Strumming techniques in France were much less 

developed and there is no obvious connection to folk tradition as far as I can tell. In France 

and Italy the use of the guitar was not based on the polyphonic principles used in Spain. The 

consequence of a re-entrant fifth course in France was to cut de Visée, Campion and their 

generation off from the new five-string guitar of the 1750s. Napoleon Coste only began to 

recover these links in his transcriptions of de Visée in the 1870s. 

In the twentieth century, modern guitar music from before 1800 was all transcribed. I 

remember vividly the transcriptions of Bach in Baroque sections of the syllabuses of 

international examining bodies and universities. The guitar appeared to have no Baroque 

period of its own. This was a fallacy, but, even to this day, scant attention is paid in guitar 

scholarship to links between the techniques of the modern guitar and the techniques of its 

predecessor and namesake the ‘Baroque guitar’. The reason for this is the barrier that re-

entrant tuning erected to the playing of this music on the unambiguous modern guitar. In 

Spain, the retention of bass strings on the five-course guitar allowed it function, to a much 

greater degree, like a modern guitar; the ambiguous octave strings keeping the old 

campanelas traditions alive (but gradually waning after Murcia’s death).  

The guitar and its technique in Spain has always differed from the rest of Europe. The 

techniques that Sor regarded as commonplace appeared new and revolutionary when he 

arrived in France and England. The arrival in France of Aguado in 1825 had a similar effect. 

Few guitarists today would dispute the Spanish influence on modern guitar technique, but 

few recognise this phenomenon as a testament to the powerful and advanced tradition of 

guitar playing in Spain during the eighteenth century. Almost no readily available music 

bears witness to this phenomenon, on the one hand, because very little six course music has 

been published; but also because the thoroughbass manual of Santiago de Murcia encouraged 

                                                 
111 Francisco Corbetta, La Guitare Royale Dédiée Au Roy De La Grande Bretagne Composée Par Francique Corbett Gravée 
Par H. Bonneiül, Paris: Chez le dit Bonneiül [1671] at p. 5, facsimile Caroline Delume and Jean Saint-Arrowman, series 
editor, Méthodes & Traités 18, vols. I and II, Courlay: Éditions Fuzeau, 2003, vol. I, p. 27. 
112 Nicolas Derosier, Les Principes de la Guitarre, Amsterdam: Pointel [c. 1690] at p. vi., facsimile Delume, Méthodes and 
Traités 18, Volume I, p. 42. 
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the improvisatory skill of realising accompaniments from a figured-bass, which, as with all 

improvisations independent of notation, left little or no trace of itself in posterity.  

That Sor had an advanced modern technique is borne out by a careful examination of his 

scores, at the same time, we can see that his guitar playing roots were in the puntos of Carles 

Amat, the grammar and punteado of Santiago de Murcia and the intricacies of Spanish 

‘flamenco’ strumming, which may have its origin in Sanz and Murcia. The guitar of Amat 

was itself a product of the vihuela traditions that preceded him through Miguel de Fuenllana’s 

vihuela de cinco ordenes to the old vihuelistas. Sor first thought of the guitar in alfabeto 

chords using techniques acquired in his youth in a culture that remembered something about 

how Sanz and Murcia played the guitar. Only later did he learn to apply his keyboard 

thoroughbass principles to his own rasgueado and punteado improvisations and use them to 

construct his theoretical system of harmony for the guitar. Sor’s theory was the product of his 

faith in reason, which in the Enlightenment was entirely modern. 



 

 



15. Sor’s Theory Applied 

The alfabeto vocabulary consisted of a set of standard patterns for stopping the strings in the 

major and minor chords, to which a limited number of dissonant chords were later added. In 

the middle of the eighteenth century in Spain, guitarists initially extended the bass register of 

their guitars, adding two chromatically stoppable bass courses in fourths below the fifth 

course. This was a technological advance on the bass strings used on the Italian archlute, the 

theorbo and the German Baroque lute, which had diatonically tuned bass courses that could 

not be stopped chromatically. The use of unstoppable strings for the bass notes I refer to as 

the ‘theorbo principle’. Sor would have known six- and seven-course guitars used in Spain, 

but always used a guitar with six single strings. His father’s guitar, which Sor held on his lap 

as a child, may have been a six-course instrument. Sor does not mention a transition to the 

six-stringed instrument. His compositions are therefore written for the six-string guitar, even 

though in Spain at that time many guitarists may have played his music on six-course guitars. 

Sor began writing for the guitar in 1796, with his preliminary studies in the application of 

the harmonic and contrapuntal conventions of keyboard thoroughbass to the guitar based on 

these conventions. He conceived an infinitely extensible vocabulary based on the old alfabeto 

principle of chord positions for the left (or stopping) hand. In Sor’s application each chord 

position was constructed from the notes available to the stopping hand, and then subjected to 

the grammatical rules of preparation, resolution and doubling applied in thoroughbass. Sor 

conceived each note of a left-hand chord position (which is necessarily on a different string) 

as a voice part, and determined that all transitions to similarly constituted chord shapes be 

required to adhere to thoroughbass voice-leading conventions.  

The skills that Sor learned at Montserrat included practical thoroughbass at the keyboard 

and choral counterpoint. In singing sixteenth- and seventeenth-century choral repertoire, he 

also learned to apply the principles of hexachordal solmisation. Sor describes Father Viola 

teaching hexachordal solmisation and using hexachordal principles, such as mutation, in his 

teaching of the tonal system, in what appears to have been an adaptation of the principles of 

Rameau, which by that time had become the dominant theoretical paradigm. Father Viola 

must have seen counterpoint as more than sufficient to explain the horizontal occurrences of 

notes that we describe as ‘harmony’. Sor also speaks of ‘harmony’, but continued to favour 

contrapuntal explanations that he learned at Montserrat, which he explains in his memoirs. 
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In his Méthode…, Sor describes himself as a youth of less than eighteen, trying to apply 

these conventions to the guitar and coming upon an important insight:  

In accompanying airs of Italian operas, I frequently met with little melodious passages in 
some instrumental part and by endeavouring to execute them on the guitar, I found that 
the fingering which I employed for harmony was the basis of that which I found 
necessary for the melody, and that the latter should be almost entirely dependent on the 
former. Success having completely crowned my wishes, I wrote a few pieces, with little 
consideration I admit, which however prepared the route that circumstances obliged me 
to follow, and which I have only had to examine severely in order to correct my manner 
of writing since I have become a professor.1 

The “little melodious passages” that Sor says resemble “the fingering which I employed for 

harmony”, are the left-hand chords that he would later call his stock of positions. This insight 

causes him to establish it as a principle that the melody “…should be almost entirely 

dependent on…” the harmony of the chords fingered by the left hand on the guitar.  

The idea that chords form the basis of melodies is a truism that seems to be of little 

immediate value. However, Sor’s point is a technical one: left-hand chord positions on the 

guitar are the basis for the fingering of melodies. This reduction of the melody to underlying 

left-hand chord positions is a new take on the long-established tradition of alfabeto. This 

insight inspired Sor to write a few pieces in 1796 and the following years. More than two 

decades later, in the years after 1815, he saw these works as requiring correction, but their 

composition at the end of the eighteenth century meant they were revolutionary. Sor 

considered them to be exploratory works aimed at establishing the principles for a system of 

harmony for the guitar. He would have felt vindicated by the adoption of his three- to four-

part texture as central to the syntax of modern guitar, as well as by the international adoption 

of his notational principles. 

Sor glosses over these initial works, but the strong correspondences between these and 

his later compositions show them to be a repository of technical and musical ideas that he 

continued to draw upon and refine. Sor’s first preoccupation appears to have been technical, 

as he began to explore the viability of grammatical voice leading and complete part-writing 

on a guitar. His early pieces explore a variety of keys, using a variety of techniques, and 

examine the recently added sixth course. Sor points out in his introduction to the Méthode… 

                                                 
1 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 6. « En accompagnant des airs d'opéras italiens, je rencontrais souvent de 
petites reprises chantantes dans quelque instrument; en cherchant à les rendre sur la guitare, je trouvais que le doigté que 
j'employais pour l'harmonie était la base de celui qu'il me fallait pour la mélodie, et que ce dernier devait être presque 
entièrement dépendant du premier. Le succès ayant complètement répondu a mes désirs, je fis quelque morceaux, très peu 
réfléchis à la vérité, mais qui m'ont préparé la route que les circonstances m'ont obligé de suivre, et que je n'ai eu qu'à 
examiner sévèrement pour rectifier ma manière d'écrire des que je suis devenu professeur. » Sor Méthode…, 1830, p. 4. My 
italics. 
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that other guitarists he came across in France were using the bass strings as if they were 

theorboed, which he says caused them to experience 

…great difficulties when it becomes requisite to add a correct base, unless it be afforded 
by the open strings [footnote adding] Some have thought to remedy this inconvenience 
by adding a number of covered strings to the guitar; but, would it not be simpler to learn 
to employ the six—Add resources to an instrument when you have drawn every possible 
advantage from those which it offers; but do not attribute to the instrument what you 
should impute to yourselves.2 

Sor did not accept the restriction of a guitar to open-string keys like A, D and E majors and 

minors, following instead the Spanish tradition of chromatically fretting the bass string and 

playing in any key using the full resources of the fretted basses and scordature. 

These preoccupations can be seen in Sor’s minuets and to a lesser extent, in other small 

pieces he composed around late 1796, which formed the core of his theory of harmony 

applied to the guitar, providing both a technical basis and a compositional vocabulary that he 

continued to develop in subsequent works. Nothing Sor learned appears to have been wasted. 

All his early incidental pieces like waltzes, andantes and allegrettos contributed to his basic 

understanding of the instrument, but in my view the most important were the minuets he later 

published as Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11. This appears to be an edition he 

published for historical reasons, but the reason they were composed appears to have been 

Sor’s need to establish a grammar for composing in all the keys on the guitar, to refine his 

notation and to explore scordature tunings. The resulting miniatures provided a technical 

grammar for the guitar, preparing the way for him to compose extended theme- and variation 

sets and large scale sonatas, while establishing the principles for notating this new fully 

harmonic guitar music. 

In Spain, Sor took some pride in his amateur status, publishing only a limited number of 

pieces through the copistería network in Madrid and Barcelona. He describes himself as not 

destined to be a professional composer in his ‘Memoires…’. The 1808–1812 disaster that was 

the Spanish War of Independence drove Sor into exile, and it was this circumstance that 

forced him in middle age to suddenly embark on a career as a professional musician in Paris. 

On his arrival in France, he was probably surprised to find himself well known through the 

Castro editions of his music, which Castro must have obtained through the copistería network 

                                                 
2 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 5. « …leur fait éprouver de grandes difficultés lorsqu'il s'agit d'y ajouter une 
basse correcte, si elle ne se trouve dans les cordes à vide (1) On a cru remédier à cet inconvénient en ajoutant à la guitare un 
nombre de cordes filées; mais ne serait-il pas plus simple d'apprendre à se servir des six ?. Ajoutez des ressources à un 
instrument lorsque vous aurez tiré autant de parti que possible de celles qu'il vous offre; mais ne lui attribuez pas ce que vous 
devriez vous attribuer à vous mêmes. » Sor Méthode…, 1830, p. 2. My italics 
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in Madrid—editions that Sor would later describe as imperfect—and he at once set about 

publishing his first authorised editions with Ignace Pleyel and Mme. Benoist.  

Sor’s sudden departure for London in March 1815, as Napoleon returned for his Hundred 

Days, led him to conclude an agreement with Antoine Meissonnier, which commenced with 

the publication of the extremely poor edition with the unauthorised title: Thêma Varié Suivi 

d’un Menuet and the number “Op. 3”.3 Sor’s refusal to clutter any of his scores with fingering 

and his use of unfamiliar clefs placed on a double staff in Op. 7, all contributed to his 

acquisition of a reputation as a composer of music whose music was impossible to play. This 

was never helped by editorial interference, poor editions, misprints and misreadings in some 

Meissonnier editions. Sor addressed this in his publishing arrangements by having copies of 

authorised editions published in Paris and later possibly relying on the assistance of his 

brother Carlos to supervise editions while he was still in London. On his return to Paris he 

supervised his editions himself until he left for Russia, and on his return, compelled 

Meissonnier to correct his worst mistakes for the second edition of the Collection Complète.4 

In this thesis fears in this regard have been largely dispelled, leaving us with a high 

proportion of beautifully engraved, generally good texts of his music.  

The Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11 is an anthology of early pieces that 

appears to be an attempt to repair his reputation established by the copistería copies and the 

Castro editions, by publishing authorised and reliable texts of his very early works. It is not 

easy to determine how much rewriting of history took place in Sor’s preparation of this 

manuscript, but all the pieces have the appearance of being early versions: Op. 11 No. 5, is 

also known in a manuscript copy in the Spencer Collection signed R. H. Clive which Jeffery 

dates “…about 1815…”.5 The variations sets in C and F major (sixth to F) resemble 

variations published by Castro, but here are in an edition probably authorised by Sor; as these 

do not resemble his later variation sets, they were probably issued to illustrate his early style. 

These variations deserve separate publication, instead of publication with the twelve minuets, 

which clearly belong together as an entirely separate set. The exploratory nature of the Douze 

Menuets can be seen in the variety of keys Sor used: No. 1. G major (6th to D, 5th to G); No. 2. 

G minor (6th to D, 5th to G); No. 3. G major (6th to D, 5th to G); No. 4. D major (6th to D); No. 

5. D major (6th to D); No. 6. A major; No. 7. A minor; No. 8. A major; No. 9. E minor; No. 10. 

                                                 
3 In Chapter 13, ‘Dating Meissonnier’s Sor Plates’, I discuss the measures Sor put in place to control his works. 
4 See Chapter 13, ‘Dating Meissonnier’s Sor Plates’. 
5 Manuscript headed ‘Música pa. Guitarra’ described by Jeffery as “…a graded instruction book…” Jeffery, Fernando 
Sor…, 1994, p. 25; see also p. 153. 
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E major; No. 11. F major (6th to F) and No. 12. B♭ major. The three scordature used by Sor 

(6th to D; 6th to D, 5th to G; 6th to F) were clearly part of a process of thinking through the 

problem of composing a coherent bass using all the inversions in a wider variety of keys. Sor 

later discarded the 6th to D, 5th to G scordatura, but he did continue to use 6th to F for his 

works in F major—a tuning hardly ever used by other guitar composers. These were not just 

early compositions, these were pieces composed to construct a grammatical and technical 

foundation for Sor’s method of composition, and as it turned out, for the modern guitar itself. 

Other incidental pieces that Sor published were also exploratory in the same way. His 

authorial control over these early editions varied. The Six Petites Pièces Très Faciles (Op. 5) 

published by Sor and Madame Benoist in Paris were under his direct editorial control and 

included: two minuets nos. 1 and 3; two waltzes nos. 2 and 6 (not marked as such); an 

Allegro no. 4 and an Andante Largo no. 5. In London, his four sets of Six Divertimentos 

contain a number of early incidental pieces revised and corrected for publication from early 

sources. These were also published under Sor’s direct control so that the fingering and 

notation can be deemed to have his compositional authority.  

The works outside of Sor’s editorial control are minuets and incidental pieces first 

published by copisterías in Spain between 1796 and 1808. In Chapter 9, ‘Sor and Publishing 

in Spain’, I show that he was mentioned in twenty-five advertisements that had previously 

gone unnoticed in the Gaceta de Madrid between 1806 and 1808, which were placed by 

copisterías. In 1806 there was a listing for: “tres minués de Sor” and “una sonata”,6 probably 

Op. 15(b); “6 seguidillas de Sors para tocar:”;7 the “…gran sinfonía de Sors, [40 rs.]:” 

probably Op. 14, and the “variaciones de Sors, 16 [rs.]:” possibly Castro plate 2, and “tema 

con variaciones, de Sors, 16 [rs.]:…”,8 possibly Castro plate 1.  

In 1807 were announced: “…un divertimiento á guitarra sola, de Sor, 10 [rs.]:…”,9 which 

is probably Op. 1 Six Divertimentos 1st Set; there is no doubt over “una grande sonata para 

guitarra de Sor dedicada al referido Sermo. Sr. Generalísimo Almirante, 50 [rs.]:…”,10 later 

became Op. 22; the “…4 minués, de Sors, 12 rs.” Castro’s ‘[4] Menuets Composés pour la 

Guitare’, plate 5, while the “…2 grandes sonatas, del mismo, 24 [rs.]:…”,11 are too cheap to 

                                                 
6 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 79, 26 September 1806, p. 820; Gazeta de Barcelona, no. 82, 4 October 1806, p. 1176. 
7 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 84, 14 October 1806, p. 872; Gazeta de Barcelona, no. 87, 22 October 1806, p. 1248. 
8 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 87, 24 October 1806, p. 904; Gazeta de Barcelona, no. 90, 1 November 1806, p. 1292. 
9 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 41, 12 May 1807, p. 494; Mangado extracts from Gazeta de Barcelona cease in 1806. 
10 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 48, 5 June 1807, p. 574. 
11 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 56, 3 July 1807, page 674. 
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be Opera 22 and 25; the “…2 minués patéticos de baxos obligados para guitarra sola, de Sors, 

10 [rs.]:…”12 are not identifiable; “…un grande minué y un rondo de Sors para guitarra, 10 

[rs.]… :”;13 were probably excerpted from Op. 22; “…el famoso minué de execución para 

guitarra, de Sor, 6 [rs.]:…”,14 of 1808 is not known; the “6 seguidillas con acompañamiento á 

la guitarra, por Sors;…”15 appear to be his second set, the first was listed in 1806;16 the “…2 

minués de execución y baxos obligados para dicho instrumento, de Sors, á 4 rs. cada uno: 6 

rigodones para ídem, 8 [rs]:…”,17 are not identified; the list concludes with his two patriotic 

songs.18 I have repeated this list to show how active Sor was as a guitar composer in Spain, 

writing progressively more ambitious works in his twenties that culminated in his ‘gran 

sonata’ in 1807. Dates of composition cannot be estimated but would have been earlier, the 

increasing sophistication of the techniques and notation in his compositions are clear signs of 

his development as a musician, composer and guitarist. 

These copies continued to circulate in Spain, possibly with others of which we do not 

have a record. In Paris, they reappeared in Castro editions and the unsupervised Meissonnier 

editions, like the ‘Allemande’ in the first edition of the Cinquième Divertissement Op. 23 and 

the ‘Minuet’ in the Thêma Varié Suivi d’un Menuet Op. 3. The Castro editions all have errors, 

some introduced by him and others no doubt by the Spanish copisterías an none has any 

special authority. The three sets of variations and Sonata Seconda he published may have 

been composed earlier, possibly even before 1800, while the Sonata Prima appears to be a 

later work. Much simpler is Sor’s ‘Minuetto e Contre danse’ in Castro’s Premier Cahier de 

Pièces pour la Guitare Tirée Œuvre XI des meilleurs Auteurs Espagnole, later reissued as: 

‘Menuet et un Petit Allegro’ in the Journal de Musique Etrangère pour la Guitare ou Lyre.19 

The ‘Minuetto’ of the ‘Minuetto e Contre danse’ in D major (6th = D), has harmonics that are 

difficult to interpret, while the ‘Contre danse’ (in the same key) has an un-notated second part 

that needs to be played in harmonics without bass.  

Sor’s [4] Menuets Composés pour la Guitare published by Castro No. 2 exist as No. 6 of 

the Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11, allowing us to identify the differences 

                                                 
12 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 82, 15 September 1807, page 960. 
13 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 83, 18 September 1807, page 972. 
14 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 5, 15 January 1808, page 60. 
15 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 52, 31 May 1808, page 522. 
16 “…transportadas en cifra por Perez…”, Gaceta de Madrid, no. 84, 14 October 1806, p. 872. Madrid original not found. 
17 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 81, 09 July 1808, page 766. 
18 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 130, 30 September 1808, p. 1232; Gaceta de Madrid, no. 137, 25 October 1808, p. 1364. 
19 See my Chapter 10, ‘Salvador Castro de Gistau’. 
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between an unauthorised Castro edition and an edition probably authorised by Sor. Mistakes 

in the Castro version like missing notes in chords and the misreading in bar 3, but other 

features suggest that Castro had a copy very close to that used by Sor: for example, the bar 6 

acciaccaturas, and the cadential suspension in bar 8. The Castro version may be correct at bar 

19, where Sor later revises it. Not all the revisions by Sor in Op. 11 were copying errors—

some compositional revision was also taking place in these later editions. The Castro [4] 

Menuets… are in the following keys: No. 1. G major; No. 2; A major (a version of Op. 11, No. 

6); No. 3, F major (6th = F); No. 4, G major (a revised version is Op. 23, No. 5). The first 

edition of the Cinquième Divertissement Op. 23 was not authorised by Sor and at No. 4 

contains the Menuet, Maestoso in D major (6th = D) and at No. 2 the ‘Valse’ (sic in 2/4 time) 

is sourced from the Castro ‘Minuetto e Contre danse’. On his return from Russia, Sor insisted 

these works be substituted with others and No. 5, the Allemande, was rejected. In the reissued 

corrected edition of Op. 23 the Castro pieces No. 2 and No. 4 were substituted with two 

Allegrettos; the newly added minuet from Sor’s own collection turns out to be the No. 4 of the 

Castro [4] Menuets…. The Sor version identifies some notes in the Castro edition as 

manifestly wrong (such as the initial chord), while others are later revisions of the material 

made by Sor for compositional reasons. All these appear to be earlier rather than later works. 

The Huit Petites Pièces Op. 24 has a proof-reading error “F. Sor. Op. 23” on the first 

page, linking it to the corrected Cinquième Divertissement Op. 23. The Op. 24 incidental 

pieces are probably also early pieces from late 1796 on. The eight pieces are: six minuets 

with No. 1. a Menuet in C minor, followed by six pieces in F major with scordatura 6th=F, 

they are: No. 2. Menuet; No. 3. Allegretto; No. 4. Menuet; No. 5. Minuet;20 No. 6. Menuet and 

No. 7. Allegretto; the final Menuet No. 8. is in ordinary tuning. The pieces in this edition have 

no unifying aesthetic such as underlies the Six Divertimentos. The second edition Cinquième 

Divertissement Op. 23 and the Huit Petites Pièces Op. 24 were probably supervised by Sor 

on his return from Russia. Finally, the Thêma Varié Suivi d’un Menuet Op. 3 was not in my 

opinion published under Sor’s supervision. It is a version of the Castro Air Varié in C 

major,21 to which Meissonnier added a spurious minuet in G as a space-filler at the end of the 

variations. In his revision of the Collection Complète Sor did not demand the removal of this 

minuet, which suggests his tacit acknowledgement of the work. The editorial changes 

                                                 
20 This minuet resembles the beginning of the Castro [4] Menuets… no. 3 that suggest Sor completely reworked the initial 
idea at some time. There are also chord positions and basic harmonic ideas that are common.  
21 In the Castro, Journal de Musique Etrangère pour la Guitare ou Lyre, BnF, Vm7 2383 and Vm7 2383A incorrectly bound 
as number 17. This Air Varié was later revised by Sor as his Fantaisie dedicated to Kalkbrenner (Op. 12). 
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Meissonnier in the Thêma Varié were also not corrected possibly as not worth the fight, given 

that a new version as his Fantaisie Op. 12 made this early version redundant.  

SOR’S PIECES IN B♭ MAJOR 
When Sor first arrived in Paris he initially must have been short of material to publish and 

used music composed in Spain that was in his own collection. In London, he revised some of 

these earlier pieces and reworked others into extended works, adding movements or 

variations correcting the notation and voice leading. It is difficult to know how much was 

written in Spain, for example the Fantaisie Op. 7 or the variations Op. 12 and even the 

second Deuxième Grande Sonate Op. 25 but we do know that Sor recycled and refined many 

of his ideas for use in different contexts. This indicates a level of intertextuality in works by 

Sor composed at different times. It is not that he recycles his musical material due to a 

shortage of ideas, rather it is that he applies similar harmonic resources in a new way, 

working out a vocabulary of left-hand chord positions, in a variety of keys as exemplars for 

the preparation and resolution of notes on each string in a manner analogous to partimenti. At 

the same time the technique required to do this is refined.  

Sor built himself an expressive language in his early compositions, which he continued to 

use as raw material in later works. He also used technical devices in different keys derived 

from previous material, explaining the complex correspondences in pieces often composed 

many years apart. Sor’s compositions are intended to satisfy at an aesthetic level, but they are 

also instances of the practical application of his theory of harmony for the guitar. Sor wanted 

to demonstrate that the guitar was capable of satisfying the harmonic conventions taken for 

granted on other instruments of the time. He preferred not to clutter his scores with fingering, 

relying on notation to imply the fingering, so that his scores would look like those of the 

piano or violin. It is probably for this reason that he revised, reworked and refined so many of 

his earlier works. From a musicological point of view this has the advantage that misprints 

(for example) may be corrected on the basis of earlier or later works, adding fingerings to 

unfingered editions retrospectively. Over the years it is also possible to see how his technique 

developed, what he added to his vocabulary and what he later accepted or rejected.  

Sor wrote in a number of keys and used the more uncomfortable keys less often. The key 

of B♭ is one of these. As an example of his creative process, I shall here examine the five 

pieces that he composed in the key of B♭ major: the Menuet No. 12 of the Deux Thêmes 

Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11; Divertimento No. 4 of the Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13; 
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Menuet, No. 8 of the Huit Petites Pièces Op. 24; Étude No. 13 of the Douze Études 2e Livre 

d'Études Op. 29 and Leçon No. 22 of the Vingt Quatre Leçons Op. 31. Sor also used B♭ 

elsewhere, such as in modulating for the episode at bars 251–296 in the Souvenirs d'une 

Soirée à Berlin Fantaisie Op. 56 (in D major, 6th = D), as well as in other shorter pieces that 

are in keys like E♭ or F major, where similarities and congruities will be found as well. It is 

important to stress that Sor’s works with a key signature of B♭ were composed or revised 

over many years. The Menuet Op. 11, No. 12, dates from as early as 1796 but was revised for 

publication by Sor before Meissonnier’s edition dated December 1819 to June 1820. The 

Divertimento Op. 13, No. 4, is dated before 18 December 1819. The etude Op. 29, No. 13, 

which Meissonnier announced on 24 March 1827, may have been written in Spain with the 

first twelve etudes before he fled Valencia to France, possibly with Honorine Suchet in 

March 1813. The first set of twelve etudes was published after July 1815 in London in two 

books entitled Six Studio [Op. 6] and may have been written in Paris (after March 1813) or 

even in London in 1815, inspired by J. B. (John) Cramer, with whom Ledhuy says these 

studies compare (in a statement that was probably made by Ledhuy with the knowledge and 

agreement of Sor).22 The Leçon Op. 31, No. 22, is dated April or May 1828, and Jeffery dates 

the Fantaisie Op. 56 to 1833–1835.23  

By comparing the Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11, Menuet No. 12, with 

the Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13, we can see that the Divertimento No. 4 is an early 

version of the Menuet No. 12.24 This enables us to see what Sor felt it necessary to 

“…examine severely…” and correct. At the same time we can see that he continued to accept 

the earlier version published as Op. 11 but refined and changed it. 

In the first four bars in Op. 13, No. 4 (shown below), the title is changed from minuet to 

divertimento and the tempo from Andante to Cantabile. The upbeat in the Menuet is an 

ornamented instance of the motif in the Divertimento, and could easily be used as in a varied 

repeat in the Divertimento. On the strong beat of bar 1, Sor deletes the first iteration of the 

accompanying chord and removes the slurs on the other two beats. The Cantabile indication 

seems to require these slurs in order to avoid a staccato middle voice, but this is not indicated. 

At bar 2 the Divertimento has a simple 7—6 suspension, which the Menuet renders with the 

little anticipated note of resolution; the vii6 chord is not reiterated in the Divertimento: 
                                                 
22 “His studies will live on like those of Cramer.” « Ses études vivront comme celles de Cramer. » ‘Memoires de Sor’ in 
‘Sor’ edited Ledhuy and Bertini, p. 166b. 
23 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 166. 
24 The reproduction of the Menuet is from the Paris Collection Complète copy of Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 
11, BnF Vm8 u. 113 and the Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13, is from Jeffery, Complete Works…, 1982, vol. 2.  
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Figure 1. Bars 1–4 of the Menuet No. 12, Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11 (above) compared to 
Divertimento No. 4, Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13 (below). Implied fingering (shown in square brackets) 
other fingering is by Sor. 

In the Menuet, the transition to the V6
5 chord in bar 3 begins with a little semiquaver f-e♭ at 

the start of flourish preceding the change of position. The Divertimento chromatically raises 

this to e♮ to begin the flourish on the beat. Using the same position in the Divertimento, bars 

1 and 2 are in three parts. At bar 4 the holding of the notes in the Menuet create a four-bar 

texture that is not notated as such. Sor remedies this in the Divertimento at bar 41, retaining 

the four-part texture until the end of the phrase thus correcting the writing in the Menuet.  

The turn notated in bar 5 of the Menuet (above) should, I believe, be played on the first 

beat of bar 6. The anticipation of the e♮1 in the ornament weakens the chromatic transition 

that follows, the potential of a prepared seventh on the b♭ is not exploited. The Divertimento 

removes the ornaments and holds the b♭ into bar 6 for the dominant seventh, forcing the bass 

C to be fingered with 2 creating a stabilising finger to ease the chord change that follows: 

 

Figure 2. Bars 5–9, Menuet No. 12, Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11 compared to bars 5–8, 
Divertimento No. 4, Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13. 
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The Divertimento version could be played with an ornamented repeat using the ornaments in 

the Menuet, for example. The transition to F major at bar 8 in the Menuet has the 6
5 chord 

decorated with an accented f♯1 passing note rising to g1 in the upper voice; the bass rising 

chromatically from e♭ to f. The Divertimento omits this ornament and hovers around c1 using 

accented passing notes that fall to the c1 instead. The phrase ends on the dominant at bar 8, 

leaving room in the Menuet for a first- and second-time bar of the kind he uses in the 

Divertimento to return to the beginning. The different versions are interchangeable.  

The continuation in Bars 9–12 rises chromatically to the dominant seventh of B♭ major. 

Only one fingering appears likely for the first two bars in both versions. At bar 10 in the 

Divertimento, Sor places a minim in the bass and removes the rest in the melody, with an 

independent bass line notated in the Divertimento and, at bar 11, the bass f must be a misprint 

and should be a bass b♭, as it is in the Menuet: 

 

Figure 3. Bars 9–13, Menuet No. 12, Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11 (line breaks altered for 
comparison); Divertimento No. 4, Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13. 

The dominant chord at bar 12 in the Menuet has a doubled seventh (to allow an arpeggiation 

stroke with the right hand thumb); Sor either considered this a voice-leading error or wanted 

the chord plucked instead, omitting the e1♭ in the Divertimento.  

The next five bars 14–18 show Sor changing the work for technical reasons. One of the 

most difficult aspects of his fingering is the repeated use of left-hand extension fingerings 

such as can be seen at bar 14 (extensions are indicated with a little V separating the two 

fingers that require an extended position). In both works the chord in bar 14, position VI, 

requires a stretch of five frets for the high d2 on the tenth fret. Once this stretch is made Sor 

slides the second finger up to create an additional extension from d1 to e♭1 on the third string; 
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the Menuet has an acciaccatura that is omitted in the Divertimento, but both pieces require an 

additional extension to play the second string a1 at the tenth fret: 

 

Figure 4. Bars 14–18, Menuet No. 12, Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11 (line breaks altered for 
comparison); Divertimento No. 4, Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13. 

The Divertimento is made technically easier by the avoidance of the acciaccatura within an 

extension fingering in the Menuet. Sor’s earlier works often expect this kind of stretch, while 

his later works do not, suggesting a change in his attitude to this difficulty. At bar 15, the 

four-part chords in the Menuet are reduced to three parts in the Divertimento, with quaver 

rests to facilitate the position changes. This allowed the three-part chord at bar 161 to be 

played in first position, while the Menuet chord at bar 161 was most probably in the third 

position (as shown above). The Divertimento misprint corrected in ink is confirmed by four-

part harmonisation of the same passage in the Menuet. At bars 163 and 173 the Menuet has 

single notes, whereas the Divertimento repeats the chords indicating a slower tempo perhaps.  

The final four bars show Sor having second thoughts as a composer, revising the melody 

and altering the harmonisation. The Menuet enters from an augmented fifth resolving onto 

the E♭ chord echoed at bar 181, which, at bar 183, resolves down in bar 191. The Divertimento 

retains the E♭ harmony on the upbeat bar 183 so that the g1 falls to f♮1 as a little anticipation 

of the melody at bar 191, which continues with V4
2—I6

3 in four parts to return to B♭:  
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Figure 5. Bars 19–22, Menuet No. 12, Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11 (line breaks altered); 
Divertimento No. 4, Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13. 

The Menuet at bars 191–2 and 201–2 harmonised V6
5—I5

3 with the bass on the third course 

makes a light cadence played diminuendo. The chromatic descent to bar 191 in the Menuet is 

altered because of the problematic slurred acciaccatura at bar 193, which uses a finger 4 for 

both notes. The Divertimento has no slur and a rest beneath it at bar 193 avoids this problem 

while keeping the whole passage to bar 202 in the first position. Bars 21 and 22 are the same 

in both versions except for the glissando chords at bar 211 of the Menuet, which Sor removes 

from the notation but may have used as ornamentation.  

The parallel octaves caused by these chords are common throughout Sor’s music, and 

appear to be derived from the ancient practice known in England as ‘faburden’, in France as 

‘fauxbourdon’, in Italy as ‘falsobordone’ and in Spain as ‘fabordón’. There has been heated 

academic discussion about the origins and nature of these practices. The general idea was that 

a section notated in two parts with the cantus firmus on top had the word ‘fauxbourdon’ (or 

some variant) written beneath the score requiring a third part to be improvised a parallel 

fourth lower, thus producing “…what would now be called 6-3 chords, varied and punctuated 

by single 8-5 chords…”.25 This practice resembles a ‘gymel’ with improvisatory third part 

added in parallel. A gymel has been defined as “…A late medieval term for two-part 

polyphony based on thirds, sixths, and tenths… the term is also used for two-part polyphony 

in parallel thirds…”.26 In Spain and Italy this practice developed slightly differently where:  

                                                 
25 Brian Trowell, ‘Fauxbourdon’, Grove Music Online, edited L. Macy, 
<http://www.grovemusic.com.ezproxy.auckland.ac.nz>, accessed 25 Mar. 2009. 
26 ‘Gymel, gimel, gemell’, Willi Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, second. edition, London: Heineman: 1970, p. 364. 
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“…falsobordone occurs in a wide variety of compositions from the 15th century to the 
18th…. Unlike the older fauxbourdon, both the Italian falsobordone and the Spanish 
fabordón chiefly use root position triads and have all four parts written out.27 

Sor probably became aware of this practice at Montserrat. His version usually has three parts, 

with parallel thirds on top and a bass a sixth below generating acceptable parallel octaves, for 

an aesthetic result similar to that used in a fifteenth-century context: 

Both faburden and fauxbourdon rejoiced in the use of continuous parallel 4ths between the 
upper voices (still found ‘offensive’ by Adam von Fulda in 1490), provided they were 
made good by the lowest voice; long sequences of parallel 6ths were also legitimized, and 
the traditional insistence on contrary motion in discant and counterpoint was for a time 
denied in the interests of sensuous euphony.28 

In the Menuet and Divertimento above, Sor revels in parallel octaves and sixths instead. 

Although it is to be presumed that Sor preferred the revised Divertimento to his earlier 

Menuet, he was nevertheless happy to publish his earlier version as his Op. 11. It is clear 

from this that Sor continued to value his earlier works as an historical record of his first 

applications of harmony to the guitar.  

In these pieces Sor confronts the limitations of the guitar in the key of B♭, given the loss 

of three open strings on the guitar in that key. He shows how open strings foreign to this key 

can be used to make a simple yet sophisticated harmonisation. One of the constraints faced by 

the guitar is that it does not have the capacity of a keyboard instrument to play all positions of 

every triad. The distribution of the notes of a triad is one of the cornerstones of practical 

thoroughbass on the keyboard, as we can see from Johann David Heinichen, who in 1728 

required it that: “…students learn to play triads on every scale degree and to practise them 

repeatedly in the three distributions of chord tones, that is, with the third, fifth, or bass octave 

as the upper part….”.29 C. P. E. Bach did the same, writing: “Progressions must be practised 

in all distributions of tones so that they will become known to the student…”.30 This advice 

was repeated by Johann Georg Albrechtsberger (1736–1809).31 Sor would have learned his 

keyboard thoroughbass in the same way at Montserrat. The difficulty for a guitar is that while 

most triads can be played with any tone as the top or bottom note, they are not always 

                                                 
27 Murray C. Bradshaw. ‘Falsobordone’, Grove Music Online, edited L. Macy, 
<http://www.grovemusic.com.ezproxy.auckland.ac.nz>, accessed 25 Mar. 2009. 
28 Trowell, ‘Fauxbourdon’ Grove Music Online accessed 25 Mar. 2009. 
29 Johann David Heinichen, Der General-Bass in der Composition, see George J. Beulow, Thorough-Bass Accompaniment 
according to Johann David Heinichen, revised 1986, Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska Press, 1992.  
30 C. P. E. Bach, Essay on the True Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments, translated William J. Mitchell, London: Eulenberg 
Books, 1974, p. 177. The first part of his manual was published in 1753, and Part Two in 1762. 
31 Articles XXIV, XXV and XXVI in Johann Georg Albrechtsberger, Methods of Harmony, Figured Base, and Composition 
adapted for Self Instruction, in two volumes translated by Arnold Merrick from the French translation of the German edition 
by Alexandre Choron, first edition 1834, second edition, London: R. Cocks and Co. 1844, pp. 28–29. 
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complete in every register, and cannot always be fingered in every “distribution” as a chord 

in four parts. This means that many progressions possible on a keyboard must be completely 

revoiced on a guitar, and seventh and ninth chords are used in very limited distributions.  

Sor is extremely creative in his solutions to these problems, carefully choosing the right 

chord while using open strings or an interesting inversion or distribution of a chord that 

enhances the tessitura available to him in the key he is in. He suits his compositional material 

to the technical limits of the piece, and somehow manages to create a result that seems 

natural and unfettered by such limitations. In addition to his carefully chosen distributions of 

chords and their inversions, Sor uses pedal points in the bass where no chord tone is available 

to the left hand; in this way effectively adding additional chord shapes to the ordinary triad, 

to his stock of positions. Very important is his sophisticated use of internal pedal notes on the 

inner strings to fill the harmonic texture where necessary.  

In the pieces examined above, the harmonies in the two versions were hardly changed by 

Sor at all, but we find him adjusting to the technical limitations of the key of B♭ major on the 

guitar. So in the first B♭ chord in the Menuet Op. 11, for example, its fundamental bass is the 

B♭ on the fifth course with the melody an octave above it in the first position. This creates a 

constraint forcing Sor to omit either the fifth or the third in the initial tonic chord. In order to 

begin with a complete triad, Sor remedies this deficit by slurring the third of the chord to the 

fifth, thus creating an alternation of the two intervals in bar 1. The lower example fingers this 

passage in the third position but in so doing the slurs have to be ignored (at least as ligados): 

 

Figure 6. Sor, Menuet No. 12, Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11. 

The vii6
5 chord in bar 2 (above) creates a dominant function chord under the same position of 

the hand, allowing the melody to be suspended in bar 2 with the proper resolution of all three 

parts. In his later refinement of this passage in the Divertimento Op. 13, No. 4, Sor omits the 
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slurs in bar 1, which can be fingered in two ways, on the left in three-parts with a non-legato 

f–d–f–d (bar 11–3); and legato sustaining of four effective parts in the third position (right): 

 

Figure 7. Bars 1–2 of the Divertimento No. 4, Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13 showing the possible alternative 
fingering (right) in the third position, which is more legato but sounds in four parts. 

The omission of a slur allows the same notes to be played in a completely different way. In 

the Menuet, Sor has the whole of the first phrase in a three-part texture, whereas in his 

Divertimento, the continuation of this phrase applies the principle broadening a three-part 

phrase into four. This raises the question of whether he intended the three-part notation above 

to be played as such (left) or to sound in four parts contrary to its notation (right). 

Another problem is the e♭ on bar 23 of the Menuet, which suggests a missing accidental. 

In the Divertimento bars 3 to 4, the transition to the dominant uses a flourish of semiquavers 

beginning on the chromatically raised e♮ at bar 23 to move to the third position V6
5 chord. In 

the Menuet this is three-part chord (sounding as four) in the Divertimento it is in four-parts:  

 

Figure 8. Divertimento No. 4, Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13, bars 3–4, (line breaks altered), Jeffery, 
Complete Works, 1982. 

In both versions the V6
5 chord is creates the same suspension above the I5

3 in B♭ forcing the 

bass onto the sixth course in bar 41. In the Menuet, the omission of the f in bar 41 constructs a 

syncope on the f at 33, which lasts over the barline. This that is avoided by the Divertimento’s 

four parts that reiterating the f on 41. The first-inversion dominant seventh in bar 3, chosen by 

Sor for the tessitura of the open fifth string in the bass, the upper voice thirds alternating with 

the inner pedal f, in an idiomatic technical cliché using the four right-hand fingers. This so 

distinctly four-part that it demands the resolution in four parts that the Divertimento provides 

and the Menuet does not. This standard resolution of this chord creates a difficult stretch for 
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beginners that is alleviated by breaking the chord in bar 4. The three-part notation of the 

Menuet looks less refined than the more clearly notated Divertimento.  

Sor’s elegant little antecedent phrase places has first two bars in three parts hovering 

around a melodic b♭ on the third string, rising a fourth for the second two, to resolve onto the 

third position B♭ chord. In the first position the transition from I to V6
5 is made by a little 

flourish preceding the shift to the third position for the V6
5—I5

3 in four parts. This is an 

example of two transitions Sor devised from his “stock of positions” as described in his 

Méthode…: 

By dint of playing accompaniment I found myself in possession of a stock of positions 
and as I knew what chord or what inversion I played, its contexture and derivation (c), in 
what part the fundamental base was found, and what ought to be the progression of every 
part for the resolution or transition about to be made, I found myself prepared to establish 
a complete system of harmony on this instrument: this system was, it might be said, 
telegraphic; for every position of my four fingers representing a chord, I found myself in 
a situation to see a figured base, and, without taking up the guitar, to indicate the 
harmonic progression by the configurations alone. [Footnote] (c) The derivatives signify 
quite the contrary to that which I mean to say here..32 

By figuring the bass and bearing in mind his voice-leading precepts of “contexture”, 

“derivation”, “fundamental base [sic]”, “resolution” and “transition”, and using this as our 

basis, it is possible to reconstruct Sor’s approach in the last four bars of his Divertimento. The 

harmonic and contrapuntal precepts that regulate his customised alfabeto chords that he calls 

his “stock of positions”.  

In the bars 5–8 of the Divertimento (below), I have used “telegraphic” symbols to depict 

the alfabeto chords Sor has used in this piece, using block chord notation with figured-bass 

symbols below to show the chords in music notation: 

                                                 
32 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, p. 6. « A force de faire des accompagnements, je me trouvai avec un fonds de position; 
et comme de savais quel accord ou quel renversement je faisais, quelle en était la contexture et la dérivation [note] (1), dans 
quelle partie se trouvait la basse fondamentale, et quelle devait être la marche de chaque partie pour la résolution ou 
transition que j'allais faire, je me trouvai à même d'établir un système complet d'harmonie sur cet instrument: ce système 
était pour ainsi dire télégraphique puisque chaque position de mes quatre doigts me représentant un accord, je me trouvais 
dans le cas de voir une basse chiffrée, et, sans prendre la guitare, d'en indiquer la marche harmonique par les seules 
configurations. » Sor Méthode…, pp. 3–4. 
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Figure 9. Figured-bass and alfabeto notation of the Divertimento No. 4, bars 5–8 Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 
13 (line breaks altered), Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

Sor assesses every note in an alfabeto chord position according to his harmonic and 

contrapuntal precepts. In bars 5–8 the goal is a modulation to the dominant in and around the 

first position. In the consequent, the melody begins on first string f1 and rises almost an 

octave up the first string to the dominant seventh of B♭ with the e♭2 on the twelfth fret. This 

is accomplished by an initial chromatic rise from f1 to b♭1, followed by a diatonic rise from 

b♭1 to e♭2, to build the tension for the big dominant seventh chord heralding the return to B♭ 

major in the foloowing phrase: 

 

Figure 10. Bars 9–13 of the Divertimento No. 4, Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13, bars 3–4 (line breaks altered), 
Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 
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These chords are unremarkable on a keyboard, but on the guitar they are full and idiomatic 

and enhance the natural resonance of the instrument by the use of right-hand alternation 

techniques adding interest by the use of internal pedals, suspensions, chromatic passing notes, 

upper auxiliary notes and so on.  

The alfabeto chords (above) enable us to see the very wide stretches that Sor uses in bars 

11 and 13 in an amateur teaching piece: a five-fret stretch is required at bar 113 and again at 

bar 132. Such passages suggest Sor had large hands. It is likely that this one of the causes of 

his reputation as a composer of difficult music. On my copy of a Lacôte guitar, the shorter 

scale of 62.5 cm makes this extension only slightly easier. Technically, the answer to Sor’s 

extension fingerings can usually be found in left-hand slides, which I have indicated in the 

examples above and below. In his Méthode…, Sor referred to this as his “system of shifting” 

(see the quotation below), where he is discussing his reasons for favouring slurred scales and 

explaining that he “…never aimed to play scales detached, nor with great rapidity…”.33 In the 

course of this he says: 

I confess that I should not have been sorry to practise the fingering which produces the 
detached notes, at the time when I was forming my principles: the motive preventing my 
doing so was, that, being obliged to move my whole hand over the width of the finger-
board, I should have established a system of shifting entirely in contradiction to 
principles of which the results gave me no cause for dissatisfaction. [My italics.]34 

This system is one based on sliding and holding common fingers in adjacent chords, which 

Sor established by fingering melodies based on their underlying chords. His extensive use of 

the slide can be seen in his later fingered editions, not all of them indicated as I have done 

here in a notation that he would have rejected because it converts his score into the kind of 

tablature that he wanted to avoid writing.  

The continuation of the phrase from bars 14–18 has an even more difficult five-fret 

stretch from the upbeat to bar 14 and in bar 15 with internal double extensions, as can be seen 

fingered in the example below: 

                                                 
33 Note that Merrick has “staccato, or detached”, Sor Method… translated Merrick, p. 21, line 32, « Quant â la main droite, je 
n'ai jamais visé â faire des gammes détachées, ni avec une grande vitesse… » Sor Méthode…, 1830, p. 31. 
34 Sor Method… translated Merrick, p. 21, lines 40–44, « J'avouerai que je n'aurais pas été fâché d'avoir exercé le doigté qui 
produit les notes détachées, à l'époque où je raisonnais mes principes; le motif qui m'en empêcha fut, qu'étant obligé de 
promener la main tout entière sur la largeur du plan des cordes, j'aurais établi un système de déplacement tout-à-fait en 
contradiction avec les principes dont les résultats ne me donnaient aucun sujet de mécontentement… » Sor Méthode…, 
1830, p. 32. [My italics.] 
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Figure 11. Bars 14–18 of the Divertimento No. 4, Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13, Jeffery, Complete Works, 
1982. 

The fingering in bar 15 as shown above is optional, keeping the melody on the first string. 

This passage can also be fingered in the eighth position using slides to simplify the transition 

to the first position chord (helped by the general rest) at bar 161: 

 

Figure 12. Bars 14–18 of the Divertimento No. 4, Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13, Jeffery, Complete Works, 
1982. Alternative fingering bar 15 using position VIII. 

We know that Sor preferred his music unencumbered by fingering and that he believed in 

leaving these technicalities to the guitarist. On the other hand, he also seems to have taken 

considerable trouble with his very careful notation to make his implied fingerings plain. He 
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did, however, accept alternative fingerings expecting his pupils to find the best fingerings for 

themselves. In his Méthode…, he writes glowingly of Miss Wainwright, describing her as:  

…a young English Lady, whose accurate reasoning, readiness of apprehension, the 
conviction that my precepts were the only ones that could enable her to obtain from the 
guitar the desired effects, and the little application that her other studies and the claims of 
society allowed her, produced a result so flattering to me, that in twenty-five lessons she 
played perfectly the six little pieces [Six Petites Pièces Facile Op. 32] that I have 
dedicated to her, and understood all my twenty-four lessons [Vingt Quatre Leçons 
Progressives Op. 31] so well as no longer to require any person to enable her to discover 
the best fingering of all imaginable positions: her figure and her hands are so placed as to 
serve as a model. It is true that she likes to find reasons for everything she does, and that 
I have never had a pupil possessing so good a way of studying nor so analytical a mind.35 

By comparing these two simple pieces I have sought to drawn attention some of Sor’s 

“precepts”. His fingerings are, even today, seen as difficult, and yet his harmonisations apply 

the many requirements of voice leading, counterpoint and grammar without overwhelming 

the natural gestures of idiomatic guitar playing. Sor is not generally recognised for his 

guitaristic and modern solutions to the problems the harmony that the music of his day posed 

for him but he especially deserves better recognition for his technical advances especially, I 

suggest, in regard to his right hand techniques.  

Huit Petites Pièces Op. 24, No. 8, Menuet 
Sor also used B♭ major in the Huit Petites Pièces Op. 24, No. 8, announced in March 1827 

after he returned from Russia. As discussed in the chapter on Meissonnier’s editions, these 

were probably pieces from Sor’s Spanish period, although this has not been demonstrated. 

The chords of the Divertimento Op. 13, No. 4, bars 14–16 (discussed above) and the Menuet 

of Op. 24, No. 8, bars 5–8, are the same (as shown below). The Menuet has two eight-bar 

phrases repeated, the first-four bar phrase is in first position with the melody hovering around 

the third of the tonic chord (not shown here) but in the second four-bar phrase, bars 5 and 6, 

the chords oscillate between I and V7 over a tonic pedal before an abrupt modulation used to 

arrive at F major in bar 8: 

                                                 
35 Sor Method… p. 6 lines 21-31. « …mademoiselle Weinenwright [sic], jeune demoiselle anglaise dont le raisonnement 
juste, la perspicacité d'esprit, la conviction que mes préceptes étaient les seuls qui pourraient lui faire obtenir de la guitare ce 
qu'elle désirait, et le peu d'application que ses autres études et les devoirs de la société lui permettaient, produisirent un 
résultat si flatteur pour moi, qu'en vingt-cinq leçons elle jouait bien les six petites pièces que je lui dédiai, et qu'elle 
déchiffrait toutes mes vingt-quatre leçons au point de n'avoir plus besoin de personne pour trouver le meilleur doigté de 
toutes les positions imaginables: son corps et ses mains sont places a servir de modèle. Il est vrai qu'elle aime a se rendre 
compte de tout ce qu'elle fait, et clue je n'ai jamais eu d'écolière qui eût une si bonne manière d'étudier ni un esprit aussi 
analytique. » Sor Méthode… p. 5. 
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Figure 13. Comparison of the Menuet Huit Petites Pièces Op. 24, No. 8, bars 5–8 (above) with the Divertimento 
No. 4, Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13, bars 14–16, Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

The Divertimento Op. 13, No. 4, bars 14–16 (above, bottom), has a different harmonic goal to 

the Menuet, which remains in B♭ for three bars before returning to F major at the end of the 

phrase in bar 8. The Divertimento, on the other hand, has the melody descend chromatically 

to end in E♭ major at bar 16. The B♭ chords on the first two beats of bars 5 and 6 in the 

Menuet hold the same basic position as the first two beats of the Divertimento in bar 14. In 

the Divertimento (bar 143) and the Menuet (bar 53), the V4
3 chord uses the same basic hand 

position for the tonic pedal, each with different melodies, and the Divertimento (in bar 143 

omits the f in the inner voice. The harmonic goal of the Menuet is a modulation from B♭ to F 

major, using a secondary dominant seventh in bar 7. The Divertimento at bar 15 instead 

moves from B♭ to E♭ by means of a chromatic descent in the melody and a secondary 

diminished chord. This all looks quite elegant and natural, but it does not reveal quite how 

constrained Sor was in having to make these specific harmonic choices. 
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Figure 14. Comparison of the Menuet Huit Petites Pièces Op. 24, No. 8, bars 7–8 (above) with the Divertimento 
No. 4, Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13, bars 15–16 (below), Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

The vii6 chord on the second beat of the Divertimento Op. 13, No. 4 (above), is based on the 

same dominant-seventh chord shape used on the second beat of the Menuet Op. 24 (above, 

top). By raising this V7 chord-shape a fifth to the F on the fifth course, and omitting the bass 

F, a vii6 chord is created in the key of B♭. By adding a bass a fourth lower on C (in the same 

fret as the F) in the Divertimento, this becomes a first-inversion vii6 chord which neatly fits 

the little descending chromatic scale in the melody using the contrary motion cliché to 

accompany it in the bass. The voicing of the chords is correct and the harmonisation using a 

pedal tonic in the bass is unremarkable in note selection. Only a guitarist would notice Sor’s 

self-imposed melodic constraints and that his use of the key of B♭ left him unable to play any 

other inversion of the dominant seventh at this point, the tonic pedal being the only available 

note for the bass. The problem with this was that it required extremely big left-hand stretches 

in both pieces: 
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Figure 15. Comparison of Huit Petites Pièces Op. 24, No. 8, Menuet, bars 5–6 (above) with the Divertimento 
No. 4, Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13, bars 14–15, Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

In both these works these extensions are difficult, but the extreme extension on the third beats 

of bars 5 and 6 of the Menuet, with a slur to the f on the second string, is especially difficult, 

so much so that many guitarists probably considered it impossible to play seeing only the 

following:  

 

Figure 16. Huit Petites Pièces Op. 24, No. 8, bars 5–8, Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

Faced with a simple uncluttered score such as this, one can easily imagine guitarists asking: 

“How should we play beat three of bar 6?” Sor would not have understood the problem, 

answering: “Read the notes!” Many would not have bothered to try, and others would have 

criticised him for writing impossible music instead. 
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The V4
3 chord in the examples above that precedes the B♭ chord in the Divertimento Op. 

13 at bar 3 was reused in the Op. 24 Menuet at bars 9 and 11. There is no fingering at all in 

the Menuet (below, top) but the fingering in the Divertimento (below, bottom) is Sor’s own:  

 

Figure 17. Huit Petites Pièces Op. 24, No. 8, Menuet, bars 9 and 11 (above) use the same chord as the 
Divertimento Op. 13, No. 4, at bar 3, (below). Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

This first-inversion dominant-seventh chord is used in exactly the same way in both works, 

and is a product of the guitar playing in the key of B♭ having available an open A string.  

The grace note before each chord in bar 9 of the Menuet is the lower auxiliary to the e♭1, 

which is not struck through and takes half the value of the note it precedes, it is not an 

acciaccatura. The same ornament in bar 103 must be an acciaccatura. This paradox was 

probably introduced by Meissonnier, who made no distinction between these two ornaments. 

Sor generally distinguished them by using struck-through grace note for an acciaccatura, but 

there are editions revised by him and that he probably supervised (like Op. 24 here) in which 

such ambiguities occur. We cannot rely therefore rely on notational distinction of these two 

ornaments in the existing Sor editions although this distinction should be made. 

The little passage shown above uses a technique that Sor applied in a quite different 

context in the Menuet Op. 11, No. 5 (below) in D major, at bar 9, where he writes out the 

notes in full instead of using an ornament we see at bars 9 and 11 of the previous example: 
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Figure 18. Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11, No. 5, Menuet, Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

Sor vacillated over quite how to notate this little technique, the idea is the same but the thirds 

are played using the first two fingers of the right hand, the slurring is fundamentally the same 

and the alternation of the right hand thumb is reversed, with the chords are played on the next 

higher strings in the Op. 11, No. 5, Menuet: 

 

Figure 19. Comparison of the Huit Petites Pièces Op. 24, No. 8, Menuet, at bar 9 with the Menuet Op. 11, No. 5, 
bar 9, showing the use of the same technique differently notated and on different strings. Jeffery, Complete 
Works, 1982. 

This shows is evidence based on the Menuet Op. 11, No. 5, bars 9 and 11 that the little note in 

the Op. 24 Menuet is an appoggiatura taking half the value of the note. 
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Vingt Quatre Leçons Progressives Leçon XXII 
Sor’s Vingt Quatre Leçons Progressives Op. 31 was first announced in the Revue Musicale of 

8 March 1828.36 Leçon XXII, Tempo di Marcia, utilises the same chord positions in a new 

and original way. The key of B♭ major creates its own limitations on a guitar. The vocabulary 

of chords Sor has available is restricted by the instrument itself, as can be seen in the repeated 

use of chords and progressions from the previous examples. First, I want to show that chord 

positions can be used to reveal the fingering Sor may have used even when no fingering is 

specified. The Divertimento Op. 13, No. 4, has only one fingering indication in bars 5 to 8: 

 

Figure 20. Divertimento No. 4, Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13, bars 5–8, Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

This fingering is extremely economical, but, read in combination with the notation, much can 

be extrapolated by a process of deduction. The tie on the upbeat to bar 5 creates a pivot point 

for the left hand around a finger 3 on the initial b♭, which makes it easy to lift the 1 on the 

fourth-string to take the f1 fingered at bar 53. In the example below the fingering of the e♭ is 

not placed in square brackets because I am asserting that it is an implied fingering: 

 

Figure 21. Divertimento No. 4, Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13, bar 5, Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

The continuation of this passage raises the question of whether to continue to hold 3 on the 

pivot b♭ into bar 6 and use an extension fingering to place finger 2 on the C in the bass. In the 

next example this option is rejected and an alternative fingering using finger 3 for the C on 61 

that compels the whole hand to be lifted for the fourth-string f in the bass at bar 62: 

                                                 
36 Revue Musicale 1re série, tome III, [numéro 5] [after Saturday 9 February 1828]. My estimate is 8 March 1828, see 
Chapter 13 ‘Dating Meissonnier’s Sor Plates’. 
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Figure 22. Divertimento No. 4, Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13, bars 5–6, Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

It is possible to imagine that Sor intended to hold the pivot b♭ with finger 3 until bar 61, 

(below), forcing the extension to take the bass C with 2, which becomes an anchor to ease the 

lifting of the pivot b♭ for the g, and the open e♮1. Prolonging the bass C creates a V4
3 chord, 

the c resolving to B♭ in the bass but is a lot easier to play: 

 

Figure 23. Divertimento No. 4, Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13, bars 5–6, Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

The difficulty with this argument is that none of it is specifically indicated in the notation.  

There is, however, an argument in favour of this fingering, for Sor uses the same cadence 

in his Op. 31 Vingt Quatre Leçons Progressives in Leçon XXII at bar 10, in the first-time 

repeat when returning to the beginning. The title page of this edition indicates that it was 

“Fingered with care” by Sor himself.37 Comparing the two cadences, we can see that the V4
3 

fingering I suggested above is used in a different new context in Leçon XXII at bar 10. As we 

can see in the comparison below, the C forming a V4
3 chord is prolonged to resolve onto I5

3, 

and this is made explicit in Sor’s notation: 

                                                 
37 « Doigtées avec soin » on the title page of Fernando Sor, Vingt Quatre Leçons Progressives Op. 31, Paris: l’Auteur. 
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Figure 24. Sor Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13, No. 4, bars 5–6, Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982, compared to 
Vingt Quatre Leçons Progressives Op. 31, KCB B-Bc 5.613. 

It seems to me that this cadence evolved over the years. Its first instance is in the Menuet Op. 

11, No. 12, probably as early as 1796, and the same cadence is used in about 1828 in his Vingt 

Quatre Leçons Progressives. The cadence evolves as follows: 

 

Figure 25. Sor, Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11, No. 12, bars 5–6, and Six Divertimentos 4th Set 
Op. 13, No. 4, bars 5–6, Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982, compared to Vingt Quatre Leçons Progressives Op. 31, 
KCB B-Bc 5.613. 
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The above examples show Sor reworking and refining both his harmonic and his technical 

solutions to the problem of this cadence. The Menuet Op. 11, bar 6, has an ordinary dominant 

with a suspended fourth resolving onto the third. The Divertimento Op. 13 has a secondary 

dominant seventh added, making a contrapuntal improvement as the prepared seventh b♭ falls 

to the dominant of B♭ on the first beat of bar 6. The fingering of the Divertimento Op. 13 

with 2 on the bass C, is part of this voice-leading improvement. While holding the bass C is 

not notated in the Divertimento, it appears to be the source of Sor’s idea as it appears in the 

Leçon Op. 31. The two later uses of this cadence appear to be musically and technically 

better resolved than the Menuet Op. 11, which supports the theory that the Op. 11 minuets 

were among Sor’s first exploratory works composed as early as the last quarter of 1796.  

In the next example we can see how Sor expands the little progression that he used in the 

Menuet and the Divertimento for his Leçon XXII Op. 31:  

 

Figure 26. Sor, Vingt Quatre Leçons Progressives Op. 31, KCB B-Bc 5.613, compared to Deux Thêmes Variés 
et Douze Menuets Op. 11, No. 12, bar 15, Six Divertimentos 4th Set Op. 13, No. 4, bars 5–6, Jeffery, Complete 
Works, 1982. 
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Here Sor can be seen using chord positions common to both keys as part of his vocabulary. 

The Leçon is in G minor, whereas the Menuet and Divertimento are B♭ major. The Leçon has 

a pedal G from bars 12–14 requiring the passage to be played in position III. The Menuet and 

Divertimento begin on the B♭ chord in position VI, but the counterpoint has the bass rising in 

a scale to E♭, forcing a change to position III for the second chord of bar 15. The Leçon 

begins in G minor harmonising the scalar descent in bar 13 over the pedal G. The Menuet and 

Divertimento use a scalar ascent from the B♭, the e♭ requiring the bass C on the second 

chord of bar 15. The Leçon therefore uses the same chord in a different position on the fourth 

beat of bar 13, placing the G pedal in the bass. This is easily fingered in position III as the 

bass G is a fourth lower than the C under the barré. In the Menuet and Divertimento bar 15, 

the diminished-seventh chord is on a weak beat as the melody descends chromatically and the 

bass rises, passing through a secondary dominant to the subdominant E♭ chord in bar 16. The 

Leçon uses the same diminished-seventh chord as an accented secondary dominant to the 

submediant E♭ chord in bar 16 on its way to F major in bar 18. The Menuet shows the core 

four-part progression; the Divertimento shows a thinned out three-part version of the same 

progression; and the Leçon shows how the same chords are used in the relative minor. 

The last four bars of the Menuet Op. 11, No. 12, written perhaps as early as 1796, can be 

compared with the last six bars of Leçon Op. 31, No. 22, c. 1828:  

 

Figure 27. Sor, Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11, No. 12, bars 16–22, compared to Vingt Quatre 
Leçons Progressives Op. 31, KCB B-Bc 5.613, bars 26–30, Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

In bar 16 of the Menuet an E♭ major chord is the starting point for a V6–I oscillation in the 

lowest voice beneath a melody that creates an augmented fifth from a chromatic lower 

auxiliary over the B♭, resolving up to the g1 on E♭ chord on bars 173 and 181. In the Leçon, 
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we can see how Sor develops this very small core idea from the Menuet Op. 11, which we see 

repeated at the upbeat bar 273 in the Leçon. Taking this small chord change from the earlier 

pieces, Sor weaves chromatic lines around basic notes of these two chords, starting at the 

upbeat bar 263, and continuing through to bar 291. The Leçon starts in bar 26 in B♭ major 

(see the example below), in the following bar moving to a second-inversion G-minor chord 

with an accented upper auxiliary a♭1 at bar 271–2 which resolves chromatically onto to the 

fundamental g1 at 281. This short chromatic descent in the melody is heard over the static d in 

the bass, which then begins a slow chromatic ascent at bar 282, rising to the f in bar 291. The 

stationary b♭ in the middle voice in bar 261 begins its ascent at bar 282, to end on the d1 at bar 

291: 

 

Figure 28. Sor, Vingt Quatre Leçons Progressives Op. 31, KCB B-Bc 5.613, bars 26–30, compared to Deux 
Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11, No. 12, bars 16–22, Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

The harmonisation of this passage was not governed so much by chord selection as by 

contrapuntal rules, as Sor weaves notes around two basic chord positions in three chromatic 

ascents in a pre-cadential passage that concludes with a final cadential flourish in the sixth 

position. The result is beautifully elegant and musically simple, while still remaining 

relatively easy at a technical level. It is this kind of writing that distinguishes Sor from 

contemporaries like Giuliani and Carulli from Italy or, Antoine Lhoyer (the pupil of Pierre 

Porro) from France. 
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Douze Études Op. 29, Studio 13 
Sor’s Studio 13 in B♭ in the Douze Études Op. 29 is technically difficult, with barré chords 

used almost continuously. Sor requires five sounding strings for each chord, and each string 

constitutes a voice to be prepared and resolved. This study gives us the chance to see how Sor 

deals with many parts, compared to the mainly three-part texture of the pieces examined 

above. It is clear that Sor paid considerable attention to phrase structures, and the rhetorical 

aspects of delay and satisfaction, tension and release, anticipation and reward; all within what 

appear to be formulaic four-bar phrases in the high-classical style. It should be remembered 

that the theoretical vocabulary that uses ‘secondary dominants’ and Roman letter notations of 

harmonic function are from our post-Rameau ideas for theorising tonality. Sor received a 

slightly modified version of that theory from Anselm Viola at Montserrat, which seems to 

have been based on the amalgamation of hexachordal solmisation, and fundamental bass 

theory, using the relative doh system analogous to tonic sol-fa. Using modern terms, places 

us at risk of arguing from an historical consequent. Any discussion of Sor’s form carries the 

same risk. Descriptors that have become commonplace to us threaten to trivialise the music 

they are used to analyse.  

Sor himself identified the analytical discourse he used for the composition of his pieces 

as “figured bass”,38 qualifying this by setting out the parameters for its application, which he 

summarised as follows: 

…I knew what chord or what inversion I played, its contexture and derivation…, in what 
part the fundamental base was found, and what ought to be the progression of every part 
for the resolution or transition about to be made….39 

Sor conceives every chord in terms of its harmonic context and its role in moving to some 

harmonic destination. He requires the name of the chord or inversion to be known (for 

example, “chord of the fourth” or “chord of the sixth”), and that the part carrying the 

“fundamental bass” be also known. The “contexture” seems to refer to the function of a chord 

within a series of chords, while “derivation” appears to refer to the key of the passage leading 

up to the chord. The term “progression” is used to refer to the individual parts making up the 

chord and subjected to the grammar of “resolution” (for example, a resolving discord). The 

term “transition” refers to the function of the chord and its role in moving towards a new 

harmonic goal or destination (for example, a modulation to a new key). Using these criteria, 
                                                 
38 « une basse chiffrée. » Sor Méthode…, pp. 3–4. 
39 « A force de faire des accompagnements, je me trouvai avec un fonds de position; et comme de savais quel accord ou quel 
renversement je faisais, quelle en était la contexture et la dérivation …, dans quelle partie se trouvait la basse fondamentale, 
et quelle devait être la marche de chaque partie pour la résolution ou transition que j'allais faire… » Sor Méthode…, pp. 3–4. 
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Sor has what he calls a “…complete system of harmony on this instrument…,40 which he 

says is “telegraphic”, consisting of “…every position of my four fingers representing a 

chord…”41 (as defined in a figured-bass), making it possible for him “…without taking up the 

guitar, to indicate the harmonic progression by the configurations alone…”.42 This does not 

explain how Sor uses all these elements in any kind of theoretical way, but it is not difficult 

to grasp what he is referring to, if we carefully examine his works. 

An analysis of Studio 13 therefore requires the figuring of the basses according to the 

discipline of thoroughbass—that is according to its conventions governing doublings, chord 

preparations and resolutions—enabling us to assess Sor’s chord choices. His voice leading 

would have been composed according to the contrapuntal conventions that he acquired at 

Montserrat. More general aesthetic aspects of the work, such as the form he chooses and the 

rhetorical devices he employs, need to be assessed in relation to his compositional intentions, 

which might include his expression of these ideas on the guitar using techniques like the 

articulation, the tessitura of various notes and other technical devices, such as tone-colour and 

the choice of fingering, all of which affect musical expression. This tranquil etude is written 

in broken chords mainly using five strings for each chord. This is partially notated with the 

duple time signature placing the bass notes on the beat, and down-stems indicating the bass. 

The rests indicates three voices, and the tenor is also mostly indicated with down-stems:  

 

Figure 29. Sor, Douze Études Op. 29, Studio 13, bars 1–8, Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

                                                 
40 « …système complet d'harmonie sur cet instrument… » Sor Méthode…, pp. 3–4. 
41 « …chaque position de mes quatre doigts me représentant un accord… » Sor Méthode…, pp. 3–4. 
42 « …ce système était pour ainsi dire télégraphique puisque chaque position de mes quatre doigts me représentant un 
accord, je me trouvais dans le cas de voir une basse chiffrée, et, sans prendre la guitare, d'en indiquer la marche harmonique 
par les seules configurations. » Sor Méthode…, pp. 3–4. 
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I believe the down-stems are significant because Sor seems to be using the notational device 

of stem direction to indicate the use of the right-hand thumb—editorially this is shown by me 

(above) in modern p i m a notation. Readers of Sor’s notation need to remember its 

complexity: on the one hand indicating the voice leading and, on the other hand, offering 

technical information, such as the duration of a fretted note—what should be held and what 

may be left—or requiring a note to be played in a particular position often in the upper 

register.  

In bar 4 (above), Sor carefully places rests in the bass and tenor and omits the down-stem 

on the last a. This creates a brief moment of repose at the last bar of this first phrase. The 

notation in bar 4 begins by articulating the double octave, which is followed by the bass 

rising an octave from F–f to last the remainder of the bar, while the melody arpeggiates the 

broken chord from the top note down, and then up within the octave. The bass and the tenor 

can be read as separate voices, but another level of ambiguity is created by the alternation of 

the thumb playing both the bass and tenor, which (viewed as one voice) have the intervals of 

that alternation increase over the four bars from a fifth, to a sixth, to a tenth, to end with a 

leap of an octave. Everything conspires to bring the phrase to rest at bar 4, without actually 

stopping repeated sextuplet movement. The alto a comes to rest on the second triplet, at the 

down-stem. It too has ambiguity in its relation to the tenor below it, which can also be seen as 

resolving on the f. It is not an accident that the second occurrence of the a in bar 4 ceases to 

be separately stemmed as Sor intended this to be a change of quality for that note, placing it 

into the top voice, which ends the phrase with a little broken-chord sweep down and up from 

the upper f1 for the final sextuplet. Exactly the same triadic sweep is repeated in bar 9 (not 

shown here) on an E♭ chord, this time notated with a down-stem on the tenor to return to the 

alternation of the first phrase.  

The second half of the first theme ends with a long B♭ in the bass (bar 8), which Sor may 

have played apoyando with a thumb, enhancing the duration of the bass note. Whether or not 

this notation on the minim B♭ is interpreted technically in this way, the insistent repetition of 

the d1 and the other notes static in B♭ signal the end of the first theme with all the notes 

demanding the continuation. The technique using the alternating thumb with the last sextuplet 

of the antecedent phrase played with three fingers (no thumb), causes the phrasing to occur 

naturally, generating the various ambiguities within the phrase. The long B♭ (bar 8), can be 

expressed technically using the right hand thumb apoyando. Subtle indications of this kind 

are as often directed at the technique as they are at the voice leading, but they cannot be said 
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to have been systematically applied. Above all, Sor demands an economical score in ordinary 

staff notation and goes out of his way to make his musical intention clear; how a guitarist 

articulates that idea seems to have been relatively unimportant to Sor.  

The notational details in Sor’s scores still need to be carefully read and treated as 

significant; they are hardly ever the result of mere caprice or whimsy. It is very easy to read 

differences in stemming of the kind shown in bar 4 as an error to be smoothed out, blaming 

the engraver or citing multiple editions, as has been done in a number of editions. This is no 

longer historically justifiable. Sor’s editions are not an unstable resource made up of many 

competing editions. The mere existence of the second edition of the Collection Complète des 

Œuvres de Ferdinando Sor43 revised by Sor himself, is enough to identify Meissonnier as the 

only engraver who influenced the integrity of the text in editions up to opus 33. All the other 

editions derived from the Meissonnier editions prior to Sor’s revisions need to be consigned 

to editorial opinion. The best editions are not necessarily the earliest ones, but in general we 

do have relatively stable texts to work with. It is my view that Sor’s own way of playing his 

works is recoverable from his scores through the careful reading of these texts. 

Failing to read Sor’s notation carefully makes us into the kind of reader he describes in 

his thinly veiled satirical description of himself overhearing a guitar establishment teacher 

commenting to a pupil on one of his latest publications: 

He has wonderful talent!, but that exceeds all limits; it is a different style; …and it is 
rashness to pretend to play his music. He writes for himself alone, there are continual 
barred notes and deviations, it is no longer within the fingering or powers of the 
instrument. He writes that for the pianoforte, and indeed I do not believe that he plays all 
that he writes: there are a great many notes merely for the eye. However it is a pity that 
he does not give lessons, for he would either tell us how to play them, or we should see 
what notes he omits in performance, but is it a wonder? All great talents have a spice of 
folly.44 

This quotation draws our attention to what is indeed the main difficulty of Studio 13, the 

“…continual barred notes and deviations…”, leading to the accusation that some notes are 

not “…within the fingering or powers of the instrument…”. Here Sor is speaking of the left 

hand. Taking the same eight-bar first phrase shown above, I have added implied fingering in 

the example below. Sor appears to make considerable use of slides and also holds fingerings 

                                                 
43In Sor, ‘Œuvres de Sor’, Spencer Collection, RAM, ‘19c, 2o, SOR, Œuvres de F. Sor.’ 
44 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 44; « …quel beau talent que le sien ! mais cela sort entièrement des bornes; 
c'est un autre genre (1); prétendre a jouer sa musique, c'est une témérité. Il écrit pour lui seul, ce sont des barrés et des écarts 
continuels; ce n'est plus ni dans le doigté ni dans les moyens de l'instrument. Il écrit cela au piano, et même je ne crois pas 
qu'il joue tout ce qu'il écrit; il y a beaucoup de notes seulement pour l'œil. Cependant c'est dommage qu'il ne donne pas de 
leçons, car ou il nous dirait comment il faut s'y prendre, ou nous verrions quelles sont les notes qu'il supprime en jouant. 
Mais, que voulez-vous? tous les grands talens ont un grain de folie… » Sor Méthode…, 1830, p. 78. 
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where possible. In bar 4 the unusual fingering of the 2 on F in the bass, allows the 1 to be 

held into a small barré; the alternative requires dropping a six-string barré to a four-string 

barré at beat two, and holding that e♭ into the next bar: 

 

Figure 30. Sor, Douze Études Op. 29, Studio 13, bars 1–8, with left-hand fingering added. Jeffery, Complete 
Works, 1982. 

At bar 8 the thumb does not play a heavily accented apoyando stroke; rather I suggest a much 

lighter drag through from the fifth- to the fourth strings by the thumb (as indicated above with 

a little slide line), emphasising the full minim duration of the bass. The use of this technique 

may be better without nails on the right hand.  

Further instances of the fingerings discussed above can be found elsewhere in the piece. 

If we examine these stemming differences, below, we see that the end of the first theme at bar 

4 is repeated exactly at bar 24; the end of the first section at bar 20 is as it should be, the same 

as it is at bar 40; bar 52 is the final bar of a repeat of the first four bars (1–4) and the repeat 

(bars 20–24), but this ending is here varied: 

 

Figure 31. Sor, Douze Études Op. 29, Studio 13, applying right-hand fingering using stem direction to 
determine the use of the thumb. Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 
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Bar 20 is the final bar of the first section, which is repeated to end at bar 40, at the halfway 

point. At the end of each section, the sextuplet movement stops for one beat with complete 

silence for a quaver. It seems to me that Sor telescopes the two-octave interval in bar 20 (and 

bar 40) into a unison—the bass rising an octave and the melody falling an octave through two 

triad positions. I suspect he may have played this as a unison f with the thumb, but this is not 

notated: 

 

Figure 32. Above left is bar 20 as its stands; in the centre is a digitally altered version of the same bar in three 
parts, which looks fussy and emphasises the alto voice; below right is the digitally altered notation showing the 
unison ending. Sor, Douze Études Op. 29, Studio 13, bar 20, Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

We have no manuscript to go on, but it is highly likely that Meissonnier engraved exactly 

what Sor wrote and confirmed in the revised Collection Complète. As it stands in the left 

example (above), the notation shows the final f in bar 20 as a single isolated note, the 

notation hinting at a diminuendo. It is unlikely Sor used the right-hand fingering in the left 

example, which is based on the thumb-equals-bass principle. I suggest that the example on 

the right is the way Sor intended this to be played, but considered notating it in this way to be 

too complicated for the simple melodic gesture of triadic descent. This leaves today’s 

performer with no hard and fast rules, only the possibility that Sor’s notation may point to a 

certain right-hand fingering. In the next example from bars 48–49, the notation clearly points 

to the p m i fingering in three parts, but leaves the left-hand fingering to the performer: 

 

Example 1. Sor, Douze Études Op. 29, Studio 13, bars 48–49, Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

This passage is a technical moment of respite after the extended barré passages that precede 

it. It is surely possible that Sor himself used the third finger to slide up the fourth string and 

the resulting extended position to stretch the hand, which is by this time threatening cramp. 
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THE HARMONIES IN OP. 29, STUDIO 13 

Throughout Studio 13 the notes on each string can be heard contrapuntally assisted by the 

articulation of notes by the thumb or fingers. This complex texture is not apparent from the 

score and never disturbs the careful voice leading. Sor’s use of uneven sub-phrasing within 

apparently straightforward eight-bar phrases is extremely sophisticated. Structurally, the 

piece is divided into two sections of 40 and 38 bars respectively. The first section has twenty 

bars modulating from B♭ to F major, returning to a written-out repeat of the same twenty bars 

from bar 21 to reach F major halfway through the piece at bar 40. I shall now examine the 

first 20 bars, divided into phrases of 8+4+8 bars:  

 

Figure 33. Sor, Douze Études Op. 29, Studio 13, bars 1–20, Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

The first theme A1 is eight bars long with the first four bars A11 maintaining the figuration p 

m i until the final beat of bar 4, where the pattern is varied at the moment of repose to a m i m 

a, as discussed above. In A12 this triadic figure is imitated for two bars, played p m i p i m. 

This figure lengthens the first note in the top voice by one triplet semiquaver. Bar 7 reverts to 

the first figuration. In bar 8, Sor avoids the alternating thirds by insistently reiterating the 

melodic d1 four times, creating an impetus to move forward. The phrase that follows is the 
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four-bar linking phrase A21, delaying the entry of A31. Phrase A21 constitutes an abrupt 

transition to F major (V4
2—I6) repeated for two bars, tantalisingly delaying any forward 

momentum, which only begins at A31 bar 13. The final eight-bar phrase A3 concluding the 

first section in the dominant begins at A31 in the first position (bars 13–14), rising as an 

antecedent to the high c2 at bar 16. The consequent A32 repeats the chord progression of the 

antecedent with the first two chords (bar 17–18) in a higher register, to maintain this register 

to peak at the high d2 in bar 18, and descending to F major in the first position. In the edition 

by Ophee, Savino, de Kloe and Macmeeken,45 the second group of twenty bars is omitted 

without comment, maybe in error; Sor’s strongest available way of insisting on a repeat was 

to write the music out in full. The AB form of the piece is dependent on a repeat for its near 

symmetry, while challenging players to confront the sustained use of the barré. Avoiding the 

repeat violates the formal integrity of the piece and misses the technical point of the study.  

The second section, labelled B here, starts in F major with phrase lengths of 

8+4+8+8+8+2 bars: 

 

Example 2. Sor, Douze Études Op. 29, Studio 13, bars 40–52, Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

Phrase B1 (below) is a little development of the triadic figure first used at the end of A11, and 

the first two bars of A12 (above) p m i p i m. The antecedent B11 is itself divided into two-bar 

antecedent/consequent sub-phrases. The melody in B11 and B12 rises like the first tetrachord 

of F major against a chromatic descent ([f1], e♮1, e♭1, d1 [c1]) in the mezzo soprano bars 41–

                                                 
45 Ophee and Savino, Fernando Sor…Complete Studies…, Heidelberg, 1996, revised 1997. 
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42, the tenor supplying a pedal-point to end on the IV6
4 after two bars. The answering two 

bars of the antecedent B11 retaining the dotted melody falling back to F major. The B12 

consequent phrase repeats the first two bars of B11 on the third bar (bar 47) returning to the p 

m i p m i figuration of the first theme, placing the melody one sextuplet sixteenth after each 

eight-note beat, thus creating gently marcato-descending thirds in bar 47, preparing for the 

phrase ending in bar 48. This little passage (bar 48), is a compression of the harmony in bars 

41–42 and 45–46, with the parts inverted so that the rising first tetrachord of F major is in the 

bass with its counterpoint, the little chromatic descent, now in the melody. This elegant little 

structure rhetorically increases expectations that are briefly satisfied by the return of the B♭ 

major first theme A11.  

This return of the first theme inserts an asymmetrical four-bar phrase into the 

predominantly eight-bar phrasing that ends on F major, with a slightly altered figuration of 

the dominant chord (bar 52), which is a rhetorical indicator that the end is in sight. There 

follow three eight-bar concluding phrases, the first of which is the phrase B2 with an 

antecedent/consequent structure. At B21, the antecedent has teasing chromatic ascents (bars 

53–54 and 55–56), answered by a little chromatic descent in the B22 consequent (bar 57), 

creating the return to the tonic in bar 58, established by the rise to the sixth-position B♭ chord 

in bar 60: 

 

Example 3. Sor, Douze Études Op. 29, Studio 13, bars 52–60, Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

Sor’s use of a major chord with a minor seventh (a dominant seventh) on an open D string at 

B21 suggests a transition to the G minor chord on the sixth degree of B♭; Sor’s resolution of 

this chord at first suggests an E♭ major chord (an interrupted cadence in G minor), but is in 

fact the chord of the sixth on e♭ keeping the piece in B♭ major, using the usual pre-cadential 

ii6 chord. This progression is repeated in bars 55–56 to increase the effect in the consequent 
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at B22 where over the e♭ in the bass, the tenor rises from g to a to create a 4
3 chord (we say 

vii4
3), which by flattening the g1, becomes a diminished seventh on the leading-note in B♭, so 

resolving beautifully onto a first inversion of B♭ in bar 58, ending in B♭ vi–ii6–V7–I (bar 60). 

The transition from F major to B♭ in B2 being complete, the tonic key is reinforced in 

eight bars of B3 (below): the antecedent B31 has a IV–I–V7–I progression over a tonic pedal 

repeated directly as the consequent B32 with the inflection of the subdominant chord, with the 

minor third (g♭1) at bar 65 as a variant on the way through: 

 

Example 4. Sor, Douze Études Op. 29, Studio 13, bars 60–68, Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

The final cadential progression consists of an eight-bar phrase (B4) and a little two-bar 

codetta made by phrase extension (B5). Phrase B41 is a reference to the progression in B21 

above, where the dominant seventh on d resolved onto the first inversion of C minor: 

 

Example 5. Sor, Douze Études Op. 29, Studio 13, bars 68–78. Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982. 

In B41 a similar pair of two-bar sub-phrases is voiced to form as V4
3–i (bars 69–70) and V6

5–

i in G minor (bars 71–72). The different inversions of these chords allow the scale to rise in 
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the melody against a falling bass over the whole four bars of the phrase. The final eight-bar 

phrase B42 is centred on the V6
4–V7–I progression in bars 74–76, which is preceded by the 

pre-cadential chord using the E♮ open sixth course to form a diminished seventh on the 

leading-note of F major (e♮, g, b♭, d♭), with the d♭ enharmonically spelled as c♯ (bar 73). 

The two octave intervallic distance between the outer voices (bar 74) contracts into an octave 

(bar 76), and the final two-bar codetta contracts again to a single B♭.  

Figuring the bass according to Sor’s precepts “contexture”, “derivation”, “fundamental 

base [sic]”, “resolution” and “transition”, make Sor’s harmony appear straightforward and 

even mechanical. A closer look reveals many compositional subtleties like his rhetorical 

control of phrasing, his choice of harmony and his carefully crafted counterpoint. What 

makes these elements transcend the ordinary is the way Sor uses the inherent qualities of the 

guitar’s registers to make the voice leading sound and feel musically and technically natural. 

Where harmonic contexts, such as B♭ major, appear at first sight to cripple the guitar with the 

lack of open strings, we find Sor exploiting the polarities of dissonance and consonance 

inherent in the tonal system to challenge the view that a guitar is limited or restricted by 

virtue of its tuning, therefore condemning it to the favouring of certain keys. In the piece we 

have just discussed, he manages to use five of the six open strings in a piece in B♭ major, 

avoiding only the second string b♮.  

Sor was trained by Father Viola at Montserrat to conceive the major scale as mutating to 

the dominant key at the fifth degree: this means that, in B♭ major, the first four notes of the 

scale are harmonised in B♭, while the notes from the fifth to the eighth degrees are ordinarily 

harmonised in F major (with an e♮).46 This means that the second degree C minor chord ii in 

B♭ major can be inflected with an e♮ to become the dominant of F major, with the b♭ native 

to the key becoming its minor seventh. This allows Sor to introduce chords that are more 

idiomatic for the guitar by including open strings for example. It also explains his extensive 

use of all manner of secondary dominants and leading-note chords. The wonder of Sor is not 

to be found in the use of any outlandish romantic chord, but in the application of his thorough 

knowledge of ordinary chords and their inversions, which allows him to select chords that are 

technically appropriate to the guitar, often in keys quite remote for the instrument. This can 

easily be seen in Studio 13, which I consider to be a five-part piece for guitar, not merely an 

                                                 
46 Sor explains mutation in the major scale using the hexachord ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la, which is exceeded by the eight notes of 
the scale, requiring a mutation on the dominant so that the final tetrachord is solmised sol, re, mi, fa and whole scale as ut, 
re, mi, fa, sol, re, mi, fa (ascending) and fa, mi, la, sol, fa, mi, ré, ut (descending). See the table in Mémoires de Sor’, in ‘Sor’ 
edited Ledhuy and Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, p. 161a. 
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exercise in the arpeggiation. This is supported by Sor in his Méthode…, where rather than 

invoking a vocal analogy to describe writing for guitar he offers the idea of an orchestra in 

miniature: 

A pianoforte accompaniment, if well made, should be constructed like an orchestral 
quartet or trio. Now, by taking that accompaniment as a pattern, I can, thereby, regulate 
that of the guitar. …If a portrait be made as large as life, it may exhibit all the smallest 
details that are observed in the original: this is the orchestra. Let a copy be made of this 
portrait in dimensions only one third of the former, …this is the pianoforte. If of this 
copy another be made again reduced one-third, …this is the guitar.47 

Writing for the orchestra clearly developed Sor’s conception of the guitar: this he was 

compelled to study on his own as it was not part of the curriculum taught at Montserrat.48 It is 

clear that Sor ‘orchestrated’ his music for the guitar in such a way that readings of his music 

should be complex and nuanced with implications well beyond the literal surface of the score.  

This was not the conception of the guitar that Sor was confronted with on his arrival in 

Paris in March or April 1813. In attempting to justify his conception of the guitar, Sor offers 

the following explanation in his Méthode…: 

In general, all those variations of chords called Alberti bases, or batteries, if they 
represent nothing but themselves, have always appeared to me to produce the effect of a 
continued rolling, insupportably monotonous. Even when performed with true musical 
expression, so as to imitate the twenty-sixth example, they would only offer me 
something that has no expression by itself—an accompaniment; and it is only by adding 
the air, written above the first violin part, that these arpeggio passages can produce a 
good effect….49 

Sor is referring to the guitarists of his time who appeared to be making a success out of 

writing tedious: “…Alberti bases, or batteries …”, without naming any guitarist in particular. 

Anyone who studies this period in guitar history would acknowledge that Italian guitarists 

overused these figures. In the example that Sor gives of an arpeggiated progression in the 

guitar part, he transcribes the accompaniment for bass and second violins to add a 

hypothetical melody in the first violin part above it: 

                                                 
47 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 36, lines 28–41. « Un accompagnement de piano-forté, s'il est bien fait, doit 
être construit comme un quatuor ou un trio dans l'orchestre; or, en prenant cet accompagnement pour modèle, je puis régler 
là-dessus celui de la guitare. …Si l'on fait un portrait de grandeur naturelle, on y trouvera tous les plus petits détails que l'on 
voit dans l'original, et l'on appelle ce tableau portrait original; voici l'orchestre: que l'on fasse une copie de ce portrait dont 
les dimensions soient seulement le tiers du premier, …voici le piano-forté: si de cette copie on en fait encore une autre 
réduite au tiers, …et voici la guitare.» Sor Méthode…, 1830, p. 62. 
48 See ‘Mémoires de Sor’, paraphrased by Ledhuy in ‘Sor’, edited Ledhuy and Bertini, p. 164a. 
49 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 21, lines 3–7. « En général, tout ce que l'on appelle batterie, si elle ne 
représente quelque autre chose qu'elle-même, m'a toujours produit l'effet d'un roulement continuel dont la monotonie est 
insupportable. Quand même la batterie serait exécutée avec une véritable expression musicale qui lui ferait représenter 
l'exemple vingt-sixième, elle ne parviendrait à m'offrir qu'une chose qui ne dit rien par elle même, un accompagnement; ce 
n'est qu'en y ajoutant le chant marqué au-dessus du premier violon, que cette batterie peut produire un bon effet;… » Sor 
Méthode…, 1830, p. 30. 
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Figure 34. Sor Méthode…Exemples et figures, 1830, example 23, p. 12. 

Sor hears the guitar part shown above as devoid of any melody whatsoever. He does however 

recognise that chords on the guitar are susceptible to a variety of arpeggiations, and in his 

example 22 he gives a simple chord progression followed by six permutations for 

arpeggiating the chords using only three right-hand fingers p i m, of which he says: 

With respect to the right hand, there would be a great number of different combinations 
to be made, but I have purposely suppressed them, first, because I here present only the 
methods which lead others to play the guitar as I do, and because combinations, like 
those of the twenty-third example, lead from [away], instead of towards, the desired 
object…50 

The “…great number of different combinations to be made…”51 in arpeggios that Sor 

declines to list (in the above quotation) is probably a reference to works like the first part of 

Studio per la chitarra Op. 1 by Mauro Giuliani, which has 120 exercises for the right hand in 

the section headed on each page: “Prima parte / Degli arpeggi / Esercizio per la mano 

destra”.52 The “Seconda parte” consists of scales in thirds, sixths, octaves and tenths in C, G, 

D and A majors. The “Terza parte” has three examples of a bass alternating with a melody or 

chord, and this continues with eight examples exploring ornaments. The “Quarta parte” 

consists of 12 pieces headed “Lezione”. The object of these studies is to teach the basic 

techniques of guitar playing. Ferdinando Carulli in his Méthode Complette pour Guitare Op. 

27 for his young son Gustave53 has at the beginning under the heading ‘Des Arpèges’, the 

                                                 
50 Sor Method… translated Merrick, p. 20, lines 30–32. « A l'égard de la main droite, il y aurait un grand nombre de 
combinaisons différentes à faire, mais je les ai supprimées très expressément: premièrement, parceque je ne présente ici que 
les moyens qui conduisent à jouer comme moi; et que des combinaisons comme celles de l'exemple vingt-troisième en 
éloignent au lieu d'en approcher. » Sor Méthode…, 1830, pp. 29–30. 
51 Sor Method… translated Merrick, p. 20, lines 30–32. 
52 Mauro Giuliani, Studio per la chitarra Op. 1, facsimile edition Brian Jeffery, editor, Mauro Giuliani: The Complete Works 
in Facsimiles of the Original Editions, London: Tecla Editions, 1984, Volume 1. 
53 Carulli, Méthode complète…, 1810; Paolini, introductory booklet, 1981, p. 9. 
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fingering for arpeggiated passages with the single dot for the thumb (p) and two, three and 

four dots indicating the fingers (i m a) as follows:  

 

Figure 35. The basic right-hand fingering of broken chords according to Ferdinando Carulli, Méthode 
Complette pour Guitare Op. 27, facsimile edited Paolo Paolini, Firenze: Studio Per Edizioni Scelte, Archivum 
Musicum, 1981, p. 9. 

When Sor describes his way of playing as diverging from the methods employed by other 

guitarists, it appears that he means the Italian school most dominantly represented by Giuliani 

and Carulli. The example that Sor gives for this kind of arpeggiation is the following: 

 

Figure 36. Sor Méthode…Exemples et figures, 1830, example 23, p. 11. Copy from Biblioteca nacional de 
España, shelf number M2654. 

The first reason he gives for disliking this clichéd device is technical:  
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…I must not only have employed the fourth finger [finger a], but very frequently, 
although [it is] the weakest, it would [also] have been obliged to play the accented 
notes….54  

Immediately, he offers a musical justification suggesting an arpeggiated passage has a 

melodic strand, for which he does not like the “weakest” finger being used on “accented 

notes”. Sor would agree with most of the Carulli fingering, but not that of the ring finger. Sor 

also did not see the point of practicing technical formulae, always seeking the musical 

justification for a passage instead. The technical differences between Sor and the guitarists in 

Italy and France is not the most important aspect of this section in the Méthode…. The 

second reason Sor gives for avoiding continuous arpeggiation is:  

…I consider the multiplicity of notes in the continuation of a chord only as a method of 
supplying the want of duration in the sounds composing it, or of imitating an orchestral 
passage, every part of which might have its intonations divided into small fractions….55  

The example he quotes in this regard shows that he applies a reduction process allocating the 

bass a position on the beat, and the semiquavers in the two violin parts represented by broken 

thirds with the viola alternating a pedal g:  

 

Figure 37. Sor Méthode…Exemples et figures, 1830, example 24, p. 12. Copy from Biblioteca nacional de 
España, shelf number M2654. 

Guitarists would read this as a less idiomatic broken-chord figuration, rather than a guitar 

reduction of music for a string section. Sor seems to see this as an intermediate stage, since 

                                                 
54 Sor Method… translated Merrick, p. 20, lines 33–34. « La raison en est que non seulement il m'aurait fallu employer le 
quatrième doigt, mais très souvent il aurait été obligé (lui étant le plus faible) de marquer les parties accentuées. » Sor 
Méthode…, 1830, p. 30. 
55 Sor Method… translated Merrick, p. 20, lines 34–37. « En second lieu, parce que je ne considère la multiplicité de notes, 
dans la tenue d'un accord, que comme un moyen de suppléer à la durée des intonations dont il est composé, ou de représenter 
un passage d'orchestre dont chaque partie aurait ses intonations divisées en petites factions… », Sor Méthode…, 1830, p. 30. 
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he continues by offering the following, reducing this elementary string texture into an 

idiomatic piece of guitar music in three parts:  

 

Figure 38. Sor Méthode…Exemples et figures, 1830, example 25, p. 12. Copy from Biblioteca nacional de 
España, shelf number M2654. 

He explains his example as follows: 

I employ this method, also, for imitating passages wherein the air or principal melody 
proceeds in notes, each of which constitutes, at most, a time of the measure; the base 
accompanying it with notes of the same or less value, while the intermediate part marks 
the fraction of every time of the measure by notes completing the harmony. In [the above 
example], there is no essential note that is not rendered by the guitar.56 

Studio 13 is a long arpeggiated study in which Sor carefully demonstrates his command 

over a five-part texture. Reading this piece in the way I have here is ‘reverse engineering’ the 

analysis offered by Sor above. He claims to have set this standard for himself in or before 

1796, when he conceived his way of writing for the guitar, saying in his Méthode…:  

“You wish, then,” some one will say to me, “that, in order to learn to play on the guitar, I 
should previously learn to compose for an orchestra?” I wish nothing whatever. I state 
how I have reasoned in order to guide myself alone, and my playing is the result of my 
reasoning. At the age when I made all these reflections, I had not written any work for 
the orchestra, but I remarked that the movements which the guitar could render, by the 
arpeggio passages before mentioned, were never those of the first violin, but almost 
always of the second; …and, finally, that very frequently the orchestra itself did not, in 
the movements of the second violin, produce so many notes as I heard in the arpeggios of 
guitarists. These passages, to a certain point, I forbid[:] Am I wrong or right in doing so? 
I know not, but I have done so; and the reader may judge better than I can, by my last 
compositions, whether that prohibition has been favourable to me or injurious. 57 

                                                 
56 Sor Method… translated Merrick, p. 20, lines 38–39 to p. 21, lines 1–2. « Je me sers aussi de ce moyen pour représenter 
des passages où la partie chantante marcherait par des figures dont chacune marquerait tout au plus un temps de la mesure, la 
basse l'accompagnerait avec des notes de la même valeur ou de moindre, et la partie intermédiaire marquerait des fractions 
de chaque temps de la mesure par des intonations qui complètent l'harmonie. Dans l'exemple vingt-cinquième il n'y a aucune 
note essentielle qui ne soit rendue par la guitare. » Sor Méthode…, 1830, p. 30. 
57 The French original breaks this passage into two paragraphs at the conclusion. Merrick also removes the colon, changing 
the sense of the final sentence. Sor Method… translated Merrick, p. 21, lines 14–24. « … ‘ Vous voulez donc, me dira 
quelqu'un, que pour apprendre à pincer la guitare, j'apprenne d'avance à composer pour l'orchestre?’ Je ne veux rien du tout. 
Je dis comment j'ai raisonné pour me conduire par moi même, et mon jeu est le résultat de mon raisonnement: je n'avais 
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Here we have Sor offering his latest works in defence of his method of composition, while at 

the same time pointing out that the principle dated from his youth in Spain in the mid 1790s. 

We can therefore understand why he needed to publish his early works in historical editions, 

and why he needed to present all his works as perfectly notated as possible. It is clear that 

Sor’s way of writing for the guitar threw down a gauntlet at the feet of composers like Carulli 

and Giuliani and many others, who appear never to have matched the sophistication of Studio 

13 in any of their compositions. Finally, the complexity of his technique requires a mass of 

symbols and signs, which he rejected, leaving his clean scores to be interpreted however 

seemed best to individual performers. Some of Sor’s works can be revisited in any number of 

ways, others can only be played in the way he says. 

 
encore écrit aucun ouvrage à grand orchestre à l'âge où je fis toutes ces réflexions, mais je remarquais pie les mouvements 
que la guitare peut rendre par la batterie n'étaient jamais des mouvements du premier violon, mais presque toujours du 
second;.…Et enfin, que très souvent l'orchestre même ne faisait pas dans les mouvements du second violon autant de notes 
que. l'en entendais aux batteries des guitaristes. Je les proscrivis jusqu'à un certain point: ai-je eu tort ou raison? je n'en sais 
rien, mais je. l'ai fait: et le lecteur peut juger mieux que moi, par mes dernières compositions, si cette proscription m'a été 
favorable ou nuisible. » Sor Méthode…, 1830, pp. 30–31. 



 



16. Sor’s Fingering and Technique 

In preparing his Méthode… for publication, it is probable Sor sat for Michel Delaporte to 

demonstrate the body and hand positions he wanted illustrated. The detailed drawings that 

resulted show Sor’s hand positions and in Figure 6, even his likeness in about 1829:1 

 

Figure 1. In the Sor Méthode…, 1830, plate II, Figure 6, drawn by Michel Delaporte, is probably a portrait of 
Sor. The right-hand position recommended by Sor can be seen here: square on to the strings, the thumb outside, 
the hand held free without the little finger resting on the body of the guitar. 

                                                 
1 The other drawings by Michel Delaporte in Sor Méthode…, 1830, with his likeness are Figure 8, demonstrating a bad 
sitting position; and Figure 9, showing him from the top, holding a guitar. 
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SITTING POSITION AND USE OF THE HANDS 
Delaporte was not always successful in his depictions of guitar hand- and sitting positions in 

the Méthode…, which fill the function of photographs, if not quite as good. It is surprising 

that these drawings are not mentioned in Brian Jeffery’s inventory of portraits of Sor—at 

least tentatively.2 The figures in the Merrick translation of the Méthode… are much poorer 

sketched copies taken from the French edition that do not deserve to be reproduced in modern 

editions. The above figure is usually cited for the (routinely dismissed) advice that Sor gives 

to rest the guitar on a table while playing. The information it offers on the symmetry of Sor’s 

body holding the guitar, and especially his right-hand position, is much more important. In an 

adjunct drawing to the one shown above is a top-down view in Plate IV, Figure 9: 

 

Figure 2. In the Sor Méthode…, 1830, plate IV, Figure 9, drawn by Michel Delaporte, showing the angle of the 
guitar in relation to the body. 

Without the table, this is an idealised sitting position with the middle of the guitar at about the 

twelfth fret, centred on the body. This position is ideally suited to the Aguado Tripodison, 

which would have allowed Sor to achieve this theoretical sitting position without using a 

table. Sor apparently rested the smaller bout of the guitar on the left leg, slightly to the left of 

the position we see here. His didactic point with these illustrations was to reject what he 

describes as the French and Italian way of holding the guitar, which placed the bigger bout of 

                                                 
2 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 188. 
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the guitar between the thighs, as depicted by Sor in his Figure 8 (below). Sor comments that 

this forces the shoulders almost parallel to the strings and destabilises the right hand: 

 

Figure 3. In the Sor Méthode…, 1830, plate III, Figure 8, drawn by Michel Delaporte, showing what Sor calls 
the French and Italian way of holding the guitar. 

There are many guitarists today who hold the guitar in a manner that resembles one or the 

other of these two sitting positions: consider the sitting positions of Yepes and Segovia, for 

example. The idea that this was an Italian or French technique may still be true today.  
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Sor’s Use of the Right Hand 
Sor discusses the right hand in his Méthode…under the section headings: “Right Hand”,3 

‘Use of the Fingers of the Right Hand’,4‘Fingering with Both Hands’,5 ‘Fingering for the 

Right Hand’ and “On Fingering with the Ring Finger’.6 In the section entitled “Right Hand”7 

he presents basic rules for the use of the right hand, which he then later refines. He compares 

the position of the right hand to the action of the jacks of a harpsichord, of which he says the 

quills all lie: “…in a straight line parallel to the strings they were to set in vibration…”.8 He 

points out that in playing a chord, the jacks of a harpsichord are all on the same plane, which 

is: “…one cause of uniformity [evenness] in the quantity and quality of sound…”9 

(suggesting Sor also valued evenness of tone on the guitar). This analogy confirms that he 

held the top of his hand on the same plane as the strings, the plucking fingers, approximating 

jacks, roughly perpendicular to the strings. Sor offers Figure 10 in explanation of this hand 

position: 

 

Figure 4. Sor Méthode…, 1830, plate III, Figure 10, drawn by Michel Delaporte, showing different lengths of 
the fingers. 

                                                 
3 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, pp. 11–12. 
4 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 20. 
5 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, pp. 20–22. 
6 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, pp. 32–33 and at p. 45. 
7 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, pp. 11–12. 
8 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, pp. 11, line 14. Sor Méthode…, 1830 p. 13: « …former une ligne droite parallèle 
à la corde qu'ils doivent faire vibrer… ». 
9 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, pp. 11, line 14. Sor Méthode…, 1830 p. 13: « … ce qui serait une des causes de 
l'égalité dans la quantité et la qualité du son ». 
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Sor would easily have demonstrated this, but his description is not very successful:  

I deduced from this truth that it is necessary that the tips of the fingers of this hand are to 
be found in a straight line opposite the strings and parallel to the plane which they form, 
and I examined whether my fingers were found there naturally: I saw that my fingers did 
not allow the application of a straight line that touched any more than three, line A B, 
Fig. 10, and that if I wanted to introduce the fourth [finger], this would always be at the 
expense of the [other] two [fingers] which, being obliged to be bent so as not to pass the 
line E F (while the others would be extended), placing my hand in a very uncomfortable 
position, through the difficulty that I have always experienced in bending just one finger 
(other than the thumb), if the others do not have a fulcrum, as happens to the left hand 
[through the fulcrum provided by the thumb].10 

This was criticised in Matanya Ophee and Richard Savino, Fernando Sor: The Complete 

Studies for Guitar, where Ophee is scathing of the Sor Méthode…, in the “Historical Notes”, 

writing as follows:  

The difficulty lies in the fact that regardless of its title, the guitar method by Fernando 
Sor is not a guitar method in the traditional sense of the word. It is rather a manifesto, 
and attempts to codify pedagogical theory in relation to applied technique by throwing 
about ideas in a hotchpotch of fanciful exaggerations and obvious contradictions.11 

Ophee is firmly stuck in a late nineteenth- and twentieth-century ideology of what constitutes 

a ‘method’. He clearly expects to be spoon-fed with unequivocal rules and multiple tedious 

exercises to be drummed into the fingers by interminable repetition. What he fails to grasp is 

that Sor offers general principles from his own experience and finer distinctions as exceptions 

to those principles, which he discusses later; for example, he says he prefers to use only three 

right-hand fingers later writing a section on the use of the fourth finger—to be used in special 

circumstances. This is not some deep confusion on his part, nor is it wilful deception—

exceptions do not in principle invalidate basic principles.  

Unfortunately, Ophee and Savino’s collection of Sor “studies” is itself a cobbled together 

hotchpotch, ostensibly based on a now long discredited concept of the “Urtext” edition, 

which uses the Segovia and Sainz de la Maza editions, which have no link to Sor’s original 

texts at all, and overvaluing the Coste edition, who was a fully formed adult guitarist when he 

first met Sor, and never had a pupil-teacher relationship with him. However valuable his 

opinion might be, it was expressed long after Sor’s death and has no special authority. The 

                                                 
10 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 11, lines 16–25. Changed translation, Sor Méthode…, 1830 p. 13: « Je déduis 
de cette vérité qu'il est nécessaire que les bouts des doigts de cette main se trouvent former une ligne droite vis-à-vis des 
cordes et parallèle au plan qu'elles forment, et j'examinai si mes doigts s'y trouvaient naturellement: je vis que mes doigts ne 
me permettaient point d'appliquer une ligne droite qui en touchât plus de trois [(1), Fig. 10], A B, et que si je voulais y faire 
entrer le quatrième, ce serait toujours aux dépens des deux qui, étant obligés de se courber pour ne point dépasser la ligne E 
F (tandis que les autres seraient étendus), mettraient ma main dans une position très gênante, par la difficulté que j'ai toujours 
éprouvée à courber un seul doigt (excepté le pouce), si les autres n'ont pas un point d'appui, comme il arrive à la main 
gauche… ».  
11 Ophee ‘Introduction’ in Ophee and Savino, Fernando Sor…Complete Studies…, Heidelberg, 1996, revised 1997, p. 5. 
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unauthorised Simrock and Peters editions were copies of Meissonnier editions corrected by 

nameless editors; Meissonnier edited his copy of the London edition of Op. 6, and Sor 

supervised the Meissonnier editions of the Op. 29 Etudes and the Op. 31 Leçons Progressives 

as well as the Pacini editions, which he published himself. Ophee also accuses Sor of being 

disingenuous in putting forward: “…ideas… which, on closer examination of the historical 

record is [sic] liable to be distrusted as a true representation of Sor’s performance 

practice…”.12 The example Ophee cites is Sor’s Figure 10 (above), which he suggests in a 

tone of ridicule, indicates that Sor adhered to: “…the faulty notion that the fingers remain in 

that [flat] alignment even when the hand is curved into a playing position above the 

strings.”13 

Physiologically, Sor’s Figure 10 recognises the medial division of the hand at the middle 

finger and attempts to account, by his own experience, for the reduced independence and the 

differences in strength of the ring and little fingers, compared to the index and middle fingers. 

Anatomically, the hand relies on extensors and flexors originating in the forearm, which are 

connected to the fingers by long tendons and do most of the work of playing the guitar. The 

intrinsic muscles in the palm of the hand are dominated by the thenar muscles, tasked with 

controlling the thumb, and the hypothenar muscles for the control of the little finger and for 

fine control, as do the interosseus muscles between the metacarpals, which spread and close 

the fingers, and finally the lumbrical muscles allow flexion and extension of the fingers. In 

his subjective analysis of his hand, Sor recognises the oppositional function of the thumb, and 

the weakness of the ring finger, and correctly identifies the relative independence of the 

middle and index fingers. Sor’s separation of the ring finger into a different category from the 

thumb, index and middle fingers are supported by the anatomy of the hand, not because of the 

relative lengths of his fingers as he suggests in his Figure 10, but because of the nerves 

controlling the muscles: specifically the median nerve, which travels through a carpal tunnel 

in the wrist and: 

…gives sensation to the thumb, index finger, long finger, and half of the ring finger. It 
also sends a nerve branch to control the thenar muscles of the thumb. The thenar muscles 
help move the thumb and let you touch the pad of the thumb to the tips each of each 
finger on the same hand, a motion called opposition.14 

                                                 
12 Ophee ‘Introduction’ in Ophee and Savino, Fernando Sor…Complete Studies…, Heidelberg, 1996, revised 1997, p. 6. 
13 Ophee ‘Introduction’ in Ophee and Savino, Fernando Sor…Complete Studies…, Heidelberg, 1996, revised 1997, p. 6. 
14 Website Open eOrthopod at <http://www.eorthopod.com/public/index.php>, posted 1 November 2003 on the sub-page at 
<http://www.eorthopod.com/public/patient_education/6606/hand_anatomy.html> accessed 29 June 2009. 
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The control of the other half of the ring finger falls to the ulnar nerve, which means that the 

control of the ring finger requires the use of two neural pathways and probably goes some 

way towards explaining the difficulties guitarists have in using and controlling the ring 

finger, and in the forlorn Schumannesque attempts to train it into independence. Sor’s 

knowledge of anatomy does not approach what is easily accessed on the internet today but it 

is clear that his considerable experience put him on the right path. Surely it is incumbent 

upon us to read between the lines (and polemic in the Méthode…) and form our opinions.  

In his description of the use of the right hand, Sor’s Figure 11 is intended to show the 

fingers addressing the strings from a loosely curved position so the fingers are more 

perpendicular to the strings as the player would experience it. This is better depicted in the 

portrait of him in playing position in Figure 6 (above). He then tries to describe what we 

would recognise as a thoroughly modern position: 

The fingers in relation to the strings should be no more curved than is represented in fig. 
11. The act of attacking the string ought only to be the action of shutting the hand, 
without however shutting it entirely; the thumb should never be directed towards the 
hollow of the hand, but act with the neighbouring finger as if to make with it a cross, 
holding itself on the top; and so as to preserve the line A B parallel to the plane of the 
strings, it is necessary to raise the hand a little on the side of the little finger.15 

This is a pretty ordinary kind of description of modern right-hand position on the guitar—it is 

certainly not describing a thumb under technique, for example. Sor continues to say that the 

natural position of the hand should be “…one tenth of the whole length of the string from the 

bridge. [And in order to obtain] …a more mellow and sustained sound, I touch the string at 

one-eighth part of its length from the bridge.”16 This description, on the contrary, does not 

accord with modern guitar technique, being somewhat closer to the bridge than we might 

expect—but then we have a different instrument with nylon strings…. 

Sor’s more advanced principle, expressed in the section ‘Fingering for the Right Hand’,17 

is to orientate the right hand with the middle and index fingers on the two highest adjacent 

strings, leaving the thumb to play the lower four strings: 

                                                 
15 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, p. 12, lines 1–6. My translation, Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 14: « Que les doigts vis-à-
vis des cordes ne doivent point être plus courbés que ce représentés par la fig. 11 (PI. IV); que l'acte d'attaquer la corde ne 
doit être que l'action de fermer la main, sans pourtant la fermer entièrement; que le pouce ne doit jamais se diriger vers le 
creux de la main, mais agir avec son doigt immédiat comme s'il allait former avec lui une croix, prenant lui-même le dessus; 
et que pour conserver la ligne AB parallèle au plan des cordes, il me fallait élever un peu la main du côté du petit doigt ».  
16 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, p. 15, lines 22–26. Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 19 « …j'établis pour place ordinaire de la 
main la dixième partie de la longueur de la corde en partant du chevalet. … que le son soit plus moelleux et plus soutenu, je 
l'attaque à la huitième partie de sa longue… ». 
17 Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 54; Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 32. 
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The common position of my fingers places my first below the second string, the second 
below the first string, and the thumb within reach of all the other strings, without 
displacing the hand. If the melody is lower than the note of the open first string, I pass 
my first and second fingers to the third and second strings; ….18  

This is completely different to Segovia technique, which places the three fingers on the first 

three strings as the basic position, leaving the thumb to the other three. Obviously in either 

position the right hand descends to the lower strings when needed; in Sor’s case, this hand 

position can be used to orientate the hand around the next lower pair of adjacent strings (the 

third and second strings), leaving the thumb to play the three lower strings, and Sor accepts 

that this can be used right down to where the middle and index fingers play fifth- and fourth 

strings, and the thumb only the sixth. 

Sor continues from the previous quotation to say that the thumb is used to play the bass, 

but also to play the accented first note of a group of melody notes: 

…every base note I play strictly with the thumb, which I also employ very frequently to 
play notes that do not belong to the bass, but which determine an accented part of the 
measure, or the commencement of an aliquot part.19  

This is exactly what is happening in the Op. 29, Etude No. 13. Sor explains that the fingers 

(middle and index) also play on non-adjacent strings, such as the first and third, or second 

and fourth strings:  

If the melody is doubled in sixths, I spread my second finger a little from the first, I raise 
the hand a little (not by contracting the wrist, but by slightly lowering the elbow), and my 
first [index] and second [middle] fingers are found each by their respective strings.20 

Sor uses the index finger for notes occurring between the strings in sixths, using the thumb 

and middle finger. For passages in parallel sixths with no intermediate notes, he says: “… I 

                                                 
18 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 32, lines 25–27. Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 54: « La position ordinaire de mes 
doigts me tient le premier au-dessous de la deuxième corde, le second au-dessous de la première, et le pouce à même de 
parcourir toutes les autres sans déplacer la main. Si la mélodie est plus basse que la note de la chanterelle à vide, je passe 
mon premier et second doigt à la troisième. et deuxième corde… ». 
19 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 32, lines 27–29. Altered translation, Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 54: « …toute 
basse, je l'attaque de rigueur avec le pouce, dont je me sers aussi très souvent pour attaquer des notes qui n'appartiennent 
point à la basse, mais qui déterminent une partie accentuée de la mesure, ou le commencement d'une fraction aliquote. ». An 
“aliquot part” is defined as “…‘Aliquot’ …Contained in another, and dividing it without a remainder. Thus two is an aliquot 
part of six…”, Little, Fowler and Coulson, The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary…, revised Onions, 1973, Volume 1, p. 
46. 
20 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 32, lines 29–31. Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 54: « Si la mélodie est double et en 
sixtes, j'écarte un peu mon second doigt du premier, je remonte un peu la main (non par la contraction du poignet, mais en 
baisant un peu le coude), et mon premier et second doigts se trouvent chacun au-dessous de leurs cordes respectives ». 
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use the thumb for all the notes belonging to the fourth string, and even for several of those 

belonging to the third.”21  

Finally, in reference to the playing of what Sor calls “detached” or “staccato” scales, he 

first praises other guitarists, saying: 

When it is a question of a staccato passage without accompaniment, I have heard several 
guitarists (and chiefly Mr. Aguado) who make them with surprising neatness and 
velocity, by employing alternately the first and second or third fingers.22 

He then goes on to give anatomical reasons like the sympathetic movements of the other 

fingers as a reason for his preferring the old technique of p i for scales. Sor acknowledges 

earlier in his Méthode… that he is out of his depth here: 

I confess that I should not have been sorry to practise the fingering which produces the 
detached notes, at the time when I was forming my principles: the motive preventing my 
doing so was, that, being obliged to move my whole hand over the width of the 
fingerboard, I should have established a system of shifting entirely in contradiction to 
principles of which the results gave me no cause for dissatisfaction. To play three scales 
detached, example the thirtieth, using the fingering of guitarists, I must have the first 
[index] and second [middle] finger on the first string, afterward on the second, third, and 
so on to the sixth string, so that my hand would be quite out of reach of the strings…23  

He then goes on to recommend: “…the Method of Mr. Aguado, who, excelling at this kind of 

execution, is prepared to establish the best rules respecting it”.24 In connection with the 

playing of these scales, Sor himself used the old lute technique of alternating thumb and 

index fingers for detached and slurred scales, for which he required the placement of the little 

finger on the body of the guitar to stabilise the hand: 

Sometimes I employ the little finger [of the right-hand], pressing it perpendicularly on 
the sounding-board [on the table] below the first string, but take care to raise it as soon 
as it ceases to be necessary. The necessity for that support arises from passages requiring 
great velocity of the thumb to pass from base notes to those of an intermediate part, 
whilst the first and second fingers are occupied in, completing the fraction of the measure 
in triplets, or otherwise, when I could never be certain of keeping my fingers exactly 

                                                 
21 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 32, lines 34–35. Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 54: « …lorsque j'ai une suite de 
sixtes à faire sans être accompagnées d'une corde, j'emploie le pouce pour toutes les notes qui appartiennent à la quatrième 
corde, et même pour plusieurs de celles qui appartiennent à la troisième ». 
22 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 32. Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 54: « Lorsqu'il s'agit d'un trait détaché sans 
accompagnement, j'ai entendu plusieurs guitaristes, et principalement M. Aguado, qui les font avec une netteté et une vitesse 
surprenantes en employant alternativement le premier et le second ou le troisième doigt ». 
23 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, pp. 21–22. Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 32: « J'avouerai que je n'aurais pas été fâché 
d'avoir exercé le doigté qui produit les notes détachées, à l'époque où je raisonnais mes principes; le motif qui m'en empêcha 
fut, qu'étant obligé de promener la main tout entière sur la largeur du plan des cordes, j'aurais établi un système de 
déplacement tout-à-fait en contradiction avec les principes dont les résultats ne me donnaient aucun sujet de 
mécontentement: pour faire les trois gammes détachées, exemple trentième, en employant le doigté des guitaristes, il me 
fallait avoir le premier et le second doigt sur la chanterelle, ensuite sur la deuxième, troisième, et ainsi successivement 
jusqu'à la sixième corde; de manière que ma main se trouvait tout-à-fait hors de la portée les cordes… ».  
24 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 22. 
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opposite their respective strings: the little finger then retains my whole hand in position, 
and I have only to attend to the motions of the thumb; but, as soon as my hand can 
properly keep its position without that support, I cease to use it, in order that the 
elevation of the lower part of the hand may allow me to play the strings with the fingers 
as little arched as possible.25 

Right-hand fingering is rarely indicated by Sor as he never developed a good system for its 

notation. The Pacini edition of the Vingt Quatre Exercices Très Faciles Op. 35, Moderato No. 

19,26 has the following right-hand fingering: “x x 2 1 x 2” for p p m i p m, which Sor also 

used in the Méthode…; however, the introduction of more numbers to a score was confusing, 

especially considering numbers were also used for harmonics. For one example see the 

bracketed “Harm.” used in the Vingt Quatre petites Pièces Progressives Op. 44, No. 18.27  

Sor’s Use of the Left Hand 
Sor’s principal complaint about the French and Italian schools of playing that he came across 

after his exile from Spain was their use of the left-hand thumb over the top of the neck to play 

bass notes.  

 

Figure 5. In the Sor Méthode…, 1830, plate V, drawn by Michel Delaporte with Figure 12 showing the French 
and Italian manner of using the left hand and Figure 14, showing Sor’s recommendation. 

He explains, in Figure 14, the role of the left hand thumb in opposing the fingers: 

                                                 
25 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 33, lines 31–38, slightly modified by me. Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 56: « Le 
petit doigt me sert quelquefois en l'appuyant perpendiculairement sur la table d'harmonie au-dessous de la chanterelle, mais 
j'ai grand soin de le lever dès qu'il ne m'est point nécessaire. La nécessité de cet appui vient de ce pie dans les passages qui 
exigent une grande vélocité du pouce pour passer des notes de la basse à celles d'une partie intermédiaire, tandis que le 
premier et le second doigt sont occupés à compléter la fraction de la mesure en triolets ou autrement, je ne pourrais jamais 
être sûr de conserver mes doigts exactement vis-à-vis de leurs cordes respectives; alors le petit doigt me tient toute la main 
en position, et je n'ai à m'occuper que de la marche du pouce; mais dès que ma main peut conserver la position convenable 
sans cet appui, je cesse de l'employer, pour que l'élévation de la partie inférieure de la main me permette d'attaquer les cordes 
avec les doigts le moins arqués que possible. »  
26 Sor, Vingt-quatre Exercices Très Faciles… Op. 35, Paris: Sor and Pacini, Moderato No. 19, bars 9–10 and 34–35. 
27 Sor, Vingt-Quatre petites Pièces Progressives… Op. 44, Paris: Sor and Pacini, No. 18, bars 2, 4, 6, 8 etc. 
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By placing the extremity of the thumb M on the point N, I could place that of the 
forefinger on C, without being obliged to contract the joints in so violent a manner as if 
the neck were supported on the point O; and, finally, I employed the thumb as it is used 
on the pianoforte, namely, as a pivot on which the whole hand changes its position, and 
which serves as a guide in returning to the position quitted.28 

The idea of holding the left thumb in one position, and stretching the fingers several frets 

beyond that position in a pivot-motion, then returning the hand to the earlier position, is a 

rather progressive fingering, not usually associated with the early nineteenth-century guitar 

technique. Sor established “…as a principle to place the thumb always at half the width of the 

neck, facing the finger which answers to the second fret; never to displace it but for the 

purpose of barring…”.29 This is as depicted in his Figure 14 (above). He follows this with 

some general advice on the barré, of which he makes extensive use in his works.  

Sor’s Figure 15 (below) shows the normal position in Figure 14, with the index finger 

reaching for the first fret of the sixth course—this is not yet a barré position. In Figure 16, he 

shows the thumb displaced to the point N in his Figure 14 diagram (above), which allows the 

base of the index finger to take the point C, in preparation for the formation of the barré as 

shown in Figure 16: 

 

Figure 6. the Sor Méthode…, 1830, plate V, drawn by Michel Delaporte, Figure 15 fretting the sixth string with 
the thumb in the normal position and Figure 16, showing the barré with the thumb displaced. 

                                                 
28 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, p. 13, lines 7–12. Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 15: « en plaçant l'extrémité du pouce M sur 
le point N, je pouvais placer celle de l'index sur C sans être obligé d'en contracter les phalanges d'une manière aussi violente 
que si le manche était appuyé sur le point O; et finalement, en me servant du pouce comme on s'en sert sur le piano-forté 
comme d'un pivot sur lequel toute la main change de position, et qui lui sert de guide pour retrouver celle qu'elle avait 
quitté ».  
29 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, p. 13 line 44 to p. 14, line 1–2. Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 17: « … Cette expérience me 
fit établir comme principe de placer toujours le pouce à la moitié de la largeur du manche, en face du doigt qui correspond à 
la deuxième touche; de ne le déplacer que pour barrer… ». 
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Sor describes this as the opening and flattening of the left hand in preparation for the barré:  

…instead of making great efforts that all the parts of the finger, fig. 15, should touch all 
the points in the line A B (the width of the fingerboard) with a force capable of pressing 
them against the fret [that is with the thumb in the normal playing position], I withdrew 
the thumb towards the edge A, fig. 16, [the point N in Figure 14, that is opposite to the 
second finger, to a position outside the first finger] and giving the forefinger the direction 
of the straight line A B (a line which [the finger], by its construction, cannot be bent in 
the contrary direction)….30 

Sor is suggesting very little, if any pressure, be exerted by the thumb.: 

I do not aim to support the tip of [the finger] at B and that of the thumb; and under no 
circumstances press the thumb against the neck, but that it was the approach of the arm 
which, guiding the hand above, made it meet with an impediment to go further forward 
than is necessary, by the obstacle that the thumb presents in spreading it as far as 
possible. In a few words, that the thumb does not seek to engage with the neck, it is the 
neck which encounters the thumb.31 

As I understand it, Sor is saying the thumb in its natural position opposes the second finger, 

but in playing a barré, the thumb is opened towards the outside of the palm, flattening the 

hand so that the thumb is at the bottom of the neck in a position left of the first finger. He 

describes the arm bringing the hand to the neck of the guitar, to avoid pressing with the 

thumb at all. This appears to me to be an advanced relaxation technique. 

Sor first included complete left-hand fingerings in his Vingt Quatre Leçons Progressives 

Op. 31, using numbers and indicating slides with lines. Playing notes on alternative strings is 

indicated by writing, for example: “2e corde. 1er droite” above the notes, see his Op. 31 Leçon 

22, or by indicating the left-hand position with the phrase “barrez à la 5e touche”.32 At the end 

of the Fantaisie Villageoise Op. 52, the section “Prière” has the indication “Sans chanterelle” 

to show that the first string should not be used. It needs to be realised that the increased 

precision and detail in his notation does not indicate the acquisition of new techniques, rather 

it suggests that his earlier compositions left more to the common sense of the reader than he 

found by bitter experience could be expected.  

                                                 
30 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, p. 14, lines 2–5. Changed translation, Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 17: « …au lieu de faire 
de grands efforts pour que toutes les parties du doigt (fig. 15) touchassent tous les points de la ligne AB (largeur du manche) 
avec une force capable de les presser contre la touche, je retirais le pouce vers le bord A (fig. 16), et en donnant à l'index la 
direction de la ligne droite AB (ligne qui, par sa construction, ne peut se courber en sens contraire)… ». 
31 See Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, p. 14, lines 5–9. my translation, Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 17: « …je ne visais qu'à 
l'appui de son extrémité B et à celui du pouce; et de ne presser dans aucun autre cas le pouce contre le manche, mais que ce 
fût l'approche du bras qui, conduisant la main au-delà, lui fit éprouver un empêchement à avancer plus que ce qui est 
nécessaire, par l'obstacle que le pouce présenterait en s'écartant autant qu'il lui est possible. En peu de mots, que le pouce ne 
cherche lias le manche, mais que ce soit le manche qui rencontre le pouce ».  
32 In Fernando Sor, Vingt-quatre Leçons Progressives Pour a Guitare Doigtées avec soin Op. 31, Paris: Meissonnier, Leçon 
22, bars 18 and 29 shown in examples above. 
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I hope it is clear from this that Sor’s Méthode…, which is not always well translated by 

Merrick, contains very specific advice that repays careful reading. Sor’s way of playing 

scales is often said to resemble ‘lute technique’, in fact resembles that of Guerau in Spain, 

providing an example of the survival of Spanish guitar playing traditions.  

It is equally important to recognise the modernity of Sor’s technical innovations, which 

were driven by his harmonic principles. It is routinely stated that he did not finger his music, 

which ignores his careful notation of each voice part imposing durations on the notes, which 

is tantamount to fingering. The main value of his opinions is in the light they throw on his 

compositions. It should be remembered that he renewed his friendship with Aguado about 

when the latter published the French translation of his Escuela de Guitarra33 in Paris in 1826. 

This was just two years before Sor announced his Méthode….34 He was self-taught and never 

belonged to a school of players as Aguado did, basing his method on the teaching of Miguel 

García in Madrid. There was no point in Sor writing a competing Escuela of the kind already 

written by Aguado—as many no doubt expected him to do—and which Matanya Ophee 

blames him for not having written. Sor would not have placed himself in opposition to 

Aguado by writing a method in what Ophee calls the “…traditional sense of the word.” Sor 

learned the guitar in a Spanish tradition that traced itself back to the sixteenth century 

vihuelistas. He must have recognised Aguado’s Escuela… as addressing guitar technique in a 

way that he could not have aspired to. His Méthode… was a personal testament explaining 

his musical approach to the guitar and justifying his harmonically based philosophy regarding 

its technique. 

SONATAS, FANTASIAS AND SETS OF VARIATIONS 
In Spain, Sor was an amateur musician who seems to have composed music without any kind 

of wider plan than that dictated by specific performance opportunities. His works for the 

guitar on the other hand, appear motivated by a desire to demonstrate its capacity to emulate 

the piano in a fuller texture based on thoroughbass, but later imitating the orchestra instead. 

One property of the guitar is its wide variety of colours using different strings for contrasting 

tones, varying fingers to articulate notes, plucking with the left hand, strumming or damping, 

and so on, many of which are not typical of the piano. Harnessing these resources is 

                                                 
33 Aguado, Escuela de guitarra, Madrid, 1825. Studies in the Escuela de guitarra from Aguado, Colección de estudios…, 
Madrid, 1820. The Escuela de guitarra was translated into French as Aguado, Méthode complète…, translated de Fossa, 
Paris, 1826. 
34 Aguado, Méthode complète…, translated de Fossa, Paris, 1826. 
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analogous to orchestration, which is why Sor likens the guitar to an orchestra in miniature. 

His first guitar sonata, Castro’s Sonata Seconda, later Meissonnier’s Sonate [Op. 15], is 

pianistic in its conception; whereas the Sonata Prima, later renamed Grand Solo [Op. 14] 

more closely resembles an Italian opera overture and was probably his first work to 

demonstrate a symphonic conception of the guitar. Sor selects where and how he plays on the 

guitar in a manner that resembles an orchestrator deciding on instrumentation, selecting the 

strings to be used, the voice leading and duration of notes, choosing the articulation legato or 

staccato, slurred or detached, using the left-hand fingering, right-hand fingering, right-hand 

position, and so on, as a means to regulate the musical rhetoric. Stanley Yates, who has 

surveyed a cross section of the sonatas by guitarists in this period, says Sor’s Sonata Prima: 

“relies heavily on the Italian overture style”,35 suggesting it was composed “…around 1796–

1800, during his time as a student at the Real Escuela Militar de Matemáticas de 

Barcelona.”36 

The Guerra Gran or the Guerra del Rosellón was the Spanish response to the regicide in 

France on the 21 January 1793, which led to a declaration of war on April 17, 1793, to which 

the French retaliated in November 1794, thus provoking general alarm in Barcelona. The 

tercios de Miqueletes (3rd Infantry of Miqueletes) formed in response, began enlisting in 

January 1795 and Sor joined up.37 After a French invasion and a number of setbacks, things 

improved for Spain and the Peace of Basle, brokered by Manuel de Godoy (1767–1851), was 

signed on 22 July 1795, for which he was given the “honorific title ‘Prince of the Peace’…”38 

Not six months after Sor enlisted, he was demobilised and began to explore three-part 

“melody and accompaniment” for the guitar after he was inspired by a Federico Moretti piece 

played by Colonel Bartolomé Luis Solano, the brother of General Solano.39  

The diary of Rafael de Amat, barón de Maldá records the celebrations after 22 July 1795, 

which Mangado argues was when Sor first heard Moretti’s music.40 Sor’s description, in the 

words of Ledhuy, dates from about 1834: 

On his return to Barcelona, Sor again met an excellent Italian [opera] company which 
made him even more passionate about music. He understood the value of certain effects 

                                                 
35 Yates, ‘Sor’s Guitar Sonatas…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, Madrid, 2002, p. 453. 
36 Yates, ‘Sor’s Guitar Sonatas…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, Madrid, 2002, p. 452 
37 Mangado, ‘Fernando Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, pp. 28–29. 
38 Palmer, An Encyclopaedia of Napoleon’s Europe, 1984, p. 134. 
39 Identified by Josep Mangado as Lieutenant General Francisco Maria Solano Ortiz de Rozas marqués del Socorro (1768–
1808), who also provided the name of the brother in Mangado, ‘Fernando Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando 
Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 29. 
40 Mangado, ‘Fernando Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 29. 
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of instrumentation; but deprived of a piano, he had not yet thought of trying to reproduce 
on the guitar the effects that were so pleasing to him. At that time he heard the brother of 
General Solano playing on this instrument a piece in which one could distinguish a 
melody and an accompaniment. The composer of the piece was Moretti, an officer in the 
Walloon Guards, who was the first to understand the true character of the guitar.  

The music of Moretti set Sor on a new path, and with a little work and the application of 
his knowledge of harmony, he was quickly able to write and to perform music in several 
real parts.  

Guitarists asked him for his compositions, then they changed the values of the notes in 
order to write, so they said, in the true style of the guitar.41  

The discharge of Miqueletes began in September 1795, and by 24 September 1795 Sor was 

back in Barcelona,42 he therefore heard Solano playing Moretti’s music between 22 July and 

24 September 1795. Sor’s second account of this event is from about 1830 in his Méthode…, 

and begins in 1794, when he still is at the Escolanía, aged sixteen: 

At first I took up this instrument merely as an instrument of accompaniment; but from 
the age of sixteen years, I was shocked to hear it said by those who professed to have, but 
little talent, “I only play to accompany”. I knew that a good accompaniment supposes in 
the first place a good base [sic], chords adapted to it, and movements as much as possible 
approximating those of an orchestral score or those of a pianoforte; things which in my 
opinion, afforded a much greater proof of mastery on the instrument than all of those 
sonatas which I heard with long violin passages, without harmony or even devoid of 
base, excepting the base found on the open strings. Hence I concluded that there were no 
masters for me, and I was confirmed in the idea that what was taken for mastery on the 
instrument was the very cause preventing its attainment.  

[Footnote] (b) [reads:] At that time I had not heard of Mr. Frederic Moretti. I heard one 
of his accompaniments performed by a friend of his, and the progression of the base, as 
well as the parts of the harmony which I distinguished, gave me a high idea of his merit. 
I considered him as the flambeau which was to serve to illuminate the wandering steps of 
guitarists.43 

                                                 
41 « A son retour à Barcelone, Sor retrouva une excellente troupe italienne qui le rendit encore plus passionné pour la 
musique. Il comprenait le mérite de certains effets d'instrumentation ; mais privé de piano, il n'avait point encore songé à 
chercher à reproduire sur la guitare les effets qui lui plaisaient tant. A cette époque il entendit le frère du général Solano 
jouer sur cet instrument un morceau dans lequel on distinguait un chant et un accompagnement. L'auteur du morceau était 
Moretti, officier des gardes wallonnes, qui fut le premier à comprendre le véritable caractère de la guitare. 

La musique de Moretti donna à Sor une route nouvelle, et avec un peu de travail et l'application de ses connaissances en 
harmonie, il parvint promptement à écrire et à exécuter la musique à plusieurs parties réelles. 

Les guitaristes lui demandaient ses compositions, puis ils changeaient les valeurs des notes pour écrire, disaient-ils, dans le 
vrai genre de la guitare. » ‘Mémoires de Sor’, paraphrased by Ledhuy in ‘Sor’, edited Ledhuy and Bertini, p. 64b. 
42 Mangado, ‘Fernando Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 29. 
43 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, pp. 5–6. « Je ne pris d'abord cet instrument pie comme instrument 
d'accompagnement: mais dès l'âge de seize ans j'étais choqué d'entendre dire à ceux qui disaient avoir peu de talent : Je ne 
joue que pour accompagner. Je savais qu'un bon accompagnement suppose d'abord une bonne basse , des accords qui lui 
soient propres, et des mouvements qui rapprochent autant que possible de ceux d'une partition d'orchestre ou de ceux du 
piano-forte; ce qui, à mon avis, était une bien plus grande preuve de posséder l'instrument que toutes ces sonates que 
j'entendais avec de grands traits de violon, sans harmonie et même sans basse, à moins qu'elle ne se trouvât dans les cordes à 
vide: j'en conclus qu'il n'y avait point de maîtres pour moi, et je m'affermis dans l'idée que ce que l'on prenait possession de 
l'instrument était précisément ce qui empêchait de le posséder (1). » This footnote reads: « A cette époque je n'avais pas 
encore entendu parler de M. Fréderic Moretti. J'entendis un de ses accompagnements exécuté par tin de ses amis; et la 
marche de la basse, ainsi que les parties d'harmonie que j'y distinguai, me donnèrent une haute idée de son mérite; je le 
regardai comme le flambeau qui devait servir à éclairer la marche égarée des guitaristes. » Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 3. 
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Therefore Sor was able to play the guitar, but the “accompaniment” would have been for 

his seguidillas, which he may have been playing by 1794. His solo guitar music would have 

been composed after 24 September 1795 in Barcelona, beginning with incidental music like 

minuets, contradanzas and theme and variation sets and so on, it being fair to assume a 

progression in the difficulty of his compositions and the development of his technique. On 7 

May 1802, Rafael de Amat, the Barón de Maldá wrote in his diary of a concert by Sor at the 

Marqués de Castellbell: 

…When the refreshment was over, we changed the scene as in a play, and we all went to 
the drawing room beyond the main room of the Castellbell house, and all gathering round 
Fernando Sors, seated in chairs, we listened to his guitar, after he had well tuned it, on 
which he played one of his inspired pieces of music, with such sweetness and dexterity 
of the fingers that it seemed to us that we were listening to a pianoforte in the variety of 
expression, sometimes soft and sometimes loud, with certain scales that he performed, 
never missing one note on his well-tuned guitar in the toccata which he played to us first, 
with many variations and musical modulations; then he sang a bolero or two, in which he 
is the champion.44 

I agree with Jeffery that this was probably the Sonata Prima, [later Op. 14], which to the ears 

of Amat sounded like a piano at first, but which he then describes as a “toccata”. Sor was 

already twenty four years old when this concert was played, suggesting that it had taken him 

from September 1795 to May 1802 to become a self-educated guitar virtuoso capable of such 

a performance. Sor was therefore not a guitar prodigy. As a composer, and in the context of 

European guitar music in 1802, his Sonata Prima was a prodigious achievement.  

The best works Sor composed during his eight-year learning process are probably include 

those that make up his retrospective Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets [Op. 11]. There 

is no list of these works, and many other important and incidental pieces were published by 

copisterías in Spain or by Sor himself, on occasion heavily revised. He was defined in France 

by the Castro editions published from copistería manuscripts, while he was still in Spain and 

over which he had no control, and it is probably for that reason that he later decided to 

publish authorised editions of some of these Spanish works—“urtext” editions of a kind—to 

publicise the music he actually composed during that period.  

                                                 
44 In Catalan: “…Luego de ser fora lo tal ambigú, corn escena de teatro, que canvien los bastidors, nos en passàrem tots a 
l'estrado, después del de l'alcova principal de casa Castellbell, i, enrotllant tots al Fernando Sors, sentats en cadires, oírem sa 
guitarra—luego de ben trempada—que ens tocà un de sos entusiasmes de música, ab aquella dolçura i destresa de Bits, que 
ens paragué oir un pianofort, en la varietat de punts, ja desmaiats i ja forts, ab certes carretilles que feia, sens discrepar en 
punt algun de sa ben trempada guitarra en la tocata que ens tocà al principi, ab moltes varietats i estranyeses de música; de 
seguida cantà algun bolero—que d'estos ne puc ser catedràtic.” Translated Jeffery, Jeffery, The New Complete Works, 
second edition, 2004, vol. 2, Introduction, pp. ix–x, taken from Mangado, La Guitarra en Cataluña…, 1998. I am very 
grateful to Dr Jeffery for supplying me with this latest edition. 
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In revising his works he also took the approach that a new edition might: “…serve to 

prove how many useful reflections I have made since…”.45 His first Thême Varié of the Op. 

11 set had been subjected to “useful reflections” that resulted in the Thême Varié [Op. 15(c)], 

a new version omitting three variations and adding an introduction, a minore and a coda, 

published in Meissonnier’s Journal de Lyre ou Guitare in September 1822.46 This was one of 

the works that he: “…had to examine severely in order to correct my manner of writing since 

I have become a professor.”47 Two versions of these variations were published in short 

succession: the Op. 11 for historical reasons; and the Op. 15(c) written in the modern style for 

students. Sor clearly held on to his early manuscripts and wanted them published in their 

original states. In this category are ten pieces in the two editions of the so-called Cinquième 

Divertissement très Faciles Op. 23, and the overflow Huit Petites Pièces Op. 8. Sor’s Spanish 

minuets are important compositions that seem to be emancipated from the dance, to partake 

of the freedom of a fantasia exploring a wide variety of moods, with none of the rigidity of 

the Classical period minuet and trio forms explored by Haydn and others. It seems that in 

Spain, these minuets belonged to a popular tradition that had begun long before in the French 

minuets of Santiago de Murcia. Sor wrote only two Viennese minuets, which were 

incorporated into his two Grande sonatas.  

The most important works that Sor composed for the guitar in Spain were almost all in 

sonata form, and written some time between 1796 and 1807, and perhaps after 1808 but 

before 1812. The one-movement Sonata Seconda, in the Spanish tradition, later called just 

Sonata [Op. 15(b)], may date from before 1800; the Sonata Prima or Grand Solo [Op. 14], 

with a slow introduction followed by a sonata-form Allegro, was performed in 1802, but 

would have been written before that. The four-movement Grande Sonate [Op. 22], dedicated 

to Godoy, was written well after Op. 14, in a symphonic style that showed an awareness of 

the Viennese sonatas of Beethoven, was most likely written while Sor was in Málaga, 

probably in about 1805, before it was released to the copisterías in 1807 by Godoy. The 

Deuxième Grande Sonate [Op. 25] also in the symphonic style, is paired with the previous 

sonata and is of a similar scale, possibly also composed in Málaga in c. 1805 or slightly later. 

Either Meissonnier published the movements of this work in the wrong order masking its 

structure or, as some think, it is far-thinking Romantic work—a problem I discuss below.  

                                                 
45 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 6, lines 19–20. « …ils doivent servir à prouver combien de réflexions utiles 
j'ai faites depuis… », Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 4. 
46 Fernando Sor, Thême Varié [Op. 15(c)] in Sor, Collection complete…, first edition, c. 1825, facsimile Geneva: Minkoff, 
1978. 
47 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 6, lines 14–15. « …et que je n'ai eu qu'à examiner sévèrement pour rectifier 
ma manière d'écrire des que je suis devenu professeur. », Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 4. 
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Sor’s Spanish theme and variation sets, including those published by Castro, usually had 

six variations, no minore, no introduction and no coda. The use of Italian for the titles of each 

movement acknowledges the origins of this form. As Sor learned more about instrumental 

music, he became dissatisfied with the rhetoric of these variations, with the abrupt beginnings 

and equally abrupt endings and their modal uniformity, resulting in his Fantaisie [Op. 7] that 

he took with him to France. The title ‘Fantaisie’, as it was used by Sor, is best conceived in 

two categories, which Thomas Schuttenhelm itemises as those based on theme and variation 

form, and those that are not.48 His definition of fantasia is a modern one: 

The fantasia is a genre in which the composer is free to manipulate thematic material 
without regard for organic development, to explore harmonic regions without a long-
range harmonic plan, and to build whole sections on textural contrast.49 

Only the fantasias ‘not in variation form’ fit this definition. Adding an introduction and coda 

to a set of variations is not really “free”. The fantasias listed by Schuttenhelm as not using 

variation form are: the Fantasia Op. 4; Les Adieux! Op. 21 (designated “Sixième Fantaisie” 

by Meissonnier but not by Sor); the Fantaisie dedicated to Natalie Houzé; the Fantaisie 

Villageoise Op. 52; the Fantaisie Op. 58, dedicated to Madame Boischevalier; and the 

Fantaisie Elégiaque à la mort de Madame Beslay, née Levavasseur Op. 59. The Fantaisie 

[Op. 7], dedicated to Ignace Pleyel, first published in about 1813 after Sor’s arrival in Paris, 

is an example of the second kind of the fantasia. Published so soon after he arrived, it is 

presumed he composed it in Spain, despite no Spanish source or copistería copy being known 

to exist. It has a slow introduction of 92 bars (with the initial repeats) marked Largo non 

tanto in C minor; followed by a 16-bar theme in C major, with seven variations, each of 16 

bars, lasting 128 bars (without repeats). There is no minore and the final variation runs 

seamlessly into an unmarked coda, 41 bars long. This substantial concert work demonstrates 

Sor’s maturity as a composer and as a guitarist, and it was the work he chose to introduce 

himself as a professional musician in Paris.  

Soon after his arrival in London, he published a second Fantaisie in a similar form that 

was dedicated to the pianist Frederick Kalkbrenner, recently discovered in the Huddleston 

Collection of the Royal Irish Academy of Music by Michael McCartney. It was published by 

Sor in an edition by Clementi during 1815.50 Kalkbrenner gave his first concerts in Bath in 

                                                 
48 Thomas Schuttenhelm,. ‘The Use of Listening Strategies in the Fantasias (not in Variation Form) of Fernando Sor’, in 
Luis Gásser editor, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, Madrid: Ediciones del ICCMU, 2002, pp. 403–418. 
49 Schuttenhelm, ‘The Use of Listening Strategies…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 403. 
50 Sor, Fantaisie pour le [sic] Guitare Espagnole, Clementi, Hudleston Collection. There is a handwritten “op 12” in ink that 
looks to be in an early hand. I am very grateful to Philip Shields, Librarian at the Royal Irish Academy of Music for his 
assistance in providing me with a photocopy of this edition. 
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January, 1815, moving to London51 soon after, where he arrived shortly before Sor. They 

may have met in Paris. Sor gave concerts in Bath with him, and he also made a great 

impression on Camille Pleyel, who in the letter mentioning Sor on 3 April 1815, wrote: 

“Kalkbrenner is in great favour here, even eclipsing Cramer”.52 The title page of this edition 

is as follows: 

Fantaisie / pour le [sic] / Guitarre Espagnole, / Composée et Dédiée a / Mr. Fredk. 
Kalkbrenner, / Par Son Ami / F. Sor. / Ent. Sta. Hall. Price [in ink in the Dublin copy: 
3s/8] / London, / Printed by Clementi and Co. 26 Cheapside. [Stamp:] Imported / and 
Sold / by Purkin Young and Co / Calcutta [Stamp: not visible…] Calcutta / [Signed in 
ink:] F. Sor.53 

Clementi’s own plate numbers are not used, the plate mark is: “Guitar Fantasia. “Printed by 

Clementi and Co.”, which indicates that Sor held onto the proprietary rights to the edition.54 

Michael McCartney examined the watermarks and dated the paper to 1815,55 providing a 

terminus post quem of after 1815.56 Meissonnier’s Quatrième Fantaisie was derived from this 

edition between September 1816 and September 1820 (latest March 1821).57 Clementi’s 

mistake in the title shows that Sor’s apograph manuscript was in French.58 The similarity of 

two titles: “Fantaisie pour le [sic] Guitarre Espagnole, Composée et Dédiée a Mr. Fredk. 

Kalkbrenner, Par Son Ami F. Sor”; and the earlier “Fantaisie Pour la Guitare Composée et 

Dédiée A Son Ami Jgnace Pleyel Par F. Sor”, suggest that both were at least revised in 

France if not composed there. In his English editions Sor typically used English titles. The 

introduction to this Fantaisie the Larghetto Cantabile ends with a cadenza that has a written 

flourish of little notes with a fermata, which is followed by a sixteen-bar theme and eight 

variations that are concluded with an interesting Coda.  

Sor seems never to have performed his Grande Sonata [Op. 22] or Deuxième Grande 

Sonate [Op. 25] in London or Paris. His Sonata Prima was performed many times in London, 

and became something of a standby, I suspect, which was always programmed as “Solo”—

                                                 
51 Paul Dekeyser, ‘Kalkbrenner, Frédéric [Friedrich Wilhelm Michael]’, Grove Music Online ed. L. Macy, 
<http://www.grovemusic.com.ezproxy.auckland.ac.nz> accessed 21 January 2006.  
52 Benton, ‘London Music in 1815…’, 1966, p. 36. 
53 Sor, Fantaisie pour le [sic] Guitare Espagnole, Clementi, Hudleston Collection, shelf number H.VIII.34.(277) with 
special thanks to Philip Shields for his kind assistance in this regard. 
54 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 154. 
55 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 154. Inexplicably, the listing mentioned at the Stationers’ Hall has not been given. 
56 Jan Larue gives a number of cautions about watermarks, among them are: “…the impression may be a very late one, and 
the edition itself (or the issue, or state) may in fact have appeared some time before the batch of paper was manufactured”, in 
Krummel, Guide for Dating Early Published Music…, 1974, p. 78.  
57 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 27. 
58 Clementi’s anglicized plate mark shows that whatever the French title of Kalkbrenner Fantaisie might have been, a local 
familiarity with the form ensured that it would have been referred to generically as a Fantasia in England anyway. 
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denying its sonata past. This was continued when Sor sent the manuscript to be published by 

Meissonnier in Paris, giving it the new title: Grand Solo [Op. 14]. No comment been 

ventured about this. I suggest he may have lacked confidence in his sonatas in the face of 

professional norms regarding the genre in London and popular preference there, and in Paris, 

for variation forms. None of his London and Paris compositions use the word ‘sonata’ in the 

title, having been replaced by fantasias or variations with substantial introductions and codas. 

The Deuxième Grande Sonate was also a Spanish work, as I suggest below.  

We know that Sor continues to retain his interest in the sonata principle, using it without 

naming it in his Fantaisie et Variations Brillantes Sur deux Airs Favoris Connu Op. 30, 

dedicated to Aguado. Based on two themes, linking it to the potpourri (not used by Sor in 

Spain), this work has its first theme appearing with four variations, and the second as an 

Allegretto in what Yates describes as: 

…an extended and well–balanced sonata form of some 266 measures of 6/8 time. Like 
op. 25, much attention is given to the transitions and other connective areas of the form, 
and the whole remains flexible and unpredictable, yet highly unified.59 

He comments in this analysis that in the exposition: “the themes are given aria-like settings, 

and the overall mood and style is operatic”, finding the development to be “short and 

harmonically direct”.60 In the recapitulation, after an extended retransition, he finds  

…a fragmentary re-harmonized presentation of the first theme, ad libitum, the first theme 
is not restated literally (8+4+4) but is temporarily interrupted, the middle four measures 
replaced with a contrapuntal sequence… Sor omits the transition and moves directly to a 
full restatement of the second theme group…[and] reconciles the original material to the 
new key and modality. The first period (177) is displaced relative to the barline 
(confirmed for the performer with accent marks), resulting in a series of appoggiaturas—
a quite unusual, Beethoven-like effect.61 

In this work above all, Sor gives the impression of being entirely confident and comfortable 

with his use of sonata principle. Yates sums up his opinion of this work by making the 

comment that:  

Like op. 25, op. 30 finds Sor adopting a personal approach to sonata form, such that he 
no longer even uses the term to identify the piece. Despite the unique overall 
construction, however, the work remains unified and persuasive. As a piece of music, it 
is without question a pinnacle of the nineteenth-century guitar repertoire.62 

                                                 
59 Yates, ‘Sor’s Guitar Sonatas…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, Madrid, 2002, pp. 487–491 p. 488. 
60 Yates, ‘Sor’s Guitar Sonatas…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, Madrid, 2002, pp. 488–489. 
61 Yates, ‘Sor’s Guitar Sonatas…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, Madrid, 2002, p. 490. 
62 Yates, ‘Sor’s Guitar Sonatas…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, Madrid, 2002, pp. 490–491. 
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It is my view that when Sor arrived in Paris in 1813, he found a popular preference for theme 

and variations forms over sonata forms, and found the same in London in 1815. In London, I 

believe, something happened to cause him to abandon the name sonata for this Grand Solo 

[Op. 14], and causing him to avoid the term in his 1828 Fantaisie et Variations Brillantes Op. 

30. I suggest that as early as 1815, a normative hardening of the definition of a ‘sonata’ began 

to crystallise around his peers in the Philharmonic, based on the Beethoven sonatas, that 

caused Sor to avoid any debate, by naming his sonatas ‘fantasia’ or ‘Solo’.  

Charles Rosen in The Classical Style, begins his chapter ‘Theories of Form’ as follows: 

“Sonata form could not be defined until it was dead. Czerny claimed with pride around 1840 

that he was the first to describe it.”63 Sor began writing sonatas for the orchestra and for the 

guitar in Spain before 1800. His first Grande Sonata for the guitar that can now be firmly 

dated between c. 1805 and before 1807, places Sor somewhat later than the eighteenth-

century composers like Haydn and Mozart. Rosen points out that  

…the first generation of Romantics, which thought of structure essentially in melodic 
terms, tried to arrive at a thematic scheme for the sonata. What is interesting is their 
apparent success. ‘Sonata form’ as conceived after 1840 may not work for a great many 
classical sonatas, but it fits an even larger number. It does so in spite of elevating the 
purely melodic aspects of music to a position it never held in the eighteenth century.64 

Yates focuses on the presence and absence of thematic elements in Sor’s sonatas, which he 

considers the majority of composers generally expected from an exposition, transition, 

development, retransition, recapitulation or coda in repertoires related to Sor in some 

historical way. Rosen says that this is a twentieth-century approach, which is: 

…based on the common practice of eighteenth-century composers. …Taking better 
notice of the historical development of the ‘sonata’, and it is more scientific in terms of 
description and classification. …’Sonata form’ is taken to mean the form generally used 
by a majority of composers at a given time… The defect of this treatment is that it is too 
democratic. Composers are not equal in the sight of posterity or even in the eyes of their 
own contemporaries.”65  

The rise of thematic explanations of the sonata principle must already have begun as 

early as 1813 in London, helped by the growing pre-eminence of the piano, and the influence 

of pianists like Cramer and Ries on such organisations as the Philharmonic Society. It is 

important to recognise that it is relatively straightforward to transpose themes into different 

keys on a keyboard instrument but much more difficult to do so on a guitar. This makes it 

easy to conceive sonatas in terms of an exposition of contrasting themes in the tonic and 
                                                 
63 Charles Rosen, The Classical Style: Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven, London: Faber and Faber, 1971, revised 1976, p. 30.  
64 Rosen, The Classical Style…, London, 1971, revised 1976, p. 31. 
65 Rosen, The Classical Style…, London, 1971, revised 1976, p. 32. 
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dominant, developed thematically into remoter keys, then reconciled in a recapitulation of 

thematic elements in the tonic key. On a guitar, a theme is often defined as much by a 

distinctive accompaniment as by its melody, and may be playable in one key only, at least in 

a recognisably similar way. Sor discusses the problem of themes on the guitar in the context 

of accompaniment and says: 

I have always been of the opinion, that to arrange any piece we please for an instrument 
which cannot render it properly, is rather to derange it; and instead of saying “arranged” 
for such an instrument, the expression should be “sacrificed to” such an instrument: I 
play the figure with a double subject in B flat in the oratorio the Creation, by Haydn, but 
I should never venture to undertake Mozart’s, in the overture to the Mysteries of Isis (the 
Zauberflöte), nor my own in that of the ballet of Hercule et Omphale, because the guitar 
being by no means suited to the nature of the subjects, nor to the treatment of them in 
inverted double counterpoint, I should be able to present, but a skeleton.66 

Here he is referring to a guitar using “inverted double counterpoint” in fugal subjects, but in 

his description the “nature of the subjects” applies equally well to sonata themes. The guitar 

accordingly experiences special difficulties in the development and recapitulation of themes, 

it being no accident that Sor’s named sonatas use C major and minor, or D major and minor. 

It is not just a matter of manipulating a great theme in an imaginative way, it is finding one, 

that with its accompaniment, is susceptible to development or recapitulation, which is a 

matter more of ingenuity than melodic inspiration.  

Rosen says: “The most dangerous aspect of the traditional theory of ‘Sonata form’ is the 

normative one.”67 Imagine, if you will, Sor playing for an audience of skilled piano players 

and composers like Cramer, Ries, Kalkbrenner, Clementi, Cherubini, Camille Pleyel and a 

number of others gathered to hear him play in the Argyll Rooms? What possibility was there 

in this august group, that there was any understanding of the idea that themes on a guitar were 

not easily transposed? Many were the times that Sor was asked why he played so inherently 

deficient an instrument, with a following corollary that if the guitar was so fundamentally 

challenged (as everyone suspected), why not take up a real instrument like a piano? Sor’s 

guitar sonatas do not fit very easily into the 1840 Czerny template, yet his works in this genre 

rank as some of the most audacious and inventive ever composed. Sor did not abandon the 

sonata principle, but he did discover that the variation principle was better suited to the 

                                                 
66 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 38 lines 21–27. Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 66. « J'ai été toujours d'opinion que 
d'arranger tel morceau que l'on voudra pour un instrument qui ne peut le rendre proportionnellement, c'est plutôt le déranger; 
et qu'au heu de dire arrangé pour tel instrument, on devrait dire sacrifié à tel instrument. Je joue la fugue à double sujet en si 
bémol de l'oratorio de Haydn, la Création; mais je n'oserais jamais entreprendre celle de Mozart dans l'ouverture des 
Mystères d'Isis, ni la mienne dans celle du ballet d'Hercule et Omphale, parce que la guitare ne se prêtant nullement à la 
nature des sujets ni à les traiter en di utile contrepoint renversé, je ne pourrais présenter qu'un squelette. » 
67 Rosen, The Classical Style…, London, 1971, revised 1976, p. 32. 
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guitar, given that a theme suited to a particular key (and its minore), is similarly suited to 

variations in the same key. Sor was also a singer and had a natural affinity for song forms. 

The title Fantaisie in Sor’s works after 1813 is almost devoid of meaning: his Introduction 

and Variations on a Theme by Mozart ‘O dolce concento’ [Op. 9], and Introduction et Thême 

Varié [Op. 20] dedicated to Meissonnier, are hardly distinguishable from his Fantaisie sur 

l’Air de Paisiello Op. 16 or the Fantaisie [Op. 7]. This is complicated by Meissonnier, who at 

every opportunity numbered Sor’s fantasias, and because he never sought authorisation, 

generated numbering anomalies or later compositions with earlier numbers and vice-versa. 

The Sonate Seconda or Sonate Op. 15(b) 
The Sonata Seconda,68 published by Castro, is the earliest of three editions given the number 

Op. 15(b) by Brian Jeffery.69 I believe that Sor composed this before Castro’s Sonata Prima 

[Op. 14], probably before 1800. Meissonnier published two editions of this work: the first is 

the Sonate [Op. 15(b)] plate 110, today in the Brussels Conservatoire;70 used unaltered in the 

first edition of the Collection Complète des œuvres de Ferdinando Sor pour la guitare, in two 

copies in Paris.71 Sor revised this for the second edition of the Collection Complète, now in 

the Spencer Collection, in a volume entitled ‘Œuvres de Sor’, heavily fingered in ink, 

possibly by Lucien Gelas (a later owner).72 The facsimile used here is textually identical to 

this copy that is in Jeffery’s Complete Works, 1982.73 In his 2004 critical edition, Jeffery 

states that he has constructed a “new text”74 of the Sonate based on the Castro edition, 

explaining his reasons as follows: 

An examination of the structure of this sonata in its earliest editions shows that the 
earliest known source, which was published by Castro, already contained what appear to 

                                                 
68 Castro, Journal de Musique Étrangère…, Paris, c. 1808, BnF, Vm7 2383. 
69 Stanley Yates cites an edition in an anthology: “Collection de Morceaux Choisis des Meilleurs Auteurs Espagnoles et 
Italiens pour Guitare ou Lyre, Rédigé par un Espagnol”, unknown publisher, c. 1814 and 1821 containing “Sonata di Sor”. I 
have not seen this edition, but it does not affect the basic argument here. Stanley Yates, ‘Fernando Sor—Second Sonata for 
Guitar (op. 15b)’, downloadable .pdf article on his website at: <http://www.stanleyyates.com/articles/articles.html> accessed 
17 August 2010. 
70 Sor, Sonate [Op. 15(b)], copy KCB B-Bc 5.614. 
71 Sor, Sonate [Op. 15(b)] in the Collection complete…, first edition, c. 1825, BnF, Vm8 u. 113 and Vm8 u. 114. 
72 Spencer’s pencilled notes on the provenance read: “This collection owned by: / 1. F. Sor according to note on contents 
page. 2. Lucien Gelas b. 12 Jan. 1873 at Menton / received this book 17 April 1910 Paris / he fingered Op. 25 16 May 1919 / 
took it to Valence 25 July 1933 / fingered Op. 22 21 May 1937 / rebound after 1937 / (pencilling cut off) / 3. Robert 
Geissenhoffer of Paraguay / received the books from widow Gelas 21 Oct. 1950 / 4. Robert Spencer / bought them from Albi 
Rosenthal 1971, who bought / them from Paraguay.” Sor, ‘Œuvres de Sor’, Spencer Collection, RAM, call number: 
19C/SOR/2O/OEUVRES DE Sor, verso of cover vol. 1. 
73 In Jeffery, Complete Works…, Tecla, 1982, vol. 2, introductory notes, the source is given as “Meissonnier: London, 
collection Robert Spencer.” Either the Spencer Collection has another copy of this edition or the fingering has been digitally 
removed. This edition is the same as the copy in the revised Collection Complète included in the Sor, ‘Œuvres de Sor’, 
Spencer Collection, RAM. 
74 Jeffery, The New Complete Works, second edition, 2004, vol. 2, pp. xi–xii. 
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be corruptions in textual transmission and that the later Meissonnier edition [sic, there 
were two], which has served for most performances and modern editions of this work for 
the past two hundred years, contains the same corruptions and add yet more of them. It is 
hard to believe that the composer had any part in putting out either edition, and 
especially hard to believe that the Meissonnier one [which one?], with its apparent extra 
corruptions, has any special claim to validity, so …I have decided to use only the earliest 
known source, namely the one published by Castro, and not to use the Meissonnier one 
[that is presumably his second corrected edition].75 

I do not believe all the changes in the first Meissonnier edition are “corruptions” of the Castro 

edition, which cannot itself be accepted as a definitive source, since it too has mistakes. More 

importantly, the Meissonnier editions were revised by Sor himself—probably twice—and 

while author’s revisions may be bad they are never “corruptions”. These editions all present 

us with textual problems: there is no autograph manuscript and if there was, it would have 

been superseded by his later revisions. In each edition there are changes that are justifiable 

corrections typical of a competent publisher, and there are changes made without the 

authority of the composer. In describing these changes as ‘unauthorised’, it must be 

remembered that Sor had no copyright protection, so Meissonnier was under no legal 

obligation to publish Sor’s music as he might have wanted. Meissonnier was of course 

constrained by Sor’s willingness to keep him supplied with new manuscripts and retain 

confidence in him.  

COMPARISON OF THE CASTRO AND MEISSONNIER EDITIONS 

The indication “Allegretto” in the Castro Sonata Seconda is altered in both Meissonnier 

editions to “Allegro moderato”. This is a subtle change to the tempo, typical of a composer 

seeking greater precision in an indication. Viewing this as an editorial change in Meissonnier 

1 made by the publisher is implausible, since it is unlikely Sor would have accepted a 

unilateral tempo change by him and retained it in Meissonnier 2. It is more likely that Sor 

made the change in the first place, using this indication in the apograph Meissonnier worked 

from when engraving Meissonnier 1. In both the Meissonnier 1 and 2 editions bars 49–52 in 

the Castro edition are cut.76 An eight-bar antecedent/consequent cadential flourish in bars 49–

56 In both the Meissonnier editions the antecedent of this four-bar phrase modulating to D 

major at the end of the second subject group B (in the dominant, G major) is removed, 

leaving a four-bar consequent phrase in its place: 

                                                 
75 Jeffery, The New Complete Works, second edition, 2004, vol. 2, pp. xi. 
76 Jeffery reinstates these bars into his critical edition, Jeffery, The New Complete Works, first edition, 2001. 
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Example 1. Top: Castro Sonata Seconda, BnF, Vm7 2383, bars 49–56. Below: Meissonnier first edition of the 
Sonate [Op. 15(b)], KCB, B-Bc 5.614, which is identical to the second edition (not shown here).  

The third subject group C, which begins at bar 56 of the Castro edition, therefore begins at 

bar 53 of the Meissonnier editions—this group is also in G major concluding the exposition 

with a repeat sign. This cut is the kind of revision expected of a composer. Meissonnier was 

incapable of giving this advice to Sor, which would have contravened the boundaries of an 

engraver’s mandate. The confirmation of this cut by its retention in Meissonnier 2, edited by 

Sor himself, is strong evidence a Sor apograph manuscript was used for Meissonnier 1. As 

we shall see, unauthorised cuts to the coda were made by Meissonnier and corrected by Sor.  

The second cut to the Castro edition occurs at bars 74–77 (below); in Meissonnier 1, an 

eight-bar antecedent/consequent phrase has the final two bars of the antecedent (bars 74–75), 

and the first two bars of the consequent (bars 76–77), amalgamated into a single phrase. This 

is retained in Meissonnier 2, with an added note and a struck-through acciaccatura in bar 68. 

Preceding this in the Castro edition, the second theme in subject group B begins at bar 57, 

with an eight-bar theme elided into an eight-bar answer forming, from bars 57–71, a fifteen-

bar phrase as follows:77 

                                                 
77 Yates calls this “a second dominant theme” likening it to the formal procedures in a Cimarosa overture, which “often 
contains two secondary themes…”, see Yates, ‘Sor’s Guitar Sonatas…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor 
Studies, Madrid, 2002, pp. 447–492 at pp. 462 and 468. 
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Example 1. Top, the Castro edition of the Sonata Seconda bars 72–78. Middle, the Meissonnier first issue, 
KCB, B-Bc 5.614 cutting bars 74–77. Bottom, the Meissonnier second edition, Jeffery Complete Works also in 
BnF Vm8 u. 113. 

The third thematic idea in the dominant, labelled group C, begins in the eight-bar Castro 

version, which has an expressive five-quaver upbeat to bar 72, introducing the theme at bars 

72–78 (above), which is a kind of development of the first theme bars 33–34 and 41–42 as 

the second subject group B with the substitution of submediant for tonic in bars 73 and 77. 

In the Meissonnier editions this cut reduces the third group to a little connective passage, 

with a hint of a melody, followed by the transitional flourish with the rapid scales in the bass 

and a motif from group B to end the exposition on the dominant G major in bar 85 at the 

repeat (not shown here). What is surprising is the recapitulation of the this thematic element 

in its complete form. Effectively, the Sor revisions have transformed the third theme in this 

subject group, functioning as an exposition, into a little transitional passage on its way to the 

dominant at the repeat—strangely preceded by the elaborate upbeat in bar 67. The Castro 

edition, granting us the benefit of hindsight, shows us the full third subject as Sor must first 

have conceived it: 
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Example 2. Truncated exposition group C, bars 68–71, with upbeat (above); recapitulation of complete theme 
being new material (below). Meissonnier second edition, Jeffery Complete Works and in BnF Vm8 u. 113. 

With the benefit of this hindsight, Sor’s changes make it difficult for us to hear the cut in bars 

68–71 as anything other than a consequent that has lost its antecedent. This is not helped by 

having an elaborate upbeat that leads to very little. It is all the more surprising, therefore, that 

the recapitulation offers this theme in its complete antecedent/consequent form, which can 

only now be greeted as the sudden introduction of a completely new theme. Had the Castro 

edition been lost, Meissonnier’s first truncated theme would appear to be a three-bar hint of 

an idea tantalisingly presented in the exposition and then recapitulated in an extended form 

with a new interrupted cadence, a rhetorical gesture that usually belongs in the development 

rather than the recapitulation. I am not convinced that Sor improved the work with this cut, 

since postponing most of the new material to the recapitulation seems worse than leaving it 

where it was. His cuts to the exposition look like an attempt to turn a strong third theme into a 

connective passage. This may be an example of a normative criticism resulting in change. Sor 

probably revisited his sonata-form pieces after he met Philharmonic Society musicians, who 

all played sonatas, giving him a better understanding of the dominant Viennese conception of 

sonata form, and unfortunately rejecting his own perfectly viable solutions. These are not 

editorial problems that Meissonnier resolved, they are those of a composer revising his work. 

The next change is to the codetta in the Castro edition of the Sonata Seconda, which 

implicates Meissonnier as an interfering editor. In the example below we see the final three 

bars of the Castro edition (top) with its two-bar codetta and approximately notated triplet 

rhythm; the Meissonnier 1 edition (middle) has these two bars removed; while Meissonnier 2 

(bottom) reinstates the codetta with a rhythmic fix for the notation of the problem triplets. In 

addition there is an added bar with C major chord added to both Meissonnier editions. In bar 
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184, we can see the coincidence of the upper-voice notes with the triplets in the lower voice, 

which is very easily notated in tablature—and indeed looks like notation derived from 

tablature, probably in a copistería. In music notation, triplet brackets are required on the 

upper voice to provide the correct simultaneities with the lower voice. Sor avoids this 

problem in his revision by dotting the notes instead, in my view sacrificing some of the 

considerable charm of his own solution in the Castro edition: 

 

Example 3. The Castro Sonata Seconda, BnF Shelf number Vm7 2383, bars 183–185, (top); Meissonnier 
Sonate [Op. 15(b)] first edition with the missing codetta bars 173–174, KCB, B-Bc 5.614 (centre); Meissonnier 
second edition, Jeffery Complete Works and BnF Vm8 u. 113 (bottom). 

By reinstating the codetta Sor points the finger at Meissonnier for unauthorised changes, to 

which Meissonnier pleads guilty by altering the plates to remediate his damage. The final 

chord is reiterated adding a third chord on the strong beat in both Meissonnier editions, which 

suggest a compositional choice that was made by Sor. In the Castro edition he creates 

sectional markers out of the two high chords, which operate as a motif in the final bars of 

each section; these chords all ending on the third beat (see bars 32, 56, 85, 118–121 and bar 

185). The last quaver upbeat to bar 185 in the Castro edition has a melody f1 to form a 

dominant seventh; this is changed to a g1 in Meissonnier 2. The addition of a further final 

chord is not an editorial choice, nor is the use of a dominant seventh at the end.  

In the codetta in the Castro edition (bars 179–182 below, top) the dotted quavers are 

properly spaced against the middle-voice quavers, showing the displaced semiquavers in the 

correct position. The middle example shows Meissonnier’s unauthorised simplification of 

this passage at bars 171–174, which was rejected by Sor, who insisted on the reinstatement of 

codetta. Meissonnier made cursory and slap-dash corrections to his second edition, as can be 

seen from his failure to delete the dot in bar 1714 and to properly offset the semiquavers from 
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the quavers in the middle voice, changes that appear to have been resented, remembering that 

publishers make no profits from corrections: 

 

Example 4. Castro edition, bars 179–182 (top); Meissonnier first edition bars 171–174 (centre) and Meissonnier 
second edition bars 171–174 (bottom). 

Jeffery’s view that the Meissonnier editions are “corrupt”, has no foundation from a 

bibliographical point of view. Changes to plates are not made by publishers on some whim; 

the economic consequences of such whims would soon see them out of business. Meissonnier 

would not have re-engraved the last two plates, and re-struck twelve errors on the first plate 

in the second edition unless he had been compelled to do so by someone with an interest in 

the outcome—Sor. The removal of two four-bar phrases and the codetta in the first edition 

may have been the ‘corrupt’ work of Meissonnier but not if such alterations were 

subsequently accepted by Sor in a careful revision. To evaluate this criticism, I will examine 

the ‘corruptions’ in each Meissonnier edition and compare them to the Castro edition. In each 

example the sources are arranged in order of publication: Castro on top, Meissonnier 1 in the 

middle and the Meissonnier 2 at the bottom. Problems identified in an earlier edition are 

marked “Error” with a number and the corrections in a later edition are marked “Correction” 

with a corresponding number; those corrections left undone are unmarked. Corrections in 

Meissonnier 1 that are not contradicted in Meissonnier 2 show that Sor approved the change.  

Corrections to bars 6–8 of the Meissonnier Sonate Op. 15(b) 

In the example below, three problems are identified in the Castro edition and one introduced 

in Meissonnier 1. The correction in Meissonnier 2 is to both earlier editions:  
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Example 5. Sonate [Op. 15(b)] Bars 6–8, Castro (top), Meissonnier 1 (middle), Meissonnier 2 (bottom).  

Error 1: Castro upper-voice beaming is corrected in Meissonnier 1. Beaming changes suggest 

a Sor correction, since he attached some importance to beat spacing. 

Error 2: The bass notes marked as an error are not harmonically incorrect. Their correction in 

Meissonnier 1, suggests a revision, but the recapitulation at bar 128 is the same as the Castro, 

suggesting this was just an engraving mistake. 

Error 3: The Castro bass G on beat 1, is replaced with a rest in Correction 3 in Meissonnier 1, 

for a reason that is not apparent due to the mistake in the previous bar. Meissonnier would not 

have had a reason to make this correction, suggesting Sor corrected this in his apograph, but 

retaining the Castro harmonies in the previous bar. 

Error 4: Meissonnier 1 introduces this misprint making harmonic nonsense.  

Correction 4: In Meissonnier 2, this correction is a revision of Sor’s initial chord choice in the 

Castro. In Error 2 at bar 73 the harmony of vi7—IV/ii6—I—V is what Sor wrote in Spain; 

this was not revised in Meissonnier 1 where a mistake was made; in Meissonnier 2 at bar 73 

the harmony is revised to I—IV/ii6—I6—V. This correction revises the Castro voicing by 

making the f in bar 74 resolve to an e in bar 81. It is typical of Sor after 1815 to use a 

progressive thickening or thinning of parts as discussed in detail earlier. Here we see a three-

part texture with the bass line in bar 71–4 of d–g–c–f resolving to the minim e in bar 81 with a 

rest introduced in the bass that morphs the bass e into the tenor at bar 81 lasting over the new 
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bass a diminished seventh lower on F♯ in bar 82. The f in the tenor at bar 74 and the bass F♯ at 

82 are both played with the thumb creating a more idiomatic and guitaristic solution than the 

Castro version.  

The same passage is recapitulated at bars 118–121 of the Meissonnier editions and bars 

126–129 of the Castro edition. The above corrections only partially make it into the 

recapitulation, as shown below with an inset of the exposition of the Meissonnier 2 version. 

The Castro edition and Meissonnier 1 are identical. The example below shows ‘Error’ and 

‘Correction’ as follows: 

 

Example 6. Sonate [Op. 15(b)] Bars 126–129 in the Castro edition (top), and bars 118–121 in the Meissonnier 
first edition (middle) and Meissonnier second edition (bottom). The inset shows the same passage in the 
exposition of Meissonnier 2.  

Error 1: Upper voice unchanged in Meissonnier 1, is corrected in Meissonnier 2, becoming a 

long upper voice to create a three-part texture.  

Error 2: Upper voice unchanged in Meissonnier 1, is corrected in Meissonnier 2. 

Error 3: Unchanged in Meissonnier 1. Beaming change not corrected in Meissonnier 2 either, 

despite being altered in the exposition (see inset box). 
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Error 4: Unchanged in Meissonnier 1. In Meissonnier 2 the Castro harmonisation is retained, 

but clearly ought to resemble the exposition at bar 7 (see inset box). 

Error 5: Revised in Meissonnier 1 at the point marked “Differs” fixing the indistinct notation 

of Castro, but replicating the voicing, when it should resemble the exposition at bar 8. 

Error 6: In Meissonnier 2, a strange new error misinterpreting the bass as G–G♯–G♮, closely 

resembles the notation in the Castro edition, as if the engraver was working from that edition 

and misreading F♯ for a G♯. A faint ledger-line in the Castro actually makes this an F♯, 

which is what Sor initially wrote. This new error was introduced on a newly engraved plate, 

without checking its correlation with the exposition in bar 7 (see inset box). This error shows 

work half-done—stems to the bass notes are missing; or work badly done, like the natural 

crammed in at bar 121, and the failure to check the notes in the exposition. In this case, the 

revisions to the voicing in Meissonnier 2, introduce a refinement to the voicing, which can 

only have been conceived by Sor, not by Meissonnier as editor. 

Corrections to bars 12–16 of the Meissonnier Sonate Op. 15(b) 

In the example below, six problems can be identified in the Castro edition. Two corrections 

are made in Meissonnier 1 and two new errors are introduced. The first four errors identified 

in the Castro editions, which are only addressed in Meissonnier 2, are also shown below: 

 

Example 7. Sonate [Op. 15(b)] Bars 12–16, Castro edition (top), Meissonnier first edition (middle) and second 
edition (bottom). 
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Error 1: Upper voice change to a minim, not corrected in Meissonnier 1, later revised in 

Meissonnier 2.  

Error 2: Upper voice change to a minim, not corrected in Meissonnier 1, later revised in 

Meissonnier 2. 

Error 3: Incomplete chord missing the bass E of the diminished seventh not corrected in 

Meissonnier 1, therefore a later revision by Sor in Meissonnier 2. 

Error 4: The first inversion used in Castro recapitulation (bar 136) indicates this is a misprint. 

Error 5: Simplification of the arpeggiated five-note chord to clarify the voice leading, which 

is corrected in Meissonnier 1 (in my view by Sor). This reduction of full chords to a strict 

four parts reducing to three in bar 16 offers a more ‘correct’ but less exciting solution.  

Error 6: The syncopation in the Castro at bar 16 is replaced with the much more prosaic three 

crotchets in Meissonnier 1 thinning out the texture of the first chord. Changes of this kind are 

too subtle to have been thought out by Meissonnier, I submit, which means this was a Sor 

revision. 

Error 7: Castro has an acciaccatura, understood and used by Sor in Spain, changed to a little 

note, which was not struck through in France, suggesting an appoggiatura. Every one of these 

ornaments is changed in this way in Meissonnier 1. In Meissonnier 2 the acciaccatura is 

reinstated in the recapitulation and at the upbeats to bars 118, 126 and 127; the failure to fix 

this error in Meissonnier 2 at the upbeat to bar 13 is, therefore, a mistake. This is evidence of 

Sor making a distinction between these two ornaments that Meissonnier ignored.  

Error 8: Missing e in middle voice is an introduced error in Meissonnier 1 originally in the 

Castro, and reinstated in Meissonnier 2. 

Corrections 1–3: The revision adding long notes in Meissonnier 2, to create a four-part 

texture, also draws attention to the Castro and Meissonnier 1 editions, which have a doubled 

third in the chord in bar 13, and a three-note diminished seventh in bar 14. This is corrected 

by placing a d in the bass in bar 13 and adding E to the bass. This is also a later Sor revision. 

In Meissonnier 2 the bass E constructs a vii°7 in bar 14, rising an octave on the last beat to 

start a chromatic ascent from e—g in the bass, to arrive at I resolving to V7. The alto voice 

rises chromatically in parallel from c♯1—e1.  
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Correction 4: The fact that this is not changed in Meissonnier 1 suggests a mistake, since this 

is the voice leading that is used in the recapitulation at bar 127, exactly as it was in the Castro 

recapitulation at bar 136. In Meissonnier 2, bar 151, the correction improves the bass line by 

allowing it to rise chromatically to the g in bar 153. Sor therefore intended this all along. 

Corrections to bars 17–21 of the Meissonnier Sonate Op. 15(b) 

The example below follows on from the previous example with five revisions in the Castro 

edition, and a half-completed correction in Meissonnier 1: 

 

Example 8. Sonate [Op. 15(b)] Bars 12–16 in Castro edition, Meissonnier 1, Meissonnier 2. 

Error 1: Articulatory rests in the upper voice rejected in both Meissonnier editions. 

Error 2: Syncope revised and replaced with a lower appoggiatura d and two crotchet thirds. 

Error 3: Missing slurs and the e1 on 184 is deleted, but is not reinstated in Meissonnier 2. 

Error 4: Syncope idea is revised in Meissonnier 1 and 2. 

Error 5: Three notes in the upper part reduced to two, probably as a technical simplification. 

Error 6: Introduced error: ties omitted in Meissonnier 1 corrected in Meissonnier 2. 

The passage from bars 17–21 was revised by Sor for Meissonnier 1—these revisions were all 

accepted and the missed tie was added in Meissonnier 2. It is clear that when the Castro 

edition was copied in Spain Sor was playing the piece with a syncope in bars 18 and 20 and, 

in my view, he was using the following fingering:  
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Example 9. Sonate [Op. 15(b)] Bars 17–221 in the Castro edition, with fingering added by me. 

Sor had a system of shifting that made careful and extensive use of holds, slides, preparatory 

fingers, pivot fingers and other sophisticated left-hand techniques that were never notated. 

The first four of Sor’s twelve “general maxims” given at the end of his Méthode… are: 

First.—To regard the effect of the music more than the praise of the performer. 

Second.—To require more from skill than from strength. 

Third.—To be sparing of the operations called barring and shifting. 

Fourth.—To consider fingering as an art, having for its object to make me find the notes 
I want, within reach of the fingers that are to produce them, without the continual 
necessity of making deviations for the purpose of seeking them.78 

It is in this spirit that I have fingered the Castro edition (above) in a manner that I believe to 

be consistent with a possible fingering by Sor. In bar 17, the rests in the upper voices are 

easily articulated by lifting the left-hand fingers; in bar 181 the p plays c and e together, with i 

taking the third string g and p taking the e, this makes a m obligatory; in bar 183–4 the slurs 

are editorial and the notes are correct as written;79 in bar 20, the syncope allows the player 

time to form a preparatory barré for bar 204 to facilitate the position change, which is 

accomplished by a double slide; in bar 211, finger 4 slides up again, pulling the hand into an 

extension fingering; at 213 fingers 1 and 2 (in extension) anchor the hand so that fingers 3 and 

4 can be re-positioned; at bar 221, the anchor finger 2 slides up the third string to help the 

change to the eighth position—the whole passage is not easy, but it works beautifully. 

Sometime before the publication of Meissonnier 1, probably while Sor was in London, he 

decided to revise this passage seemingly simplifying it. The articulatory rests in bar 17 

(below) are no longer indicated but may well still have been played by Sor and the pungent 

minor seventh at 183 in the Castro edition is moved back to 181, as a lower appoggiatura; the 
                                                 
78 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, p. 48, lines 1–7. « Ier. De viser plus à l'effet de la musique qu'aux louanges à l'égard du 
talent comme exécutant. 2e. D'exiger plus de l'adresse que de la force. 3e. D'économiser les barrés et les déplacements de la 
main. 4e. De considérer le doigté comme un art qui a pour, but de me faire trouver les notes dont j'ai besoin, à la portée des 
doigts qui doivent les produire sans qu'ils soient obligés de faire continuellement des écarts pour les chercher », Sor 
Méthode…, 1830, p. 86. 
79 Jeffery, The New Complete Works, second edition, 2004, p. 63, makes the d1 an acciaccatura, but this is clearly not 
indicated here. 
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bass is no longer alternated in bar 19; the syncope is removed in bar 20 with the reiterated 

third on 203 leaving almost no time to form a preparatory barré to slide up; in bar 21, the 

three-part chords are reduced to two (which is harder than the Castro solution, in my view): 

 

Example 10. Sonate [Op. 15(b)] Bars 17–221 in the Meissonnier first edition showing the changes from the 
Castro edition. 

In his revision for the second edition of the Collection Complète the only change is the added 

tie at bar 201–203, giving even more time for the formation of the preparatory barré than in 

the Castro edition (while removing the slide). The lack of a tie in the previous edition was 

probably a misprint: 

 

Example 11. Sonate [Op. 15(b)] Bars 17–221 in the Meissonnier second edition showing the changes from the 
Meissonnier first edition. 

My Castro fingering remains applicable to these notes but the re-placing of the fingers in bar 

213 has become harder without anchor finger 2, which deprives us of the slide into the eighth 

position chord in bar 221. Instead of making this passage easier Sor has actually made it more 

difficult. I hope that this brief example serves to show how intimately his notation is 

connected to his fingering intentions. The choice of notes is not something that depends on 

the harmonic or contrapuntal grammar alone. The complexity for present-day editors is that 

the implied fingerings in his scores have to be kept in mind, even though they are not actually 

notated. 

Corrections to bars 32–37 of the Meissonnier Sonate Op. 15(b) 

The following corrections, have six changes in the Castro edition that are in Meissonnier 1: 

Error 1: The chord is reduced to three parts to match the three-part chord in the previous bar, 

making it considerably easier to play by removing the extension in the fifth position.  

Error 2: No rests to indicate a three-part structure. The two parts forming horn fifths predict a 

I6 chord b at bar 341, the textural thickening at bar 341 makes the bass appear incorrect.  
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Error 3: The Castro rests of articulation are removed in Meissonnier 1, changed again in Sor’s 

second revision in Meissonnier 2 to a single minim. The repetition of the g1 in the melody in 

both the Castro and Meissonnier 1, creates the impression of a syncope which is not 

confirmed by later use of this motif, for example at bars 68–69 or 78–79 (where a crotchet 

and crotchet rest are substituted for a single minim).  

Error 4: The 1—1—I bass alternation at bar 341–3 of the Castro edition is altered. 

Error 5: In the Castro, the crotchet g at bar 361, has a duration until the low G as a bass voice. 

In Meissonnier 1 and 2 a dot is added moving the note to the tenor, indicating that a barré at 

position III is intended. 

Error 6: The crotchet upbeat at bar 364 in the Castro edition played as a unison on the third 

and fourth strings, is changed in Meissonnier 1 to a single (probably open) g string on a 

quaver upbeat and deleting the articulatory rests. The crotchet upbeat in the Castro edition is 

accepted by Jeffery in his New Complete Works. I consider it odd to have a passage in thirds 

accompanied by an alternating thumb on every quaver that begins with a crotchet upbeat, 

creating an agogic accent or peculiar expressive pause on the upbeat that is quite unnatural. It 

is possible in the Castro edition that the upper voice should have had a quaver unison g at bar 

364 The articulatory quaver rests in the melody are not easily played and do not fit the 

character of the theme. This articulation is not repeated in the consequent restatement of the 

theme, nor are they matched in the chromatic descending crotchets in bar 47 (not shown).  

 

Example 12. Sonate [Op. 15(b)] Bars 32–37 in Castro edition, Meissonnier first edition, Meissonnier second 
edition. 
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In the Meissonnier 1 revision of this passage (above) the six corrections are made to the 

Castro edition and three new errors are introduced: 

Error 7: Introduced error of dotted crotchet d1 in lower voice left hanging, should be a minim.  

Error 8: Semiquavers substituted for triplets, an introduced engraver error in Meissonnier 1.  

Error 9: Wrong note engraver error in Meissonnier 1. 

In Meissonnier 2, Correction 3 is a new revision, and two new errors introduced in 

Meissonnier 1 are corrected. 

Worse: Error 7 was not corrected in Meissonnier 1 leaving a worse solution than the Castro 

edition, which cannot have been intended and must, therefore, have been accidentally omitted 

in the Meissonnier 2 revisions.  

Correction 3: Substituting a minim for two crotchets appears to be a later revision by Sor. 

The use of bass rests is maintained.  

Corrections to bars 38–42 of the Meissonnier Sonate Op. 15(b) 

In corrections in the example below there are eight differences that can be identified in the 

Castro edition: 

 

Example 13. Sonate [Op. 15(b)] Bars 38–42 in Castro edition, Meissonnier first edition, Meissonnier second 
edition. 
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Error 1: Added slur, corrected in Meissonnier 1 was probably implied in the Castro edition.  

Error 2: Implied unison g not separately notated, only becomes apparent as what Sor intended 

in Meissonnier 2.  

Error 3: Beaming change to beat spacing in Meissonnier 1. 

Error 4: The notation in the Castro edition appears to me to provide a much better answer for 

the upbeat to bar 41.  

Error 5: Upper voice not properly indicated, stem direction changed in Meissonnier 1. 

Error 6: Articulatory rests in upper voice removed in Meissonnier 1, and changed to a minim 

again in Meissonnier 2 to remove the syncopated effect of the repeated notes in line with bar 

34 (previous example). 

Error 7: Alternating bass note removed in Meissonnier 1.  

Error 8: No slurring, this is added in Meissonnier 1.  

One new error is introduced in the Meissonnier 1, and corrections are made to eight of the 

nine points in the Castro edition.  

Error 9: The acciaccatura at 413 should have a struck-through little note as in the Castro. 

Corrections 1 and 8: Slurring introduced, indicating added precision in the notation, probably 

implied in the Castro. 

Correction 3: Beat spacing in the beaming. 

Correction 4: Change for the worse here, better notation of the upbeat in the Castro. 

Correction 5: Stemming of upper voice corrected. 

Corrections 6 and 7: Removal of the articulatory rests and alternating bass.  

Two new corrections that can only be described as composer’s revisions are introduced in the 

Meissonnier 2 and the upbeat to bar 41 remains a s worse solution: 

Correction 2: Unison g is shown in Meissonnier 2, an important change that shows that Sor 

using unison notes on different strings to maintain a three-part texture: in this case 

descending thirds on the second and third strings at 391–3 end on a b and g, while the rising 

scale in the bass ends on a unison g—these two g notes positively demanding to be sounded. 
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By writing the unison as one note both the Castro and Meissonnier 1 editions ignore the 

middle voice. 

Correction 6: Minim in the upper voice is in keeping with the horn fifths of the theme. 

Corrections to bars 43–47 of the Meissonnier editions 

The example that follows continues on directly from the previous example. Six problems are 

identified with the Castro edition.  

 

Example 14. Sonate [Op. 15(b)] Bars 43–47 in Castro edition, Meissonnier first edition, Meissonnier second 
edition. 

Error 1: Interval of a second played on every upper-voice note except the first means that 431 

is an error, which is corrected in both Meissonier editions. The syncopated crotchets in upper 

voice is notated literally in the Castro edition but the notation of the bass notes is not. Sor 

does not retain the crotchets in the notation addresses but carefully notates the bass.  

Error 2: Connecting the bass G to the alto voice is altered and the bass revoiced.  

Error 3: Repeated notes changed to alternating notes.  

Error 4: Missing bass g. The addition of this note in Meissonnier 1 creates some difficulties 

holding the notes for their indicated durations. 

Error 5: No slur. 

Error 6: Articulatory rest removed between melody notes in Meissonnier 1. 
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All the changes that follow are in Meissonnier 1 as there are none in Meissonnier 2: 

Correction 1: The durations of the bass notes are more accurately rendered with articulatory 

rests in the upper voice, which means not played as it is two bars later at bar 45. It is possible 

to play this articulation by replacing the m i on the strings to damp the notes, adding to Sor’s 

repertoire of ways to play rests. It would have been possible to combine the Castro upper-

voice beaming with the Meissonnier 1 lower-voice beaming at this point. 

Correction 2: I believe Meissonnier 1 solution is worse and may indicate a mistake made by 

transposing the G in the bass with the crotchet rest that follows it. My justification for this 

claim is the first statement of this theme at bar 36 in Meissonnier 2 edition (below), showing 

the correct version of this motif resolving on the tenor g at 361, so displacing the bass G to the 

second beat 362 with a crotchet rest below the chord on 361, as follows: 

 

Example 15. Sonate [Op. 15(b)] Bars 35–37 Meissonnier second edition. 

Returning to the previous example, Meissonnier 1 at bar 443 has a crotchet b/d1 that forces 

the tenor g on the second quaver of the beat at 443 onto the fourth string. This is technically 

counter-intuitive. Many probably still play this as it is notated in the Castro edition with the 

b/d1 on the third string followed by the g on the same string as it is notated in bar 364 in the 

example directly above. This suggests Sor made his transition to the open g at bar 451 in 

Meissonnier 1, which I do not believe. Sor in Meissonnier 2 failed to spot this error. 

Correction 3: This notation might well be intended for this motif throughout.  

Correction 4: The addition of the bass g here creates a problem playing the note that follows, 

which I suggest would be played on the second and third strings, truncating the bass to a 

quaver. At 461, the only way to play this as it stands, would be to play the c1 on string three, 

and e1 on string one open. 

Correction 5: The slur added here indicates a double slur which is not notated as such.  

Correction 6: Articulatory rests removed from the Castro. 

Corrections to bars 48–52 of the Meissonnier Sonate Op. 15(b) 
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The final differences that were altered in the first plate of the Meissonnier editions appear in 

bars 48–52 (below: middle and bottom). In order to compare the differences the Castro 

edition (below, top) excludes the last antecedent bar and the first two consequent bars 

(numbered 51–54), which are the bars cut from the Meissonnier editions. The beaming and 

stemming corrections make very little difference. Precision in the notation of dotted-minim 

upper voices of is not attempted by Sor: 

 

Example 16. Sonate [Op. 15(b)] Bars 48–50 (then omitting bars 52–54) followed by bars 55–56 in the Castro 
edition (top), Bars 48–51 in the Meissonnier first edition (middle) and Meissonnier second edition (bottom). 

Error 1: Stem direction changed. 

Error 2: The a1 in the chord at bar 504 is changed to an f♯ (Correction 2). The change deletes 

an inner voice in the last three bars but makes performance easier. 

THE MINOR CHANGES TO THE SONATA [OP. 15(B)] 

The changes described above were all made to the first page and are sufficient to show the 

kinds of alterations that were made to the Meissonnier editions. I shall refrain from listing the 

more than thirty-five similar changes and corrections that were made to pages 2 and 3 of 

Meissonnier’s second edition. Some of these changes are so minor that Meissonnier can 

hardly have thought them worth making, but to Sor they were of greatest concern. In the 

conclusion to his Méthode… he writes: 
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He who wishes to follow me will find that the object of my theories is to teach and 
persuade, since I establish nothing by authority. These are not precepts which I give, but 
researches that I communicate. Those persons whose study and practice have been 
directed away from what is more simple and natural, say that my guitar-music is 
extremely difficult, without perceiving that all the secret of my playing consists in two 
scales in use with all guitarists. It is true that they have studied to render them difficult, 
by fingering them in a manner directly opposed to that which the construction for the 
hand indicates by the different lengths of the fingers. Do I then write what is difficult, or 
is it the rooted habit of proceeding in a contrary direction which occasions it to be 
difficult to proceed straight forward? 80 

Sor cared about minutiae in the notation of his music because his reputation depended on the 

publication of the best possible edition. Many of the errors just discussed would have given 

ammunition to those who described his music as “extremely difficult”. The compositional 

integrity of Sor’s music was reliant on the notation not only for part-writing, voice leading 

and general harmonic and contrapuntal grammar, but also for how it was intended to be 

fingered. Sor stood accused of writing impossible music and deceiving the public.  

Some of the changes that we have seen above could only have been made by a composer 

of Sor’s calibre, which Meissonnier certainly was not. Other changes might have been made 

by any competent editor. Meissonnier was a salesman who must have struggled to make the 

engraving Sor’s music into a profitable business and it was probably for reasons associated 

with this that barbarisms in the Brussels copy, the cutting of the codetta and wrecking of the 

bars that preceded it, were perpetrated. The changes Sor wanted to this Sonate entailed 

Meissonnier re-engraving two out of three plates and re-striking the other, which would not 

have been profitable. The detailed discussion of the changes to the first page of the 

Meissonnier editions are intended to make it clear that Meissonnier’s experience did not give 

him the ability to edit Sor’s music; the changes made to Sor’s editions were of an order of 

complexity that exclude him as their likely source.  

Sor’s last word on this sonata was his second revision now in the Spencer Collection and 

in the Jeffery 1982 facsimile edition. The Castro edition is a very important early source that 

documents Sor’s conception of the piece while he was still in Spain and reveals a lot about 

his technique at that time. Some obvious errors in this edition and other specially problematic 

passages can be clarified by examination of the later editions; but these are matters of fine 

                                                 
80 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 46, lines 31–34 and p. 47, lines 1–3. « Celui qui voudra me suivre trouvera 
que le, but de mes théories est d'enseigner et de persuader, puisque je n'établis rien d'autorité ce ne sont point des préceptes 
que je donne, ce sont des recherches dont je fais part. Ceux dont l'étude et l'exercice ont été dirigés vers l'éloignement de ce 
qui est plus simple et plus naturel, disent que ma musique de guitare est de la plus grande difficulté, sans s'apercevoir que 
tout le secret de mon jeu consiste en deux gammes en usage chez tous les guitaristes. Il est vrai qu'ils ont fait une étude pour 
les rendre difficiles, en les doigtant en sens opposé à celui que la construction de la plain indique par les différentes 
longueurs des doigts. Est-ce donc moi qui écris difficile, ou l'habitude enracinée de marcher dans un sens inverse qui fait 
trouver difficile de marcher directement? » Sor, Méthode…, 1830, pp. 83–84.  
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detail and should not include the revisions Sor made on the basis of a later aesthetic. This 

work does not need wholesale surgery of the kind suggested by Jeffery. Sor’s principles were 

settled in Spain as he makes clear in this passage: 

If several singing masters call method that which I call style, and if they call style taste, 
that is no ground for me giving the lie to the dictionary in their favour; nor for my 
reasoning at present otherwise than I did in the period when I rectified the ideas which I 
have communicated to the reader.81 

His exile caused him to refine these ideas and in his shift into the role of teacher, which rarely 

disappears from his works. He took the correctness of his compositions and his method very 

seriously, whatever ‘correct’ might have meant to him in his perception of his context. Many 

of Sor’s revisions are relatively minor. The broad rhetorical revisions that he made to his 

early variations sets to render them suitable as concert works that would satisfy his audiences, 

and his professional contemporaries clearly required introductions, minores and codas to 

meet the rhetorical requirements of the Philharmonic Society in London and probably his 

Parisian audiences after he returned from Russia. 

EXPLAINING THE MAJOR CUTS TO THE SONATE OP. 15(B) 

In this part I examine Brian Jeffery’s claims that the Sonate requires reconstructive surgery to 

restore “missing bars”. Jeffery recognises that there are problems with the Castro edition, but 

confines this to omissions of whole bars of the music. His argument in favour of adding bars 

to Sor’s Sonate is mainly that: “The problem in the Castro version is that certain sections 

have only seven bars where one would expect eight, or six bars where one might expect 

eight.”82 At a bibliographical level, why would Sor have allowed major errors like cut bars to 

persist in his revision of the Castro edition, which appeared in the first Meissonnier edition 

(with some editorial interference)? Jeffery appears to think that Meissonnier was responsible 

for the first edition and also revised the second edition without any pressure from Sor. I do 

not think the smaller corrections so laboriously detailed above can be explained away by 

holding Meissonnier was responsible. How are the odd phrase lengths to be explained? 

The Exposition 

The exposition consists of three distinct subject groups, each marked by three crotchet chords 

announcing the end of each section: Subject Group A, 32 bars modulating to the dominant; 
                                                 
81 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 46, lines 31–34, Changed translation. Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 83: « Si 
plusieurs maîtres de chant appellent méthode ce que j'appelle style, et s'ils appellent le style goût, cela n'est point une raison 
pour que je donne un démenti au dictionnaire, en leur faveur, ni pour que je raisonne présent autrement que je raisonnais à 
l'époque où je rectifiais les idées que j'ai communiquées au lecteur ». 
82 Jeffery, The New Complete Works, second edition, 2004, vol. 2, p. xi. 
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Subject Group B, 20 bars in the dominant; and Subject Group C, 25 bars in the dominant. 

These start with an upbeat and end with the traditional repeat sign, with no first time bar. 

Subject A is 16 bars long forming an antecedent/consequent structure with a crotchet 

anacrusis; there is nothing particularly unusual about these two phrases: 

 

Example 17. Annotated Sor Sonate [Op. 15(b)], Meissonnier second edition, BnF Vm8 u. 113, bars 1–16. 

Sor uses and re-uses many small figures so that almost every note has some motivic link to 

some other part of the composition. This means that distinctive elements in these two phrases 

will appear later in a kind of continuous variation of micro-structure. For example A1antecedent 

bar 51–3 and bar 61–3 have repeated chords that foreshadow the chords concluding each main 

section. In A1consequent this is repeated, but the significance of the motif is not yet apparent. 

The next phrase is 16 bars in length and is constructed in a completely different way: to 

the listener the whole phrase appears to have a unified structure but is in fact assembled from 

a number of distinctive motifs and short themes, which undermine any sense of it consisting 

of two ordinary eight-bar phrases as the surface seems to suggest: 
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Example 18. Annotated Sor Sonate [Op. 15(b)], Meissonnier second edition, BnF Vm8 u. 113, bars 16–32. 

The first four bars from bar 17–20, present a complex set of references to material that has 

occurred before, and will occur again: 

 

Example 19. Annotated Sor Sonate [Op. 15(b)], Meissonnier second edition, BnF Vm8 u. 113, bars 17–21 with 
Castro, bar 19. 

So while the phrase begins at the upbeat to bar 17, the material in bar 16 (the final bar of the 

previous phrase) is imitated in bar 17, creating a link to the earlier material. Bar 17 is directly 

related to bar 19—even more so in the Castro variant, which alternates the bass.  

The initial melodic interest in bars 17–20 sets the listener up for an answering four-bar 

phrase that ought to end at bar 24 (not shown here). Before it is halfway through, this instead 

dissolves into the foreground in octaves derived from the opening theme in augmentation, on 
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the first beats of each bar 22, 23, 24, and 25 descending, with the rising notes compressed in 

time at bar 26 and its upbeat as follows: 

 

Example 20. Annotated Sor Sonate [Op. 15(b)], Meissonnier second edition, BnF Vm8 u. 113, bars 1 and 22–
26. 

The upbeat to bar 25 is the theoretical beginning of a second 8-bar portion of a 16-bar phrase, 

but this occurs towards the end of this passage in octaves, only reaching a point of repose in 

bar 26 after 10 bars. The motif ornamenting this point of repose is elided to the upper g1 

pedal, which follows in bars 27–30.  

The upbeat to bar 27 (next example) introduces a two-bar phrase (bars 27–28) repeated in 

bars 29–30. Repeated one-bar phrase units follow in bars 30 and 31, each with a variation of 

the pedal motif on IV—I chords, across the beat, ending with the two repeated chords in bar 

32, which are the first of the section marker chords: 

 

Example 21. Annotated Sor Sonate [Op. 15(b)], Meissonnier second edition, BnF Vm8 u. 113, bars 22–32. 

There is a progressive hastening as the rhythmic units occur, as the signifying units are 

progressively compressed, first into 2+2 bars, then into by 1+1 bars, finally arriving on the 

dominant, with only two chords in bar 32. The length of the phrase is 16 bars, but these do 

not fall into the expected binary subdivisions at all.  
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The second subject group in the dominant is 20 bars long. An initial eight-bar theme, this 

time without upbeat, is followed by being varied in repeat, which acquires a three-quaver 

upbeat in bar 40. This is elided from the previous phrase and ends after eight bars at bar 48. 

This sixteen-bar phrase is extended by four bars, with the repeated note motif, over a 

dominant pedal, to end with the sectional marker of three repeated chords once again: 

 

Example 22. Annotated Sor Sonate [Op. 15(b)], Meissonnier second edition, BnF Vm8 u. 113, bars 32–52. 

The Castro edition extends this passage to eight bars with a simple repeat of the four bars 

from bars 48–51, but the nature of the material is connective rather than thematic. In my view 

the cut Sor appears to have made at this point is quite justifiable, tightening up the tension.  

The exposition does not end here. The final section, which I shall for convenience refer 

to as Subject Group C, is also in the dominant key with four themes ending at bar 77, using a 

variant of three sectional marker chords analogous to the earlier chords at bars 32, 52 and the 

final chords in the Castro edition (or omitting the final chord in the Meissonier editions). The 

structural significance of these chords cannot be ignored, but the use of the dominant key for 

the two groups of themes unites them as a continuation of the so-called second subject. The 

phrasing in Subject Group C from bars 53–77, indicated below, is rather complex. The first 

phrase consists of eight bars ending in bar 60 on a tonic chord (the I6 harmony appears to be a 

misreading that I will discuss later). As the tonic chord dies away in bar 60 the accompanying 

triplet figuration continues as part of the phrase that follows. This connection is ambiguous as 

the phrase might just as well begin on the dominant at bar 61 creating a seven-bar phrase that 

ends on bar 67 or begin in the tonic as an elided phrase that begins on bar 60 in the top voice 

as the lower voice takes a moment of repose:  
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Example 23. Annotated Sor Sonate [Op. 15(b)], Meissonnier second edition, BnF Vm8 u. 113, bars 53–77. 

At bar 67, the upbeat is a variation of the upbeat in bar 41, and clearly belongs to the phrase 

to come. The theme begins at bar 681 as a restatement of the first dominant theme at bar 33, 

except that on the minim on 683 it is harmonised by the relative minor instead of by the tonic. 

This is in the manner of a development rather than of an exposition. The five-quaver upbeat 

to this theme at 672–4 steals time from the phrase before thus eliding it to bars 68–71, which 

then come to consist of four bars plus the upbeat to bar 67. This phrase also ends in bar 71, 

four bars later, on the same tonic chord as occurred in bar 67. Instead of an upbeat, a 

distinctive scale emerges from the bass to pair itself with its restatement in the following bar, 

creating a strong two-bar phrase in bars 71–72, repeated in bars 73–74. The tonic chord is 

now appearing every two bars. The final bar of these four, bar 75, is shortened by the crotchet 

upbeat to bar 76, where the tonic chord now appears on every minim or half-bar. The final 

bar remains anacrusic, but has the tonic chord stated on every crotchet beat of the final three 

chords, to form the section marker.  

Sor seems to build up the tension by using increasingly dissonant chords and 

progressively faster harmonic rhythm, creating a kind of telescopic foreshortening resembling 

writing for an orchestra, with new ideas elided over earlier ones, to maintain the momentum 

and hasten the forward movement. By plotting the phrase lengths graphically in the following 

table, we see Sor’s phrases shorten progressively, enhanced by eliding the phrases:  
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Sor Sonate [Op. 15(b)] Meissonnier second edition, BnF Vm8 u. 113. 
53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 

8 Bars                  

       8 Bars (elided)           

              5 Bars (elided)       

                  4 Bars (elided)    

                      2 Bars  

                        1 

8 Bars 7 Bars 4 Bars 3 Bars 2 Bars 1 

Examining the harmonies in the first phrase, as presented in the example below, we can 

see that Sor speeds up the harmonic rhythm as he nears the end of the phrase (vertical lines 

show each bar, with the dashes indicating the beats of continuing harmony):  

Sor Sonate [Op. 15(b)] Bars 53–60 C1: 8 bars (antecedent/consequent) 
53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 
I V6

5 I V6
5 I V7/ i/ii i iv♭6

4 viiº6
5 I–ii6–I6

4–V7 I6 

G major: A min: G major: 

By beginning the new melody during the final bar of this first phrase, the answering phrase 

can be made to have eight bars as well. This is enhanced by the repetition of bars 60–61 in 

bars 62–63, and the continuation in two-bar units until bar 67 as follows: 

Sor Sonate [Op. 15(b)] Bars 60–67 C2: 1st bar elided and 7 bars 
60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 
[I6 elided] V6

5 I V6
5 I IV V4

3 V7 I 
G major: 

Jeffery suggests this is a seven-bar phrase with a bar missing, proposing a bar of subdominant 

harmony between bar 65 and 66, repeating bar 65 as follows:  

 

Example 24. Sor Sonate [Op. 15(b)], Meissonnier second edition, BnF Vm8 u. 113, bars 63–67, with repeat of 
bar 65 inset. 

The phrase then begins at bar 61 (two bars before on the V6
5 excluding the elided bar above). 

This causes the harmonic rhythm of the phrase to begin on the dominant:  
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Sor Sonate [Op. 15(b)] C2: 8-bar phrase (Bars 61–65 + new 66–68 ) 
61 62 63 64 65 66 (added bar) 67 68 

V6
5 I V6

5 I  IV IV V4
3 – –V7  I 

G major: 

Using the same chord in succession in bars five and six is unsatisfactory, but if a bar were to 

be missing from this point in the phrase, what chord might provide a better fit? In my view 

the most likely chord is the diminished seventh (c♯, e, g, b♭) on the raised subdominant, often 

used by Sor before V4
3 typically followed by [16

4—] V7/I. This results in the following: 

Sor Sonate [Op. 15(b)] C2: 8-bar phrase (Bars 61–65 + new 66–68 ) 
61 62 63 64 65 66 (added bar) 67 68 
V6

5 I V6
5 I IV vii°7/V V4

3 V7 I 

G major: 

No courtesy accidental occurs in bar 66 which confirms the change from the hypothetical b♭ 

to b♮, and this does not fit the elided architecture of the sonata, leaving us with a problem of 

how such a chord might be integrated into the contrapuntal context around it. Supposing the 

diminished seventh in this context as the basic chord, how should this chord be configured? I 

can think of nothing satisfactory. The succession of elided phrases is much more interesting. 

Comparing the three editions (in the example below), Meissonnier 2 at Error 3 has a V7 

chord in bar 59, resolving onto I6 in bar 60, which appears to be wrong:  

 

Example 25. Sonate [Op. 15(b)] Bars 62–65 in the Castro edition (top), and 58–91, in Meissonnier 1 (middle) 
and Meissonnier 2 (bottom) editions. 

Error 1: The chromatically raised melody note at bar 62 is not so raised in either of the 

Meissonnier editions. This may be an author’s correction or simply an omission. 
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Error 2: The notes appear to be correct. The correction in Meissonnier 1 resolves the leading 

note at 601 instead of the following beat in the Castro edition, and completes the bass of the 

previous phrase on a root position chord.  

Error 3: This is an introduced error in Meissonnier 2 in which the I6 chord does not resolve 

the V7 that precedes it. The chord should probably be g/b to resolve dominant seventh at 594. 

The Development 

The Development Section consists of four eight-bar phrases, extended by a bridge passage of 

four bars anticipating the Recapitulation: 

 

Example 26. My annotation of Sor, Sonate [Op. 15(b)], Meissonnier second edition bars 78–117. 

The melody is on the first and second strings, the bass on the three lower strings, and the 

accompaniment is in the middle. Elided anticipations occur in bars 85, 93, 97 and 109. The 

regularity in the phrase lengths is confused by a number of possible misprints. There is a 
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danger in introducing a modern regularity into the score by correcting so called “errors” in an 

edition already extensively revised by Sor: 

Error at bar 85: As the end of the eighth bar we might expect the duration to be a dotted 

minim for upper voice and bass, the b on string four detracting from the bass upbeat to bar 

86, which is an imitation of the opening of the sonata.83 There is no explanation for this 

‘error’. 

Error at bar 89: The first four-bar phrase containing this imitation ends at bar 89, this bar 

should perhaps be the same bar 85 directly above it, given the repeat of the phrase with the 

same upbeat in the bass that follows. The last two melody b1s in bar 89 would be a misprint 

and should probably be deleted. This mistake can be explained as reading the wrong line. 

Error at bar 95: The two-minim rhythm should probably be the minim and a two-crotchet 

motif in the melody here by adding c1 on the last beat of bar 95, but there is no explanation 

for this ‘error’. The bass in the Castro has a passing note d on bar 952 which could be 

reinstated, but why was it omitted? 

Error at bar 99: The minim, two-crotchet motif in the bass is required in the bass at bar 994, 

corrected as shown adding an e and g1. This is a clear misprint that must be corrected. 

Sor must have had a manuscript very close to the copy Castro may have obtained from 

Domingo Malacuera in Madrid as “una sonata”,84 which he used as his apograph. The first 

Meissonnier edition, while similar, has changes only Sor could have made and since it is 

unlikely Sor altered the Castro edition with a pen, Meissonnier must have had a revised Sor 

manuscript from which he removed the codetta and altered the preceding bars. The changes 

to the second edition could only have been conceived by Sor, who insisted on corrections 

while adding new revisions resulting in the final state of the sonata. This could not have 

repaid Meissonnier for the time spent. The idea that Sor made many small revisions and 

ignored a whole lot of missing bars, as Jeffery suggests, is not plausible. Sor’s revisions 

tighten up the work, revealing a sophisticated use of phrase lengths and elision to heighten 

the dramatic tension and create a sense of a forward movement before the development.  

                                                 
83 Yates, ‘Sor’s Guitar Sonatas…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, Madrid, 2002, p. 469 relates this 
passage to the opening motif, but I think it stretches the imagination a little. 
84 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 79, 26 September 1806, p. 820; Gazeta de Barcelona, no. 82, 4 October 1806, p. 1176. 
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Fantaisie [Op. 7] for Ignace Pleyel 
Sor’s approach to instrumental composition showed great originality. His education equipped 

him to write sacred music for the Catholic church in Spain and sing its choral repertoire, but 

his knowledge of instrumental music was largely of his own acquisition, possibly learning 

with Joaquín Murguía, the organist at the Málaga Cathedral. Possibly under this influence, he 

may have composed his two Grande Sonatas, and the Fantaisie, [later Op. 7], which 

consisted of a set of variations preceded by an introduction and dissolving into a coda. In the 

Fantaisie he uses a compositional procedure of deriving material from motivic elements that 

precede it. This is illustrated in the analysis below, by demonstrating the links in the related 

material using a Ruwet segmentation85 of the first 18 bars of the Largo non tanto based on 

Meissonnier’s G-clef transcription of the work.86 The score is read from left to right, top to 

bottom. Bars that repeat or are related to earlier material are placed below the bar it relates to. 

If there is no resemblance in earlier material then a new column is formed to the right, thus 

introducing a new category. These are the allocations in the graphic: 

 Bars 1–4 introduce the basic motifs announcing the movement as an introduction. 

 At bar 5 Sor repeats the motif in bar 1 at the subdominant, but then in bar 6 echoes the 

last half of the motif an octave higher and by augmentation stretches it out to form part 

of a conventional cadential close in bars 7 and 8. 

 Bar 7 turns out to be an anticipation of the Dolce theme (bar 19) and bar 8 recalls the 

motif in bar 2. 

 Bars 9–10 embellish the material in bars 3–4 modulating to e♭. 

 Bar 11 anticipates the Dolce theme again and bars 12–13 present new material. Bar 14 

is rhetorically related to bar 6 and is derived from bars 5 and 1. 

 Bars 15–16 are new. 

 Bar 17 anticipates the Dolce theme using the motif in bar 7, but uses i 6/4 instead, 

closing at bar 18 as before. 

 At bar 19, the Dolce theme begins and one immediately becomes aware of how its 

emotional impact was crafted from the material that preceded it. 

                                                 
85 Based on Nicolas Ruwer Based on Nicolas Ruwet, ‘Methods of Analysis in Musicology’, translation and introduction by 
Mark Everist Music Analysis, vol. 6/1/2, March and July 1987, pp. 3–9 and 11–36. Derived from Claude Lévi-Strauss, ‘The 
Structural Study of Myth’, The Journal of American Folklore, vol. 68/270, in ‘Myth: A Symposium’, October–December 
1955, pp. 428–444. Also used by Jean-Jacques Nattiez. 
86 The Meissonnier edition is incorrect in multiple ways. I have not corrected anything in the segmentation analysis, but in 
examples that follow I have fixed wrong notes and restored missing notes. Jeffery, Complete Works…, 1982, vol. 1. 
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The teasing motifs of the first 18 bars, described above, arrive in the ringing tessitura of the 

Dolce theme at bars 19–22, which continues for 15 bars (19–33) modulating to B♭ major but 

remaining melodically centred around the high e♭1 it began with. Beneath this long sweeping 

Dolce theme, the harmonies are only I and V as the process of gradually dissolving the 

melody into a string of V7—I chords in various keys, which arrive at the final grand pause on 

the dominant in bar 74 ready for the theme and variations to come.  

At bar 26 the melodic b♭1 comes to rest on the dominant, while the inner voice moves up 

in quavers to the tonic e♭ chord, repeating the melody b♭1 and sweeping up and down in this 

high-register dolce theme: 

 

Example 1. Fantaisie [Op. 7], for Pleyel: Largo non tanto. Bars 26–28. Bass on beat 261 should be a dotted 
crotchet B♭ and not a d; at bar 28 the omitted bass notes and rests and are added. 

This is answered at bar 29 with the new goal of a♮1 at bar 301 with an inner voice inverting a 

motif extracted from dotted high-register melody e♭2 to b♭1 and falling a semitone to the V4
3 

chord at bar 301. The dotted scale is echoed in the two descending scales, which fall from e♭2 

to a♮1 onto the repeated V4
3 chord that resolve in bar 331, the melody rising to the b♭1:  

 

Example 2. Fantaisie [Op. 7], for Pleyel: Largo non tanto, bars 29–32. 

At bar 34 the cadential chords become more insistent as the inner voice provides the 

melodic interest as the V–I chords are repeated until bar 371: 

 

Example 3. Fantaisie [Op. 7], for Pleyel: Largo non tanto, bars 33–36. 
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At bar 38, a secondary dominant seventh based on material from the Dolce theme arrives at 

an A♭ chord, followed by a high register melodic flourish that returns to E♭ in bar 41: 

 

Example 4. Fantaisie [Op. 7], for Pleyel: Largo non tanto, bars 37–40. 

At bar 41, the chords move through a I–IV–V–I progression, disguised with dramatic trills, 

leading into the register of the Dolce theme once more: 

 

Example 5. Fantaisie [Op. 7], for Pleyel: Largo non tanto, bars 41–43. 

Finally, the melody disintegrates into a series of arpeggiated chords in e♭, hinting at earlier 

motivic material; now effectively stripped of melodic substance, it becomes purely cadential: 

 

Example 6. Fantaisie [Op. 7], for Pleyel: Largo non tanto, bars 44–49. 

At bar 50, the dominant of C minor is finally reached, with inner voices recalling the motif at 

bar 13 in the inner voice, followed by a final reference to the high register, which reaches the 

highest note in the movement on the appoggiatura f1 in bar 51, repeated in bar 53: 

 

Example 7. Fantaisie [Op. 7], for Pleyel: Largo non tanto, bars 50–53. 

The melodic and motivic references now finally dissolve into the final inexorable push to 

the dominant pedal at bar 60, which is on the open third string, to conclude on the dominant 

in preparation for the theme and variations to follow. The pedal point starts out in the lowest 
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voice, finally becoming an internal pedal, as the other parts descend around it in a beautiful, 

almost choral, effect before finally dropping an octave into the bass, for the final harmonics: 

 

Example 8. Fantaisie [Op. 7], for Pleyel: Largo non tanto, bars 54–74. 

It appears that the pause on the rest in bar 74 requires a cadenza of the kind Sor writes for his 

Fantaisie [Op. 12] for Kalkbrenner and which occurs at the same rhetorical juncture in that 

piece. This is the only written-out cadenza in Sor’s variations, but it is likely that the educated 

performer would have interpreted this pause as a moment for one.  

This introduction is then followed by a theme and 7 variations, without a minore, because 

of the substantial introduction in a minor key. The final 16-bar variation dissolves into a 

substantial unmarked coda as the rhetorical device of peroration or peroratio. Thematically, 

the coda is reminiscent of the variations that precede it, but the whole is a long final cadence, 

which uses the “Étouffé” technique to add to the dynamic contrast, culminating in a ff that 

dies away to a p and then to a pp and to the final ppp. A substantial introduction is balanced 

in this way by a substantial coda, both movements framing a set of variations. The rhetorical 

gestures of the exordium appear in the introductory prelude that is designed to build up to the 

grand pause on the dominant, while the coda unravels the rigid formality of the variations to 

end in an equally grand cadential climax that is designed to descend in a whisper.  

It was in Spain that Sor first made this into a standard rhetorical device for his sets of 

variations. This is confirmed by his revisions of earlier variation sets for concert use, and in 
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1822, was even applied to the first Thême Varié [Op. 11], which Sor revised as the student 

Thême Varié [Op. 15(c)]. His four charming variations on folk songs also for pupils have the 

following structure: the Introduction et Variations sur l’air ‘Que ne suis-je la fougère!' [Op. 

26], has an introduction, theme and variations (in A minor) with a maggiore variation and no 

coda; the Introduction et Variations sur l'air ‘Gentil Housard’ [Op. 27], has an introduction, a 

theme and variations (in A major), a mineur variation and a coda; the Introduction et 

Variations sur l'Air: Malbroug [Op. 28] has an introduction and a theme and variations (in D 

major) with a mineur variation and a coda; and finally the Fantaisie …Sur un air favori 

Ecossais [Op. 40] has an introduction, theme and variations (in D major) without a minor 

variation and a coda. The rhetorical structure of the exordium (introduction) and peroratio 

(conclusion) allowed Sor to engage the semiotic codes of an audience obsessed by the opera, 

with limited challenges in the introduction, making way for the familiarity of a theme and 

variations, concluding with a coda of predictable flourishes arranged to surprise. 

The Clementi edition of the Fantaisie, [later Op. 12], dedicated to Kalkbrenner, has a 

Larghetto cantabile introduction that ends on an accented augmented-fourth appoggiatura to 

a dominant 6/5 chord with a short cadenza, which introduces the 16-bar Andante con moto 

theme and eight variations all of equal length. The Introduction is in the same major key as 

the Theme, so the fifth Variation is a minore. The final variation provides the climax leading 

into the Coda that begins with formulaic cadential chords interrupted subito by a Lento ad lib. 

returning to Primo tempo now marked étouffé and on its repeat marked per—den—do—si in 

carefully specified durations to end using the normal register of the guitar. The rhetorical 

details are differently arranged but the overall language is identical to the Pleyel Fantaisie 

[Op. 7]. Perhaps Sor’s ‘fantasias not in variation form’ are his only true fantasias. This means 

that the Fantaisie [Op. 12] and the Fantaisie [Op. 7] should perhaps be listed by Sor’s 

description: “Introduction et Variations” if they have a exordio and peroratio sections. 

Sor’s Op. 9 Mozart Variations 
The first London edition of Sor’s most famous work, ‘The Favourite Air ‘Oh Cara armonia’ 

from Mozart’s Opera Il Flauto Magico Arranged with an Introduction and Variations for the 

Guitar’, is the first primary source. The Variations Brillantes sur un Air Favori de Mozart de 

l’Opéra : la Flûte Enchantée ‘O cara armonia’ Pour Guitare Seule, written off by Jeffery as: 

“The new version of Op. 9 is nothing but a return to the London edition”87 when it is the 

second primary source. It is not correct of Jeffery to say: “on examination it turns out to be 

                                                 
87 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 83. 
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identical, note for note and in the same position on the page, with the original London 

edition.”88 While I accept that the corrections to his edition are subtle they are no less 

important for that and, if they were made by Sor himself, constitute important corrections to 

the London edition.  

As a copy, the second Meissonnier edition is one of the best engravings from a London 

apograph that he made. The reason for this is that it was supervised by Sor himself. Every bar 

of the Variations Brillantes (called ‘the Paris edition’ from now on), as stated by Jeffery, 

corresponds to a bar in the London edition. There are, however, small corrections on the first 

page, such as the tempo indication “Andante Largo”, placing the second word in lower-case 

and changing “dolce” to an initial capital. In the comparison below, the London edition is at 

the top with Meissonnier second edition beneath it. The copies used in the following 

examples are: for the London edition, the copy in the Spencer collection and the Meissonnier 

second edition, the copy in the DKB Rischel and Birket-Smith Collection (unless otherwise 

noted). This latter copy is annotated and corrected in pencil showing its reception. These 

marks should be ignored and I have masked some where required. The bar numbers are mine. 

In the Introduction, a comparison of these two editions at bars 5 to 9 reveals the following 

differences:  

 

Example 9. Bars 5–9 of the Sor Op. 9, Introduction. The London edition (top) from Jeffery, Complete Works, 
vol. 1; Meissonnier’s second edition, DKB Rischell and Birket-Smith Collection, R&B-S No. 1051. 

The London edition, at bar 71, has the puzzling fingering “1”; this is removed in the Paris 

edition. Secondly, the acciaccature are indicated by a little struck-through quaver, are 

rendered as little semiquavers in France. The difference is shown enlarged below: 

                                                 
88 Jeffery, The New Complete Works, second edition, 2004, vol. 1, p. xvi. 
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Example 10. Op. 9, Detail bar 7: London edition (left) showing the strike-through on the little note; the 
Meissonnier second edition (right) has a slurred little semiquaver instead. 

Sor appears to have accepted Meissonnier’s standard practice as a notational difference in 

France. This does not mean that he made no distinction between ‘on the beat’ ornaments such 

as the acciaccature and after the beat ornaments like appoggiature. I suspect the ornament 

shown above should be understood as an acciaccatura following the notation in the London 

edition. In addition, Sor accepts the need to indicate the slurring that he (or his engraver) 

would have considered to be common sense in London.  

The next editorial alteration is to the voice leading in the London edition. At bar 151, the 

subdominant has a seventh in the upper voice, dropping steadily down to the d♯1 at bar 161; 

while c1 rises to c♯1 and instead of continuing up to the d♯1 it resolves down to the b at 161; 

the tenor (on the root of the chord) becomes a diminished seventh, the chromatic rise of the 

bass to the dominant root produces a diminished seventh as it descends to the f♯ at 161. In his 

revision, Sor rethinks this voice leading as follows: 

 

Example 11. Op. 9, Detail bar 16–18: London edition (top) showing the dominant seventh chord at 151, slowly 
resolving onto the dominant chord in four parts; the Paris edition (below) removes third string b. 

The Paris edition omits the b from the chord at 161, adding fingering for the melody notes on 

b for the open string, forcing the c♯1 to resolves up to the d♯1, while the seventh falls to the 

fifth of the chord while the leading-tone rises in the bass. This change is a technically much 

easier as well as being an improvement to the voice leading .  

At bars 22 to 24 of the Introduction, the Paris edition introduces a misprint g at bar 223, 

which in the London edition is given as b. This correction is added in pencil by the unknown 
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hand in the Pariss edition as we can see. This little four-note figure starting on the quaver 

before 223 falls to the f♯ at bar 231. This same figure occurs at bars 194, 204, and 214: 

 

Example 12. Op. 9, Detail bars 22–24: London edition (top) showing the b (last note of the third triplet beat) 
which is g in the Paris edition (bottom). 

By analogy, our unknown hand in the Paris edition recognises bar 174 may be the first 

occurrence of this figure, suggesting that the repeated b at bar 174 in the London edition was 

a misprint continued in the Paris edition: 

 

Example 13. Sor Op. 9, Introduction, bars 16–18: London edition (top) showing the b on the last note of the 
third triplet beat, which is the same in the Paris edition (bottom), but is corrected by the unknown hand. 

This suggests five instances of this four-note figure at bars 174, 194, 204, 214 and 224. The 

alternative is to accept the London edition as it stands, reasoning that Sor conceived bar 174 

as still participating in the pedal point b for the bars 161 to 193, which provides more variety 

and is I believe more likely so I would dispute this correction being allowed to stand. 

Sor often uses the violin notation to group passages ‘under one bow’, so to speak. On the 

other hand, slurs may be a directive to a player to play the note ‘ligado’. For the guitarist, the 

problem of whether to pluck or not is an important technical and musical consideration. Very 

generally, and with many exceptions, Sor uses slurs as a ligado indication. Slurs are added 

haphazardly throughout the Paris edition, below, for example, these occur on bars 11, 21 and 
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31, but not in bar 41, and none are repeated on the second beat being left to be presumed by 

convention instead: 

 

Example 14. Sor Op. 9, Theme, bars 1–5: London edition (top) showing no slurs at all; the Paris edition 
(bottom) showing slurs on the first beat in bars 1–3, but not in bar 4. 

In this case, Sor appears to expect slurring to continue until the notes change. At bar 12, for 

example, there is no slurring while at 21, where the notes change, slurring reappears but is not 

repeated on 22. This convention leaves many unanswered questions. Sor’s supervision of the 

Paris edition shows he has accepted the need for increased detail in his scores, probably as a 

result of pressure by Meissonnier.  

Next we have two a1s omitted in bar 111, misprints corrected in the Paris edition: 

 

Example 15. Sor Op. 9, Theme, bars 6–11: London edition (top) showing misprint at bar 111 two a1s omitted; 
the Paris edition (bottom) showing correction. 

In Variation 1, bar 21 (below), dots indicating the detached notes in the manner of violin 

notation are combined with slurs. This notational device was used in the London edition. The 

Paris edition is more explicit, therefore it has additional slurs; the turn motif on the upbeat to 

bar 12 has a slur and two staccato dots to indicate that the last two notes are played detached 

over two strings; these dots are omitted in the analogous passage in bar 32, but are presumed 
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by convention. What has changed is the technical description of what a player should do. 

There are also less significant changes like rests moved below the staff: 

 

Example 16. Sor Op. 9, Variation 1, bars 1–3: London edition (top) showing fewer slurs; the Paris edition 
(bottom) showing added slurs and staccato dots in bar 1 but not in bar 3. 

The omission of staccato dots which are intended, or slurs that are not repeated, is one of the 

difficulties of Sor’s notation. The convention that something once written may be presumed 

in subsequent identical or similar recurrences, unless specifically contradicted, is usually 

applied to accidentals and time signatures; Sor extends this to slurs and detaching dots and 

even to dotted rhythms, which he may write without dots on repeat—making it much more 

difficult to decide when he intended the difference to be reflected in the performance. 

In Variation 1, at bar 16, the stem directions of the last bass note is altered; and at bar 11, 

some of the stemming of the upper voice is reversed, showing no firm principle: 

 

Example 17. Sor Op. 9, Variation 1, bar 16 (left) showing the bass E stem direction change; and Variation 2, 
bar 11 (right), showing the same change in some of the notes of the upper voice. 

Not all changes to stem direction are as inconsequential as the above two examples, so in 

the first bar of Variation 2, Mineur (below) the downward stem direction in the London 

edition appears to suggest that g1—f1♯—e1 should be played on the second string, creating a 
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slight expressive overlay of the two qualities of e1 as a contrasting initial motif against the e1s 

in the chords that follow on the open first string. This is reinforced by separating the quaver 

in the melody on the first beat, which may also indicate a non-legato separation of the two 

notes. This is neither clarified in the London edition nor by the changes to the Paris edition: 

 

Example 18. Sor Op. 9, Variation 2 (Mineur), bar 1–5. The London edition (above) is changed to stem up on 
bar 11, in the Paris edition, the beaming remaining unchanged. 

The partial reversal of stem direction in the Meissonnier would seem to be determined by the 

placing of the “Mineur” heading, which could have been inched up and to the left if required. 

At bar 31 the sequential repeat does not imitate the separate beaming of the upper voice first 

beat, which may be presumed but is not notated. The little note in bar two should not be 

played ligado as is customary—slurring to the a1 slurred on the second string hardly sounds 

and is unlikely—which makes the little acciaccatura on 22 an open b played on the beat. On 

bar 42, the down stem direction on the upbeat makes space for the turn, which is not indicated 

as slurred although that would be how it is played.  

The cross-beat slurring at bar 152 from a1 to c2 (below) is added to the Paris edition as an 

expressive technique at the climax of the phrase. This has the appearance of Sor fine-tuning a 

performance indicator in his Paris edition. In bars 12–16 (below) the three-part writing from 

the bar 13 upbeat to bar 141 is clarified since it is not properly indicated in the London 

edition. The Paris edition shows Sor’s intention: the cliché beginning with an octave b on the 

third string has a three-part chord followed by a unison b on the second string. This delicate 

little contrary-motion cliché needs to start with the octave b and b1 and ends on a third e1 and 

g1 at bar 141.  
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Example 19. Op. 9, Variation 2 (Mineur) bar 12–16 London edition (top) Paris edition (bottom) adds a unison b 
on the upbeat to bar 13; this is a misprint in the London edition. 

The lower voice b (upbeat to bar 13) is a quaver lasts over the pedal b (with the 0), which I 

cannot play on the third course (as indicated by the unknown hand) suggesting that the 

seventh position is intended. The 2 on the d♯1 is also implied in the London edition, sliding to 

2 on the c♯ on 131, to d♯1 on 133 until the e1 at 141, which has to be played on the second 

string. The internal pedal b creates the third part, the notation showing which finger lifts. The 

Paris edition confirms the harmonic cliché by adding the b to the bass at the upbeat to bar 13.  

The sophistication of the London notation was initially too much for Meissonnier who, in 

his first edition (below), saw this as unnecessarily fussy and created his two part tablature 

notation for bar 13, which uses the number 0 for the b pedal to make voicing distinctions:89 

 

Example 20. Sor Op. 9, Variation 2, Mineur, bar 13–16, London edition (top), with the missing b at the upbeat 
to bar 13; Meissonnier’s simplification of bar 13 (bottom), from his first edition of Op. 9, BnF Vm8 u. 113. 

                                                 
89 Paradoxically, the first Meissonnier edition, Fernando Sor, Introduction et Variations sur un Thême de Mozart Op. 9, 
Meissonnier, plate 119, appears to predate the London edition Sor, Introduction and Variations… [Op. 9], plate 602, upon 
which the former seems to be based. In this regard see my Chapter 13, ‘Dating Meissonnier’s Sor Plates’. 
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The unknown hand in the Rischel and Birket-Smith copy mistakenly adds the low E at bar 

141 obscuring Sor’s subtle harmonic diminuendo from three to two parts later broadening into 

four parts in bars 15 and 16. 

In Variation 3, the Paris edition only alters the placing of the fingerings 1 and 4 and adds 

the fingering 1 at bar 21:  

 

Example 21. Sor Op. 9, Variation 3, bars 1–4, London edition (top), showing fingering changes; the copy used 
below is from the Spencer Collection, Royal Academy of Music, London in ‘Œuvres de Sor’.  

The next difference in the Paris edition (below) is the omission of the syncopation dot on 

the second quaver of bar 71. This creates an incomplete top part, which may have been an 

engravers omission, offering evidence from the notational similarities suggesting Meissonnier 

probably worked from a corrected London edition obtained from Sor. These changes are 

minor but the main revision is the addition of minimal fingering with the duration of the notes 

and slurring making it seldom necessary to add little numbers to the score: 

 

Example 22. Sor Op. 9, Variation 3, bars 5–8, London edition (top), showing dot at 72, missing Paris edition 
(Spencer Collection copy). 

The antecedent at bars 5 to 8 (above) required no fingering and the consequent in bars 13 to 

16 (below) similarly requires none. There is, however, a small misprint in the Paris edition, 

which lacks the dot at 131, clearly indicated in the London edition (top). The dot may also be 

missing at bar 161, although I suspect not: 
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Example 23. Sor Op. 9, Variation 3, bars 13–16, London edition (top), showing missing dot at 131 and also 
possibly at 161, in the Paris edition (Spencer Collection copy). 

In Variation 4 there are several small changes, the first at bar 11, is a fingering change, 

which confirms fingerings 3 and 0 to the chord on the first beat as follows: 

 

Example 24. Sor Op. 9, Variation 4, bar 1, the London edition (above) has no fingering; the bar 11, of the Paris 
edition (Spencer Collection) has a 3 and 0 added, to finger the upper voice on the lower string. 

Note that Sor does not use a slur sign to denote triplets in either edition, leaving the digit 3 to 

the task. Further on, at bar 7 in the example below, we see a slur and dots that indicate 

detached notes. The slur and detachment dots are repeated for all later occurrences of this 

figure: 

 

Example 25. Sor Op. 9, Variation 4, bars 4–8, the London edition (above) has no fingering; at bar 71, a slur and 
detached note dots are added to the Paris edition (Spencer Collection). 
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Note the misprint in bar 82 of the Paris edition, showing a G♯ spaced as though it were an E. 

The notes at bar 42, indicate a reversal of the triplet figure but no fingering to indicate open e1 

with g♯1 on the second string—the three indicating a triplet. 

In Variation 5, the London edition has four bars from 5 to 8 beamed as quavers when 

they should have been semiquavers. This is corrected in the Paris edition. Note that there is 

no slur over the triplets, the slurs being retained solely to indicate the ligado technique, as in 

bar 4 (below); also note the coincidence of a triplet and demisemiquaver at bar 44, a 

complicated passage of three against four that is ignored in modern performances, but which 

is here confirmed in both editions: 

 

Example 26. Sor Op. 9, Variation 5, bars 4–6, London edition (top) missing semiquaver beams, Paris edition 
(bottom) correcting this misprint. 

There has been much academic discussion about whether dotted semiquavers ought to be 

played as triplet, the final semiquaver lasting a third of a beat to coincide with the final note 

of the lower voice triplets at bar 44 or very slightly later, as the notation strictly specifies. It is 

possible to read this as an example of Sor trying to indicate that these notes were played 

simultaneously. So far contemporary performers are voting for the last alternative. 

The final Coda (with bar numbers numbered continuously from the previous variation) 

has fingering added in the Paris edition and a change, for reasons that appear technical rather 

than musical, to the notes of two middle voice notes at bar 181. In the London edition (below) 

the resolution of the chord forming a secondary dominant seventh in bar 17, has a g♯ leading 

note in the tenor, which resolves up onto the a on the fourth course. The minor seventh d1 

resolves down and the fifth on the high b1 becomes a suspended ninth at bar 181, where the 

fingers are required to play a i m on the strings one, four and two, while p plays the E in the 

bass: 
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Example 27. Sor Op. 9, Coda, bars 17–21. The London edition (above) has more carefully applied voice 
leading in the progression from bar 17 to 18. This is disregraded in the Paris edition. 

Sor changes this in Paris edition playing the top three strings of chord with a i m and ignoring 

the proper resolution of the g♯ onto a at 181. This irregular resolution may be aimed at the 

simplification of right hand position by keeping the fingers on the top three strings. The same 

right-hand position change occurs in bar 201, which begins with a i m on strings one, four and 

two, changing on 202 to the top three strings and adding the p to the bass e on 203. This is as 

it stands in the London edition. I personally prefer the correct voice leading of the London 

edition and consider the Paris edition to be less good referring to bar 20. In bar 17 the b1 in 

the melody forms a tenth above the leading note g♯ on the fourth string—emphasised by its 

crotchet duration—which strongly demands resolution to the a, which is the foundation for 

the suspended ninth in the melody above it. As the ninth b1 resolves to a Sor changes the 

chord position to the third and fifth to avoid doubling the note of resolution. Either he 

accepted that all this was too fussy and changed it for the Paris edition ignoring the resolution 

of leading-notes and suspended ninths and put fingering before voice leading or else this was 

just a mistake made by Meissonnier’s engraver, which Sor’s proofreading did not pick up. 

In the next example showing bars 28 to 31 at bar 291 the London edition does not 

indicate the bass note as an harmonic on the fourth string, whereas the Paris edition of a 

decade later does. The second difference is the chord at bar 302, which in the London edition 
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can be played in two ways, one of which is to use an open string for the e1 in the chord. The 

Paris edition removes that possibility by offering an extension fingering instead:  

 

Example 28. Sor Op. 9, Coda, bars 28–31, the London edition has no harmonic notated in bar 291, (above) and 
no fingering for the chord at bar 302. 

The final seven bars of the Coda (below) add the word “Barrez” in the Paris edition and 

probably indicate right-hand slurring of the scales, Sor indicating triplets with only the digit 3 

as we saw earlier: 

 

Example 29. Sor Op. 9, Coda, bars 31–37, the London edition (above) has no fingering, and the slurring is 
changed in the Meissonier edition. 

The practice of playing the first scale in detached notes and the second scale slurred appears 

to have been started by Segovia. This is not indicated by Sor. The “3” indicating each triplet 

is used throughout without an additional slur, which means these slurs are ligado indications. 

Bar 33 of the London edition has slurring across the beat starting with three ligados on the 
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sixth string, and three each on the fifth, fourth and third strings. In bar 31 this is not easy to 

discern but may be intended to be the same. Sor appears to have revised this opinion, moving 

the slurs in the Paris edition to require a 2+3+3+3 articulation and shows that this articulation 

is repeated in bar 33. The chords that follow either have dots of detachment or staccato dots 

indicated in bar 31 but not bar 33. 

SOR’S FINGERING OF OP. 9 AND ITS RECEPTION 

In the two editions compared above, the notes remain relatively unchanged (as recognised by 

Jeffery), the difference being Sor’s specificity in regard to fingering. In this section I compare 

Sor’s Paris edition with performers’ editions by Segovia, Yepes and Scheit:  

1. In 1931, Andrés Segovia published an edition entitled Variations sur l’air de La Flûte 

enchantée (Mozart) ‘O cara armonia’, Schott, Mainz, G. A. 130, marked “Digitada por 

Andrés Segovia”. This edition omits the Introduction but is otherwise surprisingly 

respectful of the Paris edition upon which it is based.90 

2. In 1964 Karl Scheit published his edition Variationen über ein Thema von Mozart, 

Vienna: Universal, no. 13628, and was one of the earliest to include the Introduction. 

3. In 1982 Narciso Yepes produced his Introducción y variaciones sobre un tema de la 

‘Flauta Encantada’ de Mozart, Schott, GA 612, “Revisión y digitación de Narciso 

Yepes”. This is based on three sources that are viewed as of equal stature: the corrupt 

Meissonnier first edition; the London edition and the second Meissonnier edition. 

Only Yepes specifically sets out his approach to the score in a Preface: 

…When the number of editions of this work which have been published in recent 
decades are taken into consideration, the publication of yet another edition might be 
deemed unnecessary. I have tried to justify this by drawing on my own personal 
experience and clarifying some of the errors which have assumed the position of 
authenticity through their repeated appearance in modern editions. I have also tried to 
introduce elements of modern instrumental technique which should help to solve 
interpretative problems caused by the demands of an artistic criterion and arising in the 
context of imperishable music. …91 

Great performers do many things that imbue their performances with a special vivacity, 

often exceeding the confines of the score, which is their prerogative and indeed their duty. 

The third performer is Sor himself, who apart from composing the music, left two performing 
                                                 
90 Fernando Sor, Variations sur l’air de La Flûte enchantée (Mozart) ‘O cara armonia’, edited Andrés Segovia, Schott, 
Mainz, G. A. 130, 1931. Based on Fernando Sor, Variations Brillantes sur un Air Favori de Mozart de l’Opéra la Flûte 
Enchantée o Cara Armonia pour la Guitare Seule, Meissonnier, plate 460. Schott, recognising that Segovia had omitted the 
Introduction later produced an edition G. A. 361 including the Introduction but chose the corrupt first edition Meissonnier 
published with missing variations, which Sor later rejected. 
91 Fernando Sor, Introducción y variaciones sobre un tema de la ‘Flauta Encantada’ de Mozart, edited Narciso Yepes, 
Mainz: Schott, GA 612, 1982, publisher’s translation. 
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editions of it. As a performer he exceeded the confines of his own scores to a much greater 

extent than anyone does today—and his use of embellished repeats is unexplored by modern 

performers—but he respected performers, writing of his meeting Aguado in Madrid: 

I but slightly pointed out the inconvenience of the nails, especially as my music was then 
far less removed from the fingering of guitarists in general than it is at present, and, by 
taking a little more pains, he succeeded in playing all the notes very distinctly; and if 
nails did not allow him to give the same expression as I did, he gave one peculiar to 
himself, which injured nothing.”92 

The main question I am asking here is what Sor had to say about how this should be 

played. I begin by looking at the way the chords in the Introduction are played: 

 

Example 30. Bars 1–4 in Sor Op. 9, Introduction, Meissonnier 2nd edition (top, my fingering); Yepes, 1982 
(middle); Scheit, 1964 (bottom). My right-hand fingering in the Sor edition. 

The first six-string chord has a single up-stem in Sor’s notation may signify a single 

downstroke with the thumb. The differentiation of the melody in the chord at bar 12 is firstly 

to enable the top voice to reflect the double dot duration of the melody; it may also indicate a 

partial thumb stroke with fingers for which I have suggested m i with a shorter thumb stroke. 

The semiquaver is played with an i followed by a full downstroke at 21.  

                                                 
92 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 17, lines 19–22. « …je n'indiquai que très légèrement l'inconvénient des 
ongles; d'autant plus que ma musique alors était encore moins éloignée du doigté des guitaristes en général qu'elle ne l'est 
aujourd'hui, et qu'en se donnant un peu plus de peine il parvenait à jouer très distinctement toutes les notes; et si les ongles 
ne lui permettaient pas de leur donner la même expression que moi, il en donnait une à lui qui n'y gâtait rien. » Sor, 
Méthode…, 1830, p. 22. 
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Yepes uses an up-stem for the chords on bars 11, 13 and 21 but drags the a finger through 

the top three strings to create a strong forte in bar 1, which is made even louder by his 

technique in bar 21, which is entirely within the prerogative that Sor would have accepted. 

Scheit interprets the chord as a thumb stroke, which is within his prerogative, whereas his 

deletion of the semiquaver at the end of bar 2 exceeds that prerogative in my view. In bars 3 

and 4 Sor groups notes in such a way as to indicate how many strings are plucked by the 

fingers and how many by the thumb, the chord at 41 is divided to have the p strum the lower 

two notes with the fingers playing the upper two. 

Yepes changes the stemming in bar 11 to accord to the modern technique of ordinarily 

positioning the right hand with the index finger aligned with the third string, and so would 

not typically use a thumb for the notes at 33 and 34. In his Méthode… Sor twice explains how 

he positions his hand with the index finger on the second string, so that the middle finger is 

on the first, the index on the second and the thumb is used for the lowest four. The first time 

he says: 

I therefore establish as a rule of my fingering, for the right hand, to employ commonly 
only the three fingers touched by the line AB [in the figure showing the fingers p i m ], 
and to use the fourth [a] only for playing a chord in four parts… [And later writing]…93 

The second time he says: 

…I have already explained, in the first part, the reasons which induced me to lay down, 
as a general rule, to employ commonly but three fingers. In consequence, I always hold 
my hand elevated, so as to enable the thumb to pass over four strings, and the other two 
fingers in front of the two other strings…94 

In bar 33 and 34 (above) Sor uses a down-stem in both tenor and bass, suggesting the use of 

the thumb for the lower notes as a according to this “general rule”—the very notion of which 

anticipates exceptions. The force of the convention is understood by Yepes and Scheit, who 

both change the stemming to reflect their use of fingers instead. The fingering I have inserted 

into the Meissonnier second edition score (above) is the right-hand fingering that I think that 

Sor might have expected.  

In the bar that follows the chord in bar 41 splits the stemming with an up-stem for two 

notes in the upper voice and a down-stem for the two notes in the lower voice. The semiotic 
                                                 
93 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 11, lines 29–30. Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 14: « J’établis donc pour règle de 
mon doigté pour la main droite, que je n’emploierais ordinairement que les trois doigts touchés par la ligne AB, et que 
j’emploierais le quatrième seulement pour faire un accord à quatre parties… ». 
94 My italics. Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 20, lines 12–14. Sor, Méthode…, 1830, pp. 28–29: « J'ai déjà 
exposé dans la première pour établir' e partie les raisons que jai eues pour partie que j'ai eues pour comme règle générale de 
n'employer ordinairement que trois doigts; d'après cela, je tiens toujours la main à une hauteur qui tienne le pouce à même de 
parcourir quatre cordes, et les autres deux doigts vis-à-vis des deux autres…». 
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force of Sor’s stemming choice is related to the fingering, indicating his anticipation that the 

down-stem notes would be played with the thumb. Sor mentions this specific technique in his 

Méthode…, writing: 

The joint of the thumb as well as its position means it plays in the other direction to that 
of the fingers, and which, in addition to the option of plucking the string, is able to draw 
nearer to or away from them without disturbing the hand; it can pass across two 
contiguous strings with such velocity, that they are heard at the same time.95 

At bar 51 Sor’s use of the thumb for simultaneous notes and the m and i fingers on the upper 

two notes in the chord. Yepes applied this technique with the a finger to create a strong forte, 

and this may be the reason Sor uses this technique on the bottom three notes. Scheit ascribes 

no importance to Sor’s grouping of the upper two notes on one stem, and therefore strokes 

the thumb through as before:  

 

Example 31. Bars 5–6 in Sor Op. 9, Introduction, Meissonnier 2nd edition (top, my fingering); Yepes, 1982 
(middle); Scheit, 1964 (bottom). 

Scheit adds a forte in bar 51. There are no dynamics in Sor’s edition after the forte in bar 1, 

leaving dynamics entirely to the performer. This is typical of Sor and I believe it is a 

shortcoming in his scores. Performers are forced to make these judgements. 
                                                 
95 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 11, lines 25–29 The translation by Merrick is confusing and reads: “The joint 
of the thumb as well as its position cause its action to be in another direction different from that of the fingers, and besides 
the possibility of pushing the string, it can approach them or recede without deranging the hand; it can slide on two 
succeeding strings with such a velocity as to make them both be heard together”. Sor, Méthode…, 1830, pp. 13–14: 
« L'articulation du pouce ainsi que sa position fait que son jeu est dans une autre direction que celui des autres doigts, et que, 
outre la possibilité de pincer la corde, il peut se rapprocher et s'éloigner d'eux sans déranger la main; il peut glisser sur deux 
cordes immédiates avec une telle vitesse, qu'on les entende ensemble ».  
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In the next three bars we see Yepes rejecting the reversal of the voices at bar 81, 

preferring the which Sor clearly indicates the higher note being played on the lower string. 

Scheit retains this fingering: 

 

Example 32. Bars 7–10 in Sor Op. 9, Introduction, Meissonnier 2nd edition (top); Yepes, 1982 (middle); Scheit, 
1964 (bottom).  

Yepes uses apoyando for the upper voice on the beat, which we may class as a “modern 

technique”. Although Sor certainly used the technique of dragging the finger onto the next 

string there seems to be no evidence that he recognised this as a tessitura change for a whole 

melody or bass line as Yepes does. Nor does he seem to accent individual notes in this way. 

Yepes uses left-hand substitute fingerings that Sor may well have used as part of his system 

of shifting. For some inexplicable reason Scheit deletes the double dot and upper auxiliary 

semiquaver in bar 102, which once again exceeds his prerogative.  

In the following example the argument is rather complex. The common time signature is 

varied by Sor to make triplets in bar 13; at bar 133 the two lower notes consist of a crotchet 

and by a quaver rest positioned in triplet meter not quadruple meter. Sor omits the crotchet 

rest on 134, which I have added. These rests are supplied by Yepes in quadruple spacing. This 

is important because Sor holds the chord on 133 for only two of the three quavers forming the 

beat, the final quaver being a rest. This means that the lower notes of the chord on 133 are 
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still sounding when the melody e1 is played forming a unison, which is held until the b1–e1 

slur is completed. Yepes emphasises the 2+3 quaver imitation by rejecting the slur here: 

 

Example 33. Bars 13–15 in Sor Op. 9, Introduction, Meissonnier 2nd edition (top, my fingering); Yepes, 1982 
(middle); Scheit, 1964 (bottom). 

The duration of the chords at bar 131 and 132 determine the fingering of the triplets (above). 

Sor intends what Yepes writes but without the fingering apparatus. At bar 143 Sor places a 

crotchet value on the chord indicating by rests that the outer voices are in quadruple simple 

time and the inner voice is in triplets. This displaces the quaver rests onto the beat at bar 144, 

requiring the holding of the chord on 143 for a duration of the three triplet quavers. The only 

way to hold these notes is to form the chord with e on the fifth, open first string and g1 on the 

second string (using voice reversal). Yepes fingers the chord in the second position making 

the bass e into a quaver instead of a crotchet to avoid holding the chord over the open g and 

the g♯, which is difficult if not impossible. The question is not whether Yepes was within his 

rights to change the notes; rather, it is how Sor’s lack of fingering can be deceptive and by 

simply insisting on a specific note duration may generate a whole new set of fingering 

consequences without a single number to be seen. In bar 15, Sor slurs the resolution of his 
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long appoggiature, which Yepes resolves early and reiterates. I suggest this goes against the 

composer’s intention. Scheit, for no rhyme nor reason, completely recomposes the passage. 

In bars 16 to 18 (below), we see how Sor communicate his intentions to Yepes:  

 

Example 34. Bars 16–18 in Sor Op. 9, Introduction, Meissonnier 2nd edition (top); Yepes, 1982 (middle); 
Scheit, 1964 (bottom). 

Yepes interprets this with improved notation of harmonics and fingering, to suit articulation 

differences that Sor introduces in bars 164 and 184. Sor might be indicating p for both the bass 

notes at the 161 and 181, and may not have used the harmonic at the nineteenth fret. Scheit 

does not like double-dotted notes here, nor even does he like the melody. 

At bar 201, below, a little inner melody in triplets around the b in the middle voice lasts 

three beats until 203, followed by a concluding figure on bar 204, starting on the upbeat. The 

little inner voice is then imitated at the octave below at bar 211–3, followed by the previous 

concluding figure: 
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Example 35. Bars 19–21 in Sor Op. 9, Introduction, Meissonnier 2nd edition (top, my fingering); Yepes, 1982 
(middle); Scheit, 1964 (bottom). 

Anyone playing this has a number of options: looking at what Sor writes, we see once again, 

that the placing of the rest in the upper voice at bar 201 is as though for triplets, two crotchet 

rests on 202 and 203 are being omitted by Sor. Yepes implies the top voice is quadruple 

simple time, with the inner voice as compound triplets, indicated by his triplet quaver rest on 

201. Even notated in this way, the d♯1 lasts over the b that follows, which means that it cannot 

be played on the same string. Unlike the harmonics, which Sor stems with the pedal b, the d♯1 

he stems up, while the b is beamed in the middle voice attached to the f♯ on 201. Sor is 

therefore indicating the whole of the little triplet inner voice as on the third string, later to be 

imitated on the fifth string. My speculative fingering shows what I believe is Sor’s implied 

fingering. The little concluding figure marking the upbeat, may be contrasted alternating the 

open string colour at bars 194 and 214, echoed by the fretted string-colour at bars 204 and 224. 

While this is no definitive answer, many of the techniques used by Sor are close to what 

Yepes described as the “elements of modern instrumental technique” in his Preface. The 

work concludes with the rhythmic reiteration of part of the melody in the bass manufacturing 
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a decrescendo that is not signalled. The tonal subtlety in Sor’s use of the guitar was 

misunderstood, trivialised and misconstrued by Karl Scheit right up to the final three bars as 

we can see here: 

 

Example 36. Bars 22–24 in Sor Op. 9, Introduction, Meissonnier 2nd edition (top); Yepes, 1982 (middle); 
Scheit, 1964 (bottom). 

The smallest detail in Sor’s notation is part of his fingering, imposed by the careful notation 

of durations. The modern editions show that a serious reading of Sor’s Introduction, such as 

that of Yepes, is hardly removed at all from what he wrote. The Scheit edition reveals how 

long the myth lasted that Sor wrote impossible music that must first be edited before it can be 

played. Scheit’s approach was to “arrange” the piece or, as Sor said, “derange” it.96  

Sor Variations Op. 9, Theme 

From here on the Karl Scheit edition is ignored. I shall now compare the performing editions 

of Segovia and Yepes to the two performing editions of Sor, using the Paris edition and, if 

necessary, the London edition: 

                                                 
96 Sor used this idea in the context of opera arrangements for guitar, see Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 66 or Sor, Method…, 
translated Merrick, 1832, p. 11, p. 38, lines 21–27. 
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Example 37. Bars 1–8 in Sor Op. 9, Theme, Meissonnier 2nd edition (top); Yepes, 1982 (middle); Segovia, 
1931 (bottom). 

The Segovia edition, which is based on the Paris edition, has added tempo indications and 

Italian expression terms that are both tasteful and restrained, the interpretative licence for 

which Segovia is renowned is hardly perceptible in his score. I find it surprising that he was 

unable to respond to Sor’s Introduction, which he omits entirely. By accepting Sor’s notation 

a century after it was published with almost no reservation, Segovia showed that he received 
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it as fully formed modern technique—given that he generally had no compunction about 

changing music to suit his technique or conception. Sor’s version is a straightforward bel 

canto embellishment of the Mozart theme. It is not necessary, as some writers have done, to 

look for sources that coincide with his configuration of this melody. The use of dotted notes 

and the addition of an appoggiatura from below or above, and such devices are stock in trade, 

common practice embellishments to which the Mozart melody naturally lends itself.  

In the above example, there is a very clear example of Sor’s slurring, which is applied to 

the first notes but not the repeated notes assuming continued slurring until the notes change. 

So the slur on the last two semiquavers of bar 11 is reiterated only at bar 21, while every b in 

the internal pedal is slurred. There is slurring in bar 3 but none in bar 4, which can have no 

significance and may mean “and so forth”, which is how Segovia reads it. In my view, 

Segovia’s repeated slurs are proper interpretations of what Sor intended in his economical 

notation. Yepes initially recorded this work without the Introduction, probably from the 

Segovia edition. His edition has a portrait of Sor, a copy of the title page from the corrupt 

Meissonnier first edition, a Preface, two pages of fingering symbols, a miniature score of 

Mozart’s ‘Das klinget so Herrlich’ from Die Zauberflöte97 and a table of sources showing 

variant readings. Yepes was in the middle of an aesthetic dilemma of the modern performer 

wanting to construct a unique artistic image of a piece played by millions of guitarists, while 

offering an authoritative, scholarly reading that acknowledges what Sor actually wrote and, 

indeed, what Mozart wrote first. The result is an Introduction beautifully fingered in 

accordance with Sor’s indications and a Theme that deviates from Sor’s notation.  

At the upbeat to bar 5, Yepes fingers the melody on the second string with the upper 

voice at 51 and 52 changed to quavers, the e1 and g♯1 forming un underlying chord on the 

second and third strings. Yepes therefore rejects the voice inversion used by Sor in bar 5, 

preferring to match the quavers in the melody line of bars 7 and 8. It appears this is aimed at 

bringing the theme somewhat closer to the simplicity of Mozart original. In bar 5, Sor 

articulates the b1s in the consequent with the soft staccato of semiquavers separated by 

semiquaver rests. Yepes, in my view, looked at the incomplete slurring in bars 1 to 3 and 

decided to abandon the slurring altogether. His fingering could have used held chords on the 

top three strings for bars 1 to 4 and continued in that manner for the rest of the Theme, 

making it a little more like the Mozart original.  

                                                 
97 This well known song is from W. A. Mozart, Die Zauberflöte, Act 1, No. 8, ‘Finale’, bars 294–326.  
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The second eight-bar phrase(below) is varied in a second time in bars 13 and 14. Sor 

keeps his non-legato semiquavers in bar 13 with special notation that shows the stems above 

the semiquavers in the repeat bar. This is avant-garde notation for its time and it was retained 

by Segovia, who filled in the implied slurs in Sor’s edition and added fingering. Yepes wrote 

out the repeat because he rewrote bar 13 to place it on the second string, using reverse 

voicing for the chords at bars 131 and 132: 

 

Example 38. Bars 12–16 in Sor Op. 9, Theme, Meissonnier 2nd edition (top); Yepes, 1982, written out repeat 
cropped to match the other two editions (middle); Segovia, 1931 (bottom). 

The Yepes fingering of the passage in two completely different ways illustrates a unique 

property of Sor’s music at the time he was composing, which I have not, for example, found 
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in Giuliani’s music, enabling performers to play many passages in his music in completely 

different ways on different strings. The confusion in the Yepes edition is his scholarly 

apparatus, which is not needed to justify an interesting and original reading of Sor’s music. 

His appeal to the ‘higher authority’ of Mozart may have informed his own thoughtful 

approach to the instrument but has nothing to do with what Sor actually wrote—and wrote 

very, very carefully. Sor wrote modern music for the guitar in the early nineteenth century 

but he did not write music that was unplayable; his music, while often difficult to read and 

finger, can be made out if careful attention is paid to his notation.  

Sor Variations Op. 9, Variation 1 

In this variation, all of Sor’s slurred and detached notes are explicitly presented except bar 32, 

where the final two detachment dots are not added. The first change made in the modern 

editions is the double-sharp on 11, which requires cancellation in 12. Segovia does not cancel 

it but Yepes does. Was this intended by Sor? All the other turn motifs have a chromatic lower 

auxiliary, so this is probably correct: 

 

Example 39. Bars 1–3 in Sor Op. 9, Variation 1, Meissonnier 2nd edition (top); Yepes, 1982 (middle); Segovia, 
1931 (bottom). 

Sor holds the chord at bar 21, until the fast scale begins, which Sor slurs from the first 

demisemiquaver. I would argue that Sor does this to facilitate a change to position IV for the 
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scale, ready for the next turn figure, and suggest that it is naturally slurred and easier to play 

fast. Both Yepes and Segovia reject this slur, why? Yepes also rejects the slurring on 11 and 

31. At bar 32, Sor recommends a subito lifting of the chord after a semiquaver, suggesting an 

open b (as Segovia reads it), Yepes resolves the dominant seventh up in the middle voice—I 

suggest Sor imagined a rest before the seventh falls to the g, the f♯ falling and B rising to e, 

which is what happens (not shown here but forming the first chord in the next example). The 

second fast scale at bar 19 is slurred differently by Segovia and not at all by Yepes. Below is 

what I consider to be Sor’s likely fingering, considering the notation and slurring: 

 

Example 40. Bar 12, Sor Op. 9, Variation 1, Meissonnier 2nd edition, showing the straightforward fingering that 
appears to be implied by Sor’s notation and his slurring. 

In the next example, Segovia, while retaining the same notation at bar 51 with the quaver 

e1 on the second string and the g♯1 on the first, misreads Sor by slurring the e1 to the b, which 

connects a soprano part to an alto part making a mess of the voicing. Segovia is effectively 

playing what Yepes indicates with a slur. Both in my opinion miss the point: Sor deliberately 

forces the turn on b1 to fall a fifth to e1 on the first string at bar 51 and repeats this to create a 

more dramatic leap of an octave up to e2 on the upbeat to bar 6. The alternative offered in the 

two modern readings is tame and removes the variety from the original by replacing it with a 

pedestrian fall from b1 to g♯1 played twice and followed by the rise of a sixth to the high e2. 

In Sor’s original there is no slur indicated from g♯1 to e1 on bars 51 and 61, but this has been 

done throughout and may well have been intended here too, enabling the soft slurred b to 

make way for the open e1 to emerge more clearly: 
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Example 41. Bars 4–6 in Sor Op. 9, Variation 1, Meissonnier 2nd edition (top); Yepes, 1982 (middle); Segovia, 
1931 (bottom). 

In the remaining bars of this variation, Sor continues to require crossed voicing, avoided by 

both Segovia and Yepes; the fast scale, is carefully slurred by Sor between the first two 

ascending notes in each case presenting players with the challenge working out how best to 

do this. Segovia changes the slurring and Yepes fingers both scales detached. Seeing that Sor 

offers perfectly viable fingerings in this variation, it is hard to see any good reason for 

disregarding them. 

Sor Variations Op. 9, Variation 2, Mineur 

Sor’s notation of the beginning of the Mineur Variation 2 has long puzzled guitarists who 

sense that something special needs to be done in bars 1 to 5. There is no fingering at all in 

either of his editions. Up to now we have discussed Sor’s notation in terms of ‘voicing’ using 

the analogy of the choir. There are several ways to articulate the melody notes in bar 1 

(below). Yepes plays the initial three notes and the following three on the second string, the 

replaced finger separating the upbeat to bar 2. Segovia changes the colour at the upbeat. My 

fingering accommodates Sor’s notation invoking his conception of the guitar as miniature 

orchestra and separating the instrumentation of the upbeat and first quaver of bar 1 from the 

unison e1s on the first string, which continue the melodic idea: 
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Example 42. Bars 1–5 in Sor Op. 9, Variation 2, Mineur, Meissonnier 2nd edition (top); Yepes, 1982 (middle); 
Segovia, 1931 (bottom). 

At bar 21 (above) the middle voice g is beamed with the b its short duration suggesting 

both are on the third string. Playing the b open (as Segovia does) voices it with the d♯; Yepes 

allows it to last on with the b under a third position barré. The little note at the upbeat to bar 3 

is omitted by both Yepes and Segovia, presumably because the only way of playing it is on 

the open string b with no slur on the basis that ornaments are always slured. The reason for 

deleting this note is the answering phrase on the second string in imitation of the first. Sor’s 

little note actually argues against this fingering demanding performance of this ornament as it 

might be done on the piano, which is hardly a problem. At bar 5 the complicated ways of 

playing the chords chosen by Yepes and Segovia avoid the five-fret stretch that is more likely 

to have been Sor’s fingering, especially given the shorter string length of the guitar. There is 

considerable choice in these fingerings, as Sor intended, which leaves the working out of 

good fingerings to the performer, as he would have anticipated.  

In the next example Yepes omits another little ornament and shortens the middle voice to 

allow a position change, while Segovia converts the little note into a glissando (indicated 

beneath the notes as an ornament) but his lower notes played like Yepes without notating it: 
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Example 43. Bar 10 in Sor Op. 9, Variation 2, Mineur, Meissonnier 2nd edition (top); Yepes, 1982 (middle); 
Segovia, 1931 (bottom). 

Segovia’s implied fingering keeps the middle voice on the third and second strings at bar 111. 

Sor’s fingering would have taken the form of Segovia’s with the reiteration of the a1 before 

the glissando to c2, the remainder being as indicated by Yepes. The semiquaver rest in 101 

should have been included by Segovia, whereas the smaller scale of Sor’s guitar may have 

allowed him to do without it, stretching to the high a1 before the glissando. The ornament 

may not be a glissando, in which case the second quaver in bar 111 would need to be on the 

third and fourth strings. The more I look at these differences, the less I see the need for them. 

What is wrong with Sor’s notation? 

Sor Variations Op. 9, Variation 3 

In Variation 3, Sor presents a slow melody in the lower voices, ornamented by a filigree of 

chord and scale above it, the down-stemming of the upbeat b allocates it to the lower voices. 

Both Yepes and Segovia use an open-string b for the initial upbeat, which connects it to the 

tone-quality of the upper voice. Seeing the guitar as an orchestra in miniature, Sor may be 

making a connection to the lower voices, by playing the note on the third string instead. This 

occurs again at the upbeat to bar 3, which should also be played on the third string. The 

justification for this comes on the upbeat to bar 13, which is played on the fourth string: 
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Example 44. Bars 1–4 in Sor Op. 9, Variation 3, Meissonnier 2nd edition (top); Yepes, 1982 (middle); Segovia, 
1931 (bottom). 

At bar 4 Yepes and Segovia alter the melody. Bar 21 has b1 falling chromatically to a1 at 22, 

embellished in a chromatic descent to g♯1 before rising to the a1 on 22. Segovia assumes that 

this should is imitated in bar 41 to 42, changing the e1 to g♯1. How might such an error have 

occurred? Sor does not imitate the upper voice in bar 1 when he gets to bar 3, where he has a 

different embellishment. Segovia is recomposing Sor without bibliographical justification for 

his changes.  

As a diversion, the above passage, as fingered by both these guitarists, is a good example 

of the same harmonic material fingered and conceived in a similar manner being used in two 

completely independent works. The example below is from Sor’s Six Valtzes Pour Guitare 

Seule Op. 18, Walze No. 3, which has a passage beginning in bar 4 that uses exactly the same 

vocabulary of harmonic ideas, fingering, and placement of voices as we have just seen in the 

Op. 9, Variation 3, out of which he crafts a waltz with a different tempo and mood: 
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Example 45. Bars 1–8 in Sor Op. 9, Variation 3, Meissonnier 2nd edition (top); Sor, Six Valtzes Pour Guitare 
Seule Op. 18, Walze No. 3, bars 1–16, fingering added by me. Spencer Collection, Royal Academy of Music. 

The fingering in the waltz is mine but stock of positions Sor’s from Op. 9, Variation 3, as it 

appears in the Paris edition. Of course the fingering at bar 4 of the waltz need not slide finger 

2 up the fourth string—as dictated in Op. 9—but this is confirmed at bar 12 where the bass 

voice includes the g♯ implying a natty slide to prepare for the chord in bar 13 

Sor Variations Op. 9, Variation 4 

In the example below, I have used the London edition of Variation 4 for my analysis because 

it was Sor’s first articulation of the work before it was revised. He devised a duet using only 

two strings accompanied by a bass part interspersed with broken-chord flourishes or turn 

motifs written as a single part. To show how the work was conceived I have simplified the 

score and left out the flourishes. The analysis uses ‘stems up’ to indicate the notes on the first 

string, ‘stems down’ to identify the notes on the second string; the lower (third) voice also 
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has ‘stems down’ with rests. This skeletal representation allows us to see the organisation of 

the voice leading in this duet, which is obscured by the notation of three voices as only one: 

 

Example 46. Sor Op. 9, Variation 4, London edition, copy in Jeffery, Complete Works, vol. 1. 
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The square brackets around the note b (on the second string) after bar 7, signify the 

central note in the Turn or Gruppetto in bars 7, 9, 10–12 and 15, which belongs to the 

accompaniment, not to the duet otherwise played on that string. There is no fingering in the 

London edition that contradicts the voices to being understood in this way, which is not, 

however, the case in the Paris edition, which we will come to. The duet voices overlap on the 

upbeat to bar 5. The reason for this is the reversal of the notes in the motif. Sometimes Sor 

did this for easier fingering but, in this case, the voices overlap to overrule the upper voice 

rising of a third from g♯1 to b1 (as the bare notes suggest they should) by causing the lower 

note to be sung by the upper voice in a leap a fifth from e1 to b1 instead.  

The reason for this long explanation is that the fingering in the revised Paris edition has 

the same reversed fingering on the upbeat to bar 1, added by the two small fingering numbers 

in the bottom example at bar 11: 

 

Example 47. Sor Op. 9, Variation 4, bar 1, London edition, Jeffery, Complete Works, vol. 1 (top); Meissonnier 
2nd edition, Spencer Collection, RAM (bottom). 

The example below is an analysis showing the duet that result from the fingering of the 

revised Paris edition (top), compared to the London edition fingering (bottom). Upper voices 

(stems up) indicating the first string, lower voices (stems down) indicating the second string: 

 

Example 48. Diagram of voice leading in the duet for first eight bars of Sor Op. 9, Variation 4, Paris edition. 

I believe that this shows the Paris edition to be inferior to the London edition because there is 

no discernible reason for the overlapping the voices at the upbeat to bar 1, whereas, at the 
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upbeat to bar five there is such a justification. The fingering of the Paris edition is advertised 

by Meissonnier as by Sor but this change is so slight that we cannot be certain it was his. 

There is even less technical logic behind this change: this fingering has to be played in the 

seventh position (the London edition is in fourth position); next chord is in first position; the 

variation is quick. This is to sacrifice clarity of voice leading to idiomatic fingering when the 

fingering is not even idiomatic! I am arguing that voice leading should prevail over fingering. 

This kind of fingering is a remnant of the old campanela fingerings that are often used by 

Sor to enhance legato or facilitate position changes, especially around g1 on the second string. 

I would argue that modern technique generally favours fingerings that are synchronous with 

ordinary voice leading and so reject such campanela fingerings reducing the variety in Sor’s 

music. He had a sophisticated grasp of the acoustic properties of different strings on his 

guitar, but he did not always keep notes on one string. Neither did he invariably use 

campanela fingerings. What is important in reading his notation is to carefully consider the 

durations of the notes for the musical idea that he is trying to present.  

To conclude the voice leading argument in the previous example, the duet ends at bar 81 

on a unison e1, which is not notated as a unison in the guitar part. The same occurs at the 

answering consequent in bar 161, which also suggests a unison e1, which is not indicated:  

 

Example 49. Sor Op. 9 Variation 4 bars 13–16. The London edition (above) has a single e1 as the final note of 
the duet, which I suggest resolves onto unison e1s. 

The whole passage is written as though in were one voice and yet it is clearly presents two 

voices on two strings. The duet converges onto the final unison e1 raising the possibility that 

this note was played as a literal unison on the first and second strings. The implied unison is 

not excluded technically an may be assumed by the player. Additionally, as we shall see, Sor 

often converges on such a unison and indicates playing it in his notation.  
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Sor Variations Op. 9, Coda 

In the following example I have taken the London edition and added the right-hand fingering 

that I consider to be implied by the notation. At bar 17, the right hand has four digits playing 

the top four strings, but in order to provide the proper harmonic resolution, fingers i and m in 

bar 18 must drop down a string on the first triplet before and return to their previous position 

on the second: 

 

Example 50. Sor Op. 9, Coda, bars 16–21, London edition, my fingering showing right-hand position shifts. 

Of course we cannot be sure that this was what Sor did but at bar 20 the same technique is 

applied to resolve the chord in bar 19, the first triplet requiring the i and m fingers to shift 

position up to the third and second strings for the second triplet. The unknown hand in the 

copy of the Meissonnier second edition in the Rischel and Birket-Smith collection drew a line 

through the bass notes at bar 20 (first triplet), preferring to ignore the voice leading by 

keeping the fingers on strings one, two and three. Sor’s notation shows his concern for the 

resolution of leading-notes, sevenths and ninths. He may, nevertheless, have found in 

performance that the right-hand position change in bar 18 (above) was problematic and 

elected to change the two notes in the Paris edition. He did not, however, change the notes in 

bar 20 as the unknown hand suggested. Performers today might choose what they prefer. 

In the following example, the Coda in the London edition has no fingering at all and the 

Paris edition adds unnecessary fingering in bar 171–2, 211, a ‘refinement’ indicating the bass 

note at bar 291 as a harmonic and fingering at bars 292, 352 and 362. The d♮ at bar 291 (below) 

can been played with the third finger on the fourth string. The lack of an indication for the 

harmonic may not indicate a misprint in the first edition as Sor may always have played it 

thus—as have most players since—but accepting this means playing harmonics that are not 

indicated in the score may fall within a performer’s prerogative in Sor’s notation: 
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Example 51. Sor Op. 9, Coda, bars 28–31, London edition (top), the d1 on bar 291, is not harmonic, altered in 
the Paris edition (bottom), along with the added fingering on bar 292.  

There are two possible fingerings for the second chord in bar 302, the first is being shown 

in the Paris edition (above). In the analysis of this chord change (below) the upper two voices 

are on the top system and the lower two on the lower system: 

 

Example 52. Above is the fingering in bar 302 in the Paris edition extrapolated to the surrounding bars. 

The chord on 302 is difficult because it stretches five frets, possibly assisted by a slide or 

barré. The fall of a diminished fifth requires the a♯1 to rise to the b1, while the bass falls from 

the harmonic d♮ in bar 291 to the b in bar 311. The f1-double-sharp on the second string 

resolves up to the g♯1 and the c1 and e1 fall to the b. The alternative fingering of the chord 

(below) uses a campanela fingering with an open e1 that avoids the five-fret stretch. The 

resulting voice leading, examined according to the idea that each string constitutes a separate 

voice, becomes apparently chaotic:  
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Example 53. The alternative fingering to bar 30 using the open e1 string extrapolated to the surrounding bars 
(above) with the voice-leading analysis (bottom). 

The first string has e2—e1—b1; the second string disguises the leap of a diminished fifth, 

introducing a little a1—a♯1—g♯1 diversion; the f-double-sharp1 is unresolved on the third 

string. Played simultaneously, these differences are dissolved by the ear, but my impression is 

the passage is dominated by the octave leap, instead of the fall of a diminished fifth. Sor uses 

cross string fingering (of the kind shown above) with similar voice-leading consequences, so 

this fingering cannot be excluded. The contrapuntal clarity of the Paris edition suggests that 

the fingering was Sor’s. The five-fret stretch is very common in Sor’s music but has been 

resisted by players of bigger guitars but in this case not by Segovia and Yepes, who follow 

the first fingering option.  

The 2nd Fantasia [Op. 4] 
The Clementi edition of the Fantaisie [Op. 12] for Frederick Kalkbrenner was the first 

fantasia Sor published in London, providing the reason for the title of following work: 

2nd / FANTASIA / for the / Spanish Guitar, / Composed & Respectfully Dedicated to / 
Miss CORNEWALLE / BY / F. Sor / Pr. 1/6 / London, Printed & Sold for the Author, by 
L. Lavenu, at his Music Warehouse, 26 New Bond Street. / 

The dating is given by Jeffery is “…1815 or shortly after… [but] before 1818 when Lavenu 

died”.98 This complex argument is unnecessary since Meissonier’s edition (based on the 

Lavenu edition) is precisely dated January 1816 on the plates. It was this publication that 

                                                 
98 Jeffery, The New Complete Works, first edition, 2001, p. xiii. Jeffery argues that the address of “26 New Bond Street” 
implies 1811 or before and Sor arrived in London in 1815 this conflicts with “Printed and Sold for the Author” on the title 
page. 
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confused Meissonnier’s numbering of the fantasias. The two previous fantasias were the just-

mentioned Op. 12 and Op. 7 published earlier in Paris, both as concert works of the highest 

order of virtuosity. It is also important to recognise that in parallel to his concert works Sor 

regularly more didactic works. One such is the 2nd Fantasia for the Spanish Guitar [Op. 4], 

conceived as a salon fantasia for amateurs of moderate ability, in this case a certain “Miss 

Cornewalle”, who was probably one of his pupils.  

The 2nd Fantasia is structured in the same way as Sor’s new concert fantasias, which is 

probably why Jeffery lists it as one of the fantasias he performed in his London concerts. It is, 

however, too insubstantial musically for performance at benefit concerts before Cramer, Ries, 

Kalkbrenner and others, who were listening as much for the merits of the composition as the 

virtuosity of its composer.99 Sor’s dedications of concert fantasias to Ignace Pleyel or 

Frederick Kalkbrenner mark these works as different class of composition altogether from the 

Fantasia for Miss Cornewalle, a contrast that draws attention to dedicatees as indicators of 

the purpose of the work. 

Sor sent the London edition to Paris as an apograph for Meissonnier, who produced a 

very careful and thorough copy entitled Deuxième Fantaisie. This edition differs mainly in its 

page layout in minimal but significant ways. The Lewis Lavenu London edition of the 2nd 

Fantasia reproduced below has differences pointed out with superimposed arrows and 

blocked capitals:  

 

Example 54. Facsimile of the 2nd Fantasia for the Spanish Guitar, bars 46–66, Jeffery Complete Works, 1982.  

 Block A: the upbeat to bar 47 might be repeated at bar 51. 

                                                 
99 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 62. 
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 Block B: the arrows show Sor’s inventive and specific campanela fingering using an 

open first and second string on the upbeat chord and his insisting on an open first string 

at bar 541, thus placing the hand in the fifth position and making it easier. 

 Block C: the repeat at bar 56 is in the wrong place creating a 12 bar phrase instead of a 

16 bar phrase ending at bar 60. Jeffery also finds this repeat to be “corrupt”.100  

The Paris edition (below) differs from the English edition in the following ways:  

 

Example 55. Deuxième Fantaisie Op. 4, microfilm of Meissonnier, Collection complète, BnF Vm8 u. 113. 

 Block A: the upbeat to bar 51 is left as it stands. 

 Block B: the omission of the “0” fingerings effectively changes Sor’s fingering. 

 Block C: the early repeat sign at bar 56 is not corrected.  

 Block D: the indication “leg[giero]” is deleted and the double stemming of the upbeat, 

which indicates Sor playing unison e1s, has the lower stem removed.  

By removing fingerings Meissonnier indicates that he or his engraver applied their mind to 

Sor’s apograph and deliberately deleted the fingerings. The same applies to the double stem 

on the unison e1 at Block D, which is an unacceptable simplification. The application of mind 

to the score did not result in the correction of the early repeat sign: 

In the example (below) the first Rondo theme returns for the last time at Block A. At 

Block B the consequent phrase has a start repeat sign but no return repeat sign to follow it. 

Neither is there any repeat at the start of Block A, where the antecedent phrase begins.  

                                                 
100 Jeffery, The New Complete Works, second edition, 2004, vol. 1, p. xii–xiii. 
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Example 56. The 2nd Fantasia for the Spanish Guitar, bars 136–156. Block B shows the problematic repeat. 
The arrows refer to problems with the slurring. 

Jeffery suggests that repeats for both phrases be reinstated by adding a repeat sign at Block 

A, a two-way repeat sign at Block B, and a first time bar from earlier material just before the 

Coda (Block C)—turning bar 152 into a second time bar. This laborious correction of a 

simple misprint cannot be justified. The more plausible solution is to delete the erroneous 

repeat sign at Block B confirming the lack of a repeat from Block A leaving no further 

repeats. The arrows after Block B indicate changes in the slurring: 

 Bar 1471 is not slurred but Sor’s convention of not repeating slurs on the same notes 

indicates that it should follow the slur in bar 145. There is no slur in the Paris edition.  

 At bars 1461 and 1481 Meissonnier makes an editorial alteration by moving the slurs to 

the first two notes. All other occurrences of this passage are slurred as shown.  

 At the bar 153, after the Coda, the arrow indicates an omitted slur that may have arisen 

from Sor’s convention of not marking slurs on repeated notes. The imitation of this 

articulation slurred both times two bars later, suggests that the missing slur is a simple 

misprint. This is not compositional resistance to homogeneity as the slurs are important 

to the technical performance of the piece. The misprint is not fixed by Meissonnier. 

The changes made by Meissonnier and copying of the misprints in the repeat bars, if nothing 

else, show that his source was the English edition. Too many coincidences are needed to 

explain the errors in both editions as being committed from a fair copy autograph sent by Sor 

to both publishers.  

The Deuxième Fantaisie [Op. 4], plates in Meissonnier’s first edition of the Collection 

complète, BnF Vm8 u. 113, were left untouched in Sor’s revisions for the second edition, 

which therefore means that the London edition is bibliographically the most authoritative. 
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This edition still contains errors. More interesting is how Sor might have played it. Below are 

my suggested fingerings for this work. Sor accepted the prerogative of the performer to finger 

pieces in ways that were musical and congruent with his notation. This is a teaching piece, so 

the fingering should accord with Sor’s general principles: the middle finger’s natural position 

is on the first string; play the rests; left hand holds fingers down; slide where possible; and, in 

general, read the music and embellish repeats in the song-like movements where appropriate. 

In the Andante Largo, Introduzione, (below) all the notes are fingered by me. The clutter 

on this score that results is the reason Sor elected to exclude fingering altogether. The a 

finger is used rarely but this is, I believe, how he used his right hand. It is sometimes easier to 

use m i together on different strings, rather than adding the a finger or playing a and m 

together as modern technique might suggest. The predominance of chords and broken chords 

makes alternating fingers in this piece rare.  

 

Figure 7. Fingering of the 2nd Fantasia for the Spanish Guitar, Andante Largo, Jeffery Complete Works, 1982. 

The Rondo, as fingered below, has unexpectedly modern techniques I suspect Sor knew 

and used. The two insets at bars 1 and 5 show the e1 to f♯1 that is slurred at its other 

occurrences suggesting a misprint here. The rests on bars 12 and 22 and 132 and 142 are 

intended to be observed. The only way I can see of doing this is replacing the plucking thumb 

on the just-played string. This creates what Sor refers to as a fulcrum for the stability of the 

hand playing the thirds. The c♯1 in the alto in bar 51, which might be expected to be tied but is 

not and never is throughout. This may be to reinforce the descent in the middle voice to the a 

at bar 61: 
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Example 57. Fingering of the 2nd Fantasia for the Spanish Guitar, Rondo, bars 1–16, Jeffery Complete Works, 
1982. 

Sor commonly uses the thumb to strum two adjacent strings, for example, at bars 71 and 81. 

These notes could be individually plucked, but the reason for the thumb strum is to free the m 

and i fingers in the upper voice, avoiding the use of the a finger. The low E in bar 8 may have 

been played resting on the next string as an apoyando, without it being an accent. Finally, at 

bar 8 I suggest dragging the thumb through to the next higher string, which is a technique that 

I believe Sor made extensive using both the fingers and the thumb. In this case and at this 

speed, it is likely that he did so here. 

Les Adieux! Sixième Fantaisie Op. 21 
In his critical edition, The New Complete Works of Sor in 2004, Brian Jeffery relegates the 

Meissonnier Les Adieux! Sixième Fantaisie Op. 21, plate 304, to the status of inferior later 

edition before the recently discovered Spanish La Despedida Andante y Allegretto, edition 

that may have been published in Spain by Francesco Vaccari. He gives the following reasons: 

…[A] previously unknown edition of this work has been discovered in the Fundación 
Joaquin Díaz in Urueña (Valladolid, Spain) of a Spanish edition which appears to predate 
the previously known (French) edition. Because of the particular circumstances of this 
work which Sor dedicated to a musician working in Spain, it is likely that the new text is 
closer to Sor’s original than the French [Meissonier] edition, and it gives a better text of 
the music, showing above all a more detailed, precise and careful use of dynamic 
indications. I have established the text of La Despedida on the newly discovered Spanish 
edition…101 

                                                 
101 Jeffery, The New Complete Works, second edition, 2004, vol. 3, pp. vii–ix. 
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I believe that this is incorrect in nearly every detail. Vaccari was in London and appeared in 

concerts with Sor as soloist and leader of the orchestra. On his return to Spain Sor wrote this 

farewell as a token of their friendship. There is no indication that this had anything to do with 

“working in Spain”, he was simply a Spanish musician working in London. He clearly owned 

a manuscript copy of the work and it is possible that this was given to him on 28 June 1816 

by Sor, because a note to this effect is on the title page of the Meissonnier Collection 

Complète in the ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’ volume in the Spencer Collection. The writer of this note 

and a basis for this claim have not been established but the story is difficult to discount. The 

manuscript obtained by Vaccari may have been (as Jeffery says) “…a better text of the 

music…” (which I doubt) but this is insufficient reason to assume that an edition based on a 

manuscript that was edited by its dedicatee has the authority of the autograph itself. 

Meissonnier probably had a an autograph, probably revised after 1816, and had much more 

experience engraving Sor’s music.  

The Spanish edition La Despedida, published by Bartolomé Wirmbs is dated c. 1824,102 

the full title given in a caption on the first page of the music is as follows: “La Despedida, / 

Andante y Allegretto / para Guitarra sola, / de D. Fernando Sor, / dedicada a su amigo / Don 

Francisco Vaccari / Primer Violin de la Real Camara, y de la Capilla de S. M. C. / Pre 4 r.s [at 

the foot of the page] Se hallará en el Establecimiento de Grabado y Estampado de música, 

Calle del Turco / [plate] 273”. A copy in the Boije Collection, in the Music Library of 

Sweden, is a later issue from the same plates, with the engraver and printers details at the foot 

of the first page removed and replaced with: “ANTONIO ROMERO: Editor [plate no.] A.R. 

2302 [address] Calle de Preciados no. 1, MADRID”. The plate numbers on the other two 

pages are also changed, but the edition is otherwise identical. I have examined copies of both 

editions and compared them with the Meissonnier edition. In the scans below I have used the 

later issue in the Boije Collection because it is an identical but better quality copy for the 

purposes of reproduction. There is another publication by Romero, Sor’s ‘Las Quejas de 

Maruja—Cancion’, which is to be found in the Music Library of Sweden in the Boije 

Collection, mentioned earlier, with the plate number A. R. 2243, which is 59 plates later than 

La Despedida. 

It is my view that the manuscript may have been given to Vaccari by Sor on the former’s 

departure from London in 1816. The suggestion by Sébastien Lemarchand, professor of 

guitar at L'Ecole Nationale de Musique de Saint-Brieuc, that the work was an adieu to 

                                                 
102 Jeffery, The New Complete Works, second edition, 2004, vol. 3, pp. vii–ix, citing C. J. Gosálvez Lara, La Edición Musical 
Española hasta 1936.  
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Paisiello, who died on 5 June 1816, does not affect the dating of the work. The note in an 

unknown hand on the Meissonnier edition in the Robert Spencer collection reads: “A Dios. F. 

Sor a su amigo F. Vaccari. Londres 28 Julio de 1816”, thus dating Vaccari’s departure. There 

is no reason for Jeffery to suggest a second departure in 1823 when Sor had already left 

London.103 The edition published by Meissonnier as his version of this work has the title: 

“Les Adieux! Sixième Fantaisie pour Guitare seule, Dédiée à son Ami Fr. Vaccari, 1re. Violin 

de la Chambre de S.M.C. Par Ferdinando Sor. Op. 21. The “Sixième Fantaisie…” component 

in the title was added by Meissonnier, but the rest would have been on the apograph 

manuscript he worked from. Jeffery writes of this as edition as follows: 

…the Meissonnier [edition] appeared in 1825, and a close examination of the details 
seems to show that Meissonnier copied the Spanish edition, with a good many small 
omissions and changes which are not for the better. Above all, many of the interesting 
and detailed dynamic markings present in the Spanish edition… have disappeared in 
Meissonnier.104 

I have shown that the Meissonnier edition was published in October 1824 or before, not in 

“1825” as Jeffery states here, and “a close examination of the details” does not show that 

Meissonnier copied the La Despedida edition at all. Those “detailed dynamic markings” on 

the Spanish edition are out of character in Sor’s authorised editions and might be by Vaccari. 

The signs are that the original manuscript was edited by a violinist, Francesco Vaccari, with 

“many small omissions and changes”, which are typical of violin notation that were never 

authorised by the composer. Consider the following comparison of six bars (bars 79–84) of 

the Vaccari edition, La Despedida as I shall call it, (top) and the Meissonnier edition, Les 

Adieux! (below): 

 

Example 58. Bars 79–84 Sor La Despedida Andante y Allegretto, copy Boije Collection, Statens 
Musikbibliotek, Stockholm (top) and Meissonnier Les Adieux! Sixième Fantaisie… [Op.21], BnF shelf number 
Vm8 u. 113. 

                                                 
103 See Jeffery, The New Complete Works, second edition, 2004, vol. 3, pp. vii–ix.  
104 Jeffery, The New Complete Works, second edition, 2004, vol. 3, p. viii. 
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La Despedida has the upbeat to bar 81 slurred from d to c1 (a seventh higher) and does the 

same at bar 83. Both slurs could be taken to indicate a lower note held fractionally longer so 

that it lasts over the upper one like a piano slur. This may be indicated by the fingering of the 

upbeats in the seventh position. Much more likely is that this is simply a bowing indication 

that is typical of violin notation.  

Other bowing indications can be seen in the example below, where the slurs over the 

broken chords suggest the three notes of the chord be taken in one bow. On the guitar these 

notes fall easily under the hand as held chords with the bass on the fourth string, slurs are not 

usually used in this context on the guitar: 

 

Example 59. Bars 85–90, comparison of editions of Sor, La Despedida (top) and Les Adieux! (bottom).  

The above example also shows a difference in the appoggiatura and acciaccatura notation. In 

bar 85, Meissonnier understands the acciaccatura as played on the beat and very fast. Sor’s 

notation was probably a little note (with a single strike-through). Vaccari interprets this 

ornament as an appoggiatura (taking half the value of the note it precedes). Sor uses a struck-

through little note for an acciaccatura and a little note without a strike-through for an 

appoggiatura. Meissonnier does not distinguish the two ornaments. This sign in Sor’s music 

has been misinterpreted by guitarists from his day to ours.105 The most glaring example I can 

think of occurs in the Menuet from the Deuxième Grand Sonate Op. 25:  

                                                 
105 Including Julian Bream in his recording of this work, for example. 
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Example 60. Menuet, Deuxième Grand Sonate Op. 25 copy Jeffery, 1982, Complete Works, vol. 3 original in 
Spencer Collection, Royal Academy of Music Collection Complète. 

The appoggiature in this piece are played by almost everyone as acciaccature quite contrary 

to the musical sense of the piece. Jeffery in the New Complete Works goes so far as to change 

all the little notes to struck-through notes. The slurred quavers on first beats of bars over 

dominant/tonic harmony are the principal motivic feature of this minuet. From bar 29 to bar 

36 this motif is developed over a series of secondary dominants until bar 37, where the motif 

drops into the bass for two bars to end. For Sor, using little notes was one of the ways to 

notate the appoggiaturas in bars 29 and 36, which could also be written out in full as he does 

in bars 37 and 38. The ornament is placed on the melodic dotted minim to avoid complicated 

ties. Sor would have been very surprised to have been misunderstood for so long. 

Meissonnier was probably also responsible for changing the ornament in bar 10, which 

should have been a struck-through quaver signifying an acciaccatura. The first occurrence of 
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the ornament without a strike-through has probably influenced the interpretation of the later 

occurrences leading to the ongoing confusion over how to play this piece.  

Returning to La Despedida, Vaccari seems not to have had the acciaccatura in his 

repertoire at all. In the second phrase of the Allegretto at bars 73 and 74 he substitutes written 

out appoggiature for the acciaccature in the Meissonnier edition as can be seen below. La 

Despedida draws attention to a possible error in Les Adieux! where the third little note (b) at 

bar 75 is omitted. In addition, it is possible Sor wrote these ornaments without a strike 

through and Meissonnier changed them, in error omitting the final one. Les Adieux! may 

simply be correct as it stands: 

 

Example 61. Bars 72-75. Sor, comparison of editions of Sor, La Despedida (top) and Les Adieux! (bottom). 

This is made less likely by the significant and unusual indication “fp” (above). Played on the 

guitar as an accent followed by piano subito on the note immediately following raises the 

prominence of the note on the first beat by making it melodically more significant and, in my 

view, making the missing third occurrence of this ornament more likely to be an omission. 

The fp is misinterpreted in the La Despedida as a p followed by sf a crotchet later (above). 

Mozart and Beethoven (and others) used this unusual marking to indicate a forte followed by 

a piano subito, usually in passages with string or wind instruments. This effect was imitated 

on the piano, which like the guitar cannot alter the dynamics of a note after it has sounded, 

but can nevertheless create an approximation of the effect. The English edition 

Hammerklavier sonata Op. 106, by Beethoven has fp markings changed to sf markings in the 

Viennese edition.106  

From bars 95–97 (below) the same indication appears and La Despedida has it changed 

to f followed by p a quaver later. The fp is on every minim in Les Adieux! which may be 

                                                 
106 Alan Tyson, ‘The Hammerklavier Sonata and Its English Editions’, The Musical Times, vol. 103/1430, April 1962, pp. 
235–237, at p. 237. 
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wrong going by La Despedida indications. Sor may have intended loud basses every crotchet 

with subito accompaniments:  

 

Example 62. Comparison of bars 96 to 100 of Sor, La Despedida (top) with bars 96 to 99 of Les Adieux! 
(bottom). 

There is no justification for La Despedida separating the f and p of the fp. It is most 

unlikely such an obscure indication could have come from Meissonnier in Les Adieux! which 

must have come from Sor himself in his apograph manuscript. There is no proof he did, but 

we do know he used the indication because it appears in his Fantaisie pour Guitare Seule 

dedicated to Natalie Houzé at bars 245–246.107 In my view this adds authority to Les Adieux! 

while detracting from the authority of La Despedida and draws attention to the editorial 

interference. The missing bar 99 may have been a Sor revision as it forms an ineffectual link 

to the G major statement of the Paisiello theme. This may be a Vaccari addition which lingers 

on the d, weakening the effect of the rising chromatic scale.  

In the following example we see the final twelve bars of the Allegretto, which in bar 115 

La Despedida has the acciaccaturas removed and misinterpreted in bar 118 and 120. The 

dotted semiquaver in bar 115 is echoed in bars 118 and 120, vindicating the treatment of the 

passage in Les Adieux! and showing La Despedida to be unconvincing at best: 

 

Example 63. Bars 114–122, comparison of Sor, La Despedida (top) and Les Adieux! (bottom). 

                                                 
107 Sor, Fantaisie, dedicated to Natalie Houzé, edited Romero, 1995. 
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Les Adieux! is to be preferred (below) at the climax of the Andante section, after the double 

bar there is a twenty five bar transition that ends at bar 54. The repeated notes in the previous 

eight bars end on a diminished seventh chord, which is echoed by the melody in harmonics 

sounding e2 and g2 in Les Adieux!. The La Despedida version tamely repeats the two e2s: 

 

Example 64. Bars 54–58, comparison of Sor, La Despedida (top) and Les Adieux! (bottom). 

Meissonnier clearly has a copy of Sor’s autograph manuscript in his hands for the preparation 

of his edition. The work is nevertheless altered in a number of ways, some of which may 

have been due to proof-reading errors, while others appear to be revisions made by the 

composer after 1816. I shall examine these differences one by one.  

Meissonnier’s title “Les Adieux! Sixième Fantaisie pour Guitare seule” differs from the 

Spanish “La Despedida, Andante y Allegretto para Guitarra sola”: the “Sixième Fantaisie” is 

the usual addition by Meissonnier, who was intent on numbering Sor’s fantasias and any 

work that loosely approximated a fantasia in the construction of an unauthorised numbered 

series. In the Table of Contents to the second edition of the Collection Complète the work is 

referred there as “Les Adieux” has no mention of a number or of the word “Fantaisie”.108 The 

use of French or Spanish for the title in would have been immaterial to Sor.  

The second part of the Spanish title, gives the tempos: “Andante y Allegretto” for the 

movements at bar 1–67 and bar 68–to the end. Meissonnier has the two movements marked 

“Andante Largo” (at bar 1) and “Un poco mosso” (at bar 68). The example below shows the 

first six bars and last four bars of the first movement, followed by the first three bars of the 

second movement to show the transition between the movements in each edition. The time 

signatures of the two movements move from 4/4 to 2/4 creating an interesting and subtle 

metrical transition between movements, complicated by the rallentando e morendo that 

appears in both editions. Sor is anticipating the dotted rhythm of the Paisiello[?] theme in his 

                                                 
108 Royal Academy of Music handwritten page on preliminary pages of the Meissonnier Collection Complète, in Sor, 
‘Œuvres de Sor’, Spencer Collection, RAM, ‘19c, 2o, SOR, Œuvres de F. Sor’. 
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repeated dotted pedal notes at the end of the first section, which leads into the part that 

follows. His difficulty was how the metres in each section should be indicated: 

 

Example 65. Bars 1–6 and 65–71, comparison of Sor, La Despedida (top) and Les Adieux! (bottom). 

Common time suggests a metre of four crotchets to the bar, which is expressed in the first six 

bars of the Spanish edition as a slow two-beat metre of two minims to the bar, whereas the 

repeated chords in the Meissonnier edition introduce the possibility of the work being in four.  

Sor’s intention becomes clear if one imagines a basic crotchet tempo in the first 

movement that continues into the second movement. It becomes apparent in playing that only 

a slight increase in speed is required to produce a natural tempo for the melody in the second 

part, which is well sign-posted by the words un poco mosso at this point. Effectively, the 

pulse doubles but the metre stays the same, the tempo slightly increasing un poco mosso. The 

Spanish edition indicates this with less precision, relying instead on the tempo words Andante 

and Allegretto to capture the contrast: Andante crotchets before the transition contrast with 

Allegretto crotchets after it begins. This is too subtle to be a consequence of revisions made 
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by a publisher or engraver. It more typical of a composer re-thinking this transition and 

devising a more precise way of notating it before it went to his publisher.  

The following example shows Vaccari at his worst in his completely incoherent voicing 

of a three-voiced passage in Sor’s manuscript at bars 33–35. Even the unknown hand on the 

copy of La Despedida can see that the chord on bar 351 needs to resolve the dominant 

seventh with an e1 in the upper voice of the chord. In bars 341–4 the quaver and rest in the 

bass is also incongruous in a context of regular crotchet bass notes. It is unlikely that 

transposing the bass an octave down on the fourth beat was authorised by Sor: 

 

Example 66. Bars 32–36, comparison of Sor, La Despedida (top) and Les Adieux! (bottom). 

Surprisingly, this is not recognised by Jeffery in the New Complete Works109 which, while 

assuming La Despedida to provides the best text, inexplicably reverts to the Les Adieux! 

voicing for the upper voices, while retaining the incongruous bass that ignores the proper 

resolution of the dominant seventh. This passage in La Despedida is a clear indication of an 

editorially corrupt source—Sor would not have written such nonsense. 

The difficulty establishing a text of this work does not merely come down to a question 

of choosing one over the other. Les Adieux! was not supervised through its final stages by Sor 

and has a number of errors probably not on the revised pre-publication apograph. La 

Despedida, on the other hand, existed in a manuscript copy that was distorted by a violinist 

who disregarded the voicing, changed the notes, added expression and phrasing marks of his 

own. He, nevertheless, left clues as to how the text may have looked these changes. Sor was 

unable to proofread this edition as he was in Russia. Vaccari, in Spain, simply did what he 

liked. As the dedicatee he probably did not change the title of the work (even if he changed 

the notes), so the title is: ‘La Despedida’ in Spanish and ‘Les Adieux’ in French. The subtitle 

is Andante y Allegretto, which was later revised by Sor. The Andante Largo indication in Les 

                                                 
109 Jeffery, The New Complete Works, second edition, 2004, vol. 3, p. 28. 
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Adieux! (a favourite of Sor’s) is probably correct while the Allegretto was revised for good 

reason.  

The Vaccari and Meissonnier editions of this work were based on different, independent, 

source manuscripts which are both now lost. There was a Sor autograph manuscript given to 

Vaccari, possibly on 28 July 1816, from which he produced La Despedida. This manuscript 

pre-dates a later revised manuscript that was made by Sor for the Meissonnier edition entitled 

Les Adieux! for his French market and published before November 1824. Both manuscripts 

are now lost. The evidence that the Les Adieux! is the better text is overwhelmingly, firstly 

because it was a later revision by Sor himself and secondly it had a more reputable publisher.  

The Deuxième Grande Sonate Op. 25 
When Sor arrived in France, as he says in his Méthode…, he began to compose in a different 

way, seeing himself as a ‘professional’ musician rather than the ‘amateur’ he was in Spain. 

His Grande Sonata [later Op. 22] composed before 1807 is far from an amateur work, which 

follows: “…the standard four-movement plan of the Austro-French symphony of the 1790s—

fast (sonata)-slow-minuet-rondo…”.110 The Viennese minuet and trio, which it includes, is 

the first of this kind that Sor ever composed. The second was in his Deuxième Grande Sonate 

[Op. 25], which by its title invites comparison with its predecessor. Mateo Mintegui, 

advertised “una grande sonata para guitarra de Sor dedicada al referido Sermo. Sr. 

Generalísimo Almirante, 50 [rs.]:…”.111 Its publication by Meissonnier in November 1824 

indicates it was published as an historical work. A little later while Sor was still in Russia, 

Meissonnier published the Deuxième Grande Sonate [Op. 25], with the dubious Cinquième 

Divertissement très Facile [Op. 23] advertised on 19 August 1825,112 which Sor later forced 

Meissonnier to retract using overflow pieces to assemble replacement edition and make up 

the Huit Petites Pièces [Op. 24]. In March 1827 Sor was back in Paris and supervising 

publication of his music once more when the his opera 24–29 editions were announced. 

It is not clear quite how responsible Sor was for both grand sonatas. It appears that the 

apographs Meissonnier worked from were of a different quality or the engravers used for 

both differed producing uneven results, the first being in my view a much better edition than 

the second. Both the grand sonatas have four movements in a similar symphonic style and 

appear to belong to a similar time, the second grand sonata being unlikely to date twenty 

                                                 
110 Yates, ‘Sor’s Guitar Sonatas…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, Madrid, 2002, p. 471. 
111 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 48, 5 June 1807, p. 574. 
112 Entry 1292, Journal général d’annonce, vol. 1/33 Friday 19 August 1825.  
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years or more after the Classical sonata form had been almost completely. The movements in 

the Grande Sonate [Op. 22] are arranged in the usual way: 

I. Allegro (Sor’s interpretation of sonata form in C-major);  

II. Adagio (ending on the tonic in C-minor);  

III. Minuetto Allegro (in C-major); 

IV. Rondo Allegretto (in C-major). 

The problem is the unusual arrangement of the Deuxième Grande Sonate:  

I. Andante Largo (in C-minor ending with a fermata on the dominant);  

II. Allegro non Troppo (Sor’s interpretation of sonata-form in C-major); 

III. Andantino grazioso (a 16-bar Theme with five 16-bar variations in C); 

IV. Minuetto Allegro (in C-major). 

The first movement is a slow introduction, which ends on a fermata on the dominant of C-

minor/major (possibly implying a cadenza) and awaiting the piece to come. This is a sonata-

form Allegro, which dies away in a dramatic series of chords and harmonics to a pianissimo 

in the tonic, bearing all the rhetorical indicators of a peroratio conclusion. The third is very 

like Sor’s early theme and variation sets based on Italian models, like those in his Op. 11, or 

the Castro editions of the Air Varié, plate 2 or Air Varié, plate 3.113 Completely anachronistic, 

in my view, is the slight and not very sonorous Viennese minuet and trio that ends this vast 

and complex “Grande Sonate”. This is not an eighteenth-century sonata. At the earliest it may 

have been composed after its predecessor around 1807 or later in Spain. Its publication in the 

mid 1820s while Sor was in Russia makes it formally even more unusual. One feasible re-

arrangement of the movements is as follows: 

Grande Sonate Op. 22 Deuxième Grande Sonate Op. 25 
I Allegro (in C-major) 
II Adagio (in C-minor) 
III Minuetto Allegro (in C-major); 
IV Rondo Allegretto (in C-major) 

I Andante Largo (in C-minor)  
III Andantino grazioso (variations in C) 
IV Minuetto Allegro (in C-major) 
II Allegro non Troppo (in C-major) 

This makes the Deuxième Grande Sonate look more like its predecessor, with a slow 

introduction, a theme-and-variations, a minuet and trio, and a fast Allegro, ending pianissimo.  

                                                 
113 Later revised as Fernando Sor, Quatrième Fantaisie Composée et Dédiée à Monsieur Frédéric Kalkbrenner par son Ami 
Ferdinando Sor Op. 12, Paris: Meissonnier, plate 144, with an introduction, extra variations and a coda added. 
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The bibliographical justification for this change is based on the following: the Cinquième 

Divertissement très Facile Op. 23, advertised on 19 August 1825,114 was an unauthorised 

compilation by Meissonnier from Castro or directly from Madrid copistería copies.115 

Meissonnier experienced a production hiatus of 112 plate numbers in which no music by Sor 

was published because he was in Russia. This was broken by Sor’s return in early December 

1826 or soon after, when a new agreement was negotiated with Meissonnier. In return for his 

endorsement of a new revised edition of the Collection Complete, Meissonnier would retract 

and repair Op. 23 and publish a corrected edition of Op. 9, plate 119, as the Variations 

Brillantes sur un Air Favori de Mozart, also Op. 9, which Sor would perform on 21 February 

1827, the day it was advertised.116  

The corrected Cinquième Divertissement très Facile Op. 23, appeared before March 1827 

having been assembled by Sor from early pieces in his music cupboard, more of which were 

published as the Huit Petites Pièces Op. 24. Also from this store emerged the Deuxième 

Grande Sonate Op. 25 and the second set of Douze Études Op. 29. New compositions at this 

time appear to be the three variations on folk songs, opera 26–28. All of these works were 

purchased outright by Meissonnier, whose ‘Propriété de l’Editeur’ stripped Sor of the right to 

compel further changes to published music as he had just done. This would later also apply to 

the opera 30–33 editions. If by some chance the very poorly engraved Deuxième Grande 

Sonate [Op. 25] had also been published with the music in the wrong order, Sor would have 

been completely powerless to demand its correction. 

Stanley Yates has a completely different opinion of this ‘sonata’, which he sees as: 

…a sophisticated, highly unified work, in several respects quite unique, and certainly one 
of the finest guitar sonatas of the classic-romantic period. The outward form is very 
unusual, perhaps unprecedented, beginning with two connected movements in sonata 
form: the opening Andante largo begins with the appearances of a slow introduction 
before unfolding as a full developmental aria-style sonata form in itself, and is elided to 
an elaborate sonata, Allegro non troppo. The pairing may certainly be regarded as an 
expanded form of the elided Andante largo—un poco mosso that comprises Sor’s 
(presumably) earlier Les Adieux. Op. 25 continues with an Andantino grazioso theme-
and-variations, and concludes with a minuet and trio. The latter two movements are also 
connected; the minuet shares its opening motive with the opening of the previous theme, 
initially suggesting itself as a further variation. And the two pairings themselves are 
connected, though not literally; the Allegro non troppo ends so gently that a 
psychological connection with the theme-and-variations that follows is made virtually 
inevitable. This sequence of movements can perhaps be best understood aesthetically, as 
a romantically expanded introduction and allegro followed by a nostalgic pairing of 

                                                 
114 Entry 1292, Journal général d’annonce, vol. 1/33 Friday 19 August 1825. 
115 See my Chapter 13 ‘Dating Meissonnier’s Sor Plates’. 
116 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 153.  
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movements in the high-classical style (we perhaps tend to forget that as many classical-
period sonatas end with a theme-and-variations or a minuet as with a rondo).117 

A number of points occur to me. The Les Adieux! Op. 21 was composed in about 1816 and 

was revised by Sor before November 1824 into its current form as an “…elided Andante 

largo–un poco mosso”. It was actually first conceived as a two-movement Andante y 

Allegretto that was distinguished by its lack of an implied cadenza on the dominant between 

the two movements, which is the most distinctive feature of the first movement of the 

Deuxième Grande Sonate, for example. If Sor composed the second grand sonata before 1807 

in Spain, soon after his first, this would rule out aesthetic explanations Yates gives here like: 

“…romantically expanded introduction and allegro followed by a nostalgic pairing of 

movements in the high-classical style”, which is more suited to an 1825 publication date. The 

“gentle” ending of the minuet would make anything that followed “virtually inevitable”, 

except that it does not have the rhetorical quality of the peroratio, ending the work by dying 

away, instead exhibiting that of exordium, which suggests a continuation. When Yates refers 

to: “…as many classical-period sonatas that end with a theme-and-variations or a minuet as a 

rondo”, he is clearly referring to a much earlier time, probably not to piano sonatas in four 

movements, which end with both a theme and variations and a minuet.  

In his article, Yates rightly discounts the “easy association of Sor’s sonata style with 

Haydn”, pointing out that this stemmed from William Newman’s The Sonata in the Classical 

Era.118 In discussing the first Grand Sonate [Op. 22] he says that Sor was more influenced by 

Pleyel than Haydn119 and goes on to say: “An aria-like adagio for the second movement, very 

unusual before Beethoven, is often used by Pleyel (especially in sonata form as Sor’s form 

suggests here)… [my italics]”.120 But if Sor also composed the second Grande sonate before 

1807 and not later than 1812, Beethoven could well have been an influence on his “…aria-

like adagio”, Spain at this date not being as much of a cultural backwater as is sometimes 

supposed. There is every reason to believe that Sor may have tried to play a Beethoven sonata 

while practising the piano at the home of the Duchess of Alba in 1800 and on many later 

occasions could have come across or purchased Beethoven editions from Madrid copisterías. 

He may also have studied Beethoven’s orchestral music with the organist and composer and 

revolutionary monk Joaquin Tadeo de Murguía (1759–1836) at the cathedral in Málaga.121 It 

                                                 
117 Yates, ‘Sor’s Guitar Sonatas…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, Madrid, 2002, p. 480. 
118 Yates, ‘Sor’s Guitar Sonatas…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, Madrid, 2002, p. 447. 
119 Yates, ‘Sor’s Guitar Sonatas…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, Madrid, 2002, p. 471. 
120 Yates, ‘Sor’s Guitar Sonatas…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, Madrid, 2002, p. 471. 
121 Quin, ‘Sor’s Motéte al Santísimo Sacramento…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 254. 
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was during these four years that he most likely composed his two Grande Sonatas, well 

before the conflagration of 1808 and the terrible war that followed, which induced him to 

write nationalistic songs and his motet in the time of war.122  

We have quite a lot of information regarding Sor’s early influences. After the war ended 

on 24 September 1795 he returned to Barcelona, where he spent his time: “…[b]rowsing 

through the musical library of Monsieur de Gispert, the critic of the Barcelona theatre”.123 

This valuable library was bequeathed to the monastery at Montserrat when Gispert died in 

1803.124 He had been the godfather of Sor’s brother Carlos, which is how Sor got access to 

this library in which he found the libretto for his opera Telemaco, nell’ isola di Calipso.125. In 

September 1796, he enrolled at the Real Academia Militar de Matemáticas de Barcelona 

hoping to become a military engineer and, perhaps with the help of Gispert, obtained a place 

reserved for civilian students.126 While he was there he wrote his debut opera. Discussing this 

he explains in his memoires that he had no training in the forms and analysis of instrumental 

music at Montserrat:  

[Antonio Tozzi the impresario] wanted to perform the work, and told the young 
composer to write the overture—the latter found himself embarrassed. Father Viola, who 
had instructed him so well in the texture, progression and voice leading of classical 
works of vocal music, could not apply the same analytical spirit to instrumental 
compositions; those at Montserrat were not in score. The solo works of this learned monk 
could have served as models, but his extreme modesty prevented him from 
recommending them as subjects of study. Sor did not dare to try to write an allegro in the 
style of Haydn; he took another route, and in one way or another he composed the 
overture. And partly because he was only seventeen127 and from the city, the opera 
Telemaco,128 was a success.129 

                                                 
122 Sor, Motéte al Santísimo Sacramento, autograph manuscript in Málaga Cathedral, discussed in detail in Quin, ‘Sor’s 
Motéte al Santísimo Sacramento…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, pp.251–262. 
123 ‘Mémoires de Sor’, paraphrased Ledhuy in ‘Sor’, edited Ledhuy and Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, p. 164a. 
124 Mangado, ‘Fernando Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, pp. 22–23. 
125 « En parcourant la bibliothèque musicale de M. de Gispert, censeur du théâtre de Barcelone… » ‘Mémoires de Sor’, 
paraphrased Ledhuy in ‘Sor’, edited Ledhuy and Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, p. 164a. 
126 He was enrolled as a “caballero particular” (or ‘private gentleman’?) not as a military cadet or officer. See Mangado, 
‘Fernando Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 30. 
127 Sor was at least nineteen in 1797, this statement conforms with the claimed date of birth in ‘Sor’, edited Ledhuy and 
Bertini, paragraph 1. Sor’s age could well have been exaggerated by Tozzi to sell tickets and Sor may have felt it necessary 
to continue the deception throughout his life. 
128 First performed 25 August 1797 at the Barcelona Opera with 15 performances in the 1797–98 season, Jeffery, Fernando 
Sor…, 1977, p. 17.  
129 « [Tozzi] Il voulut faire jouer l'ouvrage, et dit au jeune artiste d'écrire l'ouverture. —Celui-ci se trouva embarrassé. Le 
père Viola qui l'avait si bien instruit de la contexture, de la marche et de la conduite des morceaux classiques de musique 
vocale, ne pouvait porterie même esprit d'analyse sur les compositions instrumentales; celles qu'on trouvait à Montserrat 
n'étaient point en partitions. Les oeuvres seules du savant moine eussent pu servir de modèle, mais son extrême modestie 
l'empêchait de les proposer comme des sujets d'étude. Sor n'osait se proposer de faire un allegro dans le genre d'Haydn; il 
prit une autre route, et tant bien que mal il écrivit son ouverture. Cependant, en faveur de ses dix-sept ans et de son titre de 
compatriote, l'opéra de Télémaque eut du succès. » ‘Mémoires de Sor’, paraphrased Ledhuy in ‘Sor’, edited Ledhuy and 
Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, p. 164a–b. 
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On 25 August 1797 it opened in Barcelona running in all for 17 performances and turning 

him into a local celebrity.130 Reading between the lines it is clear that Sor was not at all 

confident of his abilities as a composer. 

In the diary of Rafael de Amat, barón de Maldá, there are several references to Sor’s 

musical activities, like the unnamed compositions by him played for the entertainment in the 

theatre on 10 December 1798, when and he may have performed.131 The two concerts of 19 

August and 29 September 1798 are described by Amat in a way that indicates him being 

present as composer.132 Mangado found a reference to the wedding reception in Barcelona on 

17 January 1799 for Amat’s daughter, where Sor sang boleros and played the guitar.133 

Shortly after this the Diario de Barcelona announces Sor’s tonadilla Las preguntas de la 

Morante performed on 2 and 3 February 1799.134 Ten days later, on 13 February 1799, Sor’s 

21st birthday, he gave a guitar recital playing solo and with together with other instruments.135 

Mangado established that Sor was at the Real Academia Militar de Matemáticas in the 

academic years of 1796–1800,136 leaving to sit an entry examination at the Real Junta de 

Artillería o de Fortificación in Madrid.137 There he attempted to gain access to the nobility 

through contacts of his father,138 but his attempts to play at the court of Carlos IV were 

refused on the recommendation of court musicians who referred to him an ignorant amateur, 

offending him deeply.139  

Josep Dolcet has found enough of Sor’s melodrama La Elvira portuguesa to perform the 

work, which had its first performance in Madrid on 10 of January 1801.140 This would have 

been a product of his first visit to Madrid, probably from the last quarter of 1800 until a little 

before 28 December 1801 when Amat mentions hearing him in Barcelona as one of the 

                                                 
130 See Mangado, ‘Fernando Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, section 3.5, pp. 35–38. 
131 Mangado, ‘Fernando Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 36. 
132 Mangado, ‘Fernando Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 36. 
133 Mangado, ‘Fernando Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 36. 
134 Mangado, ‘Fernando Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 37. 
135 Mangado, ‘Fernando Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 37. 
136 Mangado, La Guitarra en Cataluña, 1998. 
137 Mangado, ‘Fernando Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 31. 
138 « Après avoir passé quatre années à l'école militaire, Sor partit pour Madrid, où les anciennes relations de son père lui 
donnèrent accès près des grands. » ‘Mémoires de Sor’, paraphrased Ledhuy in ‘Sor’, edited Ledhuy and Bertini, 
Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, p. 164b. 
139 Jeffery in the introduction to the facsimile reprint of Ferrandiere, Arte de tocar la guitarra…, Madrid, 1799, says: 
“Ferandiere, according to his title-page, was professor or teacher of music at the Spanish Court, that is at the Bourbon court 
of Charles IV of Spain and his queen Maria Luisa”. Ferandiere could have been one of the court musicians who 
discriminated against Sor as described here. Ferrandiere, Arte de tocar la guitarra…, Madrid, 1799, facsimile, Tecla, 1977, 
introduction, p. 5. 
140 Dolcet, ‘La producción de Sor…’, 2002, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 165. 
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performers in his Draps i ferro vell based on Catalán street-cries.141 Sor may have been 

involved in the production of his melodrama in Madrid, so it is surprising that he missed its 

first performance on 10 January 1801. In Dolcet’s analysis of the melodrama, which he says 

begins with a passionate overture in a much more romantic style than Telemaco, beginning 

with a Largo and followed by an Allegro in sonata-form with a concluding coda. The second 

act he describes as an Allegro sinfonía in sonata-form.142 Descriptions such as this give the 

impression of the young Sor as brimming with talent, unable to build on his own successes, 

and struggling with deficiencies in his musical education.  

His second visit to Madrid is described through Ledhuy’s paraphrase of the ‘Mémoires 

de Sor’, which leaves us with an unaccounted for period before he obtained the patronage of 

the Duchess of Alba. This is described as follows:143: 

At this time that the Duchess of Alba took him under her protection and showed him all 
the affection of a mother. She did not wish him to become a professional musician, nor to 
remain an active soldier. To assist his studies, she prepared for him a room in her house, 
where he could consult Italian scores and practise the piano. On the most delicate of 
pretexts, the duchess found ways of improving the position of the young officer who 
could thus dedicate himself confidently to his taste for music. He composed some 
fragments of a libretto, Don Trastullo. Some time later, the duchess, who was ill, 
suddenly left Madrid, and left her protégé a sum considerable enough to sustain himself 
honourably during her absence. Sor grieved at this separation, which was to be eternal, 
for the duchess died almost at once.144 

The main residence of the Duchess in Madrid was the Palacio de Liria,145 while her summer 

residence was the Palacio de Doñana on the Guadalquivir delta near Sanlúcar de Barrameda 

in Andalucía.146 From Sor’s account it seems that he was given a room in the Palacio de 

Liria, where he lived for some months studying scores and composing. The Duchess left 

some time before her sudden death on 23 July 1802.  

                                                 
141 Mangado, ‘Fernando Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 38. 
142 Dolcet, ‘La producción de Sor…’, 2002, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, pp. 167–171. 
143 Dona Maria Teresa Cayetana de Silva y Alvarez de Toledo (1762–1802) “…was the thirteenth Duchess of Alba in her 
own right, having succeeded her grandfather in 1776, at the age of fourteen, when she was already married to the eleventh 
Marquis of Villafranca…” Vyvyan Holland, Goya: a pictorial biography, Thames and Hudson, London, 1961, p. 59.  
144 Ledhuy summarising the ‘Mémoires de Sor’ « A cette époque la duchesse d'Alba le prit sous sa protection et lui montra 
toute l'affection d'une mère. Eire ne voulait pas qu'il fit le métier de musicien, ou qu'il restât militaire en activité. Pour 
faciliter ses études, elle lui avait fait préparer dans son hôtel une chambre de travail, où il pouvait aller consulter des 
partitions italiennes et s'exercer sur le piano. Sous les prétextes les plus délicats, la duchesse trouvait moyen d'améliorer la 
position du jeune officier fui pouvait se livrer avec sécurité à son goût pour la musique. » ‘Mémoires de Sor’, paraphrased 
Ledhuy in ‘Sor’, edited Ledhuy and Bertini, Encyclopédie pittoresque…, 1835, p. 164b. 
145 Completed in 1780 This was burned down in 1936 during the civil war. See note 7 in Martin Davies, ‘Exhibition at 
Palazzo Strozzi’, The Burlington Magazine, vol. 90/544, July 1948, p. 200. 
146 The palace is in the Parque Nacional de Doñana, see <http://www.andalucia.com/environment/protect/donana.htm>, 
accessed 25 May 2007. 
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There is very little information on the controversial life of the Duchess of Alba and the 

only biography I have found is by Joaquin Ezquerra del Bayo.147 According to Joaquin 

Ezquerra del Bayo she died at about two in the afternoon of 23 July 1802. Her bad 

relationship with the Court and Godoy, probably contributed to the popular rumours that she 

was poisoned, but may also have arisen because she died so suddenly.148 The Sor account 

says that she was ill and left Madrid suddenly, giving Sor money to live off and suggesting 

she intended to return. The burial took place without pomp in secret at night on 26 August 

1802. I have not managed to find out where she went, but the will deposited in Sanlúcar, was 

opened on 6 August 1802 and stipulated she be buried in the church of the Padres del 

Salvador, called the Noviciado de padres jesuitas in Madrid (now the University).149 This 

dates Sor’s stay with the Duchess from early January 1802, until his return to Barcelona by 6 

May 1802 where Amat records him playing a “toccata” at the Castellbell house.150 This was 

probably the “…gran sinfonía de Sors, [40 rs.]:” that Mateo Mintegui, advertised on 24 

October 1806,151 later his Sonata Prima and Gran Solo [Op. 14].152  

The Alba library burned down in modern times, but in Sor’s time would have been one of 

the finest libraries in Spain. This is not an especially long period of study it does appear to be 

the first time that he was able to try to develop himself. Beethoven’s works were published in 

England from December 1799 on,153 so it is likely that some of his music would have been 

found in the library. The Gaceta de Madrid music advertisements indicate that foreign music 

was soon available. The opera Don Trastullo, which Sor began writing at that time, was never 

finished and is indicative of a struggle within himself in these genres. He appears to have 

become progressively more absorbed in developing his abilities as a guitarist and dabbling in 

his symphonies, violin concerto, operas, a melodrama and a tonadilla occasionally describing 

himself as an amateur on the title pages of surviving manuscripts.  

In trying to understand what gave rise to Sor’s guitar sonatas, it seems that sonata-form 

remained central both for overtures and concert works for the guitar in Spain. Yates writes:  

                                                 
147 Ezquerra del Bayo, Joaquin. La ducquesa de Alba y Goya : estudio biográfico y artístico, Madrid: Aguilar, 1959. 
148 See Chapter 19 of Ezquerra del Bayo, La ducquesa de Alba y Goya…, Madrid, 1959; this reference at p. 219. 
149 Ezquerra del Bayo, La ducquesa de Alba y Goya…, Madrid, 1959, p. 219–221. The body was later moved to the 
cemetery of San Isidro. 
150 A word for a kind of dandy taken over by French style in dress and attitudes. See Gaite, Carmen Martín. Love Customs in 
Eighteenth-Century Spain, translated by Maria G. Tomisch, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991. 
151 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 87, 24 October 1806, p. 904; Gazeta de Barcelona, no. 90, 1 November 1806, p. 1292. 
152 See my Chapter 9 ‘Publishing in Spain’ and Chapter 10 ‘Salvador Castro de Gistau’ for the reasons for this allocation. 
153 Tyson, The Authentic English Editions…, p. 39. 
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[The] …Viennese guitar sonatas of Giuliani, Diabelli, Molitor and Matiegka, written 
before or around the time of Sor’s exile to France in 1813, demonstrate a contemporary, 
post-classical approach to sonata writing that Sor was not to adopt until significantly 
later, with his Op. 25 Grande sonate published in 1827.154 

If Sor composed the Grande Sonata [Op. 25] in Spain before 1807 and not later than 1812, 

then Yates finding: “…a contemporary, post-classical approach…” that places him somewhat 

in advance of these Viennese gentlemen. He is quite right to say that “Sor’s early model was 

an orchestral one” but he does not recognise that his models may very well have been his 

own direct experience writing for the orchestra. It would therefore be hardly surprising that: 

Whereas Sor’s early model was an orchestral one, the Viennese guitarists were 
influenced by the keyboard…; when Sor uses a four-movement scheme, it is a high-
classic style rather than the contemporary Viennese style employed by Molotor or 
Diabelli; when Sor adopts the style of Haydn, it is a matter of general aesthetic…; and 
when Sor adopts an individual romantic approach to formal construction it remains 
within a classic framework of movement types and key schemes, rather than the varied-
tempo forms and third-related schemes of the Viennese. 

He can hardly have been expected to foresee: “…a contemporary, post-classical approach to 

sonata writing…” and he certainly cannot be blamed for remaining within a “high-classic 

style” in his four-movement first grand sonata and his second grand sonata rearranged as I 

suggest. Yates concludes that: “In fact, Sor appears to have shared so little with the style of 

his guitaristic contemporaries, that one wonders to what extent he was actually aware of their 

music.”155 This would hardly be if he wrote his own first sonatas as early as 1802. Anyway, 

we know from Sor himself that he paid little if any attention to his contemporaries in Europe 

until he was forced into exile in 1813, when he says he was forced “by circumstances” to 

become a professional guitarist. When he did begin to examine the music of his guitarist 

contemporaries he was shocked and appalled at how they wrote for the guitar, which is clear 

from the general tenor of his Méthode… and his many prefaces. Sor taught himself the guitar 

and taught us a great deal about what one can do with it, if only we would learn to read 

exactly what he wrote. 

 
154 Yates, ‘Sor’s Guitar Sonatas…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, Madrid, 2002, p. 461, my 
emphasis. 
155 Yates, ‘Sor’s Guitar Sonatas…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, Madrid, 2002, p. 461. 



 



Conclusion 

I do not know how Fernando Sor was trained at the Montserrat Escolanía. Certainly there 

must have been elements of the solfeggi and partimenti training that resembled what Italian 

musicians obtained in their conservatories, the difference in Italy was that guitarists like 

Giuliani and Carulli also received training in guitar playing for Sor training was not through 

the medium of the guitar, the curriculum rather being comprised of the composition of sacred 

music, thoroughbass accompaniment at the keyboard, violin playing for use in the orchestra, 

and voice for the choir and as a soloist in liturgical music. While the guitar may have been 

tolerated, it was looked down upon by Father Viola, so it was only after he left school in 1795 

that he began to develop his skills in guitar playing. Sor says that his first compositions were 

composed in late 1795 and circulated among friends and associates, only being found by the 

copisterías in about 1806. The advertisement in the Gaceta de Madrid of 5 June 1807 listing 

his Grande Sonate Op. 22 is an important discovery that makes the excavation of the 

copistería sources in Spain ever more important. Serious paper studies are need to try to 

identify and date the output of the most important enterprises, especially in Madrid. Copyists 

have handwritings that can surely be categorised; apart from Pérez who were copyists and 

where did they work? The Spanish copistería music for guitar has scarcely been unearthed at 

all; it is hard to accept that so little of this enormous output survives. It appears that this 

material is denigrated in the search for autograph manuscripts. It needs to be understood, that 

the copisterías of the best kind were also publishers, who strived to produce the most correct 

copies, in the same way as did engravers. Copies are not automatically inferior sources. 

Mijndert Jape long ago recognised the lack of a proper scholarly edition of Sor’s music 

that might be compared to the great monumental editions of the mid-twentieth century. He 

produced three volumes of such an edition, focussing on all the editions published in Sor’s 

time without examining their relative authority and questions of authorial control. Brian 

Jeffery has since produced a critical edition based on his facsimile, which also avoids the 

authority question. A proper critical edition needs to recognise that every composer presents 

us with different problems. In Sor’s case supervised editions carefully worked through with 

his engravers resulted in editions that he appears to have valued more highly than autograph 

manuscripts. This presents us with new difficulties compared to the scholarship underpinning 

the editions of Bach, Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. For example, work on Beethoven’s 

conversation books and sketch studies becomes relevant because available material allows us 
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that luxury. There is a pressing need for a scholarly edition of Sor’s works that takes account 

of all of his music, his manuscripts, copies, editions and issues as well as his writings. 

Historically informed performers rely on the ‘expert’ editors who ponder the evidence in a 

way performers rarely can but the still want to perform from facsimiles. Where is all the 

music that was issued by the Spanish copisterías? Where are the scholarly editions based on 

those sources? A few of these are known to exist but are nowhere to be found in collected 

editions of Sor. How are we suppose to discuss Sor sensibly if so much is still missing from 

scholarly editions?  

The study of Sor will not advance until the bibliographical scholarship around his music 

is improved. In this thesis I have shown that Meissonnier published a collected edition of 

Sor’s opera 1–23 that was revised by the composer himself. This is a primary source. Where 

are all the copies of this edition? A new scholarly edition would need to examine all issues of 

an edition and compare them to earlier editions, authorised or unauthorised, note the 

differences, fix the errors and, if an earlier source is sufficiently important or independent, 

retain it as a variant. The guitar notation resembles lute tablature, which is today published in 

critical editions with facsimiles of the sources and important variants. A critical edition of 

Sor’s works needs to be based on carefully argued criteria that are respectful of his notational 

minimalism and take his notational principles into account, consider his theory of harmony 

and identify his fingerings. Sor’s implied fingerings deserve to be included in any critical 

edition but only insofar as they are indisputable, for where there is a viable discretion no 

fingering can be said to be implied.  

Such complex processing of every score is too arduous for a busy performer, who needs 

to process a score at sight without many hours of research into numerous different sources. 

To illustrate the problem there are, for example, three editions of Sor’s Sonate [Op. 15(b)]: 

one by Castro with its reissues; a first Meissonnier edition with its reissues; and second 

edition revised by Sor himself. The Castro edition and the Sor revision of the Meissonnier 

edition are primary sources of this work, each requiring separate critical editions to correct 

the errors in the text, so that they can be presented in the ideal state as close as possible to one 

that Sor might have conceived. The Castro edition has to be accounted for separately from the 

two Meissonnier editions, for I have established that there was probably a copistería copy of 

this work, advertised in the Gaceta de Madrid on 26 September 1806 by the owner of the 

“almacén de papel de la calle del Carmen, frente á la botillería…”, Domingo Malcuera,1 who 

                                                 
1 Marín, ‘Music-Selling in Boccherini's Madrid’, 2005, p. 168. 
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listed “una sonata” by Sor for 24 reales.2 Should this manuscript turn up it would be a new 

and important primary source that the community of guitar scholars would expect to see a 

facsimile edition that recognised this as a new primary source. Since mistakes were rife in 

these copies a critical edition with appropriate corrections would also be required. All of 

these sources deserve to have their watermarks examined, paper described and dated, 

handwritings on the manuscript copies identified if possible, with the differences between 

earlier and later sources discussed. Only at this point are we beginning to approach a proper 

scholarly edition of Sor’s music.  

Then there are the problems of historical research. Additional primary sources like the 

original manuscripts in Sor’s own handwriting of the ‘Mémoires de Sor’ and the ‘Bolero’ 

article may have survived in the personal effects of Adolphe Ledhuy or in the materials for 

the Encyclopédie pittoresque. This has not been explored. Copies of these documents may 

have been in Sor’s personal effects that were inherited by Carlos Sor and may have returned 

with him to Spain. A number of Sor’s compositions were among his personal effects, such as 

his masses and other compositions in autograph manuscripts, which may not be lost. Then 

there are the problems of the secondary information, including reviews and writings about 

Sor, advertisements in newspapers and periodicals, and so on, all still deserving of further 

investigation. I was most surprised to have found new advertisements in the Gaceta de 

Madrid dated 1807 and 1808, which mention Sor; I was also surprised to find important 

reviews of him in London—but perhaps this is the advantage of digitisation. All similar 

material, birth certificates and official documents relating to Sor need to be correlated and 

assembled in some accessible form. Of course this is an expensive and arduous task and I 

cannot say that I hold out much hope that it will even be commenced in my lifetime. 

We still need to address the minimal expression marks in Sor’s guitar music. A thorough 

study of expression marks of the Spanish bel canto singers like Manuel del Pópulo Vicente 

García and his children, probably the greatest family of singers in the nineteenth century, 

would be an important indicator of Sor’s expression, given that knew and associated with 

many of these musicians in the theatres of Madrid and later in England and France. So well 

versed was he in this style that he was capable of imitating in a public concert the important 

teacher of this Spanish school of singers the castrato Girolamo Crescentini. The song-based 

forms composed by Sor are all appropriate vehicles for this style of performance, which 

                                                 
2 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 79, 26 September 1806, p. 820; Gazeta de Barcelona, no. 82, 4 October 1806, p. 1176. 
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expects the use of ornament, embellishment and improvisation especially in repeats. No 

performer that I have heard has even attempted to explore this aspect in Sor’s guitar music. 

Another huge area of ignorance is the period between the death of Santiago de Murcia in 

1739 and the coming to prominence of Miguel García about fifty years later. This period has 

yielded very little music leaving us to believe that there was no performance or notation of 

solo guitar music after Murcia, only songs accompanied by the guitar from a figured-bass 

also sung in the theatre, otherwise relegated to barbershops and taverns. In the later stages of 

this period there is the music for six-course guitar by Arizpacochaga, Abreu, Ferandiere and 

others, which has hardly been explored at all. Six- and seven-course guitar music does exist. 

The copistería material may yet produce copies of previously lost works, written in tablature 

until the final decade of the century, after which music notation began to be used.  

Spain’s loss of the Murcia manuscripts to Mexico has led to the idea that art music for 

the guitar was non-existent in Spain for the remainder of the century. This is hard to believe. I 

have seen no modern discussion of a tradition of listening to art music for the guitar in the 

houses of the aristocracy during Murcia’s lifetime (1673 to 1739) despite the fact that most of 

his music, like his pasacalles and variations like those on Marizápalos, consists of serious art 

music, which had no place in the theatre. So serious are his works that they deserve to be 

studied and recognised as contributions to the solo instrumental literature of the Spanish 

Baroque. He enjoyed some patronage and must have played in noble houses. This repertoire, 

combined with that of Gaspar Sanz whose longevity in the repertoire has not been explained, 

as well as that of Francisco Guerau, which has been all but totally ignored, must have had 

social functions analogous to the lute music of Sylvius Weiss in the world inhabited by Bach 

in the north.  

The Spanish are very proud of the guitar, not only as an instrument of the peasants, but 

for its links to the vihuela of antiquity, its solo music, and its place with the organ and the 

harp in the Spanish continuo. I find it impossible to believe that the guitar played no part in 

the high culture of Spain after 1700. The arrangements of the dance music Ruiz de Ribayaz 

by Andrew Lawrence-King and The Harp Consort,3 was followed by their reconstruction 

                                                 
3 Andrew Lawrence-King, director of The Harp Consort, ‘Luz y Norte Lucas Ruiz de Ribayaz—Madrid 1677’, BMG 05472 
77810 2, compact disc, 1995, with Paul O’Dette, guitar, lute, archlute, bandurria, theorbo; Pat O’Brien, guitar, bandurria; 
Thomas Ihlenfeldt, guitar, theorbo; Steve Player, guitar, dancer; Hille Perl, viola da gamba, lira; Jane Achtman, viola da 
gamba and Pedro Estevan, percussion. 
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with Paul O’Dette4 of little guitar tablatures by Murcia as wild Afro-Hispanic dances, which 

was magnified by Jordi Savall,5 to mention only the very finest examples. Unfortunately, this 

serves to obscure the solo guitar music of Murcia, Sanz and Guerau. Paul O’Dette’s 

performances of the Murcia solos on the ‘¡Jácaras! CD stand in stark contrast to the raucous 

ensemble surrounding him, which suggests an underlying disquiet. Surely it is time to recover 

the art music of the Spanish Baroque. 

On 5 June 1807, the owner of the stationery warehouse in the carrera de San Geronimo in 

Madrid, Mateo Mintegui, advertised: “…una grande sonata para guitarra de Sor dedicada al 

referido Sermo. Sr. Generalísimo Almirante, 50 [rs.]:…”.6 The work as his Grande Sonate 

Op. 22. Its dedicatee was Manuel Godoy, who credited Spanish advances in the arts and 

sciences to his own curriculum vitae and would have been impressed by the score even if he 

knew nothing at all about the music. Sor must have completed it somewhere between 1803 

and 1807 and may have played it for Godoy before the presentation score was copied by 

Mintegui. This work demonstrates that Sor was the most advanced thinker and theoretician to 

examine the harmonic resources of the new six-stringed guitar at that time. The romantic 

notion of the artist as solitary inspired genius, which was encouraged by Paganini, might 

easily be invoked to account for this achievement. In this thesis I have suggested that rather 

than viewing Sor as a Phoenix rising from the ashes of the Baroque guitar we might more 

profitably explore his links to the traditional guitar and the venerable and rigorous Spanish 

tradition of using a polyphonic guitar in the continuo. 

Investigating Sor’s antecedents in Spain required a special study of the music of Santiago 

de Murcia who, by 1714, had already worked out a system of harmony for the guitar based on 

thoroughbass and alfabeto. I argue that Murcia’s guitar was strung with basses on the fourth 

and fifth courses and that this accounts for the place he occupied in a long and uniquely 

Spanish tradition dating from 1554 or earlier. This tradition saw the playing of chords as at 

the centre of guitar technique, because that is the best way to make fully harmonic and 

polyphonic use of the guitar. The slow transformation of the five-course Baroque guitar into 

the modern six-string instrument of today is a logical progression that developed out of the 

                                                 
4 Andrew Lawrence-King, The Harp Consort, ‘¡Jácaras! 18th Century Spanish Baroque Guitar Music of Santiago de Murcia’ 
Harmonia Mundi HMX 2097212 compact disc, 1998, with Paul O’Dette, guitar, Pedro Estevan, percussion; Pat O’Brien and 
Steve Player, guitars. 
5 Jordi Savall and Montserrat Figueras, ‘El Nuevo Mundo Folías Criollas’, with Tembembe Ensamble Continuo, La Capella 
Reial de Cataluña and Hespèrion XXI, AliaVox AVSA 9876, compact disc, 2009–2010. 
6 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 48, 5 June 1807, page 574. 
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use of bass strings on the fourth and fifth courses, an essential precondition for the addition of 

bass courses to the guitar, which took place in Spain long before it occurred anywhere else.  

The historical continuity of the modern guitar is directly linked to the Spain of Miguel 

Fuenllana in 1554, who saw the potential in a smaller and lower vihuela de cinco ordenes. 

This instrument was taken to Naples where it captured the imagination of Italians and grew in 

length to a string length of about 70 cm Just before 1600 Joan Carles Amat brought this 

instrument back to Spain with a new way of playing it, arranging the alfabeto chords into a 

circle of fifths, placing the octave strings on the upper side of the fourth and fifth courses and 

giving it the new name of the guitarra de cinco ordenes. This was the guitar that was used by 

Francisco Guerau in 1694, who was one of the last to compose in the old vihuela style. A 

separate Spanish tradition using full re-entrant tuning also developed in Spain, where it was 

last used by Gaspar Sanz, who specialised in playing campanelas. Santiago de Murcia 

combined this stringing with the old Spanish stringing by placing octaves on his third, fourth 

and fifth strings, enabling him to play complex harmony and rapid campanelas. The addition 

of extra bass courses to the guitar during the eighteenth century may have begun with Murcia 

himself but the first instrument with more than five courses that we have is a Sanguino guitar 

of 1759. The seven courses on this instrument give it a range close to those of the archlute 

and theorbo. Guitars of this kind continued to be played by Miguel Garcia, who may have 

used seven single strings, and passed on his technique to his pupils. This instrument later 

settled into a more manageable six courses and was used by mainstream Spanish guitarists 

into the nineteenth century. Why Sor took up single strings in 1796 is not known but may 

have had something to do with Moretti.  

The guitar plotted an entirely different course in Italy and France, despite seventeenth 

century Italian and French guitar books acknowledging the instrument as Spanish. It is likely 

the first Neapolitans to see the bigger vihuela de cinco ordenes saw its relationship to the 

four-course chitarra and applied the re-entrant principle to what called a chitarra spagnuola. 

They resolved the dilemma over which of the fourth and fifth courses should be re-entrant in 

two ways: first by placing re-entrant pairs on both the fifth and fourth courses to make it a 

treble instrument for strumming chords with no basses, which is how it was used everywhere 

at first. In Spain, this tradition culminated in the music of Gaspar Sanz, who learned it from 

the Masters in Rome. The second option was to have a low the fourth string with only the 

fifth course in a re-entrant stringing, which was used by the Italian Francisco Corbetta and 

later appropriated by most French guitarists up to the time of Robert de Visée. 
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These re-entrant tuning traditions, restricted the development on the bass range of the 

guitar in France and Italy and by the middle of the eighteenth century Italian and French 

guitarists began using five single strings on the guitar. Single stringing probably came from 

the archlute from which Italian guitarists appear to have developed a technique that saw the 

basses as requiring theorboed strings accordingly using mainly open strings for the bass thus 

restricting the guitar to idiomatic keys like A, D, G, E and C. The emphasis in Italian 

conservatori on fast scales and exercises in all keys, including scales in thirds, sixths and 

octaves, arpeggios and broken chords, created exemplars for the development of technique 

that were more modelled on violin and cello methods rather than that of thoroughbass 

principle preferred in Spain. Armed with this virtuosity the Italian guitarists flooded into 

Europe, where Sor met them and tried to introduce his unfamiliar Spanish chord-based 

paradigm. 

Sor’s reputation in London was made by the musicians who heard him play in the Argyll 

Rooms not so much by his audiences. It is therefore rather shocking that the guitar was 

excluded from mainstream concerts of the Philharmonic Society after the performance Sor 

gave of his Concertante for guitar, violin, viola and cello in 1817. The reason for the guitar’s 

exclusion was that it was too quiet and was deemed incapable of serious music. This was 

calamitous for the guitar and had repercussions that lasted for the remainder of the nineteenth 

century, when it was seen as a marginal instrument incapable of the profundities of the piano. 

Further pressure on the guitar came from the growth in concert venues in London, which 

included the extensions to the Argyll Rooms. It seems that Sor won the initial skirmishes over 

the guitar’s acceptance as a concert instrument, but lost the final battle. It was only in the 

twentieth century that Segovia would proved Sor right, by making space for the guitar in the 

concert auditoriums of the world, with the assistance of electricity to make the recordings that 

made him a household name across the world. 

I hope that my thesis raises more questions than it answers. There is still much to be done 

in the quest for a widely accepted stable text of the music of Fernando Sor. We still appear to 

be unsure of how to play his music, which gives me hope for a new renaissance in the 

performance of Sor’s music, giving it new life, using varied repeats and the bel canto 

embellishment that it so profoundly lacks. I hope we are not too late, for the interest in 

historical music appears to be waning in the face of the total electrification of music. I fear 

that just as we rediscover Sor, he will disappear into an oblivion of irrelevance. I do hope not, 

for even after all this work I still love his music. 
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